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LINGUISTICS OF AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE: AN INTRODUCTION 
Ceil Lucas, Clayton Valli 
 
 
Basic Concepts 
 
GOALS 
To identify the basic characteristics of any language, spoken or signed; to understand why 
ASL is a language; to understand what linguistics is and what linguists do. 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS 
"Analyzing Signs" by Robbin Battison (1978); pp. 199-218 
 
Files 4, 5, and 6 from Language Files: Materials for an Introduction to Language, by Monica 
Crabtree and Joyce Powers (1991); pp. 219-230 
 
WHAT IS A LANGUAGE? 
In this course, we will explore the structure of ASL. The scientific study of language is called 
linguistics. Linguists are interested in discovering and describing the rules that govern the 
communication system we call language. Linguists analyze many aspects of language (see p. 
2 for a list of the major subfields of linguistics). We will begin with a discussion of the basic 
characteristics common to all languages, whether signed or spoken. 

Language is a rule-governed communication system. A communication system is 
a system that people use to communicate information to each other. When a system is based 
on rules that its users know and follow, it is called a rule-governed system. Without these 
rules, people would not have a communication system, making communication impossible. 
Other rule-governed communication systems include Morse code, semaphore (the flag system 
used in the United States Navy), traffic signals, symbols used in public places, and the 
communication systems used by bees, birds, dolphins, and nonhuman primates. Both Morse 
code and semaphore use symbols to represent letters of the alphabet, numbers, and, in the 
case of Morse code, punctuation, so they are in essence "codes for codes," codes for a writing 
system. Language shares some features with other communication systems, but is also 
distinguished from other communication systems by a number of features. 
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Features Shared by Language and Other Communication Systems 
Language Is Composed of Symbols. Language, as other communication systems, is 
composed of symbols that its users manipulate to produce meaning. Different kinds of 
symbol systems exist to facilitate linguistic communication. English has a writing system that 
uses symbols to represent sounds or combinations of sounds. For example, the written letter 
a is a symbol for one sound in the English word cat, and the combination of written letters is 
a symbol for an entity in the real world; cat is a symbol for a small mammal having a tail, 
whiskers, etc. The spoken English word is a symbol, part of a different symbolic system 
separate from the written system, though not unrelated to it. The ASL sign CAT is also 
a linguistic symbol (see Figure 1). (Small capital letters are used for the English word that 
corresponds to the ASL sign. This is called a gloss and will be discussed at length in part 
two.) 
 

Language Is Composed of Symbols. Language, as other communication systems, is 
composed of symbols that its users manipulate to produce meaning. Different kinds of 
symbol systems exist to facilitate linguistic communication. English has a writing system 
that uses symbols to represent sounds or combinations of sounds. For example, the written 
letter a is a symbol for one sound in the English word cat, and the combination of written 
letters is a symbol for an entity in the real world; cat is a symbol for a small mammal having 
a tail, whiskers, etc. The spoken English word is a symbol, part of a different symbolic 
system separate from the written system, though not unrelated to it. The ASL sign CAT is also 
a linguistic symbol (see Figure 1). (Small capital letters are used for the English word that 
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corresponds to the ASL sign. This is called a gloss and will be discussed at length in part 
two.) 

 

Language Is a System; Symbols Are Organized and Used Systematically. Languages are rule-
governed systems, and it is the job of linguists to discover what the rules are and how the 
system works, a job that is not always easy. The rule-governed nature of ASL can be 
explained, in part, by examining the conditions on the formation of ASL signs. These 
conditions were first described by Robbin Battison (1978) as a result of his observations about 
the structure of ASL signs. Battison proposed that sign formations were based on two 
conditions, which he called the Symmetry Condition and the Dominance Condition. The 
Symmetry Condition states that in a two-handed sign, if both hands move, then they will 
have the same hand-shape and type of movement. This is illustrated by the signs DRAMA and 
MAYBE. The Dominance Condition states that in a two-handed sign, if each hand has 
a different handshape, then only the active hand can move; the passive hand serves as 
a base and does not move. (For right-handed signers, the right hand is the active or 
dominant hand, while the left hand is the passive or base hand. The opposite is true for left-
handed signers.) The Dominance Condition is illustrated by the signs WORD and 
MONEY.  

When a two-handed sign has different handshapes, Battison reported that the passive hand 
tends to be one of seven basic handshapes – B, A, S, O, C, 1 (or G), or 5 (see Figure 2). From 
this information, it is clear that sign structure is not random. Signs can be grouped into 
different classes; for example, signs like DRAMA and MAYBE are systematically different 
from signs like WORD and MONEY. 

Several observations can be made at this point. 
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1. ASL users can think of many examples of signs in both classes. 
2. If both hands move in signs like WORD and MONEY, the sign looks odd and seems to 

break the rules. 
3. The movement in DRAMA and MAYBE is alternating, meaning that the hands move in 

exactly opposite ways (that is, when the right hand is up, the left hand is down; when the left 
hand moves up, the right hand moves down). If the movement is not alternating, the signs 
look funny and seem to break the rules. 

 
Not all two-handed signs where both hands move require alternating movement; some use 
simultaneous movement, as seen by the signs CAN (be able to) and PLAY. The point is that 
the signs DRAMA and MAYBE clearly illustrate some underlying structure or rules. It is 
also important to begin to notice and describe sign structure — How many hands does the 
sign DRAMA have? Are the handshapes the same or different? Is the movement of the hands 
alternating or simultaneous? Skilled users of ASL and some native users may never have 
noticed or articulated the rules that govern the structure of signs. 
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Symbol Forms May Be Arbitrary or Iconic. When talking about the forms of 
a communication system, arbitrary means that the actual form of the symbol does not reflect 
the form of the thing or activity it symbolizes. Iconic means that the form of the symbol is an 
icon or picture of some aspect of the thing or activity being symbolized. Examples of "folk 
explanations" of the origin of signs based on iconicity include the sign GIRL, which is made 
on the chin to represent bonnet ribbons; and the sign MAN, which depicts the brim of a hat. 

All languages, spoken and signed, have examples of arbitrary forms and iconic forms. 
Liddell (1990) pointed out that this is not an either-or issue. All languages have iconic and 
arbitrary symbols. This recognition is especially important for the study of sign language 
structure because until recently, although researchers recognized the iconicity in ASL signs, 
they did not seem to know how this fit in the overall description of ASL structure. 
Furthermore, linguists had a definite sense that admitting the existence of iconicity in sign 
languages was admitting that sign languages were not "real" languages, certainly not as real 
as spoken languages whose forms were supposedly arbitrary. It was as though the arbitrary 
nature of ASL signs had to be emphasized to prove that ASL is a real language and not just 
a collection of "pictures in the air." 

In many communication systems, the actual form of the symbols used may be arbitrary; 
that is, the fact that red traffic lights are red is of no importance. What is important is the 
constant relationship between the form, a red light, and its conventional meaning, stop. The 
actual form of the dance that bees do has no connection with the distance from the hive. 
Likewise, the actual number of dots and dashes in each Morse code signal or the actual 
design on a semaphore flag is arbitrary. What is important in each case is the relationship 
between the established form and the meaning. Likewise, in language, the actual forms that 
speakers or signers use may be arbitrary. We discussed the English word cat, which consists 
of three sounds, k ae t. The combination of those sounds and the resulting form is arbitrary; 
that is, the form of the linguistic symbol does not reflect the physical entity it symbolizes. 
Nothing about the word cat is reminiscent of an actual cat. 

Not all words in spoken languages are completely arbitrary in their form. Linguists have 
described processes in spoken languages such as onomatopoeia and phonesthesia. 
Onomatopoeia in spoken languages occurs when the linguistic form of a word symbolizes the 
sound of the object or activity to which the form refers. For example, the sound that a rooster 
makes is called cock-a-doodle-do in English, chi chi ri chi (ch is pronounced as k) in Italian, 
and kokekokko in Japanese. Another example in English would be choo choo, referring to 
a train. 

Phonesthesia describes groups of words that resemble each other and whose form seems 
to reflect their meaning. For example, Bolinger (1975) pointed out  that English words that 
end in -ump, such as rump, dump, hump, mump, lump, hump, seem to share a meaning of 
heaviness and bluntness. Likewise, words such as twirl, whirl, furl, and gnarl seem to share 
a meaning of twisting. One problem with the linguistic analysis of such words is that -ump 
and -irl or -url cannot be isolated and described as meaningful units in the way that 
meaningful units (or morphemes) are traditionally isolated and described. Nevertheless, part 
of the linguistic form of the word seems to symbolize some aspect of the thing or activity that 
it represents, and that is what iconicity means: The linguistic form is an icon or picture of 
some aspect of an entity or activity. 

It would appear, then, that all spoken languages have iconicity. And clearly, sign 
languages have iconicity as well. While the form of many signs, such as WRONG or LOUSY, 
is arbitrary, the form of many other signs reflects some physical aspect of the entities or 
activities they represent. 

Sarah Taub (2000) speculated that iconic forms are created in ASL when a mental image 
associated with an original concept is selected (for example, a typical tree for the sign 
TREE). This image is then schematized so that it can be represented in the language. In this 
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process, the essential features are kept and the unnecessary ones are dropped – using the 
example of the sign TREE, it doesn't matter exactly how many branches an actual tree has or 
how thick the trunk is. This image is then encoded, using the appropriate aspects of ASL, 
such as the forearm and the 5 handshape. The result is an iconic symbol that is a part of the 
vocabulary of the sign language. 

Images are schematized differently in different sign languages. This can be seen in the 
different signs for STUDENT in ASL, Italian Sign Language (LIS), and Thai Sign Language 
(see Figure 3). So, simply because the forms of some signs reflect some physical aspect of the 
entity or activity to which they refer (i.e., are iconic) does not mean that there are no arbitrary 
forms in ASL or that ASL is a collection of pictures in the air with no grammatical structure. 
For example, it is probably true that the form of the sign SIT is an iconic representation of 
human legs sitting. However, other sign languages have different ways of symbolizing this 
concept; the actual way of iconically symbolizing in sign language is language specific. That 
is, as long as some physical aspect is symbolized, it doesn't matter which of several 
symbolizeable aspects is chosen, and different sign languages choose different aspects. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While the sign SIT may be iconic, focusing on its iconicity will not provide much 
insight into the interesting relationship between SIT and the noun CHAIR, and other 
noun-verb pairs like it. Nor will it help explain how the movement of the verb SIT can be 
modified to mean SIT-FOR-A-LONG-TIME (slow, circular movement) or SIT-
ABRUPTLY (short, sharp movement). Finally, while the sign SIT may be iconic of human 
legs sitting, the sign for CAT SIT is made with two bent fingers, not four, even though most 
cats have four legs; the signs CAT SIT and BIRD SIT are made with the same two bent 
fingers, even though cats and birds have different kinds of legs. The point is that while 
signs may be iconic, iconicity does not mean a literal representation of the thing or activity. 
Sign are linguistic units; they are not pictures in the air. While the iconicity of signs is 
interesting and important, it is only one aspect of American Sign Language structure (see 
Figure 4). 
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Members of a Community Share the Same Communication System. Users of Morse code 
know how the system works; likewise, sailors who use semaphore share a knowledge of that 
system. Bees, dolphins, and birds share the rules of their respective communicative systems. 
And the same can be said for the users of communication systems that are known as 
languages. The concept of a community of users traditionally has been the source of debate in 
linguistics. Nevertheless, it is possible to define communities of users, often in terms of 
regional, ethnic, occupational, socioeconomic, or gender differences. That is, users of 
American Sign Language in one part of the country may have different signs from users in 
another part of the country; black signers may sign differently from white signers; particular 
occupational groups may have special signs for their work; although no research is yet 
available on this, it may be the case that middle-class, college-educated signers sign 
differently than working-class signers who completed high school; men and women may sign 
differently depending on the topic. 

Many ASL signs have regional variants. Although this has not been studied extensively, 
there is evidence of its occurrence. It is not a question of a "wrong" sign or a "right" sign, but 
simply a question of different signs for the same concept. 
 
Features That Make Language Unique 
 
Language Is Productive; The Number of Sentences That Can Be Made Is Infinite; and 
New Messages on Any Topic Can Be Produced at Any Time. Other communication systems 
are limited in the number of messages that can be produced. Bees show limited productivity, 
while the calls that birds make show none. That is, there is a limit to the number of messages 
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that birds and bees produce. Since semaphore and Morse code are codes for a written 
language, an infinite number of messages could be produced, but it would be impractical. 
Semaphore and Morse code are designed for the rapid communication of a limited number of 
messages. However, the number of sentences that can be produced with the symbols and 
signals of human language is infinite. It is impossible to even try to count how many 
sentences can be produced in a given language. Part of the very nature of language is that the 
number of sentences is infinite, that anything can be encoded. 
 
Language Has Ways of Showing the Relationship Between Symbols. In other 
communication systems (e.g., Morse code, semaphore, and animal systems), the symbols 
occur sequentially, and the perceiver gets meaning from seeing or hearing the sequence of 
symbols. But other communication systems do not have ways of showing a relationship 
between symbols, while languages do. For example, in the English sentence The boy sits on 
the couch, the -s on the verb sit indicates that the subject of the verb is third person singular; 
that is, the -s shows a relationship between the verb and the subject noun. In the sentence The 
boy drives carelessly, the word that follows the verb is known as an adverb, and it describes 
the verb. 

ASL also has ways of showing relationships between symbols. The verbs DRIVE and 
LOOK AT can be signed with the mouth in what is usually described as "mm", with the lips 
slightly protruded. This facial expression is a nonmanual signal that can be translated into 
English as "regularly, unexceptionally". This nonmanual signal is very different from "th", 
with the lips pouted and the tongue visibly positioned between the teeth. This can be 
translated into English as "carelessly". (See part three for further explanation of nonmanual 
adverbs.) 

Languages have grammatical signals that are used to show the relationship between 
symbols. English has a class of words called prepositions that are used to show the relationship 
between other words. In the sentence, The book is on the table, the word on shows the 
relationship between the words book and table. ASL shows this relationship in a different 
way. The sentence could be translated as 

 

 
In ASL, the relationship between the table and the book is shown with the use of classifier 
predicates, not with a preposition. The classifier predicate in this sentence is the sign used to 
show the book being placed on the table. The t on top of the signs TABLE and BOOK indicates 
topicalization; in other words, by raising the eyebrows and tilting the head slightly, the signer 
can indicate the topic of the sentence. ASL has a way of showing the relationship between 
symbols, a way that is different from English. 

Language Has Mechanisms for Introducing New Symbols. The set of symbols used in other 
communication systems is limited and set. New symbols cannot be introduced during the 
course of use. However, one of the most interesting facts about language is that it permits the 
constant introduction of new symbols by a variety of avenues. The sign MICROWAVE was 
introduced fairly recently, for example, through the process of compounding. Other examples 
of ASL compounds include HOME (EATˆSLEEP), BROTHER (BOYˆSAME), and 
RESEMBLE (LOOKˆSTRONG). 

New signs are added to the language as a result of language contact. Many American 
signs for countries are now being abandoned in favor of the country's own sign (see Figure 
5). The Deaf Way conference, an international meeting held at Gallaudet University in July 
1989, had the effect of introducing a number of new signs into ASL, such as the sign for CLUB 
(see Figure 6). 
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Language Can Be Used for an Unrestricted Number of Domains. The domains (topic areas) of 
other communication systems are generally restricted to essential survival or emergency 
management; this is not the case with a language. The communication systems that animals 
use are restricted to the domains of food, danger, and mating, while the domains of 
semaphore are restricted to navigational and emergency information. However, language 
can be used for any domain that humans need to express, from survival and emergencies to 
philosophy and art. Again, since semaphore and Morse code are codes for written language, it 
would be possible to discuss any topic, but highly impractical. 

The Symbols Can Be Broken Down into Smaller Parts. In most other communication systems, 
each symbol is a discrete unit that does not seem to have internal structure that can be 
manipulated by its users. For example, there are different types of bee dances, but the units 
that make up the dances cannot be recombined to make new dances; some research evidence 
shows the existence of smaller parts in birdsong and primate calls; the design on a semaphore 
flag is constant and discrete, as is the number of beeps in a Morse code signal. However, 
a fascinating fact about language is that the symbols of which it is composed can be broken 
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down into smaller parts. In linguistics, this fact is called duality of patterning. In language, 
meaningless units are combined to form arbitrary symbols, and these symbols can in turn be 
recombined to create larger meaningful units. This point can be illustrated by comparing the 
signs LOUSY, AWKWARD, and PREACH with the signs THREE-MONTHS, THREE-
DOLLARS, and NINE-WEEKS. All six signs have internal structure: they each have 
a handshape, a location, a palm orientation, and movement. In ASL, the separate parts of 
some of the signs also have independent meaning. In the signs THREE-MONTHS, THREE-
DOLLARS, and NINE-WEEKS, the hand-shape has specific meaning, such that the sign 
THREE-MONTHS is different from TWO-MONTHS, the sign THREE-DOLLARS is 
different from FIVE-DOLLARS, and NINE-WEEKS is different from SIX-WEEKS. 

In other signs, all the parts together have one meaning. For example, in LOUSY, 
AWKWARD, and PREACH, the handshape has no meaning; all of the parts of the sign 
function together as a unit (see Figure 7). 

 
 
 
 

More than One Meaning Can Be Conveyed by a Symbol or a Group of Symbols.     
In other communication systems, each symbol or group of symbols has one meaning. These 
systems are incapable of expressing irony, sarcasm, humor, or indirectness. Not so with 
language. A single ASL sentence can function as a request for information, a command, or 
a statement. In any language, a single symbol or group of symbols may have different 
functions and, conversely, a single function may be realized by different symbols. For 
example, the simple question in ASL,  

  

 

meaning, "Are you going home?" can function either as a request for information or as 
a request for a ride home. [Note: the q above the line indicates a yes-no question, which entails 
raising the eyebrows and thrusting the head slightly forward (see Figure 8).] In linguistics, 
these differences have to do with pragmatics; that is, the meaning of a word or sentence 
depends upon aspects of the context in which it is used, such as time, place, relationship with 
the other person, and so forth. Related to this is the fact that we can also use language to lie or 
misrepresent a situation. While some birds do learn the calls of other bird species for the 
purposes of deception, it may be purely genetically determined behavior. 
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Language Can Refer to the Past, the Future, and Nonimmediate Situations; It Is Not Restricted 
to the Present and the Immediate. The feature of language that allows users to refer to 
different time periods is known as displacement. Other communication systems generally are 
restricted to present and immediate situations. It is true that the dance that bees perform may 
refer to a food source not in the immediate vicinity, but the reference is nonetheless to a fairly 
immediate entity. Birdsong shows no evidence of displacement. Language distinguishes itself 
by allowing references to events and entities not immediately present, and to past, future, and 
conditional events and entities. This concept is illustrated in the following ASL sentence: 

 

 

In this sentence, PRO.3 refers to a person who is not immediately present; the sign 
YESTERDAY refers to an event that happened prior to this particular sentence. (The 
structure and function of what is written as PRO.3 will be discussed in part three.) 

Language Changes Across Time. A major difference between language and other 
communication systems is that language changes across time as the result of use and 
interaction among users. While other communication systems may change, change must be 
consciously introduced and is not the result of natural interaction and use. This is not so with 
language. New words or signs are added to a language to reflect new technology (for example, 
the sign COMPUTER). Existing signs change over time. You can see this by comparing your 
signs for COW, WILL, TOMATO, and HELP with the older forms of these signs illustrated on 
the videotape (see Figure 9). What changes do you see? 
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Language Can Be Used Interchangeably. All users of a language can send and receive 
messages. This is not true, though, of other animal communication systems. Birdsong, for 
example, is done only by males, and bee dancing is done only by the foragers, the bees who 
hunt for food. 

Language Users Monitor Their Use. As people produce language, they listen to or watch 
themselves, and they also correct themselves if they think the production is faulty. If an ASL 
signer produces the wrong sign, he or she may erase the air or sign NO-I-MEAN and start over. 
Researchers don't know if birds and bees monitor their messages or not. 

Parts of the System Must Be Learned from Other Users. A lot of research evidence indicates 
that humans are born with an innate capacity to learn and use language. Children must 
interact with adults and with other children to completely learn their language. Researchers 
think that this may be important for bee dancing and birdsong, but probably only to a limited 
extent. 

Language Users Can Learn Other Variants of the Same Language. Clearly, users of ASL from 
New York can learn and use California signs that may differ from New York signs. And users 
of ASL can learn and use foreign sign languages. Research shows that this is simply not the 
case with bees, birds, and nonhuman primates – they seem to be restricted to using one 
variant. 

Language Users Use the Language to Discuss the Language. Users of language write 
dictionaries, grammar books, and linguistics textbooks. They reflect upon their language, 
they think about it, and discuss it. This feature seems to be unique to the human species. 

 
WHAT IS ASL? WHY IS ASL A LANGUAGE? 
American Sign Language is a natural language used by members of the North American 
Deaf community. It is a language that has developed naturally over time among a community 
of users. ASL exhibits all of the features of language discussed in this section. 
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Not much is known about the deaf people who lived in North America before 1817, but 
some probably came from Great Britain or Europe and some were probably born here. Deaf 
people who came from other countries probably brought their sign languages with them, and 
other communities of deaf people living in America probably developed their own language. 
Because there was little contact between different communities, several kinds of sign 
language probably were used in America before 1817. 

In 1817, Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet and Laurent Clerc established the Connecticut 
Asylum for the Education and Instruction of Deaf and Dumb Persons – now called the 
American School for the Deaf – in Hartford, Connecticut. Gallaudet had met Clerc when he 
travelled to Europe in search of a method for educating Alice Cogswell, the deaf daughter 
of his neighbor, Dr. Mason Cogswell (Lane, 1984). He had first gone to Great Britain to 
learn about the oral method used by the Braidwood Schools in Scotland and near London, 
but the directors of these schools refused to share their methods. 

While in London, Gallaudet met a Frenchman by the name of Sicard, who was the 
director of the Royal Institution for the Deaf in Paris. Sicard was in London with two of his 
deaf students, Jean Massieu and Laurent Clerc, demonstrating the success of his teaching 
methods. The method used at the Royal Institution involved the use of French Sign 
Language along with a set of signs invented to represent parts of written and spoken French 
not found in French Sign Language. These so-called methodical signs were originally 
developed by Abbé de l´Epée, the founder and first director of the school in Paris. Sicard 
invited Gallaudet to the Royal Institution to learn French Sign Language and their teaching 
method. Gallaudet accepted Sicard's offer and spent several months in Paris. When he 
returned to the United States, he was accompanied by Laurent Clerc. Clerc came to the 
United States to help establish a school for deaf children in Connecticut. On the trip to the 
U.S., Clerc taught Gallaudet French Sign Language, and Gallaudet taught Clerc English. 

Many deaf people and some hearing people came to Hartford to learn the method being 
used at the newly established school. Some of the deaf students who came to Hartford brought 
their own sign language with them, including those from Martha's Vineyard. They also 
learned the sign language being used at the school, which no doubt included some French 
signs. As students graduated, they became teachers in other schools, thus spreading sign 
language to states across the country. 

ASL is very different from systems such as SEE or LOVE that were developed to represent 
English on the hands for use in deaf education. (These systems are also commonly known as 
Manually Coded English, or MCE.) ASL and other sign languages are also very distinct from 
the gestures found in many spoken languages. As David McNeill (1992) explained, and as we 
will see as we explore the structure of ASL, one of the basic principles of languages is that 
parts combine to create larger wholes. In ASL, handshape, movement, and other grammatical 
features combine to form signs and sentences. In spoken languages, smaller gestures do not 
combine to form larger gestures, and gestures usually only occur while a person is speaking. In 
addition, units of language have standards of form (that is, a word or a sign is consistently 
produced the same way and that way is recognized by the community that uses it). Gestures do 
not have such standards of form. Each gesture is created at the moment of speaking and is not 
controlled by the structure of a linguistic system. ASL is such an autonomous linguistic 
system and it is independent of English. It has all of the features that make a language 
a unique communication system. ASL is a language. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO SIGN LANGUAGE RESEARCH 
Penny Boyes Braem, Andreas Kolb 
 
 
 

Abstract 
This introduction to recent linguistic research on sign language is intended for congress 
participants who are not themselves sign language researchers but who would like some 
insight into this field. A short review will be given of the 30 years history of modern sign 
language research. Some of the most important findings from this research will be discussed, 
in response to the following questions: 
 

- What are the basic linguistic building blocks of this language based on gestures and 
vision rather than voice and hearing? 

- What aspects of sign language sentences are different from sentences of spoken 
languages, such as English, German or French? 

- Can we call all kinds of communication with gestures "sign language"? 
- Do Deaf people sign differently in different situations? 

 
An example of how a short passage of sign language text is notated will be given. 
 
This lecture is intended for the participants in this conference who have little or no previous 
knowledge of sign language research. P. Boyes Braem will first give an overview of some of 
the principle aspects of sign language structure that researchers have discovered in the last 30 
years. In ihe second part of the presentation, Andreas Kolb will show how some of these 
aspects of sign language structure can be notated. 
 

Penny Boyes Braem 

I.   A brief overview of recent research on sign languages 
Opinions about sign language structure have changed radically over the past 30 years. 
 
Until relatively recently, sign language was commonly thought of as being a form of pantomime 
or, at best, a broken form of the spoken language. This was not only the opinion of hearing 
persons who happened to observe sign language, but also of professional linguists. Significantly 
most of the "language experts" who expressed these opinions typically did not know sign 
language themselves and had never done research on it. 

The first research on sign languages using modern linguistic methods began about 30 
years ago in the United States and, a few years later, in Scandinavia. Most of this early research 
was not done by persons who worked with deaf persons as teachers, social workers or pastors, 
but rather by linguists, persons trained to study, how languages are structured. These researchers 
did not ask, "Is sign language good or bad for the education of deaf children?". This is an 
important topic, but was not their first research question. The linguists were rather interested in 
questions such as 'Does this form of communication have a structure and if so, is it 
a linguistic structure?" (Several of the researchers who did these first studies of sign languages 
are present at this conference; among them. Ursula Bellugi from the U.S.A., Brita Bergman 
from Sweden, and Bernard Tervoort from Holland). 
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Over the past three decades, research has begun on a wide variety of other sign languages. In 
Europe alone studies of sign language are currently being carried out in at least the following 
countries: Belgium, Denmark, England, Finland, France, Greece, Holland, Italy, Norway, 
Portugal, Russia, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and West Germany. 

 Reports of research on these sign languages have appeared over the years in a number of 
books as well as in a variety of linguistic and psychological scientific journals. Many studies 
have been published in Sign Language Studies, an American journal specializing in sign 
language research, which has been published quarterly since 1972. The International Sign 
Linguistics Association (ISLA) was formed four years ago and publishes both a newsletter 
(Signpost) and a journal for international sign language research. 

Data from these different research centers have all indicated that the visual-gestural 
languages used by the deaf in different countries are not simply forms of pantomime, although 
both pantomime and sign language use the same 'tools' i.e. the face and the body. The fact that 
sign language is different from pantomime is clearly evident by simply looking around this 
conference room today. If sign languages were a kind of pantomime, we would all be able to 
understand them and not need all these interpreters. 

The presence of these interpreters is also an indication that sign language is not international. 
Not only are sign languages different from country to country, but within countries, there are 
often sign language dialects. Within Swiss German Sign Language, for example, there are dialect 
differences between the signs of Basel, Bern, Zurich, Luzern and St. Gallen. Dialect differences 
have also been reported for the sign languages of Germany, Holland, Italy and other European 
countries. Most of these dialect differences consist of there being different regional signs for the 
same concept (lexical differences). Much less difference between dialects, and between 
national sign languages, seems to exist in how the sentences are structured (syntax and grammar). 
Noting these dialect differences has been an important factor in many of the new national sign 
language dictionaries which have been produced in the past two decades. 

Hearing persons first encountering a sign language often comment: "Isn't it a shame that 
there is not one, international sign language?". It is obvious to most hearing people that 
a worldwide adoption of an international spoken language would be unrealistic. It takes only 
a little self-reflection for most hearing persons to realize that they would be reluctance to give up 
their own national language for an international one, not only because of the strong ties between 
ones personal identity and ones native language, but also because of the national language's 
central role in the hearing culture. However, it is apparently not equally obvious to many hearing 
persons that sign languages in different countries also are an important part of local Deaf 
cultures and are vital to the personal identity of Deaf persons. An everyday use of an 
international sign language would thus have about as little chance of universal acceptance as 
would the everyday use of an international spoken language such as Esperanto. 

Many Deaf signers have long recognized the strong bonds of their sign language to their Deaf 
culture and to their personal identity. Studies of the interconnections of Deaf culture and the sign 
language of the Deaf have, however, only recently become the topic of academic discussion 
and writing (cf. for example the recent book on American deaf culture by Padden and 
Humphries, 1988). Tracing the history of the Deaf as a cultural linguistic minority has also 
been the topic of important recent research (for example Lane, 1984/88). 

 
The linguistic data from the first research studies established quite early that, contrary to 

the older opinion of both language experts and laypersons, sign languages do indeed have 
a many-layered and complicated linguistic structure. This structure of sign language is, 
however, often quite different from the structure of spoken language. Linguists thus do not 
consider sign languages as "broken forms" of spoken languages, but rather as languages, 
which have, their own independent linguistic structures. Many of these linguistic structures rely 
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heavily on techniques made possible by the visual-gestural modality in which sign language is 
communicated. 

 
How are sign languages similar to spoken languages? 
The Deaf community uses sign languages for the same communicative purposes as do 
hearing persons using spoken languages, to communicate for example desires, commands, 
questions, requests as well as a wide variety of information ranging from the practical 
everyday to the philosophical and abstract. Being used for all these communicative purposes has 
meant that different styles and registers of sign language have been developed. The same kind of 
sign language used for a lecture on neurolinguistics is not used for the performance of a sign 
language poem or play, or for a chat with an old school friend. A Deaf mother does not sign to 
a small child in the same way she signs to an adult friend, but rather uses a kind of sign language 
"motherese". 

While the surface forms of sign languages are often different from those of spoken 
languages, research has shown that sign languages are similar to spoken languages in many 
important ways. Many of the same linguistic functions are found in both signed and spoken 
languages; for example, for expressing nominal, verbal, temporal and spatial relations. 

Sign languages are also similar to spoken languages in that they are linguistically 
structured on several different levels. The linguistic levels which are also found in sign 
languages are the following: The building blocks of the sign (the sub-lexical level); the level of 
the smallest unit of meaning (the morphological level); the level of meanings conveyed by 
sentences (grammar and syntax); and level of several connected sentences (discourse). 

Research studies have also found that the signer in ways, which are similar to how spoken 
language is processed, processes sign language. Sign languages, for example, are stored in short 
and long term memory in ways similar to how hearing persons store spoken language (cf. 
Bellugi, Klima, Siple, 1975). The natural acquisition of sign languages by children seems 
to be a process very similar in nature and timing to that of hearing children learning spoken 
languages (cf. Volterra, this volume). 

 
 

Research on the linguistic structure of sign languages 
 
The individual sign is made up of subcomponents. 
 
One of the first discoveries made by linguists who began studying sign language was that the 
individual sign is not simply a gesture, or – from the linguist’s point of view – is not an 
unanalyzable global unit. The linguist William Stokoe and his colleagues, working at Gallaudet 
College for the Deaf in Washington, D.C. in the early 1960s, found in their pioneer study of 
American Sign Language that signs are analyzable into subcomponents (Stokoe, 1960; Stokoe et 
al. 1965). Some of these components concern what the hands do (the "manual" parameters), 
and other equally important components involve behaviors of the face, head and body (the "non-
manual" parameters). Stokoe's initial analysis has since been expanded by later researchers most 
of whom now consider the following to be linguistically important dimensions of the individual 
sign:  
 
Manual parameters: Handshape, Hand orientation, Location of the sign, Movement, 

Place of Contact. 
Non-manual parameters:        Facial expression, Eye gaze, Head and trunk position and 

movement, and (especially in European research) the "spoken 
language component" on the lips. 
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Within each of these parameters, there is a limited set of components. For example, not 

all handshapes, which are physically possible to make, are actually used in any one sign 
language. Each sign language has a limited set of handshapes, which are used in its signs, and the 
contents of these sets might differ from language to language. For example, some handshapes, 
which are used in American Sign Language, are not used in Swiss Sign Languages. Some 
handshapes found in Italian Sign Language are not used in American Sign Language. The 
limitation of the number of components within each parameter, combined with specific rules of 
the language for how the allowed components can be combined are indications that sign 
languages are rule-based linguistic codes developed and learnable by humans.  
 
These subcomponents of the sign have a psychological reality for signers. 

We know that sign subcomponents have a psychological reality from psycholinguistic studies 
which have been done on how signs are stored in short term memory, from observations of 'slips 
of the hand' in sign production, analogous to spoken language 'slips of the tongue' and from 
studies of child acquisition of sign language. In all of these areas, the sub-lexical components are 
more important than are any iconic aspects of the sign (for reviews of this literature, cf. Klima 
and Bellugi, 1979; Grosjean, 1980; Newport & Meier, 1986; Boyes Braem, 1990). 

 
How are sign languages different from spoken languages? 

For the linguist, especially fascinating is the combination of structures of sign language which 
are similar to those of spoken languages with structures which are unique to sign languages, 
utilizing the visual-gestural modality of the language. 

Attention was drawn to the influence of the visual modality in one very early research study 
which compared the rate of production of signs and spoken words. The results showed 
a seeming contradiction: Although the production of individual words is faster than that of 
individual signs, the production of sign language sentences (propositions) was found to be 
equally as fast as the production of spoken language sentences with the same information 
(Bellugi and Fischer, 1972). Researchers were naturally intrigued with this apparent 
contradiction and began looking for explanations. 

One explanation is that sign language overcomes the disadvantage of slower production of 
individual signs by packing more information into one sign than can be packed into one word of 
the spoken language. This is possible because the visual/gestural modality allows the 
simultaneous production and perception of the subcomponents of the sign. The basically 
simultaneous arrangement of sign components is different from the order of spoken language 
components, which are primarily successive and linear (as, for example, in strings of words, 
or of successions of morphemes within words). While sign sentences are also composed of 
successions of signs, the difference is that in addition, the subcomponents of the individual sign 
are also visible. That is to say, the handshape component is visible at the same time as the 
movement, the orientation, the location and the nonmanual components. This simultaneous 
arrangement of much of the substructure of the sign means that the separate subcomponents 
can communicate simultaneously different or additional pieces of information. The equivalent 
information in spoken languages often would require adding a succession of more words. 

An example of this packing of information into the components of the sign can be seen in 
a sign for the verb of motion meaning "go" in Swiss German Sign Language. The use of 
a specific "classifying" handshape in the sign "go" can convey the information that the noun 
subject of "go" is a large vehicle (rather than a small two-wheeled vehicle or a person). The path 
and nature of the movement of the sign can give the adverbial information that the vehicle is 
moving slowly upwards. A specific facial expression functioning as a "non-manual adverb" can 
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give the additional adverbial information, that the vehicle is moving "with difficulty". All this 
information packed into one sign would require in a spoken language such as German or 
English  in addition to the verb "go", a string of separate words for the subject and adverbial 
information: "A large vehicle travels slowly and laboriously uphill". 

Another systematic variation of the movement component can specify several different 
aspects of time and distribution. A change only in the movement component, for example can 
signal the difference between "He looks at television for long time/ regularly/ frequiently/ 
incessantly/ from time to time/ and characteristically. Klima and Bellugi (1979) have found over 
27 such specific movement modulations for different kinds of aspect in American Sign 
Language. Bergman and Dahl (1990) have studied similar kinds of phenomena in Swedish 
Sign Language. 

Simultaneously occurring non-manual components can also have special grammatical 
functions. In addition to giving adverbial and adjectival information as discussed in the example 
of "go" above, specific non-manual behaviors have been found in several sign languages which 
mark different kinds of questions (including rhetorical questions), negations, relative 
clauses, conditional sentences, counter-factuals and topicalizations. 

This possibility of expressing different kinds of information with the subcomponents of one 
sign has led linguists to classify sign languages with the group of "highly inflected" human 
languages. Sign languages are in this sense similar to spoken languages, such as Navajo or 
Latin, although the grammatically inflecting elements in these languages are successive 
morphemes in a word and not simultaneously arranged components as in signs. (Ted Supalla, 
1982, discusses many of these handshape and movement inflection possibilities for verbs of 
motion in American Sign Language.) 

One non-manual component important in many European sign languages has been called the 
"word-picture", or "spoken language component". Word-pictures are words or parts of words 
from the spoken language, which are visible on the lips. These word pictures cannot, however, 
be considered voiceless mouthings of spoken language sentences. Merely by looking at the 
word-pictures on the lips would not give coherent, much less full information such as is 
conveyed by the whole signed sentence. Not all manual signs are accompanied by word-pictures 
and signs accompany not all word-pictures. Sometimes the word-picture has the same meaning 
as the manual sign, sometimes it adds an additional meaning and sometimes it has an altogether 
different meaning from what is being signed on the hands. The word-picture is often shortened or 
lengthened to match the length of an accompanying sign. The form and function of word-
pictures can be fairly complicated, and research on them has begun fairly recently (cf. Vogt-
Svendsen, 1984 for Norwegian Sign Language, Schermer, 1990 for Dutch Sign Language, and 
Ebbinghaus & Hessmann, 1989 for German Sign Language). 

Another important way in which sign languages are very different from spoken languages is 
that sign languages utilize 3-dimensional space in many of their grammatical structures. Many 
of these grammatical structures involve the setting up of specific points in space which can then 
stand for previously identified places, persons, objects, or even ideas. This use of spatial points 
for referencing has been called "spatial indexing". 

An example of spatial indexing would be making the sign for "Zurich" and then indicating 
a point in space, then making the sign for "Hamburg" and indexing another point in space. By 
beginning the movement component of the verb "fly" at the "Zurich" spatial index and ending it 
at the "Hamburg" spatial index, the verb "fly" becomes inflected for the origin and goal of the 
action; i.e. "fly from Zurich to Hamburg". By simply reversing the points of beginning and 
ending the movement, the message becomes "fly from Hamburg to Zurich". 

Subjects, direct and indirect objects of many agreement verbs can also be indicated by use 
of space. If, for example, "Anna" has been identified by a sign and then by point A in space, and 
"Benno" is identified and then referenced at spatial point B, by then moving the sign for "give" 
from points A to B, one conveys in one sign the meaning, "She gives him", which requires 
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separate pronominal words in English or German. (An overview of the use of space to show 
origin and goal, or to inflect for person is given in Boyes Braem, 1990.) 

Another use of space for grammatical purposes in sign languages is by establishing "time 
lines”. A common timeline in European sign languages runs through the signer's body, back to 
front. Signs moving or orientated toward the back of the line/the back of the signer can then 
acquire the meaning of "past", while signs made toward the front of the line/in front of the signer, 
have a "future" component. Signs made near the signers body have a "present" meaning. Signs 
made along another timeline in the up/down vertical dimension can convey meanings of time 
connected with "growing up". (For a discussion of these and other time lines with examples 
from British Sign Language, cf. Brennan, 1983.) 

 
Mixed spoken language/sign language communication forms 

Not only are there different national sign languages and regional dialects, there are also varieties 
of sign language which are actually mixtures of spoken language and sign language. Most Deaf 
communities which use sign language exist as subcultures within larger hearing communities 
which use spoken languages. As a result, members of the Deaf community typically grow up 
using the spoken language in school, with hearing family members and later in the hearing 
society; they use the sign language with other Deaf people. In such a "language-contact" 
situation, it is not surprising that some language mixing will occur. This can take the form of code-
switching between languages within a sentence, a phenomenon well-known among spoken 
languages. However, because signed and spoken languages are communicated in two different 
modalities, other kinds of code-mixing can occur which would not be possible between two 
spoken languages. 

For example one can use individual signs from a sign language but sign them in the order 
and according to the grammatical rules of a spoken language. As the main sentence structure in 
this communication form is governed by spoken language rules, they are usually viewed by 
linguists as being primarily spoken languages which are transmitted by gestures. These signed 
spoken languages have been given different labels, among them "Signing Exact English/SEE". 
"Lautsprachbegleitende Gebarde/LBG", "signés methodiques". Systems in which the spoken 
language structure is followed very strictly – that is, one sign for each word or word part have 
been developed by some schools for the deaf as gestural aids for teaching the spoken language 
(cf. for example a description of Signed German developed for the Zurich School for the Deaf in 
Ringli, 1988). 

Another kind of spoken language - sign language mixing occurs more spontaneously 
when deaf persons try to communicate with hearing persons who do not have a mastery of sign 
language grammar. In this situation, both the deaf and the hearing persons tend to follow the word 
order of the spoken language, but often leave out many of the articles and function words of 
the spoken language as well as many of the grammatical facial expressions and other 
inflections typical of sign language grammar. The results are a wide variety of mixed forms, 
which represent neither sign language nor spoken language grammar, but rather a mélange of 
both. Linguists have likened these mixed forms to spoken language "pidgin languages", 
"foreigner's grammars", or "learners' grammars". Research is just beginning in most countries 
on exact descriptions of these contact language mixed forms (cf. Lucas and Valli, 1989). 

 
An example of sign language research: A pilot project on Swiss German Sign Language 

We are currently working on a project in German Switzerland in which we want to compare the 
different forms of signing used by one deaf person in the following three different situations: 
A conversation with another deaf person; a narration of a short story to a small audience of deaf 
persons; a formal lecture to a large audience of deaf persons. In this pilot project, we are trying to 
identify some of the major linguistics and stylistic differences in signing in these situations. 
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A grant proposal has been made for a larger-scale study of these factors. This pilot project allows 
us to try out different techniques of data collection, notation and analysis. 

The pilot study will not be finished until summer, 1990, so we cannot report any final results to 
you at this point. However, Andreas Kolb will show you a portion of the videotaped data from the 
third situation (a public lecture) and then demonstrate how we notate it for research purposes. 

 
 

Andreas Kolb 

II. An example of one aspect of sign language research: Notation of sign sentences 

The same deaf person was filmed in all three situations in this pilot project, in order to eliminate 
the factor of interpersonal differences of signing. That one deaf person was me. In the lecture 
situation, I was talking to a large group of deaf people from all over German Switzerland about my 
experiences at the "Deaf Way" Festival in Washington, D.C., which I had attended last summer. 
Perhaps I should comment that it was unusual and almost unprecedented in German Switzerland 
to use sign language rather than a spoken/sign mixed language form for such a public lecture. We 
realized afterwards that we should also have had a camera on the audience to record their 
reactions, to some of whom I was obviously reacting to in the signing of my lecture. 

Please look at the monitors for a small section of the videotape of this lecture. 
One could translate the Swiss German Sign Language you have just seen on the video into 

a spoken language. A translation into English of the sign language on the tape would be the 
following: 

 
At the conference, many different lectures took place in several locations. For me, it was a question of 

how to understand these strange, foreign sign languages. I couldn't understand everything: all the information 
went right past me. However, sitting in the audience one could see three different interpreters: One for 
America's own sign language: another interpreter was either from France or Spain; the third did international 
signs. Most of the time I watched the international interpreter. 

Such a translation into a spoken language, however, would not help us analyze the linguistic 
structures of sign language. As Penny Boyes Braem has already explained, many aspects of 
sign language structure are produced simultaneously. It is important to analyze these forms and 
to do this, it helps for them to be in a permanent form, for example, notated on paper. In our 
research we have used parts of transcription systems from America ( Baker & Cokely, 1980; 
Smith, Lentz & Mikos, 1988.) and the HamNoSys from Germany (Prillwitz et al., 1989), together 
with some notations we have developed for Swiss sign languages. 

First, I would like to explain to you some characteristics of the notation. In diagram 1, is 
a preliminary notation of the videotaped signed sentences. Each sentence is numbered (we will 
look at notations for sentences 25-30). The words written in all capital letters stand for the Swiss 
German signs. These are not exact translations of the signs, but only glosses of the basic meaning 
of the sign. We notate which hands are involved in making the sign by writing the dominate-
hand signs on the upper line, signs made with the nondominant hand on a lower line and signs 
made with both hands on a line inbetween. An asterix (*) in front of the gloss indicates that the sign 
is unusual in some way, for example, a false start which is then corrected by the signer, or perhaps 
a sign not usually seen in the local deaf community. Exactly what is unusual is described in more 
detail at the right side of the form. The plus sign (+) after the sign indicates that the sign was 
repeated. A double slash indicates a major break (i.e. a sentence ending), and a single slash 
indicates a minor break (usually, a phrase). 
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When I read the transcription in diagram 1, it is immediately apparent to me that it is 
insufficient. It is certainly different from a spoken language sentence, but more importantly, 
it does not yet capture all the information that was actually signed on the videotape. In 
diagram 2, you will see the same sentences, but now with notation added in italics for 
grammatical use of space. 
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This additional notation gives more of the sign language information that was in the original 

videotape. We notate most of the spatial information as subscripts. For example in sentence 25, 
INDEX12 notes that a point in space is referred to which had already been identified earlier in 
the lecture (in sentence 12) as being the congress hall. The notation (many, single) beneath the 
sign LOCATION indicates that the sign LOCATION was made in several separate points in 
space, a sign language technique which conveys the meaning that there were "many individual 
places". In the same sentence, a subscript beneath the sign PERSON indicates that this sign was 
made on the signer's own body, therefore meaning the first person, or "I myself". The same 
sign when made in the direction of the addressee would have a 2-, subscript, and refer to the second 
person ("you"). If set off to the side, as in sentence 26, the same sign would refer to the third 
persons ("he") and be notated with a 3 subscript. 

In sentence 26 the notations PERSON3a PERSON3b PERSON3c not only indicate that these 
are three "third persons", but also that they are being placed at the three separate points a, b and c 
in space. These spatial points are then used as a kind of pronomial reference in the following 
sentences. For example, in sentence 27, (INDEXa INTERPRETER AMERICA 
POSSESSIONa), merely by pointing with the INDEX sign again to the spatial point a conveys 
the meaning that this person was America's interpreter. The person indexed at point b is then 
identified as being a French or Spanish in sentence 28. The remaining person is identified as 
being an international signs interpreter. In sentence 30, the direction of the move ment of 
OBSERVE is toward point c, making it clear that the object of the "observe" is this 
international sign interpreter.Thus in this sentence, the accusative object of the verb is indicated 
simply by directing the movement of the sign towards a pre-established point in space. 

This transcription with the addition of notation for the use of space is an improvement, but 
still does not show all the grammatical information, which was transmitted by the signing in the 
videotape. Therefore in diagram 3, we have added notation for the linguistic "non-manual" 
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behaviors conveyed by the face, head and trunk. Non-manual behaviors are conventionally 
notated above the notation of the manual elements. 

 
One non-manual behavior, the bw mouth form, adds the adverbial information "many" 

accompanying the manual sign DIFFERENT in sentence 25. This phrase, now with the spatial 
information and non-manual information added, notates the message " many different lectures 
in several separate places". Another specific facial behavior for signalling a question 
accompanies the manual signs HOW UNDERSTAND; the non-manual behavior 
accompanying the sign "ME" adds a negation (= "I didn't"). 

 
The non-manual behavior "ununderstandable language" accompanying the sign SIGNING 

in sentence 25 is especially interesting. This behavior is a rapid movement of the lips, as if 
one were speaking a foreign language with unusual lip movements; it means 
"ununderstandable language". This non-manual behavior accompanies the manual sign 
meaning SIGNING, which is however made in an unusual, "strange" way to indicate that this 
is not "normal signing". The manual and non-manual elements together give the meaning 
"strange, foreign, ununderstandable signing". 
Also in sentence 25, the signer while signing ME, changes his body posture as if to indicate 
that he is sitting. This is a non-manual body behavior, which means "seated"; we have notated 
it as a "body classifier" or "BCl", in this case "BCl-seated". 
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You will notice that not all manual signs are accompanied by word-pictures. We have tried to 
place the word-pictures so as to indicate exactly which signs or parts of signs they accompany. 
Sometimes the word-picture is stretched over more than one manual sign. For example, in 
sentence 25 the word-picture "lecture" is lengthened to accompany the signs LECTURE 
LOCATION. The word-picture phrase "How understand" accompanies the signs HOW 
UNDERSTAND ME PERSONALLY. Sometimes the word-picture is clearly not a full 
pronunciation of the spoken language word: "America" consistently appears as "Amerca". 

 

 
In these particular sentences, the word-pictures do not have any independent function but 

are generally repeating some of the information already given by the manual signs. 
Sometimes, the information on the lips is slightly different from that on the hands: The 
manual sign is MOST is accompanied by the word-picture "more"; the sign FRANCE by the 
word-picture "French"; the sign SPAIN by the word-picture "Spanish". 
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One other very important element for Swiss German Sign Language is still missing in this 
transcription: the word-picture visible on the lips. We notate these spoken language elements 
on the bottom line of the transcription, as can be seen in diagram 4. 

 
This last diagram has finally given us a more adequate notation of the major elements of 

the signed sentences. It still does not notate all the possibly important linguistic elements (for 
example, eye gaze head and body orientation are still not notated here), but we can now use 
this notation to begin to search for correlations, rules and other structures of Swiss German 
Sign Language as it is used in different situations. 

 
Concluding Remarks 
 

I would like to conclude with some thoughts on why we need research on sign language. 
Many people do not know that sign language is a "true" language, especially many people 
who work with the Deaf. It is important for these people to recognize the results of research 
which have shown that sign language is an independent and natural language with its own 
grammatical structure. It is equally important to be aware that the Deaf have their own 
culture. 

 
In America, Scandinavia as well as in Germany, there have been positive developments 

for sign language. In some countries, sign language has even been recognized by the state as 
the official language of the Deaf. Everywhere, more and more Deaf people seem to be 
engaging in sign language work. But how is it in Switzerland? I must confess that we Swiss 
feel as if we are underdeveloped. The Swiss Deaf are not yet fully aware of what their sign 
language is. We have all attended oral schools where we have used the spoken language. 
After graduation, many Deaf become uncertain about their forms of communication, as they 
have not yet built up enough self-confidence in themselves. 

 
Thanks to sign language research, however, the Deaf are gradually becoming more 

conscious of their language. At the present time, we Swiss Deaf are beginning to feel the 
beginning of progress in this area. This spring, for example, 12 Deaf persons will begin 
a new three-year training program for sign language teachers in German Switzerland 

 
I feel strongly that the Deaf should support sign language research, should work with it 

and take over some of the responsibility for it. This is important for us, as sign language is 
our language! But we shouldn't neglect the cooperation with hearing researchers, who have 
studied the field and can bring us much knowledge. An important aspect of the whole field of 
sign language research is that the hearing and the deaf researchers respect each other. 
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VÝZKUM KOMUNIKACE NESLYŠÍCÍCH. ČESKÝ ZNAKOVÝ JAZYK. 
Alena Macurová, Ivana Homoláčová, Václav Ptáček 
 
 

 
 
I u nás se v posledních letech postupně prosazují názory, o nichž se jinde ve světě – a to nejen 

v rámci lingvistiky – diskutuje už více než třicet let,1 totiž že (1) znakové jazyky jsou přirozené 
jazyky strukturně srovnatelné s příslušnými jazyky mluvenými, že (2) s těmito mluvenými 
jazyky nejsou nijak příbuzné nebo na nich závislé2 a že (3) s nimi jsou (potenciálně) funkčně 
souměřitelné. 

 Problematika znakového jazyka jako jazyka přirozeného se tak postupně stává ústrojnou 
částí  teoretické lingvistiky, 3  vyděluje se v jejím rámci pod „nálepkou“ sign linguistics.4 Šíře 
základního výzkumu znakových jazyku je ve světě, pokud lze soudit na základě té odborné 
liteartury, kterou jsme zatím měli k dispozici, značná.  Lingvistika se soustřeďuje na shody 
znakových jazyků s jazyky mluvenými i na jejich rozdílnosti: ty vyplývají zvláště ze 
skutečnosti, že znakový jazyk existuje nikoli audioorálně jako jazyk mluvený, ale 
vizuálněmotoricky; v návaznosti na vizuálně motorický způsob existence znakových jazyků 
se popisuje a vykládá jejich fonologie i specifika jejich struktur morfologických 
a syntaktických. Vedle výzkumu struktur znakového jazyka se věnuje pozornost také okruhu 
otázek sociolingvistických (užívání jazyka, jeho postavení a funkce v daném jazykovém 
společenství, jeho společenský status apod.) a psycholingvistických (např. problematika 
osvojování znakového jazyka, otázky jeho produkce a recepce, zvl. vnímání a porozumění). 
Aplikovaná lingvistika si pak ve vztahu ke znakovým jazykům klade především otázky 
o postavení jazyka, resp. jazyků ve vzdělávání neslyšících a o funkcích, jež jazyk (jazyky) 
v tomto procesu plní.  

Posledně zmíněná otázka samozřejmě nemůže souviset s širší otázkou obecnější platnosti, 
totiž: jak vůbec lidské bytosti užívají jazyka k životu (a k učení), do jaké míry jim poskytuje 
ono vybavení (know-how), které člověku umožňuje vyznat se ve světě, zvládnout kulturu, 
v níž je mu existovat. 

Značný důkaz na úlohu jazyka jajko prostředníka mezi realitou a společností (resp. 
kulturou) klade přinejmenší jeden proud moderní lingvistiky, srov. k tomu např. Beaugrande 
(1996, s.9): V základě je možno jazyk popsat jako zprostředkující systém vložený mezi 
„realitu“, tj. svět, v němž žijeme (ať už ho pojímáme jakkoli), a „společnost“, která v tomto 
a o tomto světě mluví. Společnost se ovšem může dostávat k realitě přímo tím, že s ní něco 
dělá, např. orá pole a staví domy. Avšak to, že máme jazyk, typicky činí většinu takových 
činností hodnotnější a efektivnější a umožňuje mnoho jiných činností, zcela mimo působení na 
realitu.     

Takto široce, totiž se zřetelem k tomu, čemu jazyk slouží, resp. může sloužit 
v komunikaci, je v současné době orientován výzkum českého znakového jazyka, který byl 
v r. 1993 iniciován Institutem pro neslyšící v Berouně (financován je z grantů Ministerstva 
školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy).   

Záhy totiž začala být zřejmá řada věcí, které se na počátku výzkumu konturovaly jen 
nejasně. Především: původně stanovený cíl, tj. „popsat zvl. geografické rozrůznění znaků 
českého znakového jazyka“, musí být opřen o hlubší vhled do problematiky komunikace 
neslyšících vcelku; popis variantnosti znaků českého znakového jazyka je třeba zakotvit 
v jeho popisu fonologickém – a pro ten je třeba vypracovat (nějaký) systém notace jazyka, 
který v psané formě neexistuje.5 Dále ještě: ani při popisu variant jednotlivých znaků nelze 
brát v úvahu jen hlediska geografická, protože přinejmenším stejně důležitá jsou hlediska 
sociální. V souvislosti s problematikou sociálního rozrůznění znakového jazyka vůbec 
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(lexikálního, zvláště ale gramatického) pak nelze nechat stranou jeho vztah k příslušnému 
jazyku většinovému (u nás k češtině, především k její psané podobě, která je pro neslyšící 
přístupná bez smyslové bariéry), atd. A úplně pominout zřejmě nelze ani problémy 
„postojové“ – postoje komunity neslyšících k vlastnímu jazyku i k jazyku většinovému 
(promítáné i do způsobů užívání  těchto jazyků), a také naopak, postoje většiny k znakovému 
jazyku, k znakované češtině a ke specifice komunikace neslyšících vůbec (k tomu srov. 
Macurová, 1994). 

Na první pohled se některé ze zmíněných okruhů jeví jako naléhavější než jiné (alespoň 
z hlediska potřeb praxe), všechny ale vyžadují, alespoň podle našeho názoru, oporu 
v dostatečně rozsáhlém materiálu reprezentujícím komunikaci neslyšících v jejich průřezu 
sociálním i geografickém.  

Metodika získávání materiálu (videonahrávek) byla v návaznosti na tři předběžné sondy, 
které byly uskutečněny v roce 1993, formulována v průběhu roku 1994. Při jejím promýšlení 
nebylo bohužel možné těžit ze zkušeností odjinud: zprávy o zahraničních výzkumech – 
alespoň ty, s nimiž jsme se měli možnost seznámit – totiž sice v dostatečném míře popisují 
(snad výzkumem) získané „koncové“ poznatky, metodiku výzkumu samého, ale zmiňují jen 
skoupě, nebo – většinou – vůbec ne. Předběžné sondy plnily několikerou funkci: vedle toho, 
že pomohly ujasnit techniku videozáznamu (počet a umístění kamer, šíři záběru, optimální 
pozadí, atd.), přispěly zvláště k definitivnímu ujasnění cílů výzkumu a v návaznosti na to pak 
ke stanovení povahy zadávaných položek výzkumu (ankety). Na základě předběžných sond 
se také jednoznačně formulovalo stanovisko, že (psaná) čeština nemůže v žádné z položek 
výzkumu figurovat ani jako jazyk prostředkující zadávání úkolů, ani jako východisko 
„materiálové“, tj. jako podklad elicitace: úkol je tedy třeba zadávat a vysvětlovat ve 
znakovém jazyce a příslušný jev znakového jazyka je třeba elicitovat ne prostřednictvím 
češtiny, ale buďto prostřednictvím neverbálních znaků (obrázků, grafů apod.) a/nebo 
prostřednictvím znakového jazyka samotného (za pomoci neslyšícícho asistenta). 

Důvody pro takové úplné vyloučení češtiny, jak z pozice „prostředníka“ při zadávání 
úkolů, tak z pozice materiálového podkladu elicitace, jsou nasnadě: 1. V případě, kdy je 
psaná čeština využita jako jazyk zadávání úkolů, může ne plné porozumění zadání negativně 
ovlivnit úspěšnost řešení (k tomu srov. Quigley – Paul, 1984); na základě negativních 
zkušeností z předběžných sond je tak v konečné podobě nahrávek zadání formulováno 
(neslyšícím asistentem, příp. tlumočníkem) ve znakovém jazyce. 2. Je-li čeština využita jako 
zdroj, východisko získávání materiálu českého znakového jazyka (např. informantům se 
předkládají české věty a je požadováno jejich „odznakování“), dochází často k jevu, který je 
dobře znám z výzkumů jazyků mluvených.6 Čeština totiž – jako prestižní, většinový jazyk 
s vyšším statutem7 – ovlivňuje, resp. může ovlivňovat povahu znakování, různými způsoby se do 
něj kopíruje, promítá: Znakosled je kopií českého slovosledu, čeština bývá spolu se znakováním 
zároveň „vyslovována“, a tím se blokuje možnost užívat nemanuální, mimické komponenty 
českého znakového jazyka. I zkušenosti odjinud ukazují (k Cicourelovi, 1973 a Liddellovi, 
1980 srov. kriticky např. Deucharová, 1984), že elicitace založená na příslušném mluveném 
jazyce získává spíše data znakovaného jazyka než jazyka znakového. Toto nebezpečí hrozí 
i v tom (ideálním) případě, kdy je (psaná) čeština neslyšícím informantům plně přístupná: kdy 
je bez problémů zvládána recepce českého psaného textu v obou svých fázích – složkách 
(tj. přiřazení významu k výrazu, konstituce smyslu celku), kdy tedy informant bez problémů 
rozumí všemu, co má ve znakovém jazyce vyjadřovat. 

Takové plné porozumění češtině (její psané podobě) ovšem, jak prokázaly naše předběžné 
sondy, předpokládat nelze. Např.: jedna z položek jedné z předběžných sond měla osvětlit, zda 
a jak se v českém znakovém jazyce vyjadřují časové údaje a vztahy (mj. např. vztahy mezi 
časem události a časem jejího podání). Neslyšící informanti měli ve znakovém jazyce 
převyprávět krátký jednoduchý příběh:  
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Moje přítelkyně Jiřina mi vyprávěla zajímavou příhodu. Bylo jí 24 let a začala učit na 
učňovské škole. Žila sama v neznámém městě a velmi se chtěla seznámit s nějakým mužem. Dala 
si tedy inzerát do novin. / Brzy dostala odpověď. Četla: ,,Chcete se se mnou seznámit? 
Budu čekat v sobotu večer v sedm hodin před kinem Oko. Poznáte mě podle červené růže.“ 
Dopis nebyl podepsán. / V sobotu večer se Jiřina hezky oblékla a nalíčila. Přesně v sedm 
hodin přišla ke kinu a rozhlížela se, kde je neznámý muž s květinou. Najednou uviděla jednoho ze 
svých učňů. Stál před vchodem a v ruce měl červenou růži. / Jiřina se lekla, že si jí učeň všimne. 
Rychle se otočila a běžela pryč. Při tom ošklivě upadla a zlomila si nohu. Musela do 
nemocnice. Tam se seznámila s mladým lékařem a začala s ním chodit. Před měsícem měli 
svatbu.8 

Předběžné sondy ukázaly, že v podstatě nelze jednoznačně rozhodnout, do jaké míry je 
projev ve znakovém jazyce ovlivněn právě neporozuměním, resp. ne plným porozuměním 
psanému textu českému,9 a do jaké míry se do něj promítají ty způsoby vyjadřování časových 
údajů a vztahů, které jsou typické právě pro znakový jazyk. Lze to dokumentovat např. na té 
partii českého textu, v níž se exponuje vztah mezi časem chronologie minulých událostí (žila 
sama... chtěla se seznámit... dala inzerát... hezky se oblékla... přišla ke kinu... uviděla 
jednoho z učňů... lekla se...  ošklivě upadla... v nemocnici se seznámila...)  a časem vypravování 
(k němuž odkazuje časové před v Před měsícem měli svatbu). V přeznakovaných textech 
většinou nebyl časový údaj (měsíc) usouvztažněn s aktuálním okamžikem komunikace, ale 
s časovým sledem událostí v textu podaných (seznámila se s lékařem, chodila s ním, za měsíc 
byla svatba), nebo byla časová relace vyjádřena jen náznakově, tj. pozicí příslušného výrazu ve 
sledu výrazů jiných: to ovšem samo o sobě implikuje následnost („událost“ seznámení, chození, 
svatba). 

Analýza souvislých projevů ve znakovém jazyce poukázala i na další problémy, jež jsou pro 
výzkum komunikace neslyšících zásadní a které ho do jisté míry komplikují. Na prvním místě 
stojí otázka, jak vůbec projevy v českém znakovém jazyce přepisovat do češtiny: Jakým 
způsobem např. segmentovat (dílčí) celky projevu ve znakovém jazyce, v jakém českém tvaru10 
„fixovat" lexikální morfémy českého znakového jazyka? Jakým způsobem zapisovat ty nosiče 
gramatických významů, jež jsou specifické právě pro (v trojrozměrném prostoru) ukazovaný 
jazyk – tj. jak zapsat významově relevantní nemanuální součásti znakování (mimiku, pozice 
horní části trupu a pozice hlavy)? A jak tyto prostředky, produkované v podstatě paralelně 
s lexikálními jednotkami (manuálními znaky), do lineárnosti zápisu začlenit? S tím vším těsně 
souvisí ještě jeden problém: do jaké míry je přepis do češtiny (pořizovaný neslyšícími 
asistenty) skutečně přepisem projevu ve znakovém jazyce, nikoli jeho překladem (který je 
z hlediska výzkumu znakového jazyka bezcenný)? Do jaké míry přitom ovlivňuje povahu 
přepisu přepisující subjekt a jeho individuální kompetence v češtině? Nebo jinak: do jaké míry 
je podoba českého přepisu ovlivněna tím, jak neslyšící asistent češtinu ovládá?11  A to přitom 
ještě vycházíme z předpokladu (ne, pravda, ověřeného, a zřejmě ne vždy bezvýhradné platného), 
že neslyšící asistent pořizující přepis plně ovládá znakový jazyk (v jeho variantách 
geografických a sociálních) a dokáže videozáznamu plně porozumět. 

Nahrávky jednotlivých úkolů (srov. níže) jsou založeny tak, aby se v co největší možné 
míře vyloučil negativní vliv tzv. paradoxu pozorovatele (Labov, 1972):12  nahrávání jsou 
přítomni pouze neslyšící asistenti (zadávají úkoly, příp. ještě, pokud je třeba, jejich zadání 
podrobněji objasňují, ve znakovém jazyce produkují podkladový materiál elicitace, hrají úlohu 
druhého partnera dialogu). Přesto samozřejmě nelze vyloučit, že v některých případech může 
sama přítomnost kamery a vědomí „formálnosti“ (výzkumné) situace posouvat znakování 
směrem „výš“, k jeho prestižnější variantě, tj. k znakované češtině.13 

Dílčí položky výzkumu jsou koncipovány ve vztahu k několika rozrůzněným cílům: mají 
(1) poskytnout informace o (gramatických) strukturách českého znakového jazyka i o jeho 
rovině lexikální, zvl. o „stavbě” jednotlivých znaků (a o jejich variantnosti geografické 
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a sociální); (2) zmapovat postoje neslyšících k vlastnímu jazyku a ke způsobům vzdělávání 
neslyšících a (3) – ještě šíře – podat alespoň základní informace o verbálním vybavení 
neslyšících v širokém slova smyslu, o tom, jak (a zda) jim znakový jazyk slouží jako 
prostředek kategorizace a osmyslení světa. V tomto ohledu vstupuje „verbální” do těsného 
vztahu s „kognitivním” – a výzkum tak uvádí i do problematiky kognitivního vybavení 
neslyšících. 

Ne všechna tato hlediska se samozřejmě mohou do zpracování získaného materiálu promítat 
současně; první fáze analýz se tak zaměřuje především na dvě oblasti (podrobněji srov. níže): 
(1) přepis jednotlivých znaků a postupné mapování jejich variantnosti; založeno je v analýze 
tzv. parametrů jednotlivých znaků a jejich následném porovnávání; (2) excerpce a zpracování 
informací sociolingvistické povahy. 

Jak už bylo řečeno, je ale celková povaha scénáře videonahrávek koncipována šíře, 
s ohledem na delší časový horizont výzkumu; není přitom nepodstatný cíl shromáždit jistý 
soubor dat, který může být průběžně využíván i v dalších fázích výzkumu, zaměřených na 
další aspekty jazyka a komunikace neslyšících. Scénář nahrávky tak zahrnuje celkem pět 
položek. 

Položka 1. Řízený monologický projev o situaci neslyšících „zde” a „nyní”. Neslyšící 
asistent toto zadání v úvodu k nahrávce tematicky specifikuje (členění do „subtémat” 
rodina, škola, vzdělání, zaměstnání, možnost uplatnění, organizace neslyšících apod.), vždy 
s důrazem na jazyk, komunikaci, možnost dorozumění. Pokud je třeba, usměrňuje neslyšící 
asistent doplňujícími otázkami informantův projev i v průběhu nahrávky. 

Zjevným cílem této položky je získat informace dvojího typu: (1) o interkulturní zkušenosti 
českých neslyšících: o tom, jak reflektují své postavení ve většinové společnosti, jaké jsou 
jejich zkušenosti s komunikací v slyšící rodině, jaká je jejich školní, resp. také internátní 
zkušenost (a jaký mají na způsob, jímž byli vzděláváni, názor), jak je škola vybavila pro exis-
tenci v kultuře slyšící většiny a pro komunikaci s většinou (např. pro komunikaci v úřadech 
a zdravotnických zařízeních), jak neslyšící vstupují, resp. mohou vstupovat či nevstupovat do 
sféry hromadného sdělování a do oblasti komunikace literární; (2) o intrakulturní zkušenosti 
českých neslyšících: komunikace v neslyšící rodině, neformální komunikace v organizacích 
neslyšících, reflexe hluchoty, reflexe příslušnosti ke komunitě českých neslyšících. 

Do obou oblastí zkušenosti, interkulturní i intrakulturní, se samozřejmě promítají, ne vždy 
uvědomované, postoje k jazykům a znakovým systémům, jichž se v komunikaci neslyšících 
užívá: k českému znakovému jazyku, k češtině, k znakované češtině. Vedle své explicitní 
reflexe (verbalizace) jsou zde tyto postoje pochopitelně manifestovány i implicitně – především 
tím, jaký komunikační systém projevu dominuje. 

Skrytým cílem položky 1 je pak získat relativně spontánní, resp. jen částečně řízený projev, 
jenž by, podroben další analýze, sloužil v další etapě výzkumu jako východisko popisu 
gramatických struktur českého znakového jazyka. I když totiž znakový jazyk bývá především 
neslyšícími samými zhusta ztotožňován se znaky,14 a způsoby, jakými jsou znaky spojovány, 
stojí obvykle stranou, nemůže výzkum jazyka nezahrnout oba ony základní pilíře každé 
promluvy (Mathesius, 1941) – tedy vedle aktu pojmenovacího (označovacího) také akt 
větotvorný (usouvztažňovací). O gramatice českého znakového jazyka jsou ale zatím 
k dispozici většinou jen informace zprostředkované skrze povahu češtiny psané českými 
neslyšícími (srov. o tom níže). 

Položka 2. Jednotlivé znaky ukazované podle obrázků. Tato část dotazníku je orientována ke 
dvěma dílčím cílům: (1) shromáždit materiálový podklad pro orientační analýzu sublexikální 
roviny českého znakového jazyka, pro úvahy o jeho fonologii, a zároveň (2) získat 
východiskový materiál pro zmapování variantnosti znaků českého znakového jazyka, zvl. variant 
geografických a sociálních. Jak analýzy fonologické, tak úvahy o lexiku musí být samozřejmě 
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opřeny o přepsaná data českého znakového jazyka, v obou případech konkrétně o přepsané 
(jednotlivé) znaky, resp. přesněji, o notaci jejich slovníkové, citátové podoby. 

Propracování způsobu notace manuální složky izolovaných znaků bylo poměrně časově 
náročné: bylo třeba excerpovat dostupné příručky poskytující jistý repertoár znaků (buď přímo, 
nebo alespoň jejich české ekvivalenty),15 prostudovat různé způsoby zápisu znaků užívané 
v zahraničí a adaptovat vybraný způsob notace (Brennan etc., 1984) pro české prostředí.16 Do 
zápisu jednotlivých znaků je v současné době zahrnuto (podrobně srov. Macurová, 1996) 
1. místo, kde se znak artikuluje, 2. tvar ruky/rukou, která/é artikuluje/í, 3. vztah ruky/rukou 
k tělu, tj. orientace dlaně a orientace prstů, 4. vztah ruky k ruce, tj. vzájemná poloha rukou 
u znaků artikulovaných oběma rukama, 5. pohyb/y ruky/rukou. Všechny znaky českého 
znakového jazyka (přesněji: jejich manuální složka) jsou pak zapisovány pomocí tří typů matric: 
první je určena k zápisu znaků artikulovaných jednou rukou, druhá pro zápis znaků 
artikulovaných oběma rukama, kdy jsou ruce ve stejném tvaru a vykonávají stejný, resp. 
alternativní pohyb, třetí pro zápis znaků artikulovaných oběma rukama, kdy aktivní je jen jedna 
ruka; neaktivní ruka je buď ve stejném, nebo jiném tvaru než ruka aktivní. Sám zápis 
jednotlivých znaků je časově značně náročná složka výzkumu a časově náročné bude 
i definitivní stanovení toho, co je v jednotlivých znacích „jen” fonetické, a co má platnost 
fonologickou, co je „jen” idiolektické, a co širší (geografické nebo sociální). 

K tomuto rozlišení je přímo zaměřena ta oblast výzkumu, jež mapuje variantnost znaků 
českého znakového jazyka. Na (1) záznam znaků od 10 informantů z jednoho regionu totiž 
navazuje (2) analýza individuálních rozdílů získaného vzorku: za účasti týchž neslyšících se 
vylučují znaky jen individuální, ostatním informantům neznámé, nebo i takové znaky, které 
informanti sice znají, ale většina z nich je nepovažuje – pro danou oblast – za přijatelné. Ve fázi 
(3) kolektiv informantů vybere tu podobu znaku, kterou pokládá za podobu pro danou oblast 
reprezentativní; kolektivně stanovený reprezentant dané oblasti ji pak ukáže na kameru. 
V poslední fázi (4) budou tyto reprezentativní znaky jednotlivých regionů zapsány, popsány 
a srovnány. 

Vztah geografického a sociálního na jedné a individuálního na druhé straně klade ještě další 
otázky, jež bude užitečné do výzkumu (perspektivně) zahrnout. Na prvním místě jde o otázku 
vývojových procesů v lexikální zásobě českého znakového jazyka. Zahraniční analýzy (srov. 
např. Frishbergová, 1975) poukazují v této souvislosti na nejobecnější vývojovou tendenci 
směřující od ikoničnosti znaků k jejich arbitrárnosti: v průběhu historického vývoje17 přestává 
být vehikulum podobné objektu (přestává ho přímo „zobrazovat”) a jejich vztah se stává 
vztahem nahodilým. Je otázka, do jaké míry jsou opačné tendence, které jsou pozorovatelné 
v znakování mladší generace českých neslyšících,l8 důsledkem (individuální) neznalosti 
českého znakového jazyka a výrazem potřeby „domluvit se”, rukama, i když ne jazykem, a do 
jaké míry jsou tyto tendence šíře generační. 

Položka 3. Souvislý projev na zadané téma: reprodukce jednoho z obrázkových příběhů 
kuřete Napipi (podle O. Sekora, Nápady kuřete Napipi, Praha 1969). Cílem této položky 
výzkumu je, podobně srov. v položce 1, získat relativně souvislý projev, jenž by mohl být 
podkladem identifikace gramatických struktur českého znakového jazyka; sám charakter pří-
běhu podporuje (vedle elicitace vyjadřování časových a příčinných vztahů) především 
vyjadřování vztahů mezi participanty zobrazené, tj. mimojazykové situace a aktanty 
v sémantickém vzorci „vět” českého znakového jazyka. Zajímavé bude posoudit, do jaké míry se 
ve vyjadřování těchto vztahů využívá specifických prostředků souvisejících se způsobem 
existence znakového jazyka, s jeho trojdimenziálností. Specifičnost gramatických prostředků 
jazyka ukazovaného v trojrozměrném prostoru se podle našeho názoru ozřejmí i konfrontací 
„podoby” příběhu: v českém znakovém jazyce a v češtině (česky psaná převyprávění příběhu 
máme zatím k dispozici jen v několika exemplářích). 
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Položka 4. Dialog: diskuse o inzerátu nabízejícím dobře honorovanou práci.19 Cílem této 
položky je získat materiál k popisu tvoření otázek v českém znakovém jazyce (zvl. pokud jde 
o podíl manuálních a nemanuálních prostředků); na začátku stál předpoklad, že informanti 
budou od neslyšícího asistenta vyžadovat další, upřesňující informace a za tímto účelem 
příslušné otázky, zjišťovací i doplňovací, podle potřeby tvořit. V předběžných sondách byla 
obdobně zaměřená položka formulována tematicky odlišně: informant byl neslyšícím asistentem 
žádán o pohlídání dítěte – jeho otázky se podle našeho očekávání měly týkat zvyků a potřeb 
dítěte, ověřování doby požadované služby atd. Protože výsledky předběžných sond nebyly 
uspokojivé (v tom smyslu, že zadání neprovokovalo otázkové struktury v dostatečném počtu), 
je v konečné podobě úkolu posílena motivace „ptát se” tím, že situace je vztažena přímo 
k zájmům informanta (dobrý výdělek). Ani tady ovšem získaný materiál mnoho (žádaných) 
otázkových struktur nepřináší. Z tohoto důvodu nemohou sice získané výsledky dost dobře 
sloužit původnímu cíli, otvírají ale další a širší horizonty výzkumu, ohraničené problémem 
„interpersonálního”, resp. „interaktivního” v komunikaci neslyšících: Jak neslyšící užívají 
jazyka (možná nejen jazyka znakového) v interakci, jakým způsobem vstupují do dialogické 
komunikace, jak se vyrovnávají s přebíráním sociálních rolí v dialogu, rolí, jež jsou 
definovány samotným jazykem (komunikační role „mluvčího” vs. „adresáta”)? Jakým 
způsobem a jakými prostředky mezi těmito rolemi přepínají, zvl. pokud jde o iniciaci dialogu, 
v jaké míře a jakými prostředky dialogem, verbálně uspokojují své komunikační 
(a zprostředkovaně případně i jiné) záměry a cíle? Tyto otázky se jako otázky podstatné 
ozřejmují zvl. v souvislosti s poznatky o funkcích jazyka, především v souvislosti 
s funkčním rozlišením (srov. Halliday, 1975) oblastí „ideačního” a „interpersonálního”. Je-li 
systém dospělého mluvčího jazyka strukturován okolo distinkce mezi funkcí jazyka sloužit 
reprezentaci zkušenosti (jazyk jako učení se, jako vědomosti, znalosti, vzdělanost) a funkcí 
jazyka sloužit sociálním činnostem (jazyk jako aktivita, konání), jak z tohoto hlediska 
interpretovat specifické „nedialogické” chování vzorku českých neslyšících? Jak posuzovat 
způsob jejich vstupování, resp. spíše nevstupování do té komunikační role, v níž je jazyka 
využíváno20 právě k participaci, k podílení se na nějaké činnosti, k (společnému) řešení 
problému? V současné etapě výzkumu komunikace neslyšících nelze víc než tyto otázky 
položit – jejich zodpovězení musí vycházet z rozsáhlejšího vzorku materiálu směrovaného 
speciálně k těmto problémům. Je přitom samozřejmé, že takto získaný materiál bude průběžně 
konfrontován s observací skutečně spontánní („nevýzkumné”) komunikace neslyšících 
(v klubech, na sportovních aj. akcích) – a je otázka, jaké (jiné?) poznatky tato konfrontace 
přinese. 

Položka 5. Ukazování opozit k adjektivům: informantům se ve znakovém jazyce (paralelně, 
mimo obraz, i v mluvené češtině) předkládají spojení adjektiva se substantivem, reagovat 
mají dvojicí spojující dané substantivum s adjektivem opačného významu. Prvotním cílem je 
přitom (srov. obdobně položku 2) získat podklady pro úvahy o fonologické struktuře znaků 
a o jejich variantách.21 I výsledky této položky výzkumu ovšem otvírají průhled do 
problematiky širšího dosahu. Na základě hodnocení doposud získaného materiálu nelze totiž 
neklást otázky: Jak se ve znakovém jazyce vyjadřuje (antonymy) jeden ze vztahů, na nichž je 
založeno poznávání světa – vztah disjunkce? A ještě šíře vzato: Jak neslyšící všechny základní 
vztahy tohoto typu, tj. vztahy ekvivalence, disjunkce, průniku a inkluze, vnímají – a jak je 
„svým” jazykem vyjadřují? S tím těsně souvisí otázka další: Jaký „obraz světa” je vůbec 
formován skrze znakový jazyk? Jak je svět prostřednictvím tohoto jazyka mapován 
a kategorizován, jaké jsou ony uzlové body sítě, skrze niž neslyšící člověk chápe svět a rozumí 
jazyku? 

O tom, že „obraz světa” formovaný znakovým jazykem zřejmě nebude – přinejmenším ne 
v jednotlivostech – úplně totožný s obrazem světa formovaným většinovou češtinou, svědčí 
např. problematika jazykového vyjadřování konceptuální kategorizace konkrétních objektů 
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vnějšího světa. Tři úrovně této kategorizace (srov. Roschová, 1976; Roschová etc., 1976) 
zahrnují základní rovinu (např. stůl), rovinu nadřazenou (nábytek) a rovinu podřazenou 
(jídelní stůl, psací stůl atd.). Na základní rovině jsou příslušné percepční a funkční atributy 
sdíleny všemi členy kategorie (resp. jejich většinou), jsou přitom rozdílné od atributů položek 
jiných základních rovin patřících pod totožnou kategorii nadřazenou (stůl má jiné atributy než 
např. židle, postel atd., tj. než ostatní nábytek). Členy nadřazené roviny naproti tomu spojuje 
jen malý počet společných atributů (zřejmě spíše funkčních než percepčních); na podřazené 
rovině jsou pak atributy (zřejmě spíše percepční než funkční) sdíleny nejen všemi členy dané 
kategorie (jídelní stůl), ale i členy kategorií kontrastních (jídelní stůl má některé atributy 
stejné jako psací stůl). Koncept sám je nejvýrazněji vymezen na základní rovině 
kategorizace, na ní je také nejvýrazněji odlišen od konceptů jiných – tato základní rovina tak 
bývá zákonitě považována za nejpřirozenější a nejužitečnější rovinu kategorizace. V českém 
znakovém jazyce je ztvárňování takové kategorizace jiné než v češtině a v souvislosti s touto 
problematikou se nabízejí k diskusi dvě tendence: 1. Člen nadřazené roviny zastupuje členy 
roviny základní (tedy: PTÁK, KVĚTINA, nikoli špaček, drozd, vrána atd. nebo tulipán, 
kopretina, azalka atd.).22 2. Jazykový prostředek pro označení pojmu nadřazeného bývá 
slovotvorně přímo odvozen od jednoho z členů roviny základní.23  Tyto odvozené znaky jsou 
tvořeny znakem RŮZNÝ, který tvoří druhou část složeného znaku; první část většinou tvoří 
jeden, reprezentativní, člen základní roviny kategorizace (srov. OVOCE = JABLKO + 
RŮZNÝ, NÁŘADÍ = KLÍČ + RŮZNÝ). Pravděpodobně méně často je složený znak 
odvozen od vlastnosti spojované se členy základní kategorie (ZELENINA = ZELENÝ + 
RŮZNÝ), resp. také od činnosti s těmito členy spojované (NÁPOJ = PÍT + RŮZNÝ). 
Důkladná interpretace kognitivních důsledků, jež takto (jinak) jazykově strukturovaná 
skutečnost může mít, se pochopitelně musí opřít o analýzu dalších rozdílností v „obrazech 
světa” utvářených češtinou na jedné a českým znakovým jazykem na druhé straně, nebo jinak: 
o analýzu dalších aspektů odlišné zkušenosti světa slyšících a neslyšících Čechů.24 

Komplexní pohled na komunikaci neslyšících nutně začleňuje do výzkumu také češtinu, 
speciálně problematiku její psané podoby, a to v aspektu produkčním (psaní českých textů) 
i recepčním (porozumění psaným českým textům).25 Souhrnněji bude o této problematice 
pojednáno jinde, zde je však třeba alespoň stručně naznačit, že čeština psaná českými neslyšícími 
není předmětem výzkumu jen sama o sobě,26 ale také ve vztahu k českému znakovému jazyku. 
Podoba této češtiny totiž poskytuje jistý první vhled do jeho gramatiky. Excerpce ukazuje, že 
jisté vyjadřovací způsoby, „cizí” češtině většinové, jsou v psané češtině českých neslyšících 
významně četné. Je tedy možné soudit, že to jsou jevy „vlastní” českému znakovému jazyku a do 
češtiny odtud (opakovaně a relativně pravidelně) interferují. Jde o takové jevy jako jsou např. 
záměna sloves vyjadřujících existenci a vlastnictví (Děkuji ti za dopis, měla jsem 
překvapená; Jsem velkou radost), vypouštění spony (ruka dobrá; Renata fajn a prima holka), 
lexikální vyjadřování času, modality, resp. i aspektu, obvykle anteponované příslušnému 
slovesu (minulý chodit na vánoce 27. února v Praze; buď musí vydržet), neexistence pasivních 
konstrukcí, absolutní zápor prostřednictvím výrazu vůbec (ve škole vůbec líbilo a děti holky 
a kluci vždycky pomlouvají), nerozlišení proto a protože (zítra pojedeme na vlaku lyžovat, 
proto zítra to budou málo lidí, proto oni chodí do práce), vyjadřování časových 
a podmínkových vztahů souřadně se spojovacím výrazem potom (Bude dělám zapojit dobře, 
potom žárovka svítí).27 

Výzkum českého znakového jazyka by nemohl být realizován bez grantové podpory, 
kterou poskytuje Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy, výzkum dílčích aspektů 
komunikace neslyšících i obecnějších problémů s ní spjatých pak bez grantové podpory Fondu 
rozvoje vysokých škol a Grantové agentury UK. Taková podpora lingvistického výzkumu 
specifického typu komunikace a specifického menšinového jazyka nepřímo reflektuje postupnou 
proměnu širšího, celospolečenského, postoje k menšinám vůbec; v respektu k jinému než 
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vlastnímu jazyku, k jiným způsobům komunikace a k odlišné kultuře se obráží (u nás) nové 
pojetí integrace: integrovat začíná znamenat ne už jen přizpůsobit obrazu většiny, ale 
akceptovat, společně a rovnoprávně sdílet (svět, zkušenost), byť třeba i různými způsoby 
a skrze různé jazyky. O tom, že a jak tyto postoje předjímají změnu situace (i např. situace 
ve vzdělávání neslyšících) v souvislosti se vstupem České republiky do Evropské unie, se snad 
není třeba rozepisovat podrobněji. Jedno je jisté – z nové situace vyplynou nové potřeby: 
i potřeby nových teoretických přístupů k problematice neslyšících, i nové potřeby praxe. 
 
Poznámky 

1 Výrazná změna názorů na znakový jazyk bývá spojována se jménem W. Stokoea a s jeho 
lingvistickou analýzou amerického znakového jazyka (1960). K dalším lingvistickým 
pohledům na znakové jazyky srov. Macurová, 1994. 

2  To se týká znakových jazyků, nikoli jazyků znakovaných. Na stránkách tohoto časopisu není 
jistě třeba rozdíly mezi znakovým jazykem a příslušným znakovaným národním jazykem 
(umělým znakovým systémem) vykládat nějak zvlášť podrobně. 

3  Na počátku 90. let konstatují Boyes-Braemová a Kolb (1990), že základní výzkum 
znakového jazyka probíhá v 16 evropských zemích. V 90. letech je lingvistika znakových 
jazyků natolik ústrojnou součástí lingvistiky, že více nebo méně obšírné pojednání o této 
problematice bývá v podstatě pravidelně zařazováno do reprezentativních jazykovědných 
encyklopedií, srov. např. Collinge,1990 (s.740-783); Malmkjaer, 1995 (s. 405-414). 

4  Už dnes je přitom zřejmé, že výzkum znakového jazyka jako jazyka, který existuje v jiném 
způsobu než jazyky mluvené (ve způsobu vizuálněmotorickém), přináší zajímavé 
poznatky i pro lingvistiku „hlavního proudu”, poskytuje nový úhel pohledu na základní 
obecně lingvistické problémy, jako např. na problém arbitrárnosti jazyka, jeho lineárnosti, 
dvojího členění; klade také znovu a nově řadu otázek, které se v souvislosti s mluvenými 
jazyky jevily jako otázky v podstatě již vyřešené, např. zda zařadit prosodické, resp. 
paralingvistické prostředky do gramatického popisu jazyka atd. 

5  Návrh notace předložený k diskusi odborné veřejnosti srov. Macurová, 1996. 
6 Na základě tzv. principu subordinačního posunu dochází k „zastupování” méně prestižního 

jazyka jazykem s prestiží vyšší – platí to jak pokud jde o samotné užívání jazyka, tak pokud 
jde o výroky o jazyce (verbalizované postoje k jazyku). 

7  Ten jí zatím připisují – jistě i pod vlivem dosavadní tradice vzdělávání – i sami čeští neslyšící. 
8 Autorkou textu je I. Vaňková. Znaménko / označuje odstavce původního textu. 
9 Z téhož důvodu byly po vyhodnocení předběžných sond z konečné podoby zadání vyloučeny 

všechny ty položky, jež předpokládaly (1) identifikaci nějaké složitější gramatické struktury 
češtiny, (2) plné porozumění a následně (3) její adekvátní (ne přesně „doslovný”) překlad do 
znakového jazyka. Jako příklad takových položek lze uvést např. časové a podmínkové 
věty, zápor, modální slovesa, stupňování adjektiv a adverbií, pasivní konstrukce. 

10 Situaci tu, např. ve srovnání s angličtinou, značně komplikuje typ češtiny jako flexívního 
jazyka. 

11 Srov. k tomu (v doslovné citaci a autentické grafické podobě) různé přepisy téhož projevu 
pořízené různými neslyšícími (kurzíva zachycuje vysvětlení, jimiž autoři přepisu texty 
doplňují): (1) Začíná, já chtěla pro neslyšící život lepší, více kultury, více společenský mezi 
neslyšící, aby dobře pobaví, ne do koutka, více sraz v klubovně mezi neslyšící a více také 
tlumočnice, beseda, přednášky, turisté, výlety, zájezd a mezi děti pobavit co to je, aby děti (ten 
znak beze slova = aby děti vymysleli nějaké modely, hry... a uměli například komunikovat 
s lidmi, neslyšící ze zahraničí a znali česká slova, které pro neslyšící hodně neznají) aby se 
více využívali ve škole, více neslyšící učitelů, vychovatelů aby se více znakový jazyk, více 
slovních zásobů a mohla slyšící komunikovat a také více rozumí lepší povídat, mohli také 
zásah do města mezi slyšící. Více nevím co mám říct. (2) začatek já chtít pro neslyšící život 
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lepší více kultura více společnost mezi (s) neslyšící dobře pobavili ne roh více scházet klub 
mezi (s) neslyšící více také tlumočníků beseda přednáška turistika výlet zájezd a s děti bavit co 
děti vymýšlet více používat škola více neslyšící učitel vychovatel více znaková řeč více slovní 
zásoba možnost více slyšící komunikovat víc rozumět lépe mluvit může také zásah do města 
normalní slyšící více co říct (3) Život lepší pro neslyšící život lepší více kultura více společné 
mezi neslyšící (aby) dobře pobaví ne kout, více sraz klubovna mezi neslyšící (a) více také 
navrch přednáška, beseda, přednáška, turista, výlet, zájezd (a) s děti pobáví co (aby) vymyslet 
děti vymyslet (= vymyšlet = napád co dobré nové navrch různé věci) (co) aby více 
používá/využívá škola více neslyšící učitelka, vychovatel (aby) více znakovací ukazovát více 
zásob slovní zásob (aby) mohlo více slyšící mluví domluví/hovoří více rozumí lepé povídá, 
může také sami (= můze sama cesta bez pomoci, = „prorazit”, = může sama chodí do ÚM, = 
může sama hovoří s lékaři) do města, normalní podle slyšící. Více nevím co (mám) říká. 

12 Srov. k tomu Labov, 1972, s. 113: To obtain the data most important for linguistic theory, we 
have to observe how people speak when they are not being observed. 

13 A to i navzdory tomu, že v úvodním rozhovoru s informanty před zahájením nahrávek 
neslyšící asistent zdůrazní, že předmětem výzkumu je český znakový jazyk a klade důraz na 
to, aby při nahrávkách nebyla užívána znakovaná čeština. Požadavek vyjadřovat se znakovým 
jazykem, tedy stejně jako např. při rozhovoru s neslyšícími přáteli, je informantům zdůrazňován 
v úvodu každé položky ankety. 

14 „Kvalita” znakového jazyka pak bývá v těchto reflexích poměřována především bohatostí 
slovní zásoby (počtem znaků, jež jsou k dispozici), resp. i mírou jejich „sjednocenosti”. 

15 Excerpce, jež měla podat orientační informaci o tom, jaké typy jednotlivých parametrů 
znaků zahrnout do pracovních soupisů „symbolů” pro notaci českého znakového jazyka, 
vycházela z příruček Gabrielová etc., 1988, Mrzílková – Ostatková, 1993, Ptáček, rkp., 
Švagr, rkp. 

 16 V současné době je promýšlena další podoba fontů (o nich srov. jejich autor M. Albrecht, 
1996), v níž by se modifikovala zvl. vertikální linie zápisu (notace parametru SIG); to by 
umožnilo jednodušší zapisování znaků na počítači. 

17 Frishbergová konfrontuje Slovník amerického znakového jazyka z poloviny 60. let (Stokoe etc., 
1965) s učebními příručkami amerického znakového jazyka z druhého desítiletí 20. stol., zvl. se 
slovníkem Longovým (1918); ten zahrnuje zhruba 1500 znaků, často zachycených i na fotografii, 
spolu s popisem jejich tvoření a odpovídajícími anglickými ekvivalenty. U nás takový 
průhled do minulosti dost dobře uskutečnit nelze, leda snad na základě zachycení (videozázna-
mem) znaků nejstarší generace českých neslyšících a jejich srovnání se slovníkem z 80. let 
(Gabrielová etc., 1988). 

18 Srov. např. ikonická gesta odpovídající českému výrazu víno nebo ponožka („zobrazení” 
tvaru lahve, „zobrazení” navlékání ponožky). 

19 Pro orientaci srov. jeho úplný text (tlumočený zároveň v úvodu tohoto úkolu neslyšícím 
asistentem do českého znakového jazyka): Chcete si seriózně vydělat peníze? 5 až 7 tisíc za 
týden. Volejte 850 14 20 (11,30 - 14,00 Po-Pá) p. Zentrich. 

20 Halliday (1975, s. 29an.) v této souvislosti rozlišuje mezi rolí pozorovatele (observer), kdy je 
jazyk používán jako prostředek kódování zkušenosti s jevovou skutečností, jež člověka 
obklopuje, a rolí vetřelce (intruder), kdy se jazyka užívá jako prostředku jednání, jako 
prostředku jisté akce uskutečněné v jistém situačním kontextu. 

21 Situace se předběžně jeví jako značně komplikovaná. Doposud zpracovaný (zapsaný 
a vyhodnocený) vzorek nahrávek prokazuje především značnou rozrůzněnost inidividuální 
(otázka je, zda jde „jen” o jevy fonetické) a daleko menší shody „geografické”, než jsme 
zpočátku předpokládali. Souvisí četnost individuálních rozdílů s tím, jaký přístup mají 
neslyšící Češi narození ve slyšících rodinách ke znakovému jazyku?  
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22 Podle osobního sdělení E. Mrzílkové je tato tendence typická zvláště pro ukazování mladší 
generace neslyšících. Bylo by zajímavé zjistit přesně, které členy základních rovin tvořících 
např. nadřazené roviny PTÁK, KVĚTINA by bylo možné najít ve Slovníku české znakové 
řeči. Na základě zběžného náhledu se zdá, že jich není mnoho. 

23 Na rozdíl od češtiny, v níž jsou pro vyjadřování nadřazené kategorie k dispozici 
specializované (jednoslovné) lexikální prostředky (tzv. hyperonyma – jako např. nábytek, 
nápoje, nástroje, nářadí atd.). Obráží se to i v hesláři Slovníku znakové řeči (Gabrielová 
etc., 1988): takové české výrazy jako např. dobytek, nábytek, nápoj, nářadí, zelenina apod. 
zde nejsou zařazeny. 

24 Nepochybné je, že vědomí rozdílnosti obou jazyků může být užitečným východiskem také 
pro kontrastivní osvojování češtiny (jako druhého jazyka neslyšících, jazyka pro neslyšící 
„cizího”). 

 25 Je nasnadě, že uspokojivé osvojení psané podoby češtiny je pro neslyšící Čechy doslova 
životně důležité – bez většinového jazyka se ve většinové kultuře přežívá jen s obtížemi. 

26 O těchto otázkách srov. Racková, 1996. 
27 V souvislosti s těmito rysy srov. i Bickertonův (1981) výklad o kreolských jazycích. 
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SIGN LANGUAGE 
Bencie Woll, Jim G. Kyle 
 
 
 
 
The term 'sign language' is used with a variety of meanings: to the layman it often means the 
kind of gestures people use when they travel abroad and have to communicate with people 
who do not share a common spoken language; it is also used to refer to the gesture systems 
used by specific groups (e.g., saw mill sign language). However, the term as used here will be 
restricted to a class of languages found amongst deaf communities throughout the world: 
languages, which parallel spoken languages in complexity and structural features. Deaf 
children in deaf families learn sign language as a first language and it occurs in communities 
with their own recognizable culture. Although existing within the larger speaking 
community, sign languages are not derived from, and are unrelated to, the spoken languages 
in their countries. 
 
1. History and Development 
Despite the lack of appropriate technology in the past for recording sign language data the use 
of sign can be traced to the earliest civilizations. Knowledge of sign language use dates back 
at least 2,000 years in the Western world, and probably even earlier in Chinese writings. The 
Mishnah of the late second century (a computation of Jewish oral law) makes reference to the 
valid use of signing by deaf people for legal purposes: 

A deaf-mute may communicate by signs and be communicated with by signs. 
(Gitt 5: 7; Danby 1933: 312) 

If a man that was a deaf-mute married a woman that was of sound senses, or if a man that was of 
sound senses married a woman that was a deaf-mute, if he will he may put her away, and if he will 
he may continue the marriage. Like as he married her by signs so he may put her away by signs. 

(Yeb. 14: 1; Danby 1933: 240) 

Plato, in the Cratylus, refers to significant movements of head, hand, and body made by the 
dumb, and St Augustine describes a deaf person who could understand others and express 
himself by means of gestures. However, rarely did these authors give any information on the 
nature of the signing or give any description of the signs themselves. Without a written form, 
there has been no means of capturing these early perceptions. 

A major difficulty in understanding the way in which sign might have been used is the 
habitual confusion between signs and gestures. Signs are, of course, a subset of human 
gestures, just as phonemes are a subset of human sounds. Signs are distinguished from 
gestures by having an internal structure composed of elements which form a system of 
contrasts, and whose usage is rule-governed. 

Only in the late twentieth century has it been recognized that gestures are not universal. In 
the same way, signs have often been assumed to be part of a universal communication 
system. Throughout history, philosophers and linguists have considered the possibilities of 
creating a universal system for communication. While in recent centuries artificial spoken 
languages have been created with the aim of enabling international communication, sign 
language has often been seen as an already existing universal language Sir Richard Paget 
(who later collaborated with a deaf man Pierre Gorman, in creating an artificial sign system 
to represent English visually; see Paget, Sir Richard Arthur Surtees [Bart.]) follows a very 
old tradition in proposing that a sign language 'might be taught... to all children.... If this were 
done in all countries ... there would be a very simple international language by which the 
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different race's of mankind, including the deaf, might understand one another' (Paget 1953: 
xvi, cited in Knowlson 1965). 

While universality has been one major concern (see Universal Language Schemes in 
Seventeenth-century Britain), there has also been a great deal of interest in the question of 
how languages arose initially (see Origins of Language; Origin of Language Debate). The 
supposed primitiveness and universality of sign language was a source for the belief that the 
earliest human language was sign. 

 
1.1 Origins of Sign Language 
It is likely that gestures were a major part of the communication of early primitive 
nonspeaking man, just as they are among modern primates (Hewes 1976). Some modern 
hunter-gatherer groups (such as Australian Aborigines) use supplemental communication 
systems, which are sign-like (see Alternate Sign Languages) and there are also records of 
American Indian signs (see Fig. 1). 

The origins of human language are unlikely to be fully resolved by examination of 
existing sign languages. In contrast, however, with the abandonment of interest in theories of 
language origin in the early nineteenth century, the grammars and lexical formation 
principles of sign languages do illuminate how languages can come into being. 

In theories about the gestural origin of language, physical actions (of a gestural form) 
were claimed to predate verbal communication (as they appear to do in ontogenetic 
development). The competing view was that speech developed directly from nonverbal cries; 
gesture was an independent meaning system. The fact that most people gesture and that 
children naturally develop gesture alongside speech acquisition supported this notion of the 
subsidiary nature of communication, which was not speech. 

Probably the best-known philosopher concerning himself with issues of whether speech 
or gesture was primary was Condillac (1746; see Condillac, Etienne Bonnot de). He believed 
that images (the basis of thought) could not always be represented in speech and might be 
more related to gestures. The predominance of serial speech communication had created the 
impression those alternatives such as sign. Which might be more image-related and were 
non-serial in construction, could not be considered language. 

Diderot (1751; see Diderot, Denis) considered that the sign language of deaf people might 
prove to be source learning about the natural order of thought in language. 
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Others followed this line of reasoning. Tylor, a British anthropologist (1874), using notes 

he had made on a trip to Germany and in subsequent contact with deaf children in the UK, 
presented an examination of the structure of sign language and its role in deaf education. 
While recognized as complex, sign was still seen only as gesture and as a lower level form of 
communication when compared with speech. Stout (1899) described his theory that signs 
develop from iconic representations to cognitive symbols that gradually form a language. His 
perceptions were based on observations from a deaf man. 

From the late nineteenth century until the second half of the twentieth century these 
arguments were lost. Saussurean linguistics (see Saussurean Tradition in Twentieth-century 
Linguistics), with its emphasis on the arbitrariness of the symbol–referent relationship, and 
the preoccupation of modern linguistics with speech as the primary form of language, led to 
a suppression of interest in research in sign languages; deaf people were regarded as living in 
a world with no thought or language. 

Leonard Bloomfield´s statement is a good example of the view of linguistics in the first 
part of the twentieth century: 

 
    Some communities have a gesture language that upon occasion they use instead of speech; such 
gesture languages have been observed among the lower-class Neapolitans. Among Trappist monks 
(who have made   a   vow   of   silence), among   the   Indians   of   our western plains... and among 
groups of deaf mutes. 

    It seems certain that these gesture languages are merely developments of ordinary gestures and 
that any and all complicated or not immediately intelligible gestures are based on the conventions of 
ordinary speech. 
    Even such an obvious transference as pointing backward to indicate past time, is probably due to 
a linguistic habit of using the same word for 'in the rear' and 'in the past.' Whatever may be the 
origins of the two, gesture has so long played a secondary role under the dominance of language that 
it has lost all traces of independent character. 

(Bloomfield 1933: 39) 
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As Hewes points out: 

    Impressed by the apparent arbitrariness of most spoken languages, it has been argued that such 
arbitrariness is an essential criterion for language or that a high degree of iconicity would interfere 
with understanding. The sign languages of the deaf are dismissed as crude. Rudimentary, and if 
their users are unable to communicate except in such languages they display various serious 
cognitive handicaps. 

(Hewes 1976: 409) 

Sign language has endured a period 'underground' as educators and through them, 
parents, adopted this linguistic view. Sign had no linguistic status and maintained only 
a curiosity value as a remnant of some primitive communication system. Only in the past 
thirty years have attitudes changed and research been possible (see Sign Language Research: 
Issues and Priorities). However, research on sign languages as a way of exploring universals 
of language has not regained the interest it held between the seventeenth and nineteenth 
centuries. 

 
1.2 Universals and Early Sign Descriptions 
The belief in gesture and sign language as being a single universal language first appeared in 
post-Renaissance texts on rhetoric. The earliest English source (1644) is John Bulwer's 
Chirologia: or the Natural language of the Hands. Composed of the Speaking Motions and 
Discoursing Gestures thereof. Whereunto is added Chironomia: or the Art of Manuall 
Rhetoricke etc. Bulwer (1644: 5) describes hundreds of gestures of the hands and fingers as 
proof of the existence of this universal language: 'A notable argument we have of this 
discoursing facilities of hand is ... the wonder of necessity which nature worketh in men that 
are borne deafe and dumbe; who can argue and dispute rhetorically by signs.' 

His second book, Philocophus, or the Deafe and Dumbe Man's Friend by J.B., surnamed 
the Chirosopher (1648) is the first book specifically mentioning deaf persons, being 
dedicated to two deaf brothers. In the dedication, Bulwer states: 

 
What though you cannot expresse your minds in those verball contrivances of man's invention, yet 
you want not speeche, who have your whole body Tor a tongue, having a language more naturall 
and significant, which is common to you with us, to wit, gesture, the generall and universal 
language of human nature. 
 
You already can expresse yourselves so truly by signes, from a habit you have gotten by using 
always signes, as we do speeche: nature also recompensing your want of speeche, in the invention 
of signes to expresse your conceptions. 
 
This language you speak so purely that I who was the first that made it my Darling Study to 
interpret the natural! Richnesse of our discoursing gestures ... am fully satisfied that you want 
nothing to be perfectly understood, your mother tongue administering sufficient utterance upon all 
occasions. 

 
He was not the first to make observations similar to this – 25 years earlier, in Spain, Juan 

Pablo Bonet (1620) had drawn attention to the status of gesture as a natural language. He 
developed a manual alphabet, which was 'so well adapted to nature that it would seem as if 
this artificial language had been derived from the language of nature, or that from this, since 
visible actions are nature's language.' Dalgarno (1661; see Dalgarno, George), a Scottish 
educator, developed another manual alphabet (see Fingerspelling, two-handed) and observed 
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the lack of connection between sign language and spoken language: 'The deaf man has no 
teacher at all, and though necessity may put him upon contriving and using a few signs, yet 
those have no affinity to the language by which they that are about him do converse amongst 
themselves' (p. 3). In the eighteenth century there were important developments in France, 
where the Abbe de L'Epée had founded a school for the deaf in Paris. He also described sign 
as universal language: 

 
On a souvent desiré une langage universelle, avec le secours de laquelle les hommes de toutes les 

nations pourraient s'eruendre les uns les autres. II me semble qu'il y a longtemps qu'elle existe. et 
qu'elle est entendue partout. Cela n'est pas etonnant; c'est une langue naturelle. Je parle de la langue 
des signes. 

[A universal language has often been wished for, with the help of which men of all nations could 
understand each other. It seems to me that  for a long time such a language has existed, which is 
understood, everywhere. That is not surprising: it is a natural language. I am speaking of sign 
language.] 

 
With the abandonment of linguistic interest in sign language, from the late eighteenth century 
onwards, interest in sign language was only found within deaf education. 

 
2. The Community of Signers 
Sign-language-using populations are found throughout the world. Although there have been 
some hearing populations using sign languages for social or cultural reasons such as the 
Martha's Vineyard signers of the last century (Groce 1986) and certain aboriginal groups in 
Australia (see Alternate Sign Languages), sign languages are almost exclusively the domain 
of Deaf people. Fluency in a sign language is one of the main identifiers of Deaf community 
membership. The signs meaning 'Deaf' (member of the Deaf community), as opposed to deaf 
(having a hearing impairment) – 'STRONG-SIGN´ in British Sign Language and 'PRODUCE-
SIGN' in American Sign Language indicate this (see Fig. 2). 

Sign language use alone does not determine membership of the Deaf community; there 
are also the criteria of hearing loss and perhaps most important, social identification. Because 
of the history of oppression of Deaf people, members of the community may be defined by 
their distance from 'hearingness' (see Deaf Community and Culture: USA; Deaf Community: 
Structures and Interaction). 
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3. Sign Structure: Phonetics and Phonology in Sign Language 
Sometimes   termed   'chirology'   (from   the   Greek   cheir 'hand'), the study of the 
constituents of signs has been one of the major concerns of linguistic research since the 1960s 
(see Sign Language Research: Issues and Priorities; Sign Language; Developments in 
Sublexical Analysis of Signs). The term 'phonology' is used in the context of sign language 
research to emphasize the parallels in structure between spoken and sign languages at this 
level. Before Stokoe (1960), signs had been regarded as unanalyzable, unitary' gestures, and 
therefore as containing no level analogous to the phonological. Stokoe's contribution was to 
recognize that American Sign Language (ASL) signs could be viewed as compositional, with 
subelements contrasting with each other, and thus unlike gestures. More recent research has 
sought to apply approaches to phonological theory in spoken languages, such as 
autosegmental phonology, to sign structure. 
 
3.1 Arbitrariness in Phonology 
A major issue for sign language phonologists is whether there is meaning at the sublexical 
level. Signs with shared sublexical features (e.g., handshape or location) often share some 
feature of meaning. Many signs located at the forehead   relate   to   cognitive activity   
(THINK, REMEMBER, LEARN, STUPID, CLEVER, IMAGINE, DREAM, WORRY, etc.) 

In British Sign Language (BSL) the handshape of little finger extended from the fist is 
found in such signs as BAD, POISON, ILL, WRONG, END, ARGUE, CURSE, SOUR, 
EVIL, etc., while signs made with the handshape of thumb extended from the fist include 
GOOD, HEALTH, RIGHT, AGREE, KNOW, and so on (see Fig. 3). 

 
3.2 Iconicity 
Research on sign language in the 1960s and 1970s often made what appears to be an overly 
strong case for arbitrariness and absence of iconicity as an organizing principle. Because of 
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the need to argue the case for the acceptance of sign languages as real languages, those 
features of sign language which differed from spoken language were minimized. With the 
subsequent recognition and acceptance of sign languages there has been a willingness to 
explore the modality-specific features of languages and this has led to renewed interest in 
iconicity and visual imagery as an organizing principle in sign language. The Saussurean 
emphasis on the arbitrariness of the link between the form of the linguistic symbol and its 
referent has had a number of effects on linguists´ views. That nonarbitrary relationship found 
in spoken languages, such as sound symbolism and onomatopoeia, tend to be regarded as odd 
exceptions (certainly not counterexamples) and as somewhat marginal. It is perhaps not 
surprising that visual languages exhibit more iconicity than auditory languages – objects in 
the external world tend to have more visual than auditory associations. However, because of 
the importance attached to the concept of arbitrariness in spoken language, the presence of 
iconicity in sign languages has been considered as making sign languages uniquely different 
from spoken languages.  The very frequent occurrence of nonarbitrary symbol-referent 
relationships in sign languages were seen as proof of the marginal nature of sign languages as 
human languages. About 50 percent of basic sign vocabulary appears to be iconic, at least in 
the sense that naive nonsigners will agree on the nature of the imagery when told the meaning 
of a sign (Klima and Bellugi 1979). The presence of iconicity in signs does not appear, 
however, to affect the learnability of signs or their subjection to regular processes of 
historical change. 

It is important to emphasize that while sign languages may not show an arbitrary link 
between symbol and referent or form and meaning, this link is as conventionalized as in 
spoken languages. It is also important to note that just as speakers of English may not be 
aware of the sound symbolism in such words as 'wring,' 'writhe´ 'wrist,' etc., so too signers 
may not be aware of the iconic origins of signs. There remains a great deal of research to be 
done on the role and status of iconicity in sign language. 

 
3.3 Constraints on Sign Form 
Constraints on sign forms arise from two sources: physical limitations and language-specific 
restrictions. In the first group are those constraints relating to sign production and reception. 
It has been noted that all locations on the body are not equally available for signs; unlike 
gesture and mime, signs are limited to an area bounded by the top of the head, the hips, and 
the width of extended elbows. Within this space, the greatest number of contrasting locations 
is found on the face. 

Other issues of interest in relation to sign production have only just begun to be 
investigated. One interesting question arises from the relationship between mouth and hand 
movements. Many signs are accompanied by obligatory mouth patterns (not derived from 
spoken languages). These mouth movements appear to match certain features of hand 
movements, such as 'opening,' 'continuous,' and 'punctual' (see Fig. 4). 

Battison (1978) proposes two constraints on sign form in ASL that also appear to hold for 
other sign languages. The 'symmetry condition' states that if both hands move in a two-
handed sign, they must both have the same handshape and the same movement. The 
'dominance condition'  states that when the location of a sign is a passive hand, the handshape 
of the passive hand must either be identical to that of the active hand, or be one of a set of 
unmarked handshapes. Later research has shown that while this constraint seems to operate 
in all sign languages, the inventory of unmarked handshapes differs from language to 
language. It is of interest to note that while it is common to see two hands with different 
handshapes, in different locations, and with different movements, such structures always 
reflect some syntactic, rather than lexical form. 

Phonological processes operate on the citation forms of signs; amongst those studied are 
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change of location and deletion of hand. Signs tend to move towards the center of signing 
space and for contact with a location to be lost. It is also common for one hand to be deleted 
in two-handed signs. Liddell and Johnson (1985) discuss at length a whole series of 
phonological processes in ASL, including movement epenthesis, metathesis, gemination, 
perseveration, and anticipation. 
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3.4 Historical Change in Sign Form 
Frishberg (1975) decribes the changes ASL has undergone and Woll (1985) describes 
changes in BSL over the past 150 years. New signs are often created using iconic imagery, 
but these new signs soon begin to alter to assimilate to constraints in the language. For 
example, the BSL sign MOTORCYCLE has its origin in the representation of holding the 
handlebars of a motorcycle and turning the accelerator. This violates the symmetry condition 
mentioned earlier, in that only the right hand moves. The sign has therefore changed, so that 
both hands move. The effects of these changes has been to reduce the link with the original 
mime of operating a motorcycle. 

Another common change is the movement of signs from the periphery to the center of 
signing space. This change can be seen taking place in informal conversation: the sign KING, 
located in citation form on the top of the head is often signed at the side of the head above the 
ear. This shift can ultimately result in changes in citation forms. Signs (in BSL) which were 
formerly located at the top of the head are now signed in the space in front of the body 
(PERHAPS); signs located on the upper arm have moved to the forearm; signs located at the 
forearm have moved to the wrist (TROUBLE, POLICE, BLUE). 

A third change in signs is deletion of the nondominant hand, changing two-handed signs 
to one-handed signs. Sometimes this has taken place in signs where both hands are active 
(SCHOOL, FISH, LIVE); it can be seen taking place where one hand serves as a passive base 
for the active hand (TRUE, WRONG). This reduction does not occur in signs with alternating 
movements (see Fig. 5). 
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Assimilation to constraints on sign form can be seen most clearly in compound signs. 

These are composed of two free morphemes occurring in combination. Research on STS 
(Swedish Sign Language; Wallin 1983) has distinguished between compounds borrowed 
from Swedish such as SJUK/HUS from Swedish sjukhus 'hospital' and 'genuine' STS 
compounds. He lists such compounds (translated into English glosses) as COFFEE/SIGN 
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(cafe), EAT/PECK (hen), SEE/BORROW (imitate), THINK/EMPTY (forget) and 
THINK/TIRED (absent-minded). The order of elements in compounds (see Fig. 6) is 
determined by their height in signing space, with the higher sign preceding the lower. 
Compounds in BSL most often serve one of two functions: as category terms composed of 
two exemplars of members of the category (MOTHER/FATHER (parents), TABLE/CHAIR 
(furniture), MAN/WOMAN (people)), or for certain abstract concepts (THINK/TRUE 
(believe), SAY/KEEP (promise)). In contrast to the appearance of the two signs when they 
appear independently, in the compound there are a number of changes reflecting assimilation 
of movement, handshape, and location. Most prominently, the length of time taken for the 
articulation of the first sign in a compound is greatly reduced compared to the articulation 
time of the sign occurring alone. 

 

3.5 Borrowing from Spoken Languages 

All signers live among hearing populations using spoken languages, and have some degree of 
access to the language of the hearing population. This contact is manifested in a number of 
areas, of which two will be discussed here: fingerspelling and loan-translations. 
 
3.5.1 Fingerspelling 
Most deaf populations in Western countries make use of fingerspelling (often confused by the 
public with sign language), which represents the standard written language through a series of 
hand configurations and movement. There are many different manual alphabets (and some 
syllabaries) in use through the world. These can serve as a source for loan signs. Factors 
affecting the creation of loan signs from fingerspelling (see Fingerspelling: One-handed) 
relate both to features of sign language and to features of fingerspelling form. It appears, for 
example, that neither ASL nor BSL creates verbs from fingerspelled forms. When 
fingerspelled words are borrowed into a sign language they begin to change form to 
accommodate to sign constraints and may ultimately become unrecognizable by users of the 
language as having originated in fingerspelling. 

Battison (1978) defined loan signs in ASL as those in which the letter or letters from 
a fingerspelled word have become modified to be part of the sign language itself, and as not 
containing more than two letters. Within Battison's definition, movement or changed place of 
articulation must be added to the basic letter handshape. For a language such as BSL, making 
use of a two-handed alphabet, many of the loan examples would not meet Battison's criteria. 
Many loan signs in languages using two-handed alphabets, such as Norwegian and British 
Sign Languages, consist of the initial letter of the word together with a modified movement. 
In other cases historical records demonstrate that through folk etymology a fingerspelling 
handshape is imposed on an already existing sign. Thus, the bilingualism of the majority of 
signers means that fingerspelling serves as a continual source for new signs as well as for 
code-switching. 
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3.5.2 Loan Signs 
Apart from fingerspelled loan signs derived from written words, a few signs are borrowed by 
translation from spoken words. These are found most frequently in place names and proper 
names, and are often treated as humorous. Examples include 'Manchester,' signed as MAN 
CHEST or 'Newcastle' as NEW CASTLE. A variant of this process can be seen in the use of 
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the sign PISTOL for 'Bristol'. Here the mouth pattern in articulating the word 'Bristol' is 
similar to that in 'pistol.' 
 
4. Sign Language Grammar 
The function of grammar in a spoken language may be regarded as organizing nonlinear 
meanings into a linear order, and the function of a grammar in a sign language as organising 
nonlinear meanings into both spatial and linear order. Those features common to both signed 
and spoken languages reflect, in this view, nonmodality-specific universals of language. 

The presentation of grammatical data from sign language is thus hampered by the 
difficulty of presenting transcriptions so that they represent both linear and simultaneous data. 
Examples below make use of both illustrations and glosses, in which English words will be 
used to represent signs, with inflections in which the form of a sign is altered, and nonmanual 
elements of sign strings, marked as super- or subscripts. 

 
4.1 Bound Forms 
The description of signs so far has mainly involved signs which occur as free forms. 
Bilingual signers can produce citation forms of these signs in response to the question 'what 
is the sign for x?' Other signs occur only in bound forms, and a number of these will be 
discussed briefly. The first example below, in Sect. 4.1.1, adds a movement morpheme to 
a verb stem consisting of a handshape and location; the second example, in Sect. 4.1.2 adds 
a handshape morpheme to a noun stem consisting of a location and movement; the third 
example, wh- conversion, may more properly be described as derivational, rather than inflec-
tional, but operates in the same way, adding a handshape and movement to a location. 
 
4.1.1 Negative Incorporation 
Research on ASL, BSL, and LSF (French Sign Language) has revealed a process in these 
three languages by which certain verbs are converted to negatives through the addition of 
a bound form (Deuchar 1987). In ASL and LSF this is an 'outward twisting movement of the 
moving hand(s) from the place where the sign is made' (Woodward and de Santis 1977); in 
BSL negative incorporation 'involves the modification of the affirmative of a sign including 
a movement of upwards rotation of the hand, and change of handshape, if applicable, from 
a closed to an open handshape' (Deuchar 1987). 

Negative incorporation can be applied only to a small class of verbs, which can generally 
be described as 'experiential' (in BSL, such verbs as KNOW, WANT, LIKE, POSSIBLE, 
AGREE, GOOD; see Fig. 7). 
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4.1.2 Numerical Incorporation 
Certain signs in BSL such as YEARS-OLD, POUNDS (£), O'CLOCK,YEARS-AHEAD, 
YEARS-PAST, DAYS-AHEAD, DAYS-PAST, WEEKS-AHEAD, WEEKS-PAST and 
WEEKS-DURATION obligatorily incorporate a numeral affix into the sign root. Strings such 
as *FIVE WEEKS-AHEAD or *THREE YEARS-OLD (with the sign for, e.g., FIVE 
followed by the uninflected signs WEEKS-AHEAD) are ungrammatical, in contrast to FIVE-
WEEKS-AHEAD (see Fig. 8). 
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4.1.3  Wh-questions 
Wh-questions in BSL are formed with signs which can be glossed as HOW-OLD, WHO, 
HOW-MANY, WHEN, WHERE AND HOW-MUCH. The majority of these have spread 
fingers and wiggling movement. This handshape and movement are the same as in the sign 
MANY. The sign WHEN, for example, has the same location as DAYS-PAST and DAYS-
AHEAD; the sign HOW-OLD the same location as YEARS-OLD, and HOW-MANY the 
same location as the cardinal numbers. These forms may therefore be analyzed as similar to 
those which accept numeral incorporation, but with MANY rather than a numeral 
incorporated (see Fig. 9). 
 
4.2 Plurals 
Those sign languages studied so far exhibit three mechanisms for the formation of plural 
forms of nouns: reduplication of movement, reduplication of handshape, and addition of 
a quantity marker. With a few exceptions, most signs can pluralise in only one of these ways. 
 

4.2.1 Reduplication of Movement 
In pluralization by reduplication of movement, speed of movement is nonsignificant (in 
contrast to inflection of verbs) and the movement is repeated with a slight shift of location for 
each repetition (in BSL, for example, BOOK, CHILD, HOUSE, IDEA; see Fig. 10). 
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4.2.2 Reduplication of Handshape 
In pluralization by reduplication of handshape, a one-handed sign is pluralized by 
articulating the sign with both hands and alternating movement (AEROPLANE, CUP). Like 
reduplication of movement, there is often some distributional  meaning attached  to  this  
form  of reduplication (CUPS-ALL-OVER-THE-PLACE). 
 

4.2.3 Addition of Quantifier 
Some signs cannot reduplicate either handshape or movement. Plurality in these nouns 
(MAN, CAR, SHIRT) is expressed by the addition of a quantifier such as MANY or 
a numeral. 

The assignment of signs to one of these three classes is not related to a sign's meaning, 
but is linked to its derivational origin and to its formational properties. Signs with a repeated 
movement in citation form tend not to inflect by reduplication: signs with continuous contact 
between the hand and a body part are less likely to inflect by reduplication than those in 
neutral space (as signs in BSL have moved towards neutral space since the eighteenth 
century, some now reduplicate for plurals which did not do so formerly). Nouns formed by 
a derivational process from verbs do not take reduplication of movement, even where they are 
located in neutral space (CAR derived from DRIVE, BROOM derived from SWEEP). 
 
4.3 Verbs and Space 
It has been claimed that there are two distinct uses of space in sign languages. The first is 
a type of mapping of inherent spatial relationships among objects in the real world 
(topographical space), and the second is an internal representation for syntax based on 
abstract linguistic syntactic properties (syntactic space). In this second use of space, locations 
are assigned to grammatical subjects and objects, and verbs move towards, from, and 
between these locations. One simple way to distinguish the two is that in the first, the referent 
is at a location, while in the second, the referent is the location. Some features of verb classes 
relating to these different uses of space will be discussed here; see Padden (1990) and Liddell 
(1990) for detailed discussion of these issues). 

Sign languages exhibit three verb classes: plain or invariant verbs, agreement verbs, and 
spatial verbs. Plain verbs exhibit no inflection for person or number and do not accept   any   
locative   affixes   (BSL   signs   LIKE, TASTE, DREAM). Agreement verbs inflect for 
person, number, or aspect, but do not accept locative affixes (BSL signs GIVE, 
TELEPHONE, SHOW). The third group, spatial verbs, do not inflect for person, number, or 
aspect, but do accept locative affixes (BSL signs MOVE, CARRY, HIT). 

This third group has also been analyzed as forming a predicate classifier system 
(McDonald 1983; Supalla 1986). Verb stems for movement and location, based on the shape 
of the involved object, combine with affixes which signal adverbial, pronominal, and 
aspectual information. Five subsets of spatial verbs have been suggested: 

(a) predicates with locative affixes, MOVE, PUT; 
(b) predicates with locative, instrument-classifier, and 

manner affixes, CARRY BY HAND; 
(c) predicates with locative, manner, and noun-classifier 

affixes, VEHICLE-MOVE, PERSON-MOVE; 
(d) predicates   with   locative  classifiers   on   the   body, 

HIT-IN-THE-EYE, POINT-A-GUN-AT-SOMEONE‘S-HEAD; 
(e) predicates with locative affixes and body-part noun 

classifiers, CLENCH-FIST. 
The contrast between the agreement and spatial verbs can be seen in Fig. 11 in the 

examples of the signs GIVE (agreement) and CARRY-BY-HAND (spatial). In 'He gives her 
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[something]' the starting point of the movement identifies the subject and the final point of 
the movement identifies the indirect object. The first and last positions of the verb are 
therefore person-agreement morphemes. In 'He carries [it] by hand from A to B," the starting 
point of the movement identifies the starting location of the object and the final point of the 
movement identities the final location of the object. The first and last positions of the verb are 
therefore locative morphemes. 

This view of handshape as representing a member of a class of nouns in polymorphemic 
verbs have also been extended to a more general view of handshapes as proforms. Engberg-
Pedersen   (1987) has proposed a three-way classification of handshapes in Danish Sign 
Language. Some handshapes, which occur in nouns, cannot occur with the same meaning in 
predicates. The example in Fig. 12. *DENMARK SEA-SURROUND ('Denmark is 
surrounded by the sea'), is ungrammatical. Other handshapes occur both in nouns and in 
predicates. For example, the handshape found in TREE can occur both in the noun TREE and 
in predicates such as TREE-FALL ('the tree fell'). A third group of handshapes occurs in 
predicates but not in the associated nouns: CAR TURN-LEFT ('the car turned left'). 

Forms can be described in terms of shape (see Fig. 13): 'two-dimensional' (flat hand 
representing WALL, TABLE. POSTCARD, BICYCLE) and 'three-dimensional' (clawed 
hand representing CAKE, BALL). There is a second group, which relates to the handling 
properties of objects. These give us such forms as ´handle a compact or small cylindrical 
object' (DAGGER, LAWNMOWER (= handle), 'handle a thin, flatfish object'  (PAPER, 
CLOTH),  'handle a   round object' (KNOW, BALL, LID), 'handle a small objects (COIN, 
FLOWER), 'handle a small narrow object' (PLUG SWITCH).  

The development of frozen forms (see Fig. 14) can produce abstract verbs, nouns, or 
prepositions (ON = flat, wide object). In ASL, the form labeled as 'handle a compact of small 
cylindrical object' is used in such signs as PRACTICE MAKE and WORK. It appears 
impossible to predict which forms will 'freeze' in which way: the BSL sign WITH derives 
from the form 'handle a thin, flattish object"; the ASL sign WITH derives from the form 
"handle a compact or small cylindrical object.' The ASL sign FALL has the properties 
individual, flat, narrow, but is used with nouns, which do not have those properties, such as 
APPLE (see Fig, 14). The BSL sign CHOOSE, which has the properties whole, circular two-
dimensional, can be used with nouns as diverse as DRESS, FRUIT, BOX, etc. 
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4.4 Aspectual Inflection 
The incorporation of aspect affixes into verb stem markers has been mentioned briefly in the 
section above. In this section, aspect and manner marking will be discussed more fully. Those 
sign languages studied so far all show complex marking of aspect on the verb, incorporating 
information regarding manner, frequency, and duration of an activity This is normally 
accomplished by altering the movement of the verb itself. An exception is perfective aspect, 
which in BSL is largely lexicalized, marked by the addition of the verb FINISH as an 
auxiliary to the main verb of the sentence. (FINISH can also occur on its own as a main verb.) 
Deuchar's (1984) data includes such sentences as I KILL ALL FINISH ('I've killed all [the 
weeds']), SUGAR PUT-IN FINISH (I´ve put in the sugar') and 3-PERSON SAY YOU ALL 
READ FINISH ('He says, "Have you finished reading all [of the newspaper"]?´). While her 
data do not include any examples of FINISH co-occurring with present or future time 
reference (thus suggesting that FINISH might be a tense marker) other researchers have found 
examples without past time reference such as BUTTONS PUT-IN-A-ROW FINISH, DRAW-
SMILE FINISH ('he puts the buttons in a row,' 'then draws a smile´) or MUST EGG BEAT 
FINISH ('you must beat the eggs [first]') which confirm her interpretation of FINISH  as 
a perfective aspect marker (see Fig. 15). 

Intensity is marked by changes in speed, size, and force with which the verb is articulated. 
This gives such contrasts as STUDY/CRAM, JOG/RUN/SPRINT. Duration and frequency 
are marked by reduplication or elongation of the verb movement. Of the three major 
categories of morphological process two, reduplication and modification, are used far more 
frequently than the other, affixation. Bergman (1983) has focused on five morphological 
markers for aspect in STS: fast reduplication, slow reduplication, initial stop, doubling, and 
initial hold.  
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In Fig. 16, the verb LOOK-AT is shown in its uniflected form, together with the forms 
showing fast reduplication (= 'look at again and again') and slow reduplication (= 'look at for 
a long time'). These terms were first used for ASL by Fischer (1973), and Bergman (1983) 
has used the same terms for Swedish Sign Language. However, in BSL the two patterns do 
not differ so much in speed, but in their differing cyclic structures. In slow reduplication, 
there are pauses between each repetition of the verb; in fast reduplication, there is even 
movement, with less sense of cycles having intervening pauses. 

An important observation first made by Supalla and Newport (1978), in describing aspect 
in ASL verbs, is that reduplication does not apply to the citation form of the sign, but to its 
underlying form, for example in BSL the citation form of the sign WALK contains a repeated 
movement. If this were simply reduplicated we would have four movements. Instead, 
movement occurs only three times in the reduplicated form. This suggests that reduplication 
is added to a single underlying movement rather than the repeated movement of the citation 
form. 

The meanings associated with slow and fast JUMP, normally reduplication vary 
according to the semantics of the verb. Punctual verbs in BSL such as undergo only fast 
reduplication with the meanings of regularity, repetition of the action, or frequency; 
durational verbs, such as WAIT, undergo both fast and slow reduplication. Fast reduplication 
suggests habitual action; slow reduplication of durational verbs conveys continuous action. 
Stative verbs like ANGRY or INTERESTED can undergo slow reduplication only; this is 
understood as intensifying the verb (VERY-ANGRY, REALLY-INTERESTED). 

The combination of inflection for role and aspect can result in visually complex 
configurations where the use of two hands and their orientations indicates reciprocity of 
action, and the movement pattern indicates inflection for durative aspect. 
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4.5 Pronominalization 
There is a debate as to whether sign languages distinguish only between first person and all 
other persons, or whether there is a basically three-way contrast between first, second and 
others. For the purposes of this discussion, a three-way distinction will be adopted. 

First and second person pronouns always have a deictic function; third, fourth, and 
additional person pronouns can be either deictic or anaphoric. Anaphoric pronouns can only 
occur following the localization of the referent noun in the location assigned to the pronoun. 
Nouns articulated in the space in front of the body are, for example, moved to third person 
space; an indexing of third person space would follow nouns located on a body part. This 
assignment of location to a referent (see Sect. 4.3 above) then continues through the 
discourse until it is changed. To indicate anaphoric reference, the signer indexes the location 
previously assigned to that referent. In an example from Deuchar (1984:97): TWO THREE 
FOUR HELP HE MARSHAL KNOW IT USED TO IT ('He helps to marshal numbers two, 
three, and four. He knows it, he's used to it'), the anaphoric pronoun HE refers to someone 
named earlier in the discourse. The same person is the subject of the verbs KNOWS and USED 
TO, so the pronoun can be deleted as the referent of HE has remained unchanged. The 
pronouns IT in KNOW IT, etc. are not deleted since they are not part of the same topic. 

The operation of anaphora, participant role marking, classifiers, inflection for aspect, and 
the availability of two articulators can all be seen in the following BSL example 'The woman 
keeps hitting the man.' In this, the sign MAN is articulated with the left hand, followed by the 
´person' classifier, located to fourth person space. The left hand remains in the 'person' 
classifier handshape and fourth person location, while the remainder of the sentence is 
signed. The sign WOMAN is articulated with the right hand, followed by the 'person' 
classifier, located to third person space. The verb HIT, an agreement verb, is then articulated, 
moving on a track from the subject (third person) to object (fourth person). This movement is 
reduplicated (see Fig. 17). 
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4.6 Sign Order 
In an early study of ASL, it was suggested that 'the basic word-order in ASL is Subject-Verb-
Object' (Fischer 1975). 

Work has been undertaken on sign order in other languages and there is now evidence 
that different sign languages may differ in preferred order. In BSL, Deuchar (1983) has sug-
gested that sign order is best described in terms of topic-comment structure, using Li and 
Thompson's (1976) criteria for identifying a topic-prominent language, such as the absence of 
passive constructions, the absence of dummy subjects such as 'there' and 'there is,' and the 
existence of 'double subject' constructions, with the topic followed by the subject. 'The 
woman hits the man,' shows typical order in BSL. Deuchar has related this topic-comment 
preference to the status of BSL as a language used mostly for informal conversation. In 
contrast, experimental studies of Italian Sign Language and Swiss-German Sign Language by 
Boyes-Braem (1987) have indicated that Italian signers show a preference for Subject–Verb–
Object ordering, while the Swiss subjects show a topic-comment preference. 

 
4.7 Simultaneity 
The discussion on sign order obscures the important observation that linear order is not the 
only available dimension in which syntax can occur. In sign languages, the availability of two 
articulators moving in visible space offers opportunities for constructions which cannot occur 
in spoken languages, such as the simultaneous articulation of a noun with one hand and its 
modifier with the other, as in: 
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While opportunities for simultaneous modification are limited. because of the necessity of 
having two one-hand signs, there is a substantial role for nonmanual behavior occurring 
simultaneously with manual signs in such successes as the marking of questions, negation, 
size, intensity. These can be seen to parallel prosodic aspect spoken language such as stress, 
intonation, and tone. 
 
4.8 Nonmanual Question Marking  
Yes/no questions in BSL are most frequently torn without the use of manual question 
markers, but with specific marking of facial expression, which occurs simultaneously with the 
manual part of the sentence. In common sentences with embedding, the nonmanual question 
members occur only over the duration of the clause the questioned: 
 

 
 
This facial expression has as its most prominent feature raised eyebrows. Wh-questions are 
also accompanied by specific facial activity; this normally consists of furrowed eyebrows. 
This division is not absolute, however, and appears to be related to the information load of 
the question. Where wh-questions have the function of checking information already 
received, for example, raised brows would normally be present. This finding has led to the 
suggestion that rather than describing these brow patterns as nonmanual grammar, they 
should be regarded as some marker of pragmatic function, independent of grammatical 
structure. 
 

4.9 Nonmanual Negation  
There are a number of signs expressing negation: for example, in BSL, NEVER, NOTHING, 
NOT and NOT-YET (NOT-YET is mainly used as a marker of imperfective aspect), but 
negation is also frequently accomplished by the use of nonmanual activity (headshaking) 
superimposed on the manual component of the signing: 
 

 
 
As with question marking, the nonmanual feature extends over the portion of the 

utterance being negated. 
 

4.10 Other Nonmanual Activity 
Investigations on other roles of nonmanual activity have been undertaken. Liddell (1980) and 
Deuchar (1984) suggest that head nods may function as assertion markers in ASL and BSL 
respectively. Liddell's claim that nonmanual marking of restrictive relative clauses takes 
place in ASL is disputed by Deuchar (1984) and Thompson (1977) who argue that this 
marking is at discourse level, and identifies material mentioned earlier in the discourse or 
present in the context, which the signer desires to make prominent. In other work on 
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nonmanual activities, Baker and Padden (197S) have studied those features, which occur at 
the juncture of 'if' and 'then' clauses and at the relinquishing of a turn by a signer. 
 

5. Neurolinguistic Features 
When first rediscovered in the 1970s, sign language posed interesting questions not only for 
linguists but also for psychologists and neurological scientists. At first glance, sign language 
appears to have a fundamental difference in neurological terms: all spoken languages have 
a left hemisphere localization and damage to areas of this side of the brain create major 
difficulties in language use; sign language, on the other hand, appeared to have all the 
hallmarks of right hemisphere functioning – it was visual, spatial, and appeared to require the 
manipulation of hands and body in space. Are sign languages a class of languages with 
localization in the right hemisphere? 

Early research on the presentation of visual sign stimuli to right and left visual hemifields 
seemed to confirm this divergence of function and localization.  However, these experiments 
were based on static sign pictures and the effects, which were found, tended to be weak, as 
did the deaf people's effects in written language localization. When moving stimuli were 
used, the effects began to reverse. Deaf people   functioned   rather   better   in   identifying   
signs presented to the left side of the brain, just as they did with words. 

Work by Ursula Bellugi and colleagues at the Salk Institute in the USA have taken this 
investigation further. By examining patients with various forms of brain damage they were 
able to make deductions on the functioning of sign language (Bellugi and Klima, 1990). They 
were able to separate patients with a right-hemisphere lesion and those with a left-hemisphere 
lesion. The latter showed sign language aphasia with a varying effect on sign production, sign 
syntax, length of utterance and parameters of sign formation. The former showed little effect 
on these factors of sign use and it was concluded that they were not sign aphasic. However 
they did show clear deficits in spatial processing. 

From these results Bellugi and Klima were able to describe the differences between 
spatial syntax and spatial mapping. The former is a major feature of signed language where 
the use of space has a grammatical function; the latter concerns the description of objects and 
events in space (see Sect. 4.3 on syntactic space). While left-hemisphere damaged patients 
had problems in using space in a syntactic way to create scenes, it was the right-hemisphere 
damaged patients who had the major difficulties in describing, for example, the layout of 
their rooms. Where space is a matter of imaging and then representing physical layout, right 
hemisphere processes are implicated; where syntactic functions of space are involved, it is 
the left hemisphere, which is called into play.  

Linked to these findings has been the contrasting use of facial expression for affect and 
for linguistic functions. Deaf people are sensitive to facial affect just as hearing people are 
and deaf children seem to develop sensitivity to this in their early years (see Language 
Acquisition in the Child). Bellugi and others have been able to show how these uses of facial 
expression seem to interact with hemispheric lesions. Again they confirm the notion that 
linguistic functions of visual stimulation are localized in the left hemisphere and affect 
perception is localized in the right. 

The evidence seems very clear: speech processing is not necessary for the development of 
hemisphere specialization and sign language follows a similar pattern to that of spoken 
language. 

 
6. Sign Learning 
Deaf people learn to sign in a natural way through interaction with other members of the 
community. However, for hearing people (who are learning sign), the length of residence in the 
Deaf community is usually very short. Teachers or parents frequently study sign language at 
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lunchtimes or at evening sessions of short duration. There is no Deafland (although this has been 
proposed by some writers) and as a result culture and community life are rarely sampled whilst 
learning sign. The vast resource of people, customs, culture, and literature, which is available for 
the learners of say, French, is simply not there for those who wish to learn a sign language. 

Hearing people usually have poor skills in sign language and this has a major impact on the 
lives of Deaf people. In power relations, hearing people usually dominate. When they sign badly 
to a Deaf person the latter is rarely in a position to correct and so errors which would otherwise 
be corrected in peer interaction are left untouched and are often consolidated in the hearing 
person because 'the Deaf person has seemed to understand' (see Sociolinguistics of Sign). 

Teaching method has been poorly developed, often consisting of no more than vocabulary 
learning. As linguistic knowledge develops, grammar is taught within an immersion 
environment. Many countries do not yet have a tradition of Deaf people teaching sign language 
but programes such as that described by Denmark (1990) have become more common in 
Western countries and are leading to a major shift in the perception of sign language both by 
hearing and by Deaf people. 

 
7. Sign in Education 
The educational arena has long been the battleground of Deaf people's hopes and fears. While 
linguists have studied and learned from the language, educators have been constrained by 
a special education model of deviance and remediation. They work in a context where 90 
percent of deaf children are born in hearing families where there is no history of deafness. 
A deaf baby is seen as an abnormality. Education has embraced this view and has worked to 
eradicate the abnormality. Since the beginning of education for the deaf in the mid-eighteenth 
century,the key focus has been on the learning of the spoken and written language of 
the majority. This has become the focus of much ill-informed debate and the cycles of 
educational belief which have gone from sign methodology to speech-only have done great 
damage to the development of Deaf people. De l'Epee was a key figure in the development of 
deaf people in the eighteenth century and of signing in education throughout Europe. His late 
vocation to deaf children led him to develop a signed method to teach literacy to the deaf 
child (see Sign Languages in Europe: History and Research). The ideas of de l'Epee spread 
throughout Europe but were contested by the German approach, led by Heinecke, which held 
that only an oral approach which suppressed signing would be in the long-term interest of 
deaf children. The 'combined method' was developed in the UK as something of a balance 
against this overwhelming polarized view. For most of the nineteenth century, sign 
approaches held way in the UK, in the USA, and in other parts of Europe. Yet there was also 
a tendency to revert to a speech-only approach. This began to occur en masse towards the end 
of the century and the congress in Milan in 1880 is considered something of a turning point 
when the Italian-dominated Congress resolved to banish sign language altogether. Coupled 
with the growing linguistic pressure to recognise only spoken language, attitudes to sign in 
education and then in society have been passionately negative for most of this century.  

A significant factor in this has been the advance of technology and latterly, and 
perversely, the advance of the civil rights movement. Schools in the nineteenth century 
attracted students on the basis of their performance with their current pupils. Often there 
were open days where the successes were paraded. Since the audience was likely to be 
hearing speakers, the emphasis was on showing how well the pupils had learned to 
speak and to write (the former) being more significant). What became apparent was that 
late deafened or partially hearing pupils were more impressive than those with severe 
and profound losses. Oralism grew on the strength of the performance of these pupils. 
By the end of the nineteenth century, it was becoming possible to diagnose children 
more effectively and to discover the hearing loss earlier; between the World War 
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hearing aids came to be developed and were in circulation in Western countries after 
World War II. These factors let to a refining and strengthening of the oral position as in 
more appropriate targeting of speech training could be done. Because of the nature of 
the distribution of extent of hearing loss there were more children who had partial loss 
than those with profound losses and gradually the 'oral successes' could be transferred to 
the mainstream setting as a vindication of the policies of denial of sign. 

Unfortunately, those Deaf children with a profound loss suffered extensively from 
this speech-orientated curriculum.  

The Civil Rights Movement in the late 1960s, while opening up the possibilities of 
recognition as a minority group also posed a major problem. Civil Rights, when applied 
to the parents, were seen as a right to 'normal education'. While the study of sign 
gathered strength in the mid-1970s the movement toward normalized education in 
mainstreamed schools gathered pace. Parents were offered education in ordinary schools as 
a way of demonstrating the normality of their child. Rarely in these circumstances, did the 
child have access to sign and was increasingly unlikely to meet other deaf children. For many 
deaf people, this was a return to the situation before deaf schools had been founded where 
deaf people had little interaction with others and had no opportunity to develop sign—the 
same situation as in the eighteenth century. Ladd (1991) describes his experience in 
mainstream education and the socialization and language problems, which it caused. 

In the mid-1980s a movement towards bilingualism was proposed which has begun to 
find models in schools for the deaf and in mainstream schools, where Deaf adults are given a 
role as teachers and assistants. Coupled with the problems of hearing people's attempts at 
mastery of sign, the meaningful access to language for Deaf children remains somewhat 
patchy. 

It is the aim of most education systems to ensure competence in speech-related activities; 
curriculum access and learning itself tend to be secondary goals. To maintain this position in 
the face of growing advocacy of sign, educators developed various forms of systematic sign-
speech mixes, whereby the teacher is able to speak and to sign at the same time. However, it 
is the underlying structure of the spoken form, which dominates; the sign component is 
bolted on as and when it fits. Even in highly systematic systems where markers are invented 
to deal with divergence between sign and speech the pressures of the teaching situation lead 
to the selective omission of the sign component. Not suprisingly, although this 'total 
communication' has an effect on behavior and personal development, it has not yet been able 
to demonstrate significant progress in language areas. New approaches to bilingualism in 
Scandinavia and in the USA have made sign language a central feature and have begun to see 
learning as the priority. It is these models, which now dominate the debate on sign methods in 
education. 

Interest in sign language has been relatively recent but considerable progress has been 
made. Sign language work challenges many of the assumptions about the dominance of 
speech and allows beliefs about how spoken language determines cognition to be examined. 
In addition, it provides a fascinating study of a unique class of languages used by a similarly 
defined minority group in each country of the world. 
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SIGN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
Jim G. Kyle 
 
 
 
 
Despite the expectation that proficiency in all languages is achieved in a rather similar way, 
there are certain features which make sign languages different from spoken languages. First, 
they are realized in a different medium—that is visual-spatial, rather than auditory-oral; and 
second sign languages develop in children whose parents are initially unable to use the 
language with them—90 percent of deaf children are born to hearing parents. 

The characteristics of sign language itself are adequately described in other contributions 
(see Sign Language, Sign Language Research: Issues and Priorities) and it can be seen that 
the grammar of sign language is very different. Just as it has taken linguists rather longer to 
focus on spoken language acquisition after they have examined the structures and functioning 
of languages, so it is that there has been relatively little study of sign language acquisition. 
One of the reasons has been the lack of situations where the recording can take place. Deaf 
children who will develop sign language occur in only one in 2,000 births, and those born 
into deaf families (deaf children with deaf parents – dcdp) occur perhaps once in 40,000 
births. The natural language situation of parent passing on the language to the child is rare. 
Studies of individual children are still the norm and continuous studies of 5 children from an 
early age (e.g Ackerman, et al. 1991) are large. 

Where it has been possible to record deaf children from an early age a number of striking 
findings can be reported. 

  
1. Joint Reference 
The ability of a hearing parent to discuss an object or event while a child is observing, is an 
important feature of interaction   in   infancy and  early  childhood;   if a   deaf child engages 
with an object, however the communication channel  (visual) is cut off.  Research by  Kyle, et 
al. (1988) suggests that deaf mothers overcome this problem by signing rather less than 
hearing mothers speak, but also by referring to objects prior to engaging with them. So in 
a task, which involves directing the child's gaze, deaf mothers characteristically refer to the 
object when they have eye contact with the child and then point to it. While the child 
is looking, the mother does not communicate and only as the child's eye contact is returned, 
does the mother provide any further information. The purpose of this son of interaction, 
which appears very limiting by hearing-speaking standards, is to establish attention routines 
such that much more extended interaction and turn-taking can occur in the second year as 
language develops. It is noticeable that hearing mothers of deaf children do not naturally 
develop this skill (see Sign Language Acquisition).  
  
2. Motherese  
Just as one can detect baby talk in hearing interaction, similar characteristics are found in the 
interaction with dcdp. Signs are lengthened in duration, extended in space and manipulated in 
space (perhaps to increase attention); signs are displaced from their normal location to 
locations appropriate to the child's attention, for example, the mother will sign key concepts 
on top of a picture book. Signs can also be made 'on the child' and manipulated all in a game, 
for example, the sign DUCK (made by opening and closing the hand in the manner of 
a duck's beak) can be used as if the imaginary duck was pecking at the child. One further 
significant feature is that not only does the mother model signs for the child, she can model 
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the signs on the child – she takes the child's hands and moves them in an appropriate way for 
that sign. 
  
3. Emerging Signs   
Just as with hearing children, signs begin to emerge reliably around one year. There is 
considerable variation in this in even the few studies which have been reported (Bonvillian, et 
al. 1983; Harris, et al. 1987; Kyle, et al. 1988). Some deaf children are reported as signing 
prior to one year and others do not produce the first sign until 17 months. Because of the 
relatively few home situations which have been studied, it is not obvious whether this 
variation random within a norm or whether there are specific interaction factors in the home. 

First signs tend to be object signs (seen around 11 months of age. Ackerman, et al. 1991) 
although in the earliest stage these are difficult to distinguish from gestures (hearing children 
also gesture and these can be detected from 15 months – Acredolo and Goodwyn 1988). 

These early signs are poorly articulated in terms of hand-shape, location, and movement. 
Parents interpret the sign from the context and frequently provide a correction. It appears 
that signs are prelexical (as with words; see also Nelson and Lucariello 1985) until around 
16 months of age when they begin to be generalized and where overextension can be noted. 

 
4. Sign Combinations 
As with words in hearing children signs come to be combined, but appear to pass through an 
intermediate stage prior to emerging as two-sign combinations. This intermediate stage is 
one of bracketing. In this, dcdp combine single signs with points, that is, a gesture signifying 
a location, usually made with the index finger as: 
 

  POINT SIGN POINT or SIGN POINT SIGN  
 
before they move to sign1 sign2. 

At this time the signs begin to develop into two- and three-sign utterances. However, it 
would also seem that sign utterances tend to be shorter than corresponding length of utterance 
in words. This may be partly due to the fact that the signs are more densely packed as units, 
but it is also likely to be a function of the relatively shorter conversation length possible for 
a young child when he/she has to engage in eye contact throughout the exchange. 

 
5. Question Development 
An interesting feature of sign competence is the use of question forms. Sign languages 
generally have wh-forms, but are most likely to indicate questions by the use of non-manual 
markers (notably use of eyebrows). Initial work on the acquisition of question forms suggests 
that deaf children and their caregivers tend to avoid such question marking and the only 
distinguishing feature of a question appears to be the 'terminal hold' – the holding of the last 
sign for an extended period while maintaining eye contact. One possible explanation is that 
deaf children tend to learn the emotive connotations of the face before they learn its use for 
nonmanual grammar. Early sign questions if marked by knit brows would be interpreted 
emotionally by the young child. As a result question marking in the early stages has to adopt 
a different framework. 
 
6. Gesture to Sign 
Notable in the research is an examination of the continuity-discontinuity debate, whereby 
gestures can be considered to lead naturally into signs (speech) or are seen to diverge from 
the beginning. Petitto (1986) has reported the development of the gesture for self, prior to the 
development of the signs for I and you. The gestural stage of indicating self is generally 
a period of correct use, but the child then passes through a period of misattributing the sign I 
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to others, and YOU to self. Only gradually does the child emerge from this 'confusion' to 
produce the correct signs for I and YOU. 

From the findings of Volterra (1983) which indicate that hearing children, while able to 
use gesture, do not progress to the stage of combining referential gestures (which deaf 
children do), we can see how sign language acquisition work casts some light on the roots of 
language development. 

 
7. Sign in School 
Beyond this period there has been more concern with the applied field of education, as the 
deaf child will be admitted into educational programs from as early as two years of age. 
Although one can see the sophisticated use of sign by dcdp (deaf children from deaf 
families), there can be significant problems for deaf children in hearing families. Here it is 
often the case that 'sign supported speech' forms are used by the hearing adults around the 
child. 

Hoiting and Loncke (1990) have analyzed the typically atypical language-learning 
situation of the deaf child. Characteristically it incorporates language input from both sign 
and speech and also may be presented in forms, which mix both. Nevertheless, they 
conclude that the cognitive-linguistic system of deaf children is more linked to sign 
language than to spoken language. Deaf children do separate spoken forms from sign forms 
from an early age and peer interaction is most often sign dominated. 

In an examination of sign competence in deaf children in school programs where sign was 
used, Kyle (1990) reports a pattern, which indicates learning over time in the program, but 
disappointing levels of mastery of sign grammar. Features such as the use of spatial grammar 
(location of actions, objects, and people in space) and movement parameters (where 
movement and direction indicate aspect and person of the verb) are incompletely understood 
by deaf children up to the age of 10 years (although this does not apply to dcdp who are more 
advanced). Since a great deal of early interaction will deal with objects and story. Sequences 
this could prove to be a significant obstacle to learning. In effect, in the programs studied, the 
sign acquisition of the children was not adequate as a result of the nature of the input by 
adults—a fact also reflected in Johnson, et al. (1989). Loncke, et al. (1990) also investigated 
the acquisition of grammar in dchp (deaf children with hearing parents) in contrast to dcdp. 
They found problems in the former's use of morphosyntactic operations, while the latter seem 
to incorporate them in their signing from the age of 6 years onwards. 

Sign development can be seen to reach levels comparable to spoken language but the 
process whereby this point is reached differs between deaf and hearing children. In most 
education systems at present, only those from deaf families are likely to achieve natural sign 
competence at a rate comparable to hearing children. It can be expected that components of 
sign morphology and syntax will be acquired rather late (at school rather than at home) by 
the majority of deaf children. 
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SIGN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: DEVELOPMENT OF ATTENTION 
Heather  Mohay 
 
 

 
The interactive patterns established between mothers and infants, long before the infant 
begins to use language, have been thought to provide an environment conducive to language 
acquisition. Without conscious effort, mothers appear to adjust their communicative style to 
maximize the chances of their infants decoding the language input. One of the most important 
ways in which they accomplish this is by making their language input relevant to the child's 
activities. This is achieved by mothers talking to their infants about objects or activities to 
which they are both paying attention, thus providing optimum conditions for the child to 
grasp the connection between language and experience. When mother and infant are hearing, 
these situations are easily created. Attention is focused visually on an object or activity and 
the mother provides the verbal message at the same time, without disrupting the child's 
activities. The relationship between maternal speech and familiar objects and events is 
therefore readily established. Deaf mothers also use language to talk about objects and actions 
which currently interest the child. However, when the language used is signed rather than 
spoken, the attentional demands are very different. Interactions in sign language require 
visual attention to the 'speaker.' The child must therefore divide attention between that which 
is being communicated about and the communication itself. Consequently, language input 
and attention, to the referent occur sequentially rather than simultaneously, making the task of 
grasping the connection between language and experience much more complex. In this 
situation the child must shift attention (hence disrupting activities), retain information in 
memory, and integrate information from activities and language input.  Despite these extra 
cognitive demands children of deaf parents appear to acquire sign language as quickly and 
effortlessly as children of hearing parents acquire spoken language. The need for divided 
attention does not therefore appear to be an impediment to language development. 
  
1. Management of Interactions during Periods of Joint Attention  
The difficulties associated with divided attention are, in fact, largely resolved for the child by 
the mother  using strategies which bring her signs into the nonverbal context. The cognitive 
demands on the child are therefore reduced by minimizing the need to switch attention and 
making the relationship between the signs and the object of communication more  
apparent. The methods used by the mothers to achieve these ends can be divided roughly into 
two groups; those which depend upon displacing the location in which signs are 
made, and those which require manipulation of the child's attention.  

In conversations between adults, signs are usually made in the space in front of the 
signer's chest. The formation of some signs also requires contact with specific areas on the 
signer's body. When deaf mothers talk to their infants they frequently shift the location of the 
signs so that they are made within the child's signing space rather than the mother's. This is 
frequently observed when the child is sitting on the mother´s knee and the mother reaches 
round in front of the child to sign. The mother may also make contact with the child's body 
rather than her own in producing a sign, or may make the sign for an object on the object 
itself. She may even use the object in the production of the sign, for example, making the sign 
for NOISY while holding a rattle in her signing hand.  

Other ways of bringing signs into the child's visual field do not require distortion of the 
sign but entail manipulations of the child's attention. The mother may for example move 
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her hands or body to ensure that her signed communication is within the child's visual field.. 
Alternatively may move objects so that they are within her signing space or move 
the child so that he/she can attend to both the object and the sign. The child's attention may 
also be obtained by waving a hand in front of the child, tapping the child, or "banging on the 
floor”.  

All of these strategies enable the child to see both the sign and what it refers to, thus 
increasing the probability of a connection being made between the two and establishing the 
basis for language development.  

The approaches outlined above are used most effectively when the child is young and 
relatively immobile. As the child becomes active and no longer remains close to the mother 
such methods become less practical, hence the child must increasingly take responsibility for 
dividing attention if language development is to continue. At this stage mothers shift their 
signing from the displaced locations back to the conventional signing space. However, they 
also incorporate into their communicative style a number of mechanisms which help the child 
to regulate divided attention. One of the most important of these is the use of a language 
structure called 'bracketing.' This involves signing the name of an object followed by pointing 
to the object then naming it again or, conversely, pointing to an object which is already 
occupying the child's attention, signing the name or a comment, and again pointing to the 
object. The mother's hand movements therefore orchestrate the child's attentional shifts and 
also provide repeated information to reduce the burden on memory and emphasize the link 
between the referent and the sign. Deaf mothers typically monitor the child's activity but wait 
for him or her to look at them before providing any information. In general they communicate 
with their children less  frequently than hearing mothers, although their communication is 
usually both relevant and salient and as a result it is likely to hold the child's attention. 

In summary, for the child who is acquiring sign language the problem of dividing visual 
attention between the context of communication and the communication itself is initially 
largely resolved by the mother, who takes responsibility for producing signs close to the 
referent and within the child's visual field. The mother also uses strategies which actively 
teach the child a system for dividing attention. Much of the cognitive burden involved in 
using divided attention is therefore removed from the child, leaving him/her free to decode 
the relationship between language and  experience. 
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SIGN LANGUAGE: DEVELOPMENTS IN SUBLEXICAL ANALYSIS OF 
SIGNS 
Scott K. Lidell 
 
 

Sign Language: Developments in Sublexical Analysis of Signs 
All human languages are structured by grammars which include rules that govern the 
organization of meaningless phonological elements into morphemes and words, the 
organization of individual meaningful elements to form complex words, and the organization 
of words into still larger units such as phrases and sentences. Although the world's spoken 
languages vary in a multitude of ways, current linguistic theory holds that behind the 
variation lies a set of universals which result from the human brain's biological 
predisposition to structure language in specific ways. The recent recognition that sign 
languages are fully legitimate human languages opened a door to a previously unanalyzed set 
of language which also vary widely from. one to another, but which are produced in another 
modality. Sign languages are produced by movements of the hands, arms, body, and face, 
and perceived by the eyes. There is essentially no overlap between the physiological means 
used to produce and perceive spoken languages and the physiological means used to produce 
and perceive sign languages. Thus difference in production and perception could have major 
consequences in terms of the way that sign languages are structured. Thus the analysts of the 
sub-lexical structure of sign languages has the potential to add a new dimension to our 
understanding of the cognitive mechanisms which underlie language. 
 

1. First Evidence of Sublexical Structure 
Prior to the work of William C. Stokoe Jr there was no evidence that signs were any different 
from other types of gestures. The individual gestures of a policeman directing traffic or an 
umpire at a football game have never been considered language-like in their structure, but 
Stokoe (1960) and Stokoe, et al. (1965) argued that the signs of a sign language are different 
from other types of gestures and should be regarded as having an abstract sublexical structure 
parallel to that which underlies words in spoken languages (see Sign Language Research: 
Issues and Priorities). Stokoe analyzed signs as decomposable into a limited number of 
abstract parts which he called 'cheremes‘. The first syllable of the term 'chereme‘ was taken 
from the first syllable of a Homeric Greek word meaning 'handy' and the suffix -eme was 
used to show that the abstract units which underlie signs are meant to be  parallel to 
phonemes in spoken languages. Stokoe's work on the structure of American Sign Language 
(ASL) made it clear that sign languages were real human languages rather than coded 
representations of the spoken language or simply a nonlinguistic gesture system. 

In Stokoe's analysis ASL signs are decomposable into three types of cheremes. He 
identified 12 location cheremes. 19 handshape cheremes, and 24 movement cheremes. The 
cheremes in these limited sets are meant to combine with one another to form all the lexical 
signs in ASL. This theoretical model of sign structure gained worldwide acceptance and has 
been used to describe signs from a multitude of sign languages. In spite of its widespread 
acceptance, however, its usage has tended to be restricted to the description of citation form 
signs. The sign language literature reveals' scant application of this model in the description 
or analysis of phonological or morphological problems. This is surprising since, for spoken 
languages, the use of phonological representations in the description and solution of phono-
logical and morphological problems is the norm. 
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2. Comparing Phonemes and Cheremes 
One aspect of Stokoe's analysis of cheremes demonstrated a clear parallel with phonemes in 
spoken languages. In both cases a limited number of abstract parts in different combinations 
produces the entire vocabularies of the languages involved. The parallel breaks down, 
however, when one looks at the distribution of phonemes and cheremes. Phonemes combine 
with one another in sequence. The English phonemes /k/ /ae/ and /t/ for example, combine in 
sequence to produce the phonemic representation of the English word 'cat.' Cheremes, 
however, combine without sequence into a simultaneous bundle of features. The logic which 
justified this view can be seen in the description of the ASL sign BLACK, produced by 
brushing the index finger extended from a closed fist from left to right against the forehead. 
In Stokoe's theory, the cheremes ' ∩ ' (forehead), 'G <' (fist with extended index finger [G] 
pointing left [ <]). '>' (rightward movement), and 'x' (contact), combine as an unordered 
bundle of cheremes to produce the sign BLACK. It is evident that the handshape does not 
precede, the movement and neither does the movement precede the handshape. In fact, the 
handshape is present through the movement. Similarly, the location does not precede the 
movement, but rather, is the site at which the movement takes place. The two movement 
cheremes in the sign BLACK are also not sequential. The hand moves to the right while it 
makes a brushing contact with the forehead. 

The preceding description of the sign BLACK illustrates a fundamental difference between 
the proposed sublexical organization of cheremes in a sign language and phonemes in 
a spoken language. Words of a spoken language show sequential contrast provided by 
sequentially organized segments (consonants and vowels). Cheremes are not organized 
sequentially and therefore, in this analysis, signs are incapable of showing this type of 
contrast. 

 
3. Segmenting Signs according the Movements and Holds 
Although the theoretical basis for Stokoe's model required that all the cheremes be organized 
simultaneously rather than sequentially, this principle was not always followed in practice. 
The sign CHICAGO  for example, is produced with a rightward movement followed by 
a downward movement. WHEN is produced with a circular movement followed by 
a contacting movement, and ALSO is produced with a contacting movement followed by 
a rightward movement, followed by yet another contacting movement. The importance of 
sequence for these signs stood in direct conflict with the theoretical assumptions of the 
cheremic model, yet there was no obvious alternative to that model. 

Liddell (1984) introduced a theoretical model of sign structure which segments signs 
based on sequences of movement. The model divides segment types into two broad 
categories: M (movement), where the hands move along a path, and H (hold), where the hand 
remains stationary. Just as phonemes in spoken languages are composed of features which 
specify the state of the vocal tract during that segment (i.e. degree of closure of vocal tract, 
lip rounding, position of the tongue, state of the glottis, etc.). each M or H segment consists 
of features which specify the state of the ASL articulatory system during that segment 
(movement type, handshape. orientation of the hands, etc.). Many of the units identified by 
Stokoe are still important in this model but they have different status. Under this proposal 
handshape features, for example, do not constitute units parallel to phonemes, but rather 
constitute a set of features which specifies only a subset of the information required for 
a complete segment. 

Under the new segmental theory, the sign BLACK consists of two segments, M and H. 
During the initial M an T handshape makes a brushing contact with the forehead and during 
the H the T handshape remains stationary near the forehead. The sign DROP is an HMH sign. 
During the initial H an 'S' handshape is held ahead of the torso. During the M the hand 
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moves downward and the handshape changes to a '5.' During the final H the hand remains in 
its new position with a '5' handshape. WHEN is an MMH sign, produced with a circular 
movement of a 'l' handshape followed by a straight movement of that hand toward the 
fingertip of the stationary 'l' handshape  of the base hand followed by a hold with the two 
fingertips in contact. A typical sign consists of two or more segments in sequence. Single 
segment signs are comparatively rare in sign languages, as they are in spoken languages. 

This segmental theory of sign structure allows one to see signs like spoken words, as 
organized sequences of segments. The proposal that there are two main segment types in sign 
language suggests another interesting parallel with spoken languages, where vowels and 
consonants constitute the two main segment types. ASL movements and holds like vowels 
and consonants in spoken languages are also subject to restrictions on their sequencing. 
Although MH and HM seem equally simple to produce overwhelmingly two segment signs 
are ordered MH rather than HM. For three-segment signs again a single order predominates: 
HMH. For four-segment signs the order MHMH predominates. This makes it appear that 
ASL has fairly strict morpheme structure constraints. 

This theory had immediate application to a variety of structural problems which were not 
readily addressable under the simultaneous cheremes  theory. First, it legitimized signs like 
WHEN and ALSO, which are clearly produced with sequences of movement. It also 
legitimized signs like THREE, produced with no hand movement at all. In the 'simultaneous 
chereme' theory a sign like THREE was not considered to be a well-formed sign since there 
was no chereme which caused the hand to remain stationary. Such a sign is a simple hold in 
the MH theory of sign structure. 

 
4. Alternate Theories of Segmentation  
The idea that signs could be segmented has sparked considerable research into theories on 
how best to accomplish the segmentation. The MH theory of segmentation has been 
developed into a multitiered autosegmental representation (Liddell and Johnson 1989). In this 
model movement features reside or a segmental tier while handshape placement, location 
orientation, and nonmanual features reside on separate tiers, independent of the number of 
segments. Several alternative theories, also using autosegmental reftresentations, have also 
been developed. Two alternative the ones maintain that 'holds' are not segment types. One 
theory lets movement and location determine the number of segments, while handshape 
features reside on tiers which are independent of the number of segments (Sandier 1986). 
The other segments sign according to movement and position and include tiers, which 
determine a moraic syllable structure (Perlmutter 1992). While these two theories main tain 
that 'holds' are not segment types, another theory maintains that 'hold' is the only segment 
type and that ´movement´ is not a segment type (Stack 1988: Hayes 1992). Still another 
theory holds that sequential patterning within the sign can be handled through nonsegmental 
syllabic representations (Wilbur 1992).  
  
5. A Structural Difference between Signs and Words 
There remains a very interesting difference between abstract sublexical structure proposed for 
signs and those proposed for spoken languages based on the different potential of signed and 
spoken languages to show contrast. In a sign language the hand acts as a mobile articulator 
which can been viewed as parallel in a sense to tongue as a moving articulator in the vocal 
tract. In ASL the hand can contact more than 50 distinct locations on the body and still more 
in the space ahead of the body. In contrast to this the tongue makes contact at a relatively 
small number of distinctive locations within the vocal tract for any given spoken language. 
Further, while the shape of the tongue is not generally distinctive in spoken languages, sign 
languages use  very large number of distinctive handshapes. In addition, sign languages can 
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use two hands often with different handshapes. Keeping in mind these differences, it is 
interesting to compare the number of distinctive segments used in the two modalities. The 
total number of distinctive consonants and vowels used by any given spoken language is 
typically under 50. Although there are not yet accurate counts, the number of distinctive 
segments used in any given sign language appears to be many times this number. 
 
6. The Future 
Research is still in the very early stages of development of theories of sign language 
phonology but it appears that the phonological structures of sign languages are remarkably 
like those seen in spoken languages. Given the total lack of overlap in production and 
perception between signed and spoken languages one might have expected enormous 
differences. Continued research in this area can be expected to lead to a clearer picture not 
only of the ways in which signed phonologies are like spoken language phonologies but also 
of the ways that the two differ.  This will lead us closer to understanding the truly universal 
aspects of grammars as well as those aspects of grammar, which are dependent on the 
modality of transmission and perception. 
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WHAT IS BSL? 
Margaret Deuchar 
 
 
 
 
This chapter is intended as an introduction to British Sign Language (BSL) for those who 
have little previous experience of it. I shall attempt to answer the general question posed by 
the title of this chapter by trying to answer a series of questions of the kind typically asked 
by hearing people coming across sign language for the first time. 

Let us start, however, with a rough definition of the term 'BSL' as it is used in this book. 
'BSL' refers to a visual-gestural language used by many deaf people in Britain as their native 
language. The term 'visual-gestural' refers to both the perception and production of BSL: it is 
produced in a medium perceived visually, using gestures of the hands and the rest of the body 
including the face. Although the term "manual" is sometimes used to describe BSL, I have 
avoided it here because of the implication that only the hands are involved. As we shall see, 
it is true that most research has concentrated on what the hands do, but recently we have 
become more aware of the important role played by body stance, head movement and facial 
expression. 

BSL is used by many deaf people: we do not know exactly how many, though an estimate of 
40,000 has been made, based on a survey in the early 1970s, of the number of deaf people 
attending clubs or known to social workers (Sutcliffe, personal communication). These people 
are mostly born deaf, to either deaf or hearing parents (but also hearing people born to deaf 
parents), and learn BSL either from their parents (if deaf), deaf siblings, or deaf peers. 
I have described BSL as these people's 'native language' because it is the language they know 
best and are most comfortable with. It may not necessarily be the first language they are 
exposed to, however. The particular way in which BSL is acquired will be discussed in 
chapter 7. 

I shall now try to give some more idea of what BSL is like by attempting to answer the 
following questions: (1) Is sign language universal? (2) Is BSL based on English? (3) Is BSL 
iconic (or pictorial)? (4) Is BSL a language?                

Is sign language universal? 

People who ask this question are generally interested in knowing whether sign language, as 
used by the deaf, is universal in the sense of being the same all over the world. When told 
that it is not they are usually surprised and say that it should be. The idea that sign language 
must be universal seems to be very widespread, so it is interesting to consider why this 
should be so. 1 would suggest that the idea is based on one or more of the following 
erroneous assumptions: (i) sign language developed in a way radically different from spoken 
language; (ii) sign language is natural, instinctive and pictorial, so need not be learned; (iii) 
because deaf people from different countries appear to be able to communicate with one 
another, then they must be using the same language. Let us consider these assumptions. 

It is well known that despite similarities in grammar or vocabulary between certain spoken 
languages, there are a large number of spoken languages of different types. Estimates of the 
exact number vary, largely because of the difficulty of determining how dialects or varieties of 
language should be grouped together, but one estimate is 'more than three thousand' (see 
Fromkin and Rodman, 1978, p. 350). Many spoken languages are mutually unintelligible, 
which means that the speaker of one language will not be able to understand the speaker of 
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another language when each is using his or her own language. Languages develop in 
communities, through contact between speakers, so communities that are geographically 
separated from one another are likely to have different languages. This will apply to sign 
languages as well as to spoken languages. 

We have little information about the origin and history of sign languages, but they seem to 
have developed where there were communities of deaf people, usually linked to deaf schools 
or welfare institutions. Before such institutions were formed (in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries in Britain: see next chapter), deaf people would have been rather isolated from 
one another, although it is very likely that some kind of signing would have been used in 
various families. As a deaf community became established in a country, through links between 
various institutions, we may assume that a national sign language gradually developed, 
although differences related to different schools, for example, would have survived (see 
chapter 6 on variation in BSL). Deaf people would have had very little contact with one 
another across national boundaries, however, so there would have been no reason for an 
'international' sign language to develop. 

It may be argued that there was nevertheless some contact between educators of the deaf 
in different countries, the best documented link being that between France and the USA in the 
early nineteenth century (see next chapter). It is thought that because French manual 
methods were introduced into the first American school for the deaf, that American Sign 
Language (ASL) is descended from French Sign Language (FSL). There are certainly 
similarities between the two sign languages, but it seems likely that some kind of American 
Sign Language was already in existence, and that it was influenced by, rather than descended 
from, French Sign Language (cf Woodward, 1978). The effect of contact between deaf 
communities, or lack of it. is illustrated by the fact that ASL appears to be more similar to 
FSL than to BSL. 

Linguistic research on spoken language has focused on similarities as well as differences 
in languages, searching for what may be universal or common to all languages. It may be 
that sign languages will turn out to have certain features which they share with one another 
and with spoken languages, but further research is needed to establish this. For the moment 
we can note that sign languages appear to differ from country to country in a similar way to 
spoken languages, and to have grown up in separate communities. 

The second assumption, that sign language is 'natural and instinctive' may come from 
hearing people's association of the term 'sign language' with 'body language' or non-verbal 
communication. Non-verbal communication is not usually recognized as part of spoken 
language, and yet at least part of it seems to be learned and culture-specific (cf Hinde (ed.), 
1972. Morris et al., 1979). Japanese people beckon with the palm down rather than up, for 
example, so that the gesture looks a little similar to the Western person's farewell gesture. 
Another common interpretation of the term 'sign language' is as an ad hoc gesture system 
used to communicate with people whose language one does not speak. This kind of system is 
usually closely tied to the immediate context (e.g. relying heavily on pointing to concrete 
objects) and used for conveying only limited messages, and is invented when it is required. 
This is not true of deaf sign language, however, which is not limited to the immediate context 
and can be used to communicate about a wide variety of topics. Nevertheless, its visual 
medium may lead people to expect it to be iconic and pictorial, or 'natural' in the sense of 
there being a 'natural' relationship between signs and what they represent. Meanwhile, 
however, we may note that the difficulty often experienced by hearing people in learning sign 
language means that it cannot be entirely 'natural' and 'instinctive'. 

The final assumption, that deaf people from different countries must be using the same 
language because they can communicate with one another, was empirically tested by Jordan and 
Battison (1976), using subjects attending a World Federation of the Deaf Congress in 
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Washington. D.C. Signers from different countries were asked to watch video tapes in 
various sign languages (American, Danish, French, Hong Kong, Italian and Portuguese), 
describing one of an array of pictures in front of them. Their accuracy in selecting the correct 
picture was measured. The results showed that for each single picture that the subject had to 
pick out, the percentage of errors was higher when the description was in a sign language other 
than the subjects' own. The conclusion, that 'deaf signers can understand their own sign 
language better than they can understand sign languages foreign to them' (p. 78), seems simple 
and uncontroversial, but at least it is evidence against the myth that sign languages are the 
same everywhere. 

So how is it that we can observe signers communicating across national boundaries? It 
seems likely that deaf people are using a kind of compromise sign system, assessing the 
differences between their own sign languages and modifying them accordingly, borrowing 
signs from one another's languages and using mime where necessary. Deaf people are in fact 
quite expert at using mime on an ad hoc basis, through continual experience of trying to 
communicate with hearing people. Also, because their native sign languages generally have 
lower social status and fewer prescriptive norms attached to them than many spoken 
languages, I would suggest that deaf signers might be less inhibited about modifying their 
sign languages for ease of communication than would, say, speakers of English or French. 

So sign language is not universal, and we are gradually finding out more and more about 
the sign languages of different countries. ASL has been investigated in the most detail (see e.g. 
Siple (ed.), 1978, Klima and Bellugi, 1979, Wilbur, 1979), but other sign languages currently 
being investigated apart from BSL include Japanese Sign Language (see Tanokami et al., 1976), 
Chinese Sign Language (see Klima and Bellugi, 1979), Swedish Sign Language (SSL) and 
Danish Sign Language (see e.g. Ahlgren and Bergman (eds), 1980). There has also been some 
research done on sign languages in less developed countries where deaf people tend to be less 
institutionalized and more integrated with hearing people (see e.g. Washabaugh, 1980, 1981). 

As a final illustration of the fact that sign languages differ, at least on the level of 
vocabulary, here are some examples of different signs used to translate the English words 
'woman' and 'England': 
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These examples illustrate the same English word being translated into different forms in 
different sign languages. In addition, the same form may have different meanings in different 
languages. For example, the sign meaning 'true' in BSL means 'stop' in ASL and 'right' or 
'correct' in SSL. Also, the signs for 'good' and 'bad' in BSL mean 'male' and 'female' 
respectively in Japanese sign language. 

Is BSL based on English? 
 
People who do not expect sign language to be universal often seem to expect BSL to be 
based on English. They may assume, like some of those who think sign language is 
universal, that sign languages do not develop spontaneously like speech, but in addition, they 
tend to assume that BSL must have been invented by hearing people to help deaf people 
communicate or learn English. BSL should not be confused with the Paget Gorman Sign 
System (PGSS) which was indeed invented as a contrived system to help deaf people learn 
English. PGSS is a manual representation of English designed to be used simultaneously 
with speech, and is used in a few British schools for the deaf. There is also some discussion 
currently about the possible role of BSL in schools for the deaf, but BSL is not widely accepted in 
the classroom (see chapters 2 and 7). In some schools signs from BSL are used simultaneously 
with spoken English, but in this case the syntax of the signs is modified to fit the structure of 
English (as in 'Signed English': see chapter 2, p. 37). 

However, BSL as used natively by deaf people is quite different from English. Individual 
signs in BSL are roughly equivalent to words in English and are translatable as such, but 
they do not directly represent either the sounds or meanings of English words. The only part of 
BSL which directly represents English words is the fingerspelling system, or manual alphabet. 
This alphabet is two-handed (unlike the one-handed system used in conjunction with ASL 
and some other sign languages) and is a series of hand configurations representing the letters of 
the alphabet (see illustration on next page). It is used by signers for spelling English names and 
places, or words for which there is no equivalent sign. 

BSL signs which are not part of the fingerspelling system are made up of a different set 
of hand configurations from those of the manual alphabet, and involve a variety of 
movements and locations on the body. The activity of the hands is accompanied by various 
kinds of non-manual activity, such as facial expression and head movement. Just as the words 
of spoken language can be described as being made up of individual sounds or 'phonemes', 
signs can be described as being made up of various components, such as places on the body 
where the sign is made, hand shape and arrangement, and movement. The description of 
individual signs will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. 

As I suggested above, there is no one to one correspondence between the meanings of BSL 
signs and English words. Some signs may have more than one possible English translation, 
and some English words may have more than one possible BSL, translation. One BSL sign, 
made with a shaking motion of the right hand in front of the body, palm inwards, may mean 
'pain', 'expensive' or 'Brighton', depending on the context (see illustration on p. 10). 
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Conversely, the English verb 'read' may be translated into one BSL sign if the object is 
a book, and into another if it is a notice: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, the syntax of BSL, or the way the signs are put together, is different from the 
way in which words are combined in English. In English, for example, it is normal for the 
order of the words to be subject-verb-object, as in the sentence 'I saw the boy'. In BSL, 
however, this order may not necessarily be followed, and a subject and object may not 
always appear overtly in the way that usually happens in English. The syntax of BSL will be 
discussed in detail in chapter 4. 

Despite the fact that BSL has its own structure, which is distinct from that of English, it is 
of course used within a hearing community of which the majority language is English. As 
a result there is some influence from English on BSL vocabulary, and on BSL syntax in certain 
situations. As examples of English influence on the vocabulary, the signs for 'mother' and 
'father' are finger-spelled 'm' and 'f' repeated, and the sign for 'England' is finger-spelled 'e' 
with a rubbing motion of the fingers added. The syntax of BSL is affected particularly in 
formal, public situations, where the order of signs tends to approximate to that of English 
words. (For further details see chapter 6.) 

Not only is BSL distinct from English, but other sign languages are also distinct from the 
spoken language of the corresponding hearing community. We may recall that ASL is different 
from BSL (in fact the two sign languages are usually considered mutually unintelligible, 
although a small proportion of the vocabulary may be shared), despite the fact that they are 
both used within English speaking communities. ASL is no more similar to English than is 
BSL. Similarly, Swedish Sign Language is distinct from Swedish as is Norwegian Sign 
Language from Norwegian. It is interesting to note that the difference between Swedish and 
Norwegian sign languages is reported to be greater than that between the Swedish and 
Norwegian spoken languages, which are mutually intelligible (Martinsen, personal 
communication). 

Is BSL iconic (or pictorial)? 

People asking this question usually want to know if. there is a direct, depictive relationship 
between signs and what they represent. According to Hockett (1958, p. 577), iconicity 
involves 'some element of geometrical similarity' between a sign or its equivalent and its 
meaning, whereas arbitrariness is the absence of iconicity. Given that iconicity is often 
contrasted with arbitrariness, and also that arbitrariness is generally considered an 
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important characteristic of language (see below for further discussion), a question about the 
presence of iconicity in BSL takes on particular significance. 

One might expect a language in a visual medium to exhibit more iconicity than one in 
an auditory medium, in that objects in the external world tend to have more visual than 
auditory associations. Spoken languages are recognized to have some onomatopoeic words, 
like 'peewit' in English, which represents the sound made by the bird, or 'splash" which 
represents the sound of water, but there is a limit to the number of entities or actions which 
have salient auditory characteristics. Many entities and actions have salient visual 
characteristics, however. In the following examples of BSL signs, there is a direct relation 
between the sign and a visual characteristic of what it represents: 
  
 

 
 
 

These signs provide a direct representation of shape, movement and spatial relationship 
respectively, each being visual characteristics easily associated with the meaning of one of the 
signs. It is difficult, on the other hand, to imagine any characteristic sounds which might be 
associated with any of these meanings. 

It will of course be realized that iconicity is only possible in signs with meanings that lend 
themselves to visual characterization. Although visual characterization of concrete objects, 
movement and spatial relationships may be generally easier than auditory characterization, 
signs representing abstract ideas, for example, are much less likely to be iconic. There is 
a danger in assuming that because BSL makes use of iconicity, this is its only resource, and 
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that it cannot be used to represent non-visual meanings. Some systems make use only of 
iconicity (e.g. mime and ad hoc systems) but these will be limited in what they can 
communicate. However, there seems to be no reason why BSL should not exploit both iconic 
and arbitrary relationships between signs and their meanings. We can postulate three 
categories of sign in BSL: (i) arbitrary; (ii) indexic; and (iii) iconic. (cf Peirce's (1932) 
tripartite categorization of signs, where our first would be similar to his 'symbol' and the 
other two the same as his categories of index and icon.) 

(i) Arbitrary signs exhibit no obvious relation between the sign and its meaning. Both 
concrete entities and abstract ideas may have arbitrary signs, as the following descriptions of 
signs show: 
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(ii) Indexic signs involve pointing directly at their referent, or at a point in space 
representing that referent. 'I' and 'you' are signed by pointing to the signer and the 
addressee respectively, and 'he' and 'she' are signed by pointing directly to a third person if 
present, or by pointing to a location in space which refers to a third person. Some parts of the 
body are also signed indexically: 'foot', for example, is signed by pointing to the signer's 
foot. 

(iii) Iconic signs involve depiction which can be either 'virtual' or 'substitutive' (cf Mandel, 
1977a).   In virtual depiction, the hand traces a picture in space, as in 'football', where the 
hands outline the shape of a football. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In substitutive depiction, the hands are formed into the shape of the object itself, or an object 
typically involved in the action. In the sign for 'tree', for example, the forearm is held up and 
the fingers spread to represent a tree's trunk and branches; 'stand' is also an example of 
substitutive depiction in that the index and middle fingers are held in a 'V' shape, pointing 
downwards, as in the shape of two legs standing. 
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It is important to realize that while iconicity means non-arbitrariness, it does not necessarily 
mean non-conventionality. This is because where there is an iconic relation between a sign and 
its referent, the details of this relationship do not seem to be universally determined. The BSL 
sign for 'tree' was given as an example of an iconic sign, involving substitutive depiction. Now 
the signs for 'tree' in both Danish and Chinese Sign Language can also be said to be iconic, but 
they are different from one another as well as from the BSL sign. In Chinese Sign Language 
there is substitutive depiction of 'tree' as in BSL, but the index finger and thumb of each hand 
are placed together in a circle representing the diameter of a tree trunk. In Danish Sign 
Language 'tree' is signed with virtual depiction in that the hands trace the outline of a tree, 
from top to bottom (see Bellugi and Klima, 1976, p. 523). These examples show that iconicity 
does not mean determinism of form, but that forms are conventional for a given language 
community. (This point is often made for onomatopoeic forms like 'cock-a-doodle-do' and 
French 'cocorico' in spoken language, cf e.g. Mandel, 1977a, p. 61.) 

Another point about iconicity is that it should not be equated with transparency. The fact 
that there is a non-arbitrary relationship between a sign and its referent does not mean that 
the sign can be understood without prior knowledge of its meaning. Klima and Bellugi (1979) 
distinguish between transparency and translu-cency of signs: a sign is transparent if its 
meaning can be guessed without prior knowledge, and it is translucent if a relation between the 
sign and its meaning can be discerned once the meaning is known. Klima and Bellugi tested 
the transparency and translu-cency of 90 ASL signs by showing these signs to a group of 
people who did not already know their meaning, and to a group who did. The experiment 
with the first group was to test how many of the signs were transparent, that is, how many 
would be guessed correctly. They found that 81 out of 90 signs were not guessed by any of the 
ten subjects, thus indicating a rather low degree of transparency for these signs. However, 
when testing translucency in the same signs by showing them to a second group, they found 
that for more than half of the signs presented there was overall agreement on the basis for the 
relation between the signs and their meaning. (I obtained similar results from a pilot test 
using BSL signs.) 

Having discussed the nature of iconicity in sign language, we may ask what its 
significance is for users. There is some evidence that it may be useful to hearing sign language 
learners, who seem to find it easier to remember signs if they can perceive an iconic relation 
between the sign and its referent (cf Mandel, 1977b). This has led to certain folk etymologies of 
signs used in sign language classes, like the idea that 'morning' in BSL (fingertips touch left 
side of chest then right) comes from the idea of drawing the curtains back. It is true that deaf 
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people seem to use iconic principles in inventing some new signs, but the iconic relation 
between the sign and its referent is often not perceived by deaf people once it has become 
established. Also, some research on ASL has shown that there is a tendency for signs to 
become more arbitrary and less iconic over time (cf Frishberg, 1975). 

As far as native acquisition of sign language is concerned, some researchers have suggested 
that the first signs tend to be learned earlier than the first words in hearing children because 
of the greater iconicity of signs (cf e.g. Brown, 1977). However, as others (e.g. Woll and 
Lawson. 1981) point out, children may be too young to perceive the iconic relation, as in 
the case of the BSL sign for 'milk' which comes from the motion of milking a cow. Brennan 
(personal communication) noted that a two and a half year old produced the iconic sign for 
'tree' (see above) with the forearm horizontal rather than vertical, thus losing the 
resemblance to an upright tree. In any case, Bonvillian (1983) found that only about a third 
of the signs learned by very young children were recognizably iconic. 

Further psycholinguistic evidence against overestimating the significance of iconicity in 
sign language comes from the findings by Klima and Bellugi (1979) that iconicity did not have 
a role in deaf signers recall of ASL signs: instead the abstract formational components of signs 
seemed to be important in memory processes. (The nature of these abstract formational 
components in BSL will be discussed in chapter 3.) 

So while the presence of iconicity in BSL can be recognized, its significance should not be 
overestimated. This is for the following reasons: arbitrariness is also found in the language; 
iconicity in BSL does not preclude some degree of conventionality; and psycholinguistic 
evidence suggests that iconicity does not appear to play a significant role for native signers in 
their acquisition and use of sign language.         

Is BSL a language? 

So far we have assumed that BSL is a language, if only in the use of the term 'language' to 
describe it. However, we should give some consideration to this question, as it is often asked 
explicitly or implicitly (as in the questions discussed above). It is a very difficult question to 
answer, partly because linguists are still far from being in agreement about what the defining 
characteristics of language are. A definition such as 'a system of communication' is not 
sufficient because we presumably want to distinguish language from traffic signals or bee-
dancing. The definition of language that we choose will depend on our criteria for language. 
The following two questions will lead to different answers as to what language is: (i) What is 
language like? (ii) What can language do? The first question involves emphasis on the structural 
properties of language, and the second on its functional properties. 

The first question has most commonly been asked by linguists, who have been concerned 
both to discover properties that are common to all languages (cf e.g. Greenberg, 1966) and to 
determine what differentiates human language from animal communication systems (cf e.g. 
Hockett, 1960). The latter approach will be most useful for our purpose of distinguishing 
language from non-language. 

Lyons (1981) draws attention to the particular flexibility and versatility of languages, and 
suggests, in line with the work of many others, that this is made possible by certain important 
structural properties, in particular, arbitrariness, duality, discreteness and productivity. We 
may consider whether these properties are reflected in BSL. 

Arbitrariness was described earlier as contrasting with iconicity. Linguists of the twentieth 
century place particular emphasis on the arbitrariness of language, no doubt largely because 
of the influential work of the Swiss linguist, de Saussure. Saussure's idea of 'l'arbitraire du 
signe' drew attention to the arbitrary relationship between a word or 'signifier' and what it 
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represents, the 'signified'. As Saussure (1959) points out, the word 'tree' or 'arbre' (in French) is 
a purely arbitrary form which happens to have been selected to represent the meaning, 'tree'. 

We may make several observations about this view of arbitrariness: first, it was not designed 
to encompass sign languages, whose visual medium, as has been pointed out, may lend itself 
more to non-arbitrary representation; second, linguists before the time of Saussure were 
divided as to whether language was governed by nature or convention (cf Robins, 1967, 
p. 17). the latter now usually being associated with arbitrariness; third, arbitrariness was 
discussed by Saussure with reference to the relationship between words and their meanings 
and not, for example, with reference to syntax (the way words are put together). 

Lyons (1977) points out that a definition of 'arbitrary' as the absence of iconicity is rather 
narrow. He says: 

It is legitimate, however, to use the term 'arbitrary' to describe any feature that cannot be said to 
derive from the properties of the channel along which language is normally transmitted, from the 
physiological and psychological mechanisms employed in the production or reception of language or 
from the functions language is called upon to perform (pp. 70-71). 

Language would doubtless appear less arbitrary if the term were defined in the broader sense 
suggested by Lyons. Bolinger (1975, 1980) suggests that language has both arbitrary and non-
arbitrary aspects. He shows that whereas sound systems tend to be arbitrary, syntax may not 
be. 

Lyons (1977) suggests, nevertheless, that arbitrariness in the narrow sense (i.e. absence of 
iconicity) may well be an important characteristic of language. We have seen that BSL makes 
use of both arbitrariness and iconicity in individual signs, and I see no reason why the two 
properties should be mutually exclusive in a language. Frishberg (1975) has suggested that 
there may be an ideal balance of arbitrariness and iconicity in language. 

A final point about arbitrariness is that it is often associated with conventionality in 
language (as opposed to 'naturalness"). As we saw earlier, iconicity in BSL does not imply 
complete freedom from conventionality since the actual form of an iconic sign is culturally 
determined, and iconic signs tend to be translucent rather than transparent. So in so far as 
conventionality is an important characteristic of language, it is certainly exhibited by BSL. 

The next property of language to be considered, duality, is defined by Lyons (1981, 
p. 20) as 'the property of having two levels of structure, such that the units of the primary 
level are composed of elements of the secondary level and each of the two levels has its own 
principles of organization'. In spoken language, meaningful units such as words make up the 
primary level, and are composed of secondary level units of sounds, which in themselves do 
not have meaning. So, to give an example, the word 'sister' has meaning on the primary level, 
though its individual sounds do not. In BSL, the sign for 'sister' (see above, p. 13) has a similar 
meaning to the corresponding English word on the primary level, but the parts which make it 
up, the bent index finger touching the nose, do not themselves have meaning, and so can be 
considered component parts on the secondary level like sounds. Thus BSL can be considered to 
exhibit duality. 

The property of discreteness is characteristic of the secondary level of language, which 
means sounds in spoken languages, formational components in signs. We usually consider the 
sounds of spoken language to be discrete, or separately identifiable, so that we consider [b] 
and [p], for example, to be separate sounds in English. The difference between them is 
important for distinguishing words like 'bit' and 'pit' from one another. In actual speech though, 
the distinction between [b] and [p] is relative rather than absolute, since it depends on when 
our vocal cords start vibrating after the closure of the mouth and lips (ignoring the difference in 
aspiration which we find in English). The onset of vocal cord vibration is earlier for [b], 
later for [p], so that one could produce a sound somewhere between [b] and [p]. However, 
this sound does not generally occur in English: English maintains the discreteness of [b] and 
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[p] from the point of view of the sound system, even though the vocal signal is continuous 
(the opposite of discrete). Instead of using vocal signals, BSL uses the visual-spatial medium, 
which is clearly continuous from a physical point of view. However, it too can be divided up 
into discrete parts for the analysis of contrasts between signs. To give an example, the signer's 
chest and his or her lower trunk are spatially contiguous, but the signs for 'sorry' and 
'delicious' are differentiated by the fact that the first is made on the chest, and the other on the 
lower trunk (Brennan, Colville and Lawson, 1980, p. 71). Both signs are made with a flat 
hand in circular motion. 

 

The contrast between these examples illustrates that discreteness is a property of BSL. It is 
worth pointing out here that mime is different from sign language in that it does not appear to 
exhibit discreteness (cf Klima and Bellugi, 1979). The property of discreteness in BSL will be 
further illustrated in chapter 3. 

The final structural property of language that we shall consider, is its potential to be used 
for constructing utterances that have never been produced before: this is known as 
productivity. Limited signal systems do not have this property. Traffic lights, for example, 
are able to signal 'stop', 'go', 'get ready to stop' and 'get ready to go', but not, for example, 
'you will be fined if you cross a red light', or 'there was an accident here this morning'. The 
potential of language to produce an unlimited number of new utterances comes from the fact 
that although it has a finite number of elements and units, grammatical rules specifying their 
combination allow an infinite number of constructions of units. It is important to note here 
that the notion 'grammatical rule' is to be understood in the sense of patterns followed by 
speakers using their own language, rather than in the prescriptive sense of rules which have to 
be obeyed (and are often not). An example of a grammatical rule in English would be that 
definite articles occur before the noun rather than after it, allowing a phrase such as 'the 
book' but not 'book the'. Such rules are language specific: in Swedish, for example, the definite 
article is placed after the noun, not before it. An example of the kind of prescriptive rule we 
are not concerned with here would be the following: 'Do not end a sentence with 
a preposition'. Many English speakers have been taught this rule explicitly at school, but few 
follow it, at least in speech. The kind of rule we are concerned with does not have to be 
learned consciously by native speakers, but is simply followed. In BSL signers are clearly 
using rules in a productive way because they are continually producing new utterances, and 
there does not seem to be a limit as to what they can talk about. Research on grammatical 
rules in BSL is only just beginning, but it should be emphasized that the approach is 
descriptive rather than prescriptive. We are seeking to discover what grammatical rules are 
being followed by native signers, not telling them what rules they should follow. An example 
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of a grammatical rule in BSL is that Yes-No questions are formed by raising the eyebrows 
while signing what would otherwise be an affirmative statement. So, for example, raising the 
eyebrows while producing the sign for 'good' (see illustration on p. 14) has the effect of asking 
whether someone or something is good rather than stating that this is the case. (See chapter 4 
for more information on grammatical rules in BSL.) Although research is only just 
beginning in this area, BSL certainly seems to have the characteristic of productivity in 
that it is rule-governed (cf Lyons, 1981, p. 23). 

So far we have considered whether BSL manifests the structural properties characteristic of 
language, but, as I indicated earlier, language can be described in terms of its functional as 
well as its structural properties. Various schemes for the functions of language have been 
suggested (see Robinson, 1972 for discussion), but one of the best known is that produced by 
Jakobson (1960). Jakobson suggests that language is used for the following communicative 
functions: referential, conative, emotive, phatic, metalinguistic and poetic. The referential 
function has to do with the conveying of information, as one might, for example, in describing 
the events of one's daily life. This use of language for referential or descriptive purposes is 
common for BSL: deaf people meeting in clubs spend a considerable amount of time telling 
one another about various things which have happened to them recently. The conative (or 
instrumental) function of language is its use in getting other people to do things: BSL is used 
to order food and drinks in a deaf club, or to keep children under control. The emotive (or 
expressive) function has to do with conveying the speaker's (or the signer's) feelings: in BSL 
feelings are conveyed especially by facial expression and body stance. The phatic function 
refers to the use of language to signal contact between people, without necessarily conveying 
information referentially. Greetings fulfil this function, and in BSL there are signs 
conventionally made when initiating encounters. The sign for 'good', made with movement 
towards the addressee (or with a sweeping movement encompassing a group of addressees) is 
equivalent to 'hello'. The metalinguistic function of language refers to the use of language to 
talk about language itself: BSL users often do not recognize BSL as a language, but will 
nevertheless use it to discuss the difference between signs in different regions, or to correct 
a hearing person's error. The last function, the poetic, refers to the use of language for 
aesthetic or literary purposes. Not very much research has been done on this in BSL, 
although Klima and Bellugi (1979) report the exploitation of ASL for the purpose of wit 
and poetry. BSL is certainly used for jokes and story-telling, and there is at least one BSL 
poet, Dorothy Miles, whose poetry has been signed on television. The poetic function of 
languages with low social status is not generally so widely recognized as in the case of the 
'literary' languages. However, there are indications that the status of BSL is improving, so we 
may expect to see more public manifestation of its poetic function. 

I have been trying to answer the question of whether BSL is a language, and have shown 
that it manifests at least some of the structural and functional properties of language which are 
considered criterial. However, I have not dealt with the question of whether the medium of 
BSL disqualifies it as a language. Hockett (1960) gives a 'vocal-auditory channel' as his first 
design feature of language. Language does of course exist in the written medium, but writing is 
usually considered a secondary manifestation in relation to speech. There are several reasons 
for this, for example, that people generally learn to speak before they learn to write, and that 
speech developed before writing in human history. Nevertheless, the existence of both speech 
and writing demonstrates what Lyons (1981, p. 11) calls the 'medium-transferability' of 
language, and he suggests that too little attention has been paid to this property. Of course 
there is no a priori reason why the primary medium of language should be speech, and 
there are some proponents of the theory that language actually originated in the visual-
gestural medium (cf Hewes, 1973). Reasons given for subsequent use of the vocal medium 
include the fact that the visual medium is not available at night, and that communication with 
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the hands interferes with their use for other purposes. However, these are practical rather 
than linguistic reasons for the advantages of one medium over another, and there is an obvious 
practical reason why the vocal medium is not suitable for deaf people. In any case, the visual 
medium of sign language certainly has some advantages which the spoken medium lacks. 
For example, sign language can be communicated over longer distance than spoken language 
(without amplification) and can be used in noisy conditions (such as factories, discotheques) or 
where there are barriers to sound (e.g. train windows). 

But does sign language have medium-transferability? (Recall that BSL is not 
a secondary representation of English.) I think the answer to this is, potentially, 'yes', though 
the potential is not fully realized. I would argue that BSL is like a spoken language used in a 
developing country, which does not have a written form. The speakers of such languages are 
not able to write them down, but there is a potential for a written form, and in such cases written 
forms are often produced by missionaries or linguists arriving in the area, equipped with the 
International Phonetic Alphabet or equivalent. Phonetic alphabets are obviously not 
appropriate for sign language, but notation systems are being developed by linguists (see 
chapters 3 and 8), and one of these, 'Sign Writing' (see chapter 8. p. 189) has a version designed 
for use by deaf people writing their own sign language down, and can be either printed or 
handwritten. So far this system has been used to produce a newspaper in ASL, and is 
supposed to be usable for all sign languages (see Sutton, 1981). It has not yet been used by 
signers of BSL as far as I know, but I see no reason why it should not be. In any case, it 
seems to me that medium-transferability must be possible if a language has the property of 
discreteness, which does seem to be the case with BSL as well as ASL. It is also worth 
mentioning in this connection that research is currently being conducted On transferring 
ASL to point-light displays for eventual transmission by telephone (cf Tartter and Fischer, 
1983). A final point to mention in connection with the question as to whether BSL is 
a language, is the danger of approaching a sign language with oral preconceptions, i.e. of 
looking for exact parallels with spoken language, and concluding that it is not really a language 
if the parallels are not there. This kind of approach may not only lead one to miss some 
important aspects of BSL structure, but it may also lead one to lose sight of the important 
connections between structure and function in language. If one carefully maintains the 
connection, however, the link between structure and function in BSL may be analysed in two 
directions. Going from function to structure we may ask: how are certain important gram-
matical functions, such as time-marking and negation, carried out in BSL? In the other 
direction (structure to function) we may isolate certain structural features of BSL, like 
mouth movement and facial expression, and try to work out what function they perform. An 
attempt to describe BSL structure in relation to its function should help to make progress in our 
discovery of what characteristics are fundamental to language, regardless of their medium, and 
which are medium-specific. Thus we may come closer to answering not only the question 
'Is BSL a language?' but also the question 'What is language?' 

 
 
Summary 

In this chapter I have tried to give a general introduction to BSL by discussing questions 
commonly asked about it. We have seen that sign language is not universal, but that BSL is 
distinct from sign languages in other countries, such as American or Chinese Sign Language. 
We have also seen that it is not based on English, and that although it exhibits some iconicity 
it also makes use of arbitrariness and conventionality. Finally, BSL seems to be a language 
according to many of the structural and functional properties found in languages as we know 
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them, but we are still uncertain about what the defining characteristics of language are and 
hope that further research on BSL will shed light on this question. 
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THE STRUCTURE OF BSL SIGNS 
Margaret Deuchar 
 
 
 

 
Having given a general introduction to what BSL is and to its historical and social 
background, I shall now begin a more technical, linguistic analysis of BSL. This chapter will 
be concerned with the analysis of BSL at the level of the individual sign, which we can 
consider to be more or less equivalent to the word in spoken language. The next chapter will 
then deal with analysis above the level of the sign, or what happens when signs are 
combined together. 

This chapter, then, will deal with the 'phonology' of sign language. The term 
'phonology' is generally used to refer to 'the sound systems of languages' (cf Crystal, 1980a, 
p. 268), but despite its apparent inappropriateness for a language that does not use sound, it 
will be used here to refer to the system of visual components making up signs. This system 
can be considered equivalent to the sound systems in spoken languages. 

Phonological analysis of a spoken language could be said to involve the following: 
establishing the inventory of possible sound elements in that language, formulating the rules or 
constraints governing their combination into larger structures (e.g. words), and studying the 
processes of change or modification that can be undergone by those sound elements. 

To illustrate briefly from the phonology of English, we know that certain sounds are 
possible in English, while others are not. For example, the sound [ł] which occurs in the 
Welsh pronunciation of the name 'Llewellyn' and which we call a 'lateral fricative', cannot occur 
in English. The English pronunciation of the name substitutes a possible English sound, [l]. 
Some English sounds do not, conversely, occur in other languages. The dental fricatives [θ] 
and [ð] or 'th' sounds, for example, do not occur in French or German. 

Once we have established the list of possible sounds in a language, we can work out 
the constraints on their combination. In English, [s], at the beginning of a word or syllable 
cannot be followed by [r], though it can be followed by [t] or [tr], as in 'stop' and 'strip'. In 
Japanese neither of these sequences would be possible as a consonant must always be followed 
by a vowel (cf names like 'Yamaha', 'Suzuki') or an identical consonant, as in 'Nippon', the 
formal Japanese name for Japan. 

The sounds of a language can also be modified under certain circumstances. The term 
'phonological processes' is often used to refer to various kinds of change. In English, vowels 
are often 'reduced' or 'centralized' when unstressed. For example, the vowel of the word 
'the' is not normally stressed except for particular emphasis (e.g. 'the person' vs 'the 
person'). Unstressed it is a central 'schwa' vowel, [ə], while stressed it is a high front vowel, 
[i]. 

We shall now consider briefly how these three aspects of phonology (inventory of elements, 
constraints on structure, and phonological processes) might apply to BSL. A more detailed 
consideration, especially of the inventory of elements, will follow later in the chapter. 

I have implied that the elements of BSL will be comparable to the sound elements of 
spoken language. This is true in so far as we can isolate elements of signs that can be 
combined with one another in various ways to form words. However, the characteristics of the 
visual as opposed to the auditory medium will determine the distinct nature of the elements of 
a sign language as compared with the elements of a spoken language. In spoken language, 
sounds can come only from the mouth, and are often analyzed as sequential entities. The word 
'pet', for example, may be analyzed as a sequence of [p], [e] and [t]. In sign languages, 
however, where visible activity is not restricted to one part of the body, sequential analysis is 
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more difficult. Not only can we recognize distinct parts of configurations of the body as being 
involved in activity, but we can also recognize distinct types of activity or movement. The 
body part acting, and the type of activity performed, will be perceived simultaneously, so it 
seems that the inventory of elements for BSL must include elements which act (or 
'articulators') as well as elements of activity (or 'articulation'). Elements which act might 
include the following: head, eyes, eyebrows, mouth, and hands in various shapes, such as 
closed fist, open hand with fingers spread, index finger extended from fist, etc. Elements of 
activity might then include, for example nodding or shaking (for the head), widening or 
narrowing (for the eyes), raising or 'knitting' (for the eyebrows), opening or closing (for the 
mouth) and movement away from and towards the signer (for the hands). However, as we 
shall see, the phonological analysis of BSL is only in its very early stages, and so far most 
attention has been paid to phonological elements related to hand activity. 

As far as constraints on the structure of BSL signs are concerned, we can identify 
a constraint on hand activity which was formulated for ASL by Battison (1974) and is known 
as the 'Symmetry Condition'. According to this condition, if both hands move in a two-handed 
sign, they must both have the same hand-shape and the same movement. This condition seems 
to apply to BSL and is exemplified in signs like that for 'sign', where flat spread hands, 
facing one another, move in a circular, alternating movement. Constraints on the structure of 
signs will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter. 

Finally, the elements of signs can undergo phonological processes, A handshape, for 
example, can be modified according to the preceding or following signs, and one hand may be 
deleted in two handed signs. These processes will be further exemplified later. 

So far I have tried to illustrate how the notion of phonology can be applied to BSL in 
analyzing the structure of individual signs. Before proceeding with a more detailed 
analysis, it is important to point out that the type of phonological analysis achieved will 
depend to a large extent on one's goals and methodology. 

Sommerstein (1977) differentiates between the goals of classical phonology and generative 
phonology. He suggests, roughly, that whereas the former seeks to establish which 
phonological elements are used by a language to distinguish one utterance from another, the 
latter seeks to determine the principles governing the pronunciation of a language, and how 
these relate to the organization of the language as a whole. The classical approach might 
be described as more concrete and practical, and the generative approach more abstract and 
theoretical. As Sommerstein points out, generative phonology is the more modern approach, 
though classical phonology (or 'classical phonemics') still has considerable influence. 

The different goals have entailed different kinds of methods. The classical approach has 
concentrated on actual speech data, while the generative approach has tried to formulate 
phonological rules which will form a component of the grammar of the language. 

The classical approach became established in the first half of this century, and its 
emphasis on the purely observable data (i.e. speech sounds) was in keeping with the empiricism 
of the current philosophical climate. Its methods were particularly applicable to previously 
unanalyzed languages (such as American Indian and African languages) because of the fact that 
it did not presuppose knowledge of the grammar of the language. Also, since data were 
recorded by the phonetic transcription of utterances, it was particularly useful in the analysis of 
the sound systems of languages of non-literate communities, for which a writing system might 
later be developed. The procedure was to isolate all the sounds or 'phones' of the language, 
on the basis of phonetic transcriptions, and then to work out which of these phones functioned 
to distinguish utterances from one another. Phones or groups of phones with distinctive 
function would then be grouped as phonemes. Phonemes were identified by the 'pair test' 
whereby native speakers were asked to say whether two utterances with a minimal difference 
of sound were the same or different. To show how this works we can imagine that native 
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speakers of English, for example, would identify 'rice' and 'lice' as different words, thus 
indicating that [r] and [l] function as phonemes in English to distinguish words. In Japanese, 
however, there are no pairs of words distinguished by a contrast between [r] and [l], so these 
are not separate phonemes in Japanese. 

Two important criteria were used to group sounds or phones into phonemes: those of 
complementary distribution and free variation. If two phones were in complementary 
distribution, they never occurred in the same phonetic environment and thus could not be said 
to contrast: they therefore could not be separate phonemes. They could also not be 
considered to be separate phonemes if they were in free variation: that is, if one sound could be 
substituted for another freely without changing the word. In English, for example, the [l] in 
'pill' is phonetically different from the [l] in 'lip' but the two are in complementary distribution, 
which means that they never occur in the same phonetic environment, so are assigned to the 
same phoneme. Also in English, several kinds of 'r' are in free variation but they are 
assigned to the same phoneme because they never function to distinguish one word from 
another. 

This procedure of identifying phonemes entailed the recognition of two stages in the 
analysis: the phonetic and the phonemic. While phonetic analysis was a relatively arbitrary 
initial segmentation of the raw speech data, phonemic analysis identified those elements of the 
language which were significant for their function in distinguishing one word from another. 
The phonemic analysis provided the basis for the phonological inventory of the language. The 
next steps were then to determine the constraints on combination of the phonemes, and what 
phonological processes they could undergo. 

The classical phonemic approach relied on the assumption that the phonological analysis 
of the language could be done on the basis of phonetic evidence alone, and without recourse to 
grammatical information. This assumption is rejected by generative phonologists who, as 
I said before, see the phonology of a language as one component of its grammar. The 
phonological component of a generative grammar consists of rules which relate a set of 
'underlying representations' and a set of 'phonetic representations'. The underlying 
representations are produced according to the syntactic and morphological rules of the 
grammar, and are equivalent to sequences of phonemes. Since the main purpose of this 
approach is to determine the pronunciation of lexical items with reference to the grammar, the 
notion of functional contrast, and the use of minimal pairs, is less important (cf Sommerstein, 
1977, p. 5). Also, the phoneme is no longer the basic unit of phonological description: it is 
replaced with features, which are smaller units in terms of which phonemes can be described. 
Generative phonology and feature theory will not be further discussed here, however, as 
they have not yet been applied to sign language research with any great success (but see 
Wilbur, 1979, chapter 2). I have mentioned them briefly because of their importance in current 
phonological theory as applied to spoken languages, but the first phonological analyses of 
sign language have been heavily influenced by the classical phonemic approach. 

It is probably true to say that no phonological analysis of BSL has yet been done purely 
in order to establish the phonological system of the language. Interest has tended to focus 
more on syntax (see chapter 4), but phonological information has been gained through 
the practical exercise of establishing a notation system. Like the African and American 
Indian languages mentioned earlier, BSL is a language previously unknown to linguists, and 
is also unwritten, but unlike them, it cannot be transcribed using an existing phonetic 
notation system. So the devising of a transcription system for BSL was a high priority for BSL 
researchers. For rough and rapid transcription it was possible to follow the American practice 
of using English glosses in capital letters as convenient mnemonics to represent individual 
signs (and we follow it here), e.g. BOOK. SIGN, to represent the signs for 'book' and 'sign' 
respectively. English glosses have limitations in that (a) they imply a one to one 
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correspondence between word and sign which clearly does not exist (see chapter 1, p. 8) and 
(b) they give no information about how the sign is made, but assume that the sign can be 
identified by the gloss reader on the basis of prior knowledge of the sign. So a 'phonetic' or 
'phonemic' notation is clearly needed to supplement English glosses. Again, American ASL 
researchers have provided a precedent in the use of a notation system devised by William 
Stokoe, an important pioneer in the phonological analysis of ASL. It is interesting to note 
that Stokoe (1960, 1978) described his notation system in conjunction with his description of 
ASL structure, which reminds one of the close link between transcription and analysis that was 
characteristic of the classical phonemicists, and shows that Stokoe was clearly working 
under the influence of their approach. We . may also note that his notation system was used 
for an important dictionary of ASL (Stokoe, Casterline and Croneberg, 1976), the  first of 
its kind in which signs could be looked up according to their formation components rather 
than according to the alphabetic order of their English translations. 

As I said, a notation system for BSL had to be established for practical purposes. 
Deuchar (1978a, 1978b) used an adapted version of Stokoe's system, but this was further 
refined and developed as the result of national workshops on BSL notation, in May 1979 and 
November 1979. These workshops were set up after the establishment of BSL research 
projects in Bristol and Edinburgh, and the aim was to establish a relatively uniform notation 
system for general use. Two printed reports resulted from the workshops, Coding British Sign 
Language, produced by the Bristol group, and Words in Hand (Brennan et al., 1980), 
produced by the Edinburgh group.  Words in Hand developed out of the workshops, but is 
subtitled 'A Structural Analysis of the Signs of British Sign Langage', and represents 
a considerable amount of work done by the Edinburgh group on the phonological analysis 
of BSL, as well as its notation system. Thus as in the case of ASL research, phonological 
analysis has gone hand in hand with the development of a notation system. Because of the lack 
of knowledge about the linguistic structure of the language as a whole, phonological analysis 
has also taken place almost without reference to the grammar of the language, relying, as did the 
classical phonemicists, on the 'raw phonetic data', or visible activity, alone. 

As I said before, the classical phonemic approach relied on a phonetic transcription of the 
data, which could then be analyzed phonemically. In the development of a notation system for 
BSL there has been some confusion about whether it is supposed to be a phonetic or 
a phonemic transcription. Although many researchers have recognized the importance of 
a prior phonetic transcription, just developing this involves making assumptions about what 
will be significant phonologically. The problems this raises will be discussed later, but 
meanwhile I will outline the main characteristics of the BSL notation system described in 
Brennan et al. (1980). At the same time this will give an idea of what is now known about 
the phonetic/phonological structure of BSL. 

It will be recalled that the BSL notation system is based on that developed by Stokoe for 
ASL. Stokoe's system depends on a concept of the sign being a product of simultaneous 
components. He says (Stokoe. 1978, p. 37): 

The sign morpheme, . . . unlike the morpheme or word of a spoken language, is seen as 
simultaneously not sequentially produced. Analysis of the sign morpheme then cannot be 
segmentation in time but must be aspectual. The aspects of a sign that appear to have the same 
order of importance and the same part in language structure as the segmental phonemes of speech 
are the aspects of configuration, place and action. 

A little later Stokoe says (p. 38): 'the aspects position, configuration, and action may only be 
described in terms of contrast with each other'. Here we may note that a fairly intuitive 
analysis of the sign into three aspects is claimed to be phonological in the sense of 
representing three parameters on which significant contrasts can be made. Stokoe uses the 
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term 'chereme' for these aspects, which reminds us of its supposed equivalence to 
'phoneme'. 

Stokoe uses the terms 'tab' for position or 'where sign activity occurs'; 'dez' for 
configuration or 'what acts', and 'sig' for motion or 'the action' (cf Stokoe, 1978, p. 39). We 
should note that his system was originally designed to deal only with hand activity, and the 
BSL system has the same limitation of scope. Later we shall discuss the role of non-manual 
activity, and whether it can be dealt with by the existing notation system. The existing system 
is also limited to the individual sign, which is not a problem for our phonological analysis, 
but needs consideration when we deal with chunks of signs in combination. 

The possibility of applying the notions tab, dez and sig to BSL signs can be demonstrated 
by analyzing the following signs: I, THINK. KNOW and CLEVER. 
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The above examples show how BSL signs can be analyzed into tab, dez and sig, and how 
these contrast with one another. The signs I and THINK can be considered a minimal pair 
because they only contrast in tab; THINK and KNOW are a minimal pair contrasting in 
dez; and KNOW and CLEVER contrast in sig. Thus Stokoe's tab, dez, and sig can be used 
to identify components of BSL signs as well as to contrast them with one another. 

The above examples involved the use of only one hand. However, there are two-
handed signs, of two types: (1) where both hands move and (2) where the left or non-
dominant hand remains stationary, and the dominant hand acts upon it. In type (1) both 
hands are considered to form a double dez; and in type (2) the stationary, non-dominant 
hand is considered to be the tab while the other is dez. Examples of both types, with 
analyzis of their components, are the following: 
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As the type (2) examples show, the non-dominant hand tab may or may not be the same 
shape as the dez. Constraints on the structure of signs involving two hands will be discussed 
later. 

Just as there may be more than one dez (in the case of two hands moving), there may be 
more than one sig, either simultaneously or sequentially. CLEVER (see p. 55) actually has two 
simultaneous sigs: contact with the tab and movement across it. The following is an example 
of a sign with two sequential sigs: 

 

If a sign has more than one tab, it is usually considered to be a compound sign (the 
reasons for this will be discussed later). The following is an example of a sign with more than 
one tab: 
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So far we have used verbal descriptions for tab, dez and sig, but Stokoe devised symbols 
for each. Stokoe et al. (1976, p. viii) explain their notation system as follows: 

If we use 'T', 'D' and 's' as cover symbols for any possible tab, dez, and sig, we can write a sign thus: 
TDS. This formula or convention for writing a sign indicates that at or in some place (T), visibly 
distinguished from all other sign language places, a hand configuration (D), distinctly different from 
all others used in sign language, performs an action (s), visibly unlike all other such actions. 

Stokoe's system also allows for a double dez, indicated by the formula TDDS, and for one or 
more sigs, indicated by formulae such as TDS

S (simultaneous sigs) and TDSS (sequential sigs). 
Before illustrating how BSL signs can be notated using this formula, we need to list the 

set of possible tabs, dezes and sigs for BSL, together with their symbols. We should note 
that just as spoken languages do not have identical inventories of sound elements, sign 
languages will also differ as to the elements they use. Thus BSL does not use all of the 
elements used in ASL, and vice versa. 

The notation system developed for BSL and described by Brennan et al. (1980) followed 
Stokoe in trying to isolate elements which functioned to differentiate signs from one another, 
and the minimal pair test is used frequently for this purpose. What follows will not be an 
exhaustive list of all the possible tabs, dezes and sigs for BSL, but those which seem to have 
the most important contrastive function. 

Tab 

The considerable mobility of the hands means that signs can be made in various places in 
relation to the signer's body. Brennan et al. (1980, p. 49) list the following five major places: 
'the head (including the neck), the trunk, the arms, the hands and the area of space in front of 
the signer's body'. Very few signs are made outside this general area, probably for reasons of 
ease of articulation (e.g. touching the knees with the hands might involve bending) and 
visibility (e.g. signs made on the back would not normally be visible). 

The following is the list of what seem to be the main body tabs in BSL with their 
symbols (hand tabs will be identified in conjunction with the dez list): 
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The symbols used are taken from Stokoe et al. (1976), except where new ones have been 
found necessary for BSL. The new tabs added for BSL are top of head ( ), eyes (  ), 
mouth/ lips ( ) , e a r ( ), upper trunk ( ) and lower trunk ( ). These tabs were added 
because they appear to function contrastively in minimal pairs (see Brennan et al., 1980). For 
example, it seems that we need the tab 'lower trunk' in order to distinguish the signs SORRY 
(made on the chest) and DELICIOUS (made on the lower trunk): see illustrations in chapter 
1, p. 21. Our need for extra symbols for BSL illustrates the fact that languages do not have 
identical phonological inventories. As a further illustration of this we may note that Klima and 
Bellugi (1979, p. 135) discovered that Chinese sign language has an under arm tab. This is not 
used in either ASL or BSL. The ASL tab, wrist face up ( ) has not been listed here, as it 
seems to be used in very few signs. Brennan et al. (p. 77) list it for BSL, but say that its status 
is questionable. Other tabs listed in Brennan et al. that I have not included here are: 'under 
chin' ( ), 'lower arm' ( ) distinct from 'elbow' ( ), 'hip' ( ), 'upper leg' ( ), and 
'lower leg' ( ). 'Under chin' and 'elbow' seem to be used distinctively for very few signs, 
and 'hip', 'upper leg' and 'lower leg', being outside the normal signing area, are used for only 
a few indexical or iconic signs. (For example, the sign FOOT is made by pointing to the foot, 
and the sign DOG is made by slapping the upper leg, as when summoning a dog.) 
 
Dez 

As we have seen, the hand or hands can be held in various shapes or configurations. These 
have symbols like the tabs. However, whereas the symbols for the body tabs in the Stokoe 
system are relatively iconic, those for the hand configurations are alphabetical letters (with or 
without diacritics) referring to the handshape used to represent a given letter in the American 
one-handed finger-spelling alphabet. In spite of the fact that the American alphabet is not 
widely known in Britain, it is convenient to use the same system of notating the dezes of 
British signs for the following reasons: (a) the British fingerspelling alphabet is two-handed, 
so that letters cannot be used to refer to one hand configurations; (b) many of the American 
hand configurations are in fact used in BSL; and (c) it is convenient to have a system which 
can be understood internationally. The following is a list of the dezes which seem to be 
important in BSL, each with its symbol and an illustration. 
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This list does not include all the dez symbols used for ASL, particularly those 
handshapes that are used primarily for American fingerspelling. such as 'R' (index and 
middle fingers extended and crossed, as in 'crossing one's fingers' for good luck). This 
handshape is included in the list of Brennan et al. (p. 133), but they state that its use is 
restricted to the Catholic deaf community. A symbol which is added for BSL,  (middle 
finger extended from fist), represents a handshape not found in ASL, most likely because of 
its obscene connotation in American culture. So we see that just as the tab inventory for BSL 
and ASL is different, so is the dez inventory. 

The above list also does not include all of the dezes listed in Brennan et al., particularly 
those that are considered 'phonetic variants' of a distinctive handshape. For example, Brennan 
et al., following Stokoe, use the symbol ' ' to represent a B flat hand with the thumb 
extended. This handshape never contrasts with B with the thumb not extended (in the sense 
of distinguishing a minimal pair of signs) but seems to be required in certain phonetic 
contexts, especially when thumb contact is used (cf Brennan et al., p. 105). 

As well as leaving out the non-distinctive variants that Brennan et al. include, I have also 
left out their 'E' dez because of its infrequent usage and because I am not convinced that it 
is functionally distinct from 5. I have also left out some other hand-shapes listed by Brennan 
et al., for similar reasons. 

Earlier I mentioned that a hand can act as tab in a two-handed sign where the non-
dominant hand is stationary, and the dominant hand acts upon it. In this case the non-
dominant hand is the tab, and the dominant hand the dez. Only certain handshapes can 
occur as tab in BSL: the. main ones are A, B, 5, C, G and O. It is interesting to note that 
these handshapes are considered 'unmarked' or neutral in that they appear to occur most 
frequently, are maximally distinct in their formation, occur in all known sign languages, and 
are learned first by children (cf Battison, 1974, 1978, and chapter 7). Examples of signs 
occurring with these tabs are as follows: 
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In all the examples above, the dez handshape is different from the tab, but these tabs can 
also occur with identical dez hand-shapes. Other dezes which can occur as tabs (and which 
do not belong to the 'unmarked' or neutral set) seem generally to require identical dez 
handshapes. This appears to be true of F, H and X, as shown by the following examples: 

 
 

The I tab, which is occasionally used, seems to be an exception in that it can have a non-
identical dez, as in the following: 

 
 
However, I suspect the structure of this example may be explained by its relatively 

iconic nature, and since I have not found many other similar examples, I would not place 'I' 
in the category of unmarked or neutral handshapes. 

 
Sig 

Most of the sigs identified in ASL and which have symbols in the Stokoe system seem to be 
important in BSL. Brennan et al. divide them into three categories: directional movement, 
interaction and manner. The following list of sigs and their symbols used in BSL follows 
Brennan et al.'s categorization roughly: 
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The symbols  (crumbling action) and  (no movement) were added for BSL. ( is 
from Gestuno, World Federation of the , Deaf, 1975.) It is particularly interesting to note that 
a symbol denoting no movement is necessary for BSL, but apparently not for ASL. So 
whereas in ASL signs there is always some kind of significant movement, in BSL the 
absence of movement, or neutral movement, can be equally significant. 
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Now that the symbols for tab, dez and sig have been listed, we can demonstrate their use 
in the notation of some signs of which we have already seen illustrations, i.e. I, THINK, 
KNOW, CLEVER, GIVE, MEET, TRUE, RIGHT, NAME, BELIEVE. (See illustrations 
on pp. 54-8.) Note that all the following formulae will be used to notate these signs: TDS, 
TDS

S, TDDS, and TDSS 
S (see p. 58). 

 

 
 
The last sign, BELIEVE, is treated as a compound because it has two tabs: it will be seen 

that its notation is actually a combination of the notation for THINK and TRUE. Later we 
shall discuss the classification of signs like BELIEVE as compounds rather than as 
'double tab' signs. 

Non-signers who try to use the notation system outlined to form signs without looking at 
the drawings will probably not be quite accurate. This is because notation of tab, dez and sig 
does not give all the 'phonetic' detail that is necessary to form a sign. In the case of the sign 
TRUE, for example, it does not specify that the hands are at right angles and perpendicular 
to one another. The notation only gives information about the components of signs that 
appear to function 'phonemically' to distinguish signs from one another in the language. 
However, it is not clear that the notation system as outlined even gives sufficient 
information to distinguish all signs from one another (let alone to actually make them), and 
some researchers believe that other components must be specified, in particular, orientation 
of the hands. 

The notation system outlined above did not include information about the orientation of 
the hands. However, the original Stokoe system does allow for the incorporation of such 
information by the use of sig symbols as subscriptions to tab or dez symbols. Thus, for 
example, the symbols  and  can be used as subscripts  to the dez symbols, to show 
whether the palm is facing upwards or downwards. So adding subscripts to the notation for 
the sign GIVE (see above), thus: , specifies that the hands are held with the palms 
facing upwards. 

Stokoe's system allowed for the specification of orientation as extra 'phonetic' detail, but 
some of those following on from his work (cf Battison, 1974, Friedman, 1977) have argued 
that orientation should have the same phonological status as tab, dez and sig, so that a sign 
should be considered to have four important parameters or aspects. The notation of BSL 
described in Brennan et al. gives equal weight to orientation in that, just like tab, dez and 
sig, both palm and finger orientation are specified for every sign. Brennan et al. also state 
explicitly that they 'regard orientation as a separate parameter' for two reasons: 'the fact that 
orientation alone distinguishes pairs of otherwise identical signs and the fact that 
transcriptions excluding orientation have proved descriptively inadequate' (Brennan et al., 
1980, p. 159). Their first reason could be described as 'phonemic', and relevant for the 
phonological description of the language, while the second is 'phonetic', and less relevant in 
this regard. Orientation seems to function contrastively to some extent in BSL, in that it is the 
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only factor which distinguishes some signs from one another. Brennan et al. (p. 162) say that 
finger orientation 'accounts for very few minimal pairs' and in any case there are certainly 
fewer minimal  pairs accounted for by orientation than by tab, dez and sig. So it is  not clear 
whether we can accord orientation the same phonological  status as the other three 
components. The fact that it is useful in adequately describing signs for researchers or 
learners (the second of Brennan et al.'s reasons for its recognition as a major parameter) 
is not really an argument for its phonological status, as researchers and learners often 
need extra 'phonetic' information which may later turn out to be predictable from 
phonological information. 

Two other aspects of manual signs whose phonological status has been questioned are 
hand arrangement and point of contact. As stated earlier, signs can be made with either one or 
two hands. Brennan et al. (pp. 214-15) give three minimal pairs which are apparently 
distinguished by having one vs two hands, but there do not seem to be many. This may be 
because one hand may be deleted in a two handed sign in a phonological process (see 
below), or one may be added in a grammatical process to indicate a plural subject as in 'they 
look', where LOOK is made with two hands instead of one (cf Brennan et al., p. 215). The 
other aspect of hand arrangement in signs is the relationship between the hands in two handed 
signs. Additional details of the Stokoe notation system allow for the representation of one 
hand above the other, both hands close together or behind one another, and both hands linked 
or crossed (cf Stokoe et al., 1976, p. xiii). However, these details, although important in the 
phonetic or concrete representation of signs, do not seem to play a major role in 
distinguishing signs from one another (though see Brennan et al., 1980, pp. 217-19, for 
a few minimal pairs). 

Point of contact is not specified in the Stokoe system, but is considered by some ASL 
researchers to have phonological importance (cf Friedman, 1977, Klima and Bellugi, 1979). 
Brennan et al. argue that point of contact information is essentially phonetic detail that can be 
predicted from orientation and hand arrangement, but suggest that for descriptive purposes it 
may be useful to incorporate it in the notation. The Bristol Sign Language Group propose 
incorporating point of contact in the notation by using symbols placed immediately in front 
of dez symbols which represent either dez or tab hand configurations. Thus the notation of 
the sign RIGHT, for example (represented above as BAX), would have a symbol placed 
before both B and A to show that contact is made on the palms of the hands (see Appendix of 
Woll et al., 1981). Point of contact specification is referred to by the Bristol group as 
'secondary tab', although this may be a little confusing since both tab and dez hands may have 
'secondary tab' specified. Also, point of contact seems only to be specified for two handed 
signs involving contact between the hands, and yet the term 'secondary tab' might lead one 
to expect point of contact to be specified also in signs where there is contact between a dez 
and non-manual tab. The term also implies phonological status for point of contact, which 
does not seem to be justified. Nevertheless, we can agree with Brennan et al. that it may 
be useful to specify point of contact for phonetic or descriptive, if not phonological, 
purposes. 

One possible solution to the problem of the phonological status of orientation, hand 
arrangement, and point of contact is to adopt Klima and Bellugi's (1979) suggestion (made for 
ASL) that signs can be analysed as made up of both major parameters (equivalent to tab, dez 
and sig) and minor parameters, such as orientation, hand arrangement and point of contact. 
Minor parameters are seen as sub-classifications of hand configuration or dez, and differ from 
major parameters in that they function to distinguish fewer minimal pairs. Klima and Bellugi 
also present some psycholinguistic evidence for the status of these parameters, which is worth 
considering in the absence of comparable evidence for BSL. Their evidence is of two kinds: (1) 
memory and (2) production of signs. Results from a memory experiment show that when 
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signers make mistakes in recalling signs, the errors often differ from the target in only one 
major parameter (tab, dez, or sig). So for example, HOME was remembered as 
YESTERDAY: in ASL these two signs differ only in hand configuration or tab. As well as 
errors of tab, dez and sig, errors of orientation were also made. From this one might conclude 
that in ASL orientation has some phonological importance, and possibly more so than hand 
arrangement or point of contact, neither of which seems to figure in memory errors. However, 
errors in the production of signs (or 'slips of the hand') involved hand arrangement to a greater 
extent than orientation. So there is some psychological evidence for the existence of the major 
and minor parameters proposed for ASL by Klima and Bellugi, but it is not conclusive as far as 
the major/minor distinction is concerned. Linguists differ in the importance which they attach 
to psycholinguistic evidence for their analyses, but whatever our view, we cannot draw any 
firm conclusions for BSL. As we have seen, what is phonologically significant in one language 
may not be in another, so that it is conceivable that orientation, for example, functions 
differently in BSL from in ASL. 

So far, however, we do not know enough about the phonological structure of BSL to 
distinguish clearly between major and minor parameters, or between phonological and 
phonetic elements of sign language. It is partly because of this lack of knowledge that 
researchers are likely to arrive at different inventories of phonological elements. At this 
stage, some decisions about the boundaries between elements are likely to be fairly 
arbitrary. Also, focus on establishing a notation rather than on phonological analysis per se 
has meant that people have been primarily concerned with working out how to specify 
sufficient phonetic detail to arrive at a phonological analysis. 

However, in the specification of phonetic detail, or the pure description of physical activity 
without regard to the status of that activity in the linguistic system, we may have been too 
limited in our scope. As was pointed out earlier, the Stokoe system and its modifications deal 
only with the activity of the hands. However, researchers are becoming increasingly aware of 
the important role of  non-manual activity such as hand, face and body movement in sign 
language. We do not yet know at what level of the language this activity is important (e.g. 
phonological or syntactic), but it seems likely that it functions at more than one level. At the 
level of the individual sign, it seems that we may find signs that are either entirely non-
manual, or signs which have an important non-manual component. (Entirely non-manual 
signs are attested for ASL, Providence Island Sign Language and Swedish Sign Language: 
see Baker, 1980, p. 44.) Brennan et al. suggest (p. 2) that the signs ENOUGH and FED-UP 
are distinguished only by facial expression: FED-UP is shown with the mouth turned down at 
the corners (see illustrations). 
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Similarly, Brennan et al. (p. 236) state that IMAGINE and DREAM differ only in that 
the eyes are closed in the case of DREAM. 

 

 

If non-manual activity can distinguish minimal pairs of signs, then it must have 
phonological significance if we use the same criteria as were used to establish tab, dez, and 
sig. .If the phonological significance of non-manual activity is accepted, then this will have 
implications for the status of the manual components. What seemed to be minimal pairs 
differentiated by tab, dez and sig may turn out to have non-manual distinctions. For 
example, Brennan et al. (p. 61) give STEEL and HARD as a minimal pair, differing in 
that one is made on the teeth in the mouth, and the other on the chin (see illustrations). 

 

This pair is actually used as evidence for the status of the mouth as a tab separate from the 
chin. But in the photographs provided by Brennan et al. the cheeks are puffed out in the case 
of HARD, but not STEEL. Could the cheek activity then be the significant difference rather 
than the place the sign is made? Before we can answer this specific question, we need to know 
about the answers to the following general questions concerning non-manual activity: (1) Is it 
obligatory or optional? (2) Does it function as an inherent part of individual signs, or can it be 
superimposed like intonation on spoken language? (3) How much variation is there between 
signers? 
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The first step will doubtless be the development of a notation system to represent non-
manual activity. Not only will it have to represent  movements of the face and eyes, but also of 
the mouth. Mouth movements in sign language research have been all but ignored (though 
see the work of Vogt-Svendsen (1981) on Norwegian Sign Language), doubtless through 
a reaction against oralism in deaf education (see chapters 2 and 7). However, it now seems that 
many signs may have conventional mouth shapes which sometimes represent the 
corresponding English word, but often do not.  For example, I have observed the sign 
SUCCEED ( ) made with simultaneous mouthing of the lip pattern [blid]. Very 
little is yet known about such lip patterns. 

More research is needed on non-manual activity in sign language, but we can already 
start questioning our assumptions about the phonological status of both manual and non-
manual activity. Should we expect non-manual activity to be describable in terms of the same 
elements as manual activity? Perhaps we should if it operates at the level of individual signs. 
Stokoe (1979) argues that one effect of including orientation as a major parameter of sign 
analysis is that it cannot be applied to non-manual activity, Klima and Bellugi (1979) in fact 
explicitly identified their 'minor parameters' (orientation, hand arrangement and point of 
contact) as subclassifications of handshape or dez. So perhaps only the 'major parameters' 
can be used to describe non-manual activity, especially as Stokoe (1978, p. 39) redefined tab as 
'where sign activity occurs', dez as 'what acts' and sig as 'the action'. However, as Stokoe 
himself recognizes (Stokoe, 1978, p. 86. 1979, p. 184), tab will be redundant if 'what acts' is not 
the hands. The greater mobility of the hands allows them to range over head and trunk for 
example, whereas the lips, for example, can move in only one place. 

A new approach to the phonology of sign language might start by taking 'what acts' and 
'the action' (or articulator and articulation) as the broad categories of description of both 
manual and non-manual activity. Manual activity could then be further described by 
subcategories or features of 'what acts' and 'the action'. Orientation of the hands and hand 
arrangement might subclassify 'what acts', while place of action and point of contact might 
subclassify 'the action". These subclassifications might ultimately be developed into 
phonological features to be incorporated in some way into the grammar of the language. 
Features or sub-categories could also be developed to specify 'what acts' and 'the action' for 
non-manual activity: the action of the eyes and mouth, for example, could both be described by 
features such as opening and closing. All this is speculative, but my own view is that all we 
can do at the moment is to specify a phonetic notation that is detailed enough to incorporate 
phonologically relevant information, but selective enough to be useful (the success of this 
task may depend on trial and error), while pursuing research on other levels of the language, 
such as the syntactic, so that a phonological description can be ultimately integrated with this. 

Until now we have only dealt in any great detail with the phonological inventory of BSL, 
and not with constraints on the structure of signs, or phonological processes. As has been 
explained, emphasis on the inventory of BSL is the result of work done on a notation system. 
There are still many questions to be answered in connection with the inventory, but we may 
already glimpse some of the constraints on structure and some of the processes, at least 
within the limited scope of manual activity. 

Discovering constraints on the structure of BSL signs means discovering how the 
phonological elements combine together to make possible signs and what combinations are not 
possible. Some constraints will result from the physical medium in which signs are 
produced; others may be language-specific. One obvious constraint on the structure of 
manual signs is that they all have a tab, dez. and sig. These elements occur simultaneously, 
and it is not physically possible for one to be missing. However, it is possible for a sign to 
have more than one tab, dez or sig. The possibility of more than one dez or sig is allowed for 
in the Stokoe notation: two identical handshapes may form a double dez, as in GIVE, and both 
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sequential and simultaneous sigs may be represented (see p. 70). The fact that the two 
handshapes in a double dez sign are identical is captured by what we may call a Symmetry 
Condition (cf Battison, 1974) This condition is adhered to by both ASL and BSL, but it 
remains to be seen if it is a universal constraint. In the case of sigs, there are obvious 
physical constraints on their combination: for example, you cannot have movement towards 
the signer and away simultaneously, but it is possible sequentially. Signs with more than one 
tab such as BELIEVE (see p. 70) are generally considered to be compounds. This may be 
because the change of tab often involves a change of dez also: in BELIEVE the change of 
tab from forehead to passive hand is accompanied by a change in dez from G (index finger) 
to B (flat hand). Where the tab in a sign (or part of a compound sign) is a passive hand, the 
handshape of the passive hand must be one of a set of unmarked handshapes, listed on p. 65. 
The restriction of the tab handshape to this set is referred to as the Dominance Condition, 
and like the Symmetry Condition, was originally formulated by Battison (1974) for ASL. 
Brennan et al. (p. 19) point out that the unmarked handshapes have other interesting 
characteristics in that they occur in signs which have a change of handshapes, either where 
there is an opening or closing movement, or where there are two tabs in 'compound signs'. 

These are just a few of the phonological constraints which seem to operate on BSL signs; 
we now turn to phonological processes. Until now we have been dealing with the 'citation 
form' (or 'normal form') of signs: that is the form which would be listed in a dictionary, or 
the form which might be given by a native signer in response to a question, 'What is the sign 
for x?' However, signs do not generally occur in isolation, but in combination, in the context 
of conversation and other kinds of communication. In sign sequences, signs are likely to 
deviate from their citation form, just as words when uttered in sequence will deviate from 
their pronunciation as listed in the dictionary. The modifications of citation forms can be 
called phonological processes, and those we shall consider here are: assimilation of dez, 
change of tab or sig, and hand deletion. 

In some sign sequences, the dez of one sign can be assimilated (i.e. made identical) to the 
sign adjacent to it. So. for example, the sign I in the sequence KNOW(NEG) I ('I don't 
know') was observed made with the B dez used in KNOW(NEG) rather than the   dez of the 
citation form. 

The citation form of the sign KNOW(NEG) involves contact with the upper face and then 
movement away. However, in rapid, informal signing I have seen this sign made lower 
down, approaching the chest, but often without contact. Thus both the tab and sig have been 
changed. This change is paralleled by a historical tendency noted by Woll (1981b) for some 
signs to change from head (with contact) to neutral space (without contact). 

The third kind of phonological process we shall consider is one hand deletion in two-handed 
signs. One hand deletion seems particularly common in signs where both hands move, 
particularly if there is no contact. GIVE, for example (see p. 56) often occurs with only one 
hand. Where one hand is tab and the other dez, the tab may be deleted, especially if the tab is 
one of the unmarked handshapes (see p. 65). So RIGHT (see p. 56) for example, is often 
made without the B tab. (It is interesting to note that, according to Battison (1978, p. 63), 
this type of deletion does not seem to occur in ASL, so this may be an example of a language-
specific phonological process.) The tab may also be deleted if it is the same shape as the 
dez, as in FATHER (see p. 67). Deletion of the dez alone never seems to happen: 
presumably because it carries more information than the tab, and also, tab deletion is 
equivalent to substitution of neutral space tab. Deletion of one hand, like the other 
phonological processes, is a variable phenomenon, but variation is found in all languages; 
variation in BSL will be further discussed in chapter 6. The factors affecting hand deletion 
seem not only to be phonological (e.g. depending on hand arrangement, type of tab, dez or 
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sig), but also social, since hand deletion is much more common in informal, casual conversation 
than in formal settings (cf Deuchar, 1981, and chapter 6). 

Summary 

In this chapter I have tried to show how analysis at the phonological level can be applied to 
individual signs. Phonological analysis of BSL has been influenced by the classical phonemic 
rather than more modern approaches, and since it has been done in conjunction with the 
development of a notation system, the emphasis has been on the phonological inventory 
rather than on constraints and processes. However, it is clear that the phonological elements of 
BSL, though as yet not fully determined, are subject to certain structural constraints, and do 
undergo certain changes. In the next chapter we shall deal with the analysis of signs above 
the level of individual signs and their components. 
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THE GRAMMAR OF BSL  
Margaret Deuchar 
 
 
 
 
In the last chapter we looked at BSL at the level of the individual sign, and noted that signs 
could be analysed as made up of certain simultaneously occurring components. We also 
noted that parts of signs are susceptible to modification under certain conditions. However, 
just as spoken languages are more than just lists of spoken words, sign languages are more 
than lists of signs, and we must now extend our analysis beyond the limits of the individual 
signs to see what happens when signs are put together to produce meaningful utterances. Just 
as spoken languages have rules or regularities governing the way in which words are put 
together, we may also expect to find regularities in the construction of sign utterances, and 
such regularities in BSL will be part of its grammar. 

How does one go about 'discovering' the grammar of a language that has not been codified, 
or 'written down' in a grammar book, and on which linguists have so far done little research? 
One possibility would be to start from a familiar spoken language such as English, and look 
for equivalence of its categories or processes in the grammar of BSL. This was the approach 
taken in the early research on American Sign Language, when it was important to establish the 
language as worthy of the attention of linguists, but it has not proved to be very fruitful. If 
the study of English grammar has been somewhat hampered by a traditional approach based 
on a Latin model, we might expect the model of a spoken language like English to be at least 
as limiting in the analysis of sign language. Even finding parallels to the units of spoken 
languages, let alone rules for their combination, is very difficult in sign language research. 
Although we saw in the last chapter that a sign is roughly comparable to a word, it is a very 
different kind of 'phonological' unit. Beyond the level of the individual sign, problems also 
arise if it is assumed that signs will follow one another in sequence like words, and that the 
sequence will have the same function as in a spoken language like English. In English, 
sequence indicates relations between words such as 'John' and 'Bill' in a sentence like 'John 
saw Bill'. In sign language there is a spatial as well as a temporal dimension, and 
information can be presented simultaneously as well as sequentially, so that not everything 
has to be done by sequence. A great deal of effort has been expended in research on American 
Sign Language in trying to establish whether its basic order is subject–verb–object or not (cf 
Fischer, 1974, Friedman, 1976a) while not enough attention has been paid until recently to 
the difficulty of defining 'subject' and 'object' in a way independent of any particular 
language, and to the fact that relations between such notions may be expressed in sign 
language using some means other than linear order. 

Another example of a blind alley in BSL which the structure of English might lead us to 
pursue would be the search for parallels to the way in which English marks tense on verbs. The 
apparent absence of tense in BSL verbs has led some people who are not familiar with 
languages other than English to conclude that BSL cannot be a real language if it does not 
mark tense: there are, however, many spoken languages which do not have the grammatical 
category of tense, such as Chinese and Malay (cf Lyons, 1977, pp. 678-9). Languages which do 
not have tense have alternative ways of referring to time, and later in this chapter we shall 
see how time reference is accomplished in BSL. Looking for categories found in English 
may have a further drawback, namely, that we ignore categories which are less commonly 
mentioned in relation to English. An example of such a category is aspect, or 'situation-
internal time' (cf Comrie, 1976, p. 5) to which less attention has been given in English 
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grammar than to tense, but which appears to be an important category in BSL grammar, as 
we shall see later. 

In the last paragraph I used the term 'BSL verbs', but that in itself is an example of the 
way in which categories from English may unduly influence our analysis. In English we are 
accustomed to making a clear distinction between the 'parts of speech' such as nouns, verbs 
and adjectives, although there is not always a distinction of form involved (cf 'measure' or 
'drink' as a noun or verb). While it is doubtless worthwhile investigating (as have Supalla and 
Newport, 1978) whether there is a distinction of form between nouns and verbs in sign 
languages, we should consider the possibility that such categories may not be relevant to the 
analysis of BSL, or that they may not be formally marked. Although BSL 'verbs' can be 
identified to the extent that they appear to translate English verbs, it looks as though BSL 
'adjectives' may operate in similar constructions to 'verbs', occurring with nouns to attribute 
qualities to them. An example from actual sign conversation is PINT CHEAP, meaning 'The 
pint is cheap', but without having an overt 'verb' sign. BSL does not have a copula like the 
verb 'to be' in English, so that what seem to be adjectives may, like verbs in English, function 
as predicators in that they make assertions about the properties of certain entities. This also 
happens in some spoken languages, such as Japanese, and it is important to beware of 
viewing English as the 'prototype' spoken language, attributing all differences between English 
and BSL to their difference of medium. Until we know more about the relation between the 
structure of languages and the medium in which they are manifest, we cannot be sure of the 
extent to which the medium of English makes it an inappropriate basis for the analysis of 
BSL. It is clear, however, that both English and BSL have some language-specific 
characteristics which they may or may not share with other languages, whether spoken or 
signed. A final example of the way in which notions from the grammar of English may be 
misleading in research on BSL is in the search for a unit comparable to an English sentence. 
Later in this chapter we shall consider what the appropriate unit of analysis is for BSL, above 
the level of the sign, but it is worth saying at the outset that anyone looking at a sequence of 
signing, as in a conversation, finds it very difficult to identify sentence boundaries on a formal 
basis. However, I would suggest that this is not due to the unusual structure of BSL, but rather 
to the unusual structure of written English, on which our notion of an English sentence relies. 
Recent research on spoken English, however, shows that while a unit such as a clause can 
arguably be identified, identification of sentences is extremely difficult (see e.g. Crystal, 
1980b). Since much of the data used for sign language analysis is spontaneously generated, 
we might expect its structure to parallel spoken rather than written English. Thus the danger 
of the influence of English in our approach to BSL lies not only on its difference of primary 
medium (vocal-auditory rather than gestural-visual), but also in that our view of English 
may be based on its structure in its secondary, written medium. 

If we accept that BSL is most fruitfully investigated by direct analysis rather than via 
English, then there remain two alternative approaches to its analysis. Assuming that the main 
aim of a grammatical analysis is to link form and function, we can either work from linguistic 
structure to grammatical function, or from grammatical function to linguistic structure. Most 
analyses will make use of both strategies, which may be seen as complementary rather than 
in opposition. In what follows I shall illustrate each strategy in turn, in order to show how 
one might go about doing the grammatical analysis of BSL. Since research into BSL is still 
in its early stages, I shall not be providing a complete grammatical description of BSL. but 
trying to show how one might achieve the basis for such a description. 

Taking the approach of proceeding from structure to function first, we shall look at some 
BSL data and try to identify some grammatical regularities. Two areas of structure which 
might be worth investigating for their possible function in the grammar are first, manual 
activity which involves the modification of the 'citation form' of signs as denned in the last 
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chapter (p. 79), and second, non-manual activity, to which we have so far given little 
attention. 

 Near the end of the last chapter we saw that the citation form of signs can undergo what 
we called phonological processes, or physical modifications in certain contexts, but the 
examples we looked at did not involve a clear change or addition of meaning. If we were to 
find examples of modifications of signs that do affect meaning in a regular way. these might 
be considered to be 'morphological processes', or processes which either relate signs or have 
grammatical function. In the linguistics of spoken language, the term 'morphology' is used 
to refer to both derivation, by which words such as 'act', 'action' and 'active' are related, and 
inflection, a grammatical process relating forms of the same verb or noun, e.g. 'act, acts, 
acted', or 'house, houses'. While derivation belongs in the lexicon or vocabulary of the 
language, inflection is part of the grammar since it is able to represent grammatical categories 
such as number and tense. In spoken language, derivation and inflection are often carried out 
by the addition of affixes to a base form, the plural 's' or the past tense 'ed' being examples 
of such affixes in English. In BSL it is clear that sequentially placed affixes of this kind 
are not found, and  those devising sign systems to represent English for educational  
purposes have found it necessary to invent separate signs for English affixes such as 's'. 
However, as we saw in analysing the phonology of BSL, sign languages have available to them 
simultaneity as well as sequentiality, and so we might well look for morphological processes 
affecting one or more of the simultaneous parameters of signs, as we saw happens in 
phonological processes. I shall deal almost entirely with processes marking inflection rather 
than derivation, since inflection is most interesting from the point of view of the grammar, 
and so far has seemed a more fruitful area of analysis. Little research on derivation has yet 
been done, and although Supalla and Newport (1978) found a regular distinction between 
certain types of nouns, and verbs in BSL according to the type of movement involved, no 
similar derivational relationship has yet been found in BSL. This does seem to be an area 
worth investigating, though, since what would be English translations of nouns, verbs and 
adjectives in BSL are found in formationally similar pairs or groups: for example, a sign 
usually glossed MARRY seems to function as either a noun  meaning 'wedding', a verb 
meaning 'marry', or an adjective meaning 'married'. The same appears to be true of a sign 
usually glossed as INTEREST. Dorothy Miles (1979) points out that some noun-verb pairs 
differ in movement; for example, translations for 'key' and 'to lock' produce similar signs 
except that the movement is repeated in the case of the noun, but this does not seem to be 
a regular process since in the pair 'enemy' and 'to battle', it is the verb which involves 
repeated movement. The sign which translated 'meeting' is related in form to that for 'to 
meet', in that both involve the same handshape with the index fingers of both hands 
extended, but whereas there is independent circular movement of the hands in the sign for 
'meeting', in 'to meet' the hands move directly towards and touch one another. A great deal 
remains to be done on derivational processes in BSL. 

Until researchers realized that signs could be modified in nonsequential ways, the 
possibility that sign languages could exploit inflectional processes was not seriously 
considered. However, this situation has been changed by Klima and Bellugi's (1979) work on 
ASL where they give detailed consideration to many kinds of inflection, thus giving support to 
their contention that ASL is more of an inflecting language like Latin than an 'isolating' 
language like Chinese. In what follows, proceeding from structure to function in BSL, we 
shall look at changes in the sig or parameter of movement and in the dez or handshape 
which seem to function as grammatical inflections. Some changes will also involve changes in 
other parameters of the sign. 

One way in which the parameter of movement of a sign can change is in its direction. This 
possibility is realized in a small set of signs in BSL including GIVE, EXPLAIN, ASK, SAY, 
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SEE, BEAT and MOCK. These signs appear to have in common specific formational and 
semantic criteria: the citation form of the signs involves movement away from the signer, and 
semantically there is a notion of either concrete or abstract transference. They can be 
considered verbs because of their meaning and function. In these signs, the direction of 
movement is a marker of case in an egocentric system where, if there is a first person 
argument (that is, if the signer needs to refer to himself or herself), direction of movement will 
show the case of the first person, whether 'agent' or 'patient'. If the first person is agent (or 
source) then there is movement away from the signer, while movement towards the signer 
indicates a first person patient (or goal). So 'I give to you' is differentiated from 'You give to 
me' (or 'He/she gives to me') in that in the first the hands, open in B shape and palm upwards, 
move away from the signer whereas in the second they move towards the signer. Like GIVE, 
the sign EXPLAIN is made with two hands in neutral space, and the outwards movement of 
the citation form is similarly modified to an inwards movement towards the signer when 
there is a first person goal as in 'You explain to me', for example. The signs ASK, SAY and 
SEE differ from GIVE and EXPLAIN formationally in that each involves initial contact with 
some part of the face of the signer, and then movement outwards. So when signs of this kind 
undergo modification to indicate first person patient or goal, initial contact with the face 
remains, but is followed by movement downwards to the chest of the signer (which is the 
location of the first person pronoun 'I' or 'me'). A third formational category is represented 
by the signs BEAT and MOCK, where the dominant hand acts, as dez, upon the subordinate 
hand as tab. Whereas in the citation form the fingers of both hands are pointing outwards, and 
the dominant hand moves on top of and across the subordinate hand, modification to mark 
first person involves change not only in the direction of movement of the dominant hand, but 
also change in the orientation of both hands, so that the fingers point towards the body. 
Thus BEAT and MOCK have the property of what Fischer and Gough (1978), referring to 
ASL, call both directionality and reversibility, while those verbs which allow modification in 
their movement only, just have the property of reversibility. In all these verbs, the case of the 
second (or third) person is indicated by default, being complementary to that of the first 
person. 

Having illustrated the grammatical significance of modification of the movement 
parameter with regard to its direction in some verbs, we can now look at another kind of 
movement modification: repetition (sometimes called 'reduplication'), which seems to 
function as a marker of aspect in verb signs, and as a marker of plurality in certain noun 
signs. Repetition of movement can be either fast or slow, and it seems that while fast repetition 
may indicate durative aspect, slow repetition may indicate iterative aspect. To give an 
example of the latter, the sign QUARREL in its citation form involves two hands in the 'I' 
shape (little finger extended from fist) contacting one another with palms facing inwards. 
When this contacting movement is repeated several times, slowly, the modified sign can be 
interpreted as meaning 'quarrel repeatedly'. If the movement were repeated quickly 
however, the meaning would be 'quarrel for a long time'. The category of aspect as found 
in BSL will be discussed later in the chapter as an illustration of how one might proceed 
from grammatical function to linguistic structure. 

Repetition of movement to indicate plurality in nouns appears to be neutral as between 
fast and slow, and in addition to repetition of movement, usually to involve a shift of place 
along a line in front of the signer. So the sign for CHILD, for example, is made plural by 
repetition of movement of a flat palm face down on one side of the signer, while shifting the 
location slightly further from the sign with each repetition. A similar process can occur with 
the sign BUILDING, for example, which is made by 'building' movements of both hands in 
neutral space in front of the signer, and which can be pluralized by repeating these 
movements, each time in a different location. It appears to be possible to mark plurality in this 
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way only in signs occurring in neutral space, presumably because it would be much more 
difficult to shift loca tion in signs made on the body. 

We now turn to look at the modification of signs whereby the parameter of handshape, 
rather than movement, is altered for grammatical purposes. Alteration of handshape to 
incorporate number is derivational in some signs, inflectional in others. It is derivational in 
signs based on those referring to future time, such as TOMORROW, NEXT-WEEK, 
NEXT-YEAR. The hand-shape used in all these signs is the index finger, but more than 
one finger can be used to represent a corresponding number of time units. So whereas the 
sign TOMORROW is made with the index finger contacting the underside of the chin and 
then moving outwards, three fingers making the same movement in the same place would 
mean 'in three days' time'. The incorporation of number can be seen as an inflectional 
process, or perhaps a kind of external sandhi (see Matthews, 1974) in noun signs where 
number, acting as a modifier, can be incorporated into the sign itself by an appropriate 
modification of the original handshape, which may well have to be an index finger or a two-
finger hand-shape. I have seen the two-finger handshape of the sign for a deaf person replaced 
by three fingers to indicate 'three deaf people'; and Carter (1980) reports on the substitution 
of three fingers for the index finger for the citation form of GIRL, in order to sign 'three 
girls'. The process, however, appears to be optional, and it is not clear what status it has 
in the grammar. 

Another category of handshape modification affects verb or predicate signs, and involves 
the incorporation of what appear to be 'classifiers': these are forms which have the function 
of pronouns in BSL, but encode information about the type and shape of the referent (see 
Brennan et al., 1980, and Brennan. 1981). These classifiers are similar to the predicate 
classifiers discussed by Allan (1977) in that they can be substituted for the handshapes of 
certain predicate signs, particularly verbs of motion, to encode properties of the 'subject' 
or 'object' of the action. This can be particularly clearly illustrated with the example of the 
incorporation of the classifier for people, an open hand with the fingers spread, which is 
held horizontally to indicate people covering large areas of horizontal space, as in crowds, 
and vertically to indicate one behind the other, in single file. 

 

 

   This classifier in either of its orientations can be incorporated into the sign GO, of which the 
citation form is an index finger moving away from the signer. Incorporation of the classifier is 
achieved by substituting the open handshape for the index finger and retaining the movement 
of the verb. The incorporated classifier indicates that 'people' are the subject of the verb, and 
that these people are spatially arranged as indicated. Other classifiers include those for round, 
flat and curved things (see Brennan et al., 1980). When  incorporated into verbs these are 
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likely to be object rather than subjects for semantic reasons (they refer to passive things). As 
Woll (1983) has shown, some handshapes seem to have semantic  content at the level of the 
individual sign in its citation form, so that, for example, a large number of signs with 
a meaning of 'goodness' have an A ('thumbs up') handshape, while many signs involving 
'badness' have an I (little finger extended) handshape. Having looked at modifications in signs 
involving either the parameter of movement or handshape, we shall now turn to a group of 
signs where change in both the handshape and movement during the course of the sign has the 
function of negation. This process, usually referred to as 'negative incorporation', affects 
a small set of signs which include WILL, LIKE, WANT, BELIEVE, AGREE, GOOD 
and possibly KNOW. It is difficult to see what these signs have in common, since they are 
formationally quite different from one another and functionally similar only in that they occur 
in predicates. It is interesting to note, however, that a very similar process appears to affect 
a lexically similar set of signs in ASL and French Sign Language (see Woodward and 
DeSantis, 1977). In BSL this process involves the addition of an upward (or optionally, 
downward) movement of the hand(s) immediately after the normal movement of the sign. 
This additional movement is accompanied by an opening movement of the hand (if the hand is 
closed) towards an open, 5 handshape. Thus WILL, for example, made by a forward 
movement of a closed fist by the cheek, is negated by adding an opening and upward 
movement of the hand. LIKE, made with a flat open hand on the chest, only needs the 
addition of an upward movement to negate it, since the handshape is already open. KNOW 
is a slightly different case, since the negated form already has the open hand-shape 
throughout the sign, whereas the affirmative form has an A ('thumbs up') handshape. It 
seems likely that through time, the final handshape of the negated KNOW has been 
assimilated backwards, thus replacing the initial handshape, so that we now have what looks 
like a distinct lexical negative form, though still with the final upward movement. The only 
reason I can suggest that such a change should have been undergone by only one of the signs 
allowing negative incorporation is that, of the set, negated KNOW seems to be the most 
frequent. In any case, the process undergone by the other signs in the set illustrates the fact 
that more than one parameter of a sign (in this case, movement as well as handshape) can 
be affected by a modification of form which has grammatical function. It should just be 
pointed out, before leaving the topic of negative incorporation, that the signs in the set it 
applies to can also be negated in alternative ways which are not limited to any specific set, 
for example by the addition of a sign glossed as NOT or another sign, NOTHING, the latter 
being more common in informal signing. There is also a common non-manual means of 
negation, which we shall discuss below in connection with non-manual activity that has 
grammatical function. 

As we saw in the discussion of the phonology of BSL in the last chapter, researchers 
have paid much more attention to manual than to non-manual activity in sign language. The 
assumption has been that the core of the language is in what the hands do, while activities of 
the head and face, for example, are 'paralinguistic' in that they are not an integral part of the 
sign language, though they may function to express the signer's personality or feelings, 
rather in the way that it is thought that such activity functions in spoken language. However, the 
fact that hearing signers can often be picked out just by their inability to use non-manual 
expression 'correctly', and the fact that hearing people often comment on the apparently 
'bizarre' facial expressions and body movements of deaf signers suggest that the role played 
by non-manual activity in spoken language is in fact very different from its role in sign language. 
Recently researchers have begun to pay more attention to the role of non-manual activity, 
both at the level of individual signs (see last chapter) and at the level of sign language 
grammar. In what follows we shall look at those aspects of non-manual activity that appear 
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to have grammatical function, proceeding from those activities whose function is clearer to 
those where it is less clear. 

As I said above, there is a common non-manual kind of negation. This involves the 
shaking of the head while simultaneously signing what would otherwise be an affirmative 
utterance. So, for example, shaking the head while signing GO (index finger moving away 
from the signer), could be translated as 'I'm not going'. This kind of negation is extremely 
common. 

Another kind of non-manual activity which seems to have clear grammatical function is 
the movement of the eyebrows to mark questions. The eyebrows may be either raised or 
lowered and 'knitted' as in a frown. In BSL, as in other languages, questions can be divided 
into two categories, 'Yes–No' or 'Wh-'. Yes–No questions require a choice between a 'Yes' or 
'No' answer, as in the English question 'Are you coming tomorrow?' while Wh-questions, 
introduced in English mostly by 'Wh-' words like 'Why', 'What', and 'When', require 
a specific kind of information as an answer. It is clearly inappropriate to answer 'Yes' or 
'No' to the question 'What is your name?' In English there is a characteristic intonation 
associated with questions, but questions can also be identified by a change of word order. 
In BSL, where it is not clear whether there is a basic temporal order anyway, non-manual 
activity seems to be the only way of distinguishing Yes–No questions from statements. Non-
manual activity also accompanies Wh- questions, although these also include a question 
sign such as WHY, WHAT, etc. which may be placed at the beginning or end of the 
question, or both. In Woll's (1981a) discussion of questions in BSL, she suggests that the 
non-manual features associated with Yes-No questions are different from those associated 
with Wh- questions. In Yes-No questions, she says, 'Eyebrows are raised, and chin, head and 
shoulders are brought forward for the duration of the question', while in Wh- questions, 'the 
eyebrows are knitted, and the shoulders are hunched as well as forward' (p. 146). The main 
contrast suggested here seems to be in the position of the eyebrows: raised versus lowered or 
knitted. Checking Woll's suggestion against the few examples in my film data, however, the 
position is not so clear: three Yes-No questions have raised eyebrows, while one has them 
lowered, and two Wh-questions occur with raised, while two occur with lowered eyebrows. 
Worswick (1982), analyzing data from the Edinburgh Sign Language Project, broadly agrees 
with Woll about the ways in which Yes-No questions can be differentiated from Wh- ques-
tions, and yet finds one Yes-No question with lowered eyebrows, and one Wh- question with 
raised eyebrows. She tries to explain these exceptions by saying that whereas the lowered 
eyebrows with Yes-No questions indicated particular puzzlement, the raised eyebrows with 
Wh- question may have marked a clarification question. One could develop this 
explanation to suggest that raised eyebrows may indicate a smaller requirement for informa-
tion on the part of the signer (or a lesser degree of puzzlement) than lowered eyebrows, 
which would indicate a greater requirement for information. Since Yes–No questions 
logically only require a choice between two options in their answer, whereas the number 
of possible answers to Wh- questions could be infinite, it seems reasonable to suggest that the 
information required when a Yes-No question is asked is generally less than that required by 
a Wh- question. However, there would be exceptions to this generalization where a Yes–No 
question is asked by someone who thought that they knew the answer, but now think 
they may have been wrong. Worswick's example of a Yes-No question with eyebrows 
lowered is HEARING BORN YOU ('Were you born hearing?') where the person asking 
had always before assumed that his addressee was born deaf but now thinks he may have 
been wrong. Thus we could argue that the likely answer to this question ('Yes') would bear 
a heavier load of information than is normal in answers to Yes-No questions, because it 
would be contradicting a strong previous assumption. Conversely, raised eyebrows with 
a Wh- question could indicate (perhaps unusually) that the signer thinks he/she may know the 
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answer, but wants clarification or confirmation. In my data one signer asks another when 
his holiday is (WHEN HOLIDAY WHEN) with raised eyebrows, asks whether it is in July 
by means of a Yes-No question with raised eyebrows (J-u-l-y YOUR), and then asks what 
the exact dates are with lowered eyebrows (WHEN BETWEEN). Following the argument 
outlined above, we could attempt to explain the difference of marking in the two Wh- 
questions in the sequence by suggesting that the signer already had an idea that his 
addressee's holiday was in July (hence raised eyebrows for low degree of information needed) 
but did not know the exact dates (hence lowered eyebrows for high degree of information 
needed). If further research confirms this suggestion, then we may wish to conclude that 
questions in BSL are grammatically marked by movement of the eyebrows from their 
neutral position, and semantically marked as to degree of information required by their actual 
position, whether raised or lowered.  

Earlier we looked at the grammatical function of headshaking as a means of negation, but 
what about headnodding? Like English speakers, signers use headnods in isolation as answers 
to questions meaning 'Yes' and also to indicate agreement, or that they follow what is being 
said to them. In addition, Lawson (1983) suggests that a headnod may function as an 
'existence/assertion marker' in a similar way to that suggested by Liddell (1980) for ASL. 
Lawson gives an example of a manual sign co-occurring with the headnod and having the 
existential meaning 'there is'. I also found a headnod in my data, co-occurring with a sign 
that was the first in a comment made upon a topic consisting of a long string of signs (Deuchar, 
1983). Since the topic usually contains relatively given information (see Chafe, 1976), and the 
comment asserts something new about that, this analysis seems to be in line with the proposed 
function of headnod as an assertion marker (cf Liddell, 1980). It is not clear to what extent the 
headnod with this function is obligatory, however, in the way that moved eyebrows, for 
example, mark questions. 

The function of the headnod in BSL is just one of the many kinds of non-manual activity 
discussed by Lawson (1983) in her paper 'Multi-Channel Signs' where she suggests that 
activities such as cheek movements and mouth patterns may have grammatical (as well as 
lexical or idiomatic) function. Lawson suggests that the cheeks may be puffed out or sucked in 
with the function of intensification: thus a sign for 'brilliant' is made 'very brilliant' by the  co-
occurrence of puffed  out  cheeks. Among  the mouth patterns analyzed by Lawson is one 
which she calls 'um', which involves opening and closing of the mouth. She suggests that this 
has associated with it a meaning of 'contrary to expectation' and gives two examples of sign 
sequences with which it co-occurs, one being translated as 'shorter than expected' and the other 
as 'would have been'. It is thus possible that 'um' realizes a modal category of some kind, but 
further research is needed on the generalizability of this phenomenon. 

So far I have illustrated one approach to BSL grammar, according to which one moves 
from linguistic structure to the analysis of its grammatical function. I should now like to 
illustrate the alternative   approach  whereby  one  moves  from  grammatical function to the 
identification of linguistic structure. Up till now I have used the term 'grammatical function' 
without really defining it, so it is worth making clear here that I am using it to refer to the 
realization of a particular grammatical category defined in a language-independent way. To 
give an example, I suggested earlier (p. 87) that repetition of movement in verb signs 
could have the grammatical function of marking aspect, which is another way of saying that 
the grammatical category of aspect is found, or realized, in BSL. On the other hand, the 
grammatical category of tense does not seem to be found in BSL because there does not 
seem to be a modification of verb signs in BSL which marks time. Instead, time appears to be 
marked lexically, as we shall see below. If a grammatical category is not found in BSL or any 
other language, then the function or meaning of that category will usually be expressed 
lexically rather than grammatically, by an individual lexical item (sign or word) rather than 
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a regular modification of form, or a particular grammatical construction (combination of lexical 
items). The distinction between grammaticalization and lexicalization should become clearer in 
the discussion which follows, but it cannot be made sharply in an absolute way (cf Lyons, 
1977, p. 234 and p. 678). 

The 'structure to function' approach relies on the assumption that there are certain 
regularities that can be discerned in a language, and then related to the function they fulfil. 
The alternative 'function to structure' approach relies on the assumption that there are certain 
grammatical categories that might be realized in a given language, because of the 
communicative ends they serve. In what follows I shall focus on some basic categories which 
are realized in BSL, specifically the deictic categories of person and time, and the category 
of aspect, which was partially discussed earlier (p. 87). 

Deixis is defined by Lyons (1977, p. 636) as the function of 'grammatical and lexical 
features which relate utterances to the spatio-temporal co-ordinates of the act of utterance'. 
Since all utterances occur in a spatio-temporal context, most languages will presumably have 
ways of referring to that context: deictic categories are therefore possible candidates for 
grammaticalization in BSL as in any language. Person deixis is a subcategory of deixis in that 
the context of an utterance must include the participants in it, minimally a speaker (or 
a signer) and an addressee. Lyons (1977) emphasizes the importance of person deixis in poin-
ting out that 'There is much in the structure of languages that can only be explained on the 
assumption that they have developed for communication in face-to-face interaction' (p. 638). 
This statement refers to languages in general, but seems particularly apposite for sign 
language in that it is almost impossible to use it without face-to-face interaction, unless in 
television broadcasting or by means of experimental writing systems. A further statement by 
Lyons on person deixis could also have been written with BSL in mind, although, again, it is 
intended to be more general: 'The canonical situation-of-utterance is egocentric in the sense 
that the speaker, by virtue of being the speaker, casts himself in the role of ego and relates 
everything to his viewpoint. He is at the zero-point of the spatio-temporal co-ordinates of 
. . . the deictic context' (Lyons, 1977, p. 638). In the earlier discussion of case-marking on 
certain BSL verbs by the modification of direction of movement, we saw that the system was 
egocentric in that direction of movement indicated the case of the first person. This would be 
an example of the grammaticalization of person deixis in BSL, in which the egocentric 
position of the signer has direct spatial representation. I would argue that this has 
grammatical function in that it only applies to a small set of verbs, and that in these verbs, it 
is obligatory: it would be ungrammatical to sign 'You say to me', for example, with the 
direction of movement being outwards from the signer rather than inwards towards her 
or him. 

Another way in which the grammaticalization of person deixis is reflected in BSL is in 
the existence of a category of personal pronouns (as well as in the classifiers discussed 
earlier) and in the constraints governing the deletion of pronouns. BSL has the following 
pronoun signs: I (index finger touching chest); YOU (singular) (index pointing away from 
signer), HE/SHE/IT (index pointing away from signer, to left or right), WE (dual) (index and 
middle finger moving away from and then towards signer). WE (plural, inclusive) (left and 
right index fingers moving in symmetrical semi-circles from centre to periphery). WE (plural, 
exclusive) (as inclusive WE, but smaller semi-circles), YOU (plural), (index finger moving 
across signing space), THEY (index or flat hand moving across signing space). (The terms 
'inclusive' and 'exclusive' refer to the inclusion or exclusion of the addressee.) There are also 
possessive pronouns, with clenched fist handshape in similar locations. The first and second 
person pronouns (i.e. I, WE, YOU) will always have deictic function (i.e. they will always 
refer to people involved in the act of utterance) whereas the third person pronouns may either 
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have deictic function (in which case they will point to the individuals involved) or anaphoric 
function, which means that they will have the same reference as a previous nominal. 

Pronouns may be deleted under certain conditions, which are different for deictic and 
anaphoric pronouns. For deictic pronouns, the egocentric nature of the deictic system is again 
reflected in that the first person subject pronoun appears to be the only one that can 
normally be deleted with first person reference still understood. This is illustrated by the 
following example: 

INJECTION WANT  

'I want an injection' 

Here no subject pronoun appears overtly, so first person reference is assumed. In verbs which 
allow modification of their direction of movement, however, as described on p. 86, neither 
subject (agent or source) or object (patient or goal) pronouns of any person need be overtly 
indicated if their location is marked by the initial or final point of the movement. Thus in 
'You give to me', the pronouns YOU and ME do not have to be overtly indicated since 
their location is already marked in the direction of movement of GIVE, from the location of 
YOU (away from the signer) to the location of ME (close to signer). 

Third person subject anaphoric pronouns, however, can be deleted if the referent remains 
the same as that of the last nominal. This is illustrated in the following example: 

 
TWO THREE FOUR HELP HE MARSHALL KNOW IT USED-TO IT 
'He helps to marshal numbers two, three, four. He knows it, he's used to it.' 

In this example about a speedway rider, the anaphoric pronoun HE refers to Michenik, 
a speedway rider who has been named a little earlier in the discourse. The same person is 
also subject of the verbs which follow, KNOW and USED-TO, but the pronoun does not need 
to be repeated since the reference of HE has not changed. In both deixis and anaphora, only 
subject pronouns are deleted.  This is not really surprising, since subjects are often topics (cf Li 
(ed.), 1976), or that which is being talked about, and topics often include known or given 
information, which therefore does not need to be made explicit. (There are parallels to this 
pattern of subject pronoun deletion in spoken languages such as Spanish and Japanese.) Thus 
in the last example about the speedway rider, a pronoun referring to Michenik is deleted since 
Michenik is the topic of the discourse, what it is about. The third person pronouns IT in 
KNOW IT USED-TO IT, however, are not deleted since they are not part of the topic. (IT 
probably refers to the speedway track.) 

We have now seen that the category of person in BSL seems to be at least partly 
grammaticalized in that there is a category of personal pronouns, and regular constraints 
governing their deletion. However, deixis of time, in contrast to person deixis, does not 
appear to be grammaticalized. Verbs do not inflect for tense in the way in which they do in 
many European languages. Nevertheless, deictic time can be indicated lexically in the use of 
adverbials. These adverbials reflect the egocentric nature of the system in that neutral or 
'unmarked' time is the present time, the time of the signer's utterance. Present time need not 
be marked overtly, though if it is a present time adverbial such as NOW is used. The 
egocentric nature of lexical time reference in BSL is further reflected in that the location in 
space of the time adverbials relative to the signer is directly related to the time represented, 
relative to the present. The sign for NOW is made in neutral space immediately in front of 
the signer; signs representing past time, such as BEFORE, LAST-WEEK are made or move 
behind this, and signs representing the future, such as FUTURE, NEXT-WEEK, are made 
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or move in front of this. Thus BSL can be said to have a 'time line' similar to that found in 
other sign languages such as ASL (cf Frishberg and Gough, 1973). 
 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the time referred to by the signer is not the present, it will normally be marked as non-
present at the beginning of discourse, or at the point where the time reference changes. To 
give an example, the following utterance, from data, is marked as referring to the past by 
the adverbial BEFORE: 

 

WE BEFORE t-h NIGHT DART DART MATCH 

 'We went to a darts match last Thursday night'. 

 

Future time can be marked either by a future adverbial such as NEXT-WEEK or by the 
sign glossed as WILL, which was mentioned on p. 89 as allowing negative incorporation. 
This sign seems to function as an auxiliary verb, since it co-occurs with verb signs, either being 
placed before or afterwards, as in the following examples: 

WILL ASK 
'I will ask' 
AGREE WILL YOUNG 
'The young will agree' 
COME COME COME YOU WILL(NEG) 
'Come, come, come: you won't!' 

 
The fact that WILL appears to function as an auxiliary verb, with another verb, rather than 
a lexical adverbial, and the fact that it allows negative incorporation like other signs 
functioning as verbs, but unlike the time adverbials, suggest that, exceptionally, one kind of 
time reference may be grammaticalized in BSL. However, I would suggest that not only tense, 
but also modality, may be represented by WILL. According to Crystal (1980a, p. 230) 
modality involves a wide range of meanings, 'especially attitudes on the part of the speaker 
towards the factual content of his utterance, e.g. uncertainty, definiteness, vagueness, 
possibility'. As Lyons says, 'Futurity is never a purely temporal concept; it. necessarily 
includes an element of prediction or some related modal notion' (Lyons, 1977, p. 677). 
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An element of prediction is particularly clear in the second and third signed examples with 
WILL: prediction that the young will agree, and realization that the addressee is not going to 
come. Further evidence for the idea that modality may be grammaticalized in BSL is found in 
the existence of two other BSL auxiliary verbs, MUST and CAN. MUST occurs in examples 
such as MUST GO ('I must go') and CAN in examples such as DRIVE CAN ('I can drive') 
and CANNOT SAY ('I cannot say'). (As the second example suggests, there is a separate 
lexical sign. CANNOT.) In addition, Lawson (1983) describes a mouth movement 'um' which 
has the meaning 'contrary to expectation', which also appears to be an expression of modality. 

Returning to past time marking in BSL, Brennan (1983), in a discussion of time marking 
in BSL, reports on the discovery in Scotland of some 'past tense' forms of a small number of 
verbs, including SEE, WIN and LEAVE. These would seem to be examples of the 
lexicalization rather than grammaticalization of past time marking, but Brennan does 
suggest that the past form of SEE, for example, might result from a 'blend' between SEE 
(index finger moves out from eye) and what she calls the 'comple tion sign' FINISH, which in 
Scotland involves an open palm ('B' shape) closing to a tapered ('O' shape) hand. In England 
there is a variant of this sign which is formed differently ('thumbs-up' A handshape 
circling in neutral space). FINISH will be further discussed below under the category of 
aspect. 

So far we have considered the deictic categories of person and time, but the next category 
to be considered, aspect, is non-deictic in that, while its meaning is related to the concept of 
time, it does not refer to the time of the utterance, but to the 'internal temporal constituency 
of a situation' (Comrie, 1976, p. 3). Comrie differentiates tense and aspect by saying that 
while tense is concerned with situation-external time", aspect is concerned with 'situation-
internal time' (Comrie. 1976, p. 5). Lyons suggests that the term 'aspect' primarily refers to the 
perfective/imperfective distinction as grammaticalized in the Slavonic languages, but that 
'it is extended to cover a variety of other oppositions, in so far as they are grammaticalized in 
the structure of particular languages oppositions based upon the notions of duration, 
instantaneity, frequency, initiation, completion, etc.' (Lyons, 1977. p. 705). Notions of 
duration and so on can of course be expressed in all languages, but they are generally 
considered aspectual only in so far as they are grammaticalized rather than lexicalized. 

According to Comrie, perfective aspect is distinguished from imperfective aspect in that, 
while 'perfectivity indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of the 
various separate phases that make up that situation . . . the imperfective pays essential 
attention to the internal structure of the situation' (Comrie. 1976. p. 16). This particular 
distinction seems to be grammaticalized in languages, if at all, rather than lexicalized. The 
other aspectual notions, based on duration, etc.. are semantic distinctions which can be either 
lexicalized or grammaticalized, but which would be subcategories of imperfective aspect, in 
that it is only this which pays attention to the internal structure of the situation. The perfective 
aspect, on the other hand, treats the situation as a complete, 'unanalyzed whole' (cf Brennan, 
1983, p. 12), and so we would not expect it to be combined with grammatical marking of 
aspects referring to the internal structure of the situation. 

In BSL there does not seem to be a perfective/imperfective distinction marked by verb 
inflections, but there is an auxiliary verb, FINISH ( ), which seems to be used optionally to 
indicate perfective aspect. The following are examples from my data in which it occurs: 

 

I KILL ALL FINISH 
'I've killed all (the weeds)' 
I FINISH WIN 
'I('ve) won' (said immediately after a game of darts) 
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SUGAR PUT-IN FINISH 
'I've put in the sugar' 
HE SAY YOU ALL READ FINISH 
'He says, "Have you finished reading all (of the newspaper)?" ' 
 

All of these examples seem to suggest the notion of completeness, so that FINISH rnay well be 
an optional perfective marker. Since all the examples given use the past tense in their English 
translations, one might wonder if FINISH has in fact been misleadingly glossed and is really 
a past  tense marker, despite the earlier suggestion (p. 94) that BSL does not have the 
grammatical category of tense. I do not have any examples of FINISH co-occurring with 
present or future time reference, whereas the perfective in Russian, for example, can occur 
with future time reference (cf Comrie, 1976, p. 18). However, the relative infrequency of 
FINISH and its apparent current association with the notion of completeness indicate that it is 
at the moment a perfective aspect rather than a past tense marker. 

The imperfective aspect in BSL appears to be marked occasionally by an auxiliary verb 
glossed as BEEN ( ), but more often by a particular inflection, reduplication of the movement 
parameter, which indicates durative, iterative or habitual aspect (these being subcategories of 
the imperfective: cf Comrie, 1976, p. 25). The category of aspect as marked by inflection in 
BSL was mentioned on p. 87, but we shall look at it here in more detail. The kinds of 
aspectual categories which are marked on verbs in BSL, and The way in which that marking is 
achieved, will depend on their inherent meaning or 'aspectual character' (cf Lyons, 1977, p. 706). In 
describing the situations to which verbs characteristically refer, we can distinguish, following 
Lyons (1977, p. 707), between events, states and processes. Each of these categories can be 
distinguished from the others by the presence or absence of. the semantic features 'stative' 
(non-dynamic) and 'punctual'. (non-durative), as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

As I said on p. 87, 'Repetition of movement can be either fast or slow, and it seems that while 
fast repetition may indicate durative aspect, slow repetition may indicate iterative aspect'. 
However, this is only true of processes, as Table 2 shows. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 should be interpreted as meaning that slow repetition of movement in verbs referring 
to states does not occur, but that fast repetition in such verbs indicates durative aspect, and 
so on. The generalizations contained in the table are based on my own findings and the 
published reports of the Edinburgh project (see Brennan et al., 1980, Brennan, 1981, Brennan, 
1983). However, they should be seen as tentative as findings are sparse and more research is 
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needed. If we compare Table 2 with Table 1, we see a striking parallelism between aspectual 
character and marking. Durative aspectual marking, for example, parallels –punctual aspectual 
character in that it only applies to verbs which are inherently –punctual, or durative. This is 
because durative marking indicates that the state or process was particularly lengthy: so 
BSL SIT or TALK with fast repetition would be translated as sitting or talking 'for a long 
time'. Durative aspect cannot apply to an event, which is inherently +punctual, or non-
durative. and so fast repetition is 'free' to take on the meaning of habitual for events. Table 2 
shows habitual aspect as applying only to verbs denoting events (+punctual) but further 
research is needed on whether and how habitual aspect is marked for processes and states. 
Iterative aspect is shown in Table 2 to be marked by slow repetition for events and 
processes (both being –stative), as shown in Table 1: it does not appear to apply to states. 

According to Brennan (1983), the distinction between slow repetition for iterative aspect 
and fast repetition for habitual aspect is not only found in 'event' verbs like COME, but 
also in time adverbials such as WEEK-AFTER-WEEK (slow repetition, iterative aspect) and 
WEEK-AFTER-WEEK (fast repetition, habitual aspect). Adverbials can clearly refer to 
states, events and processes as well as verbs, but it is questionable whether we would want to 
say that aspect is grammaticalized in adverbials in the same way as it appears to be in 
verbs. 

Having looked at some grammatical categories as realized in BSL, we shall now turn 
briefly to categories of other kinds, those that might be termed 'parts of speech', and the 
category of 'subject'. As I said earlier (p. 83), it is not yet clear whether there is a distinction 
of form between nouns and verbs in BSL of the kind we find in English. However, as Lyons 
(1968, 1977) points out, the definition of noun and verb in various languages, and the 
assumption that the two categories are universal, is related to their typical function as 
important elements in the 'subject' and 'predicate' of a sentence. As Lyons (1968, p. 399) 
says: 

Every language may be assumed to have, as its most typical sentence-type of minimal 
syntactic structure, a class of sentences whose nuclei are composed of a nominal and a verb 
(the term 'nominal' is intended to include nouns, pronouns and noun-phrases; and the term 
'verb' is to be understood in the wider sense which also embraces adjectives . . .). The 
notions of 'subject' and 'predicate' are first defined . . . with reference to such sentences. 

In BSL it is certainly possible to identify nouns and verbs on the basis of functional criteria, 
and these criteria also help to explain why what appear to be verbs and adjectives in BSL and 
ASL not only 'operate in similar constructions' (see p. 83), but also seem to be affected by 
similar formal processes. Not enough research on aspect in BSL has been done to see whether 
'adjectives' undergo aspectual marking in a similar way to 'verbs', as they do in ASL (see 
Klima and Bellugi, 1979). but it is worth noting that one of the signs to undergo negative 
incorporation in BSL (see p. 89) is an 'adjective', while the rest are 'verbs'. 

Lyons (1977, p. 435) suggests that languages will have three kinds of nuclear structure: 
intransitive, transitive, and ascriptive. These three are illustrated in BSL by the following 
examples: 

intransitive: FATHER FALL ('Father fell') 
transitive:  TEN p PUT-IN ('I put in 10p')  
ascriptive: FARE THERE BACK TEN p 

('The fare there and back is 10p') 
These structures seem much more comparable to English sentences if we analyse them 
in terms of 'topic' and 'comment', which are notions used in modern linguistics to refer to 
what the sentence is about and what is said about that. (See Deuchar, 1983, for discussion of 
the application of these notions to BSL.) They are equivalent to the traditional notions of 
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subject and predicate as developed by grammarians and logicians (see Lyons, 1968). but not 
quite equivalent to the notions as used in English grammar, by which we are often unduly 
influenced. Nevertheless, the notions 'subject' and 'predicate' in their traditional sense can be 
used to describe the components of the three structures above, the subjects being what 
we can call the 'nominals': FATHER, understood I and FARE THERE BACK, and the 
predicates being the 'verbal expressions' FALL, TEN p PUT-IN, and TEN p (see Lyons, 
1977, p. 429, for definitions of 'nominal" and 'verbal"). The fact that the 'subject' can be left out 
in the second example (TEN p PUT-IN) supports the traditional idea that the predicate is the 
most important part of the sentence. (The notions of 'subject", 'object' and 'topic' will be 
further discussed in relation to BSL as well as to ASL in the next chapter, p. 126.) 

The possibility of deleting the subject in BSL also explains why we do not find units 
exactly equivalent to English sentences in BSL. Another problem in identifying the sentence 
in BSL is that, since it is primarily an abstract, theoretical notion, it may not be clearly 
recognizable in the concrete data of spontaneous utterances generally used as data for BSL 
analysis. A related problem is what the basic unit of grammatical analysis should be for BSL. 
This is a question that is being discussed in relation to the grammar of spoken language, since it 
is becoming clear that a unit larger than the sentence may be necessary in order to fully 
understand certain kinds of grammatical phenomena. In BSL, we have seen that the way in 
which person and time reference work suggests that we need a fairly large unit of 
grammatical analysis, and certainly not one confined to a single subject and predicate alone. 
We can conclude that the approach of 'discourse analysis' (see e.g. Coulthard, 1977) should 
be taken seriously in BSL analysis. 

Summary 

In this chapter I have not achieved anything near a complete grammatical analysis of BSL, 
partly for reasons of space, but mostly because no complete analysis is yet available. 
Instead, I have tried to give an idea of the framework for a possible analysis, which would look 
both at structures in BSL and how they are modified to fulfil grammatical functions, and at 
possible grammatical functions or categories and how they are represented in structures. Future 
research on BSL will doubtless prove some of the details in this chapter incorrect, but 
I hope that the general approach will prove fruitful for future researchers. 
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SIGN MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX: THE GRAMMAR OF BSL 
Ceil Lucas, Clayton Valli 
 
 

 
In this chapter we will present some of the research in the field of sign language grammar. 

We will discuss both morphology and syntax and draw upon research on ASL as well as BSL. 
We use the term 'morphology' to refer to the constructions and changes which affect single 
signs, and 'syntax' to refer to the way signs are combined in sentence structure. Of course, the 
description of sign language grammar is still in its early stages, so we can only concentrate on 
a small number of areas of the grammar. In the following chapter we will talk about some 
preliminary research in comparing the grammar of different sign languages, and many 
features described here will also be referred to there. 

Morphology 
 

The morphology of BSL is very complex. In contrast to a language such as English, BSL 
is relatively heavily inflected: to illustrate this let us look at two spoken languages, English 
and Biblical Hebrew, The sentence You will praise him in English can be translated by 
a single word in Hebrew, tihalleluhu. We can analyse the English sentence in the following 
way: 

 

 
 
Apart from the word him there are no formal indications of subject, number or tense. The 

meaning is expressed by separate words arranged in a particular order. If we analyse the 
Hebrew sentence, we must describe it in the following way: 

 

 
 
In this example we can see that the sentence is made up of one word in which a great deal of 
information is packed into single or discontinuous units. If we compare ti . . . u in Hebrew 
with you in English, we find that the English word you does not indicate number, or case of 
subject vs. object vs. indirect object (i.e. I told you; you told me; I gave you the book), while 
the comparable elements (not words) in Hebrew indicate time (future), case (subject), gender 
(masculine) and number (plural). We would therefore describe Biblical Hebrew as much 
more inflected than English. BSL is also a heavily inflected language in that very specific 
information about case, number, tense and aspect is found in the grammar. It also, like 
Biblical Hebrew, can contain a great deal of grammatical information in a single sign, and 
whole sentences often consist of a single, highly inflected sign. We will discuss five features 
as examples of BSL morphology: number, classifier, case, aspect, and quality. 
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Number 
 
Number is a grammatical category found in most languages. In English we find number in 
plural vs. singular marking of nouns, and a remnant of number marking in 3rd person singular 
verbs (he paints). In other languages, such as French, adjectives, nouns and verbs must all be 
marked for number (Trois charmantes filles sont alleés 'Three charming girls went' vs. Une 
charmante fille est alleé 'One charming girl went'). In both English and French, plurality in 
nouns is generally indicated by adding a suffix (-s). Other languages use reduplication to 
indicate plurality. BSL resembles this second group in that plurality is frequently indicated by 
the repetition of a sign rather than by suffixing some element. We thus find examples such as 
those in fig. 7.1a which contrast with the form of their English translation. (Reduplication is 
used for many other purposes in BSL, as we shall see later in this chapter.) 

Nouns in BSL can be pluralised in other ways. The noun may remain unduplicated but be 
preceded by a sign indicating number: FIVE MAN, MANY MAN, etc. We can find a few 
comparable examples in those English words which do not have a plural form: five fish, many 
fish, where we understand fish to be plural by its association with many and live and by the 
fact that the verb form contrasts singular and plural nouns: five fish are swimming vs. one fish 
is swimming. Another type of reduplication signifying plurality is found, where two hands 
articulate the sign instead of one (fig. 7.1b). 

 

 
 
 
Classifiers 
 
Many sign language linguists have recognised similarities between sign languages and 
certain spoken languages which have a 'predicate classifier system'. The best known example 
of a spoken language with a predicate classifier system is Navaho, an American. Indian 
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language. McDonald (1983) shows close similarities between categories in Navaho and those 
in ASL.                            

Verbs in Navaho consist of a stem and prefix. The prefix indicates aspectual, adverbial 
and pronominal information, while the verb stems for movement and location are based on the 
shape of the object concerned. McDonald (1983: 34) cites several examples illustrating the 
type of information found in a Navaho verb: 

-*lts'id  independent movement of a solid round object 
-*ødéél  independent movement of a slender flexible object 
*á movement of a solid round object through continuing manual contact 

(e.g. carrying ball) 
-lné movement initiated by an agent involving a solid round object (e. g. 

a ball bouncers) 
These verb stems are prefixed by adverbial particles indicating direction to produce 
a complex verb containing information on shape of object, type of involvement of object, 
direction of movement of object, actor on the object etc: 

hà ń' aà    h  You take a round solid object out of an enclosed     
     space 

 out you handle    a round 
   solid object 

The relationship of elements in the verb to classes of object is what defines Navaho as 
a predicate classifier language. BSL and ASL (and as we will see in the next chapter, other 
sign languages) also constructs sentences in this manner, and can also, therefore, be labelled 
as predicate classifier languages. An example will illustrate this. There is a BSL verb stem 
meaning 'to go under a bridge', and it is represented by motion of the right hand under the left 
hand (fig. 7.2b). The shape of the right hand indicates information about whatever goes under 
the bridge. The examples in fig. 7.1 illustrate different objects and the classifiers which 
exemplify their classes in GO-UNDER-BRIDGE. 

As well as appearing in verb stems, classifiers also appear in a wide range of nouns, where 
the handshape of the noun indicates its class membership. For example, the hand, with fingers 
extended and together, is found in many signs referring to flat wide objects: FLOOR, DOOR, 
TABLE, WALL. BOX SIDES, CORRIDOR, SKY. Signs with index and middle fingers 
extended and spread refer to an object with two straight extensions: LEGS, SNAKE (its 
tongue), SCISSORS, GAZE (figurative extension based on rays extending from the eyes), 
OFFICER (stripes). New words are introduced into the language by drawing on this classifier 
system. One sign for cassette (fig. 7.3) derives from a handshape meaning to hold a thick flat 
object, and this means 'to push a thick flat object into something'. 

Handshapes indicating number can be inserted into signs with temporal meaning. We find 
examples in BSL of the use of a handshape, which is a number classifier (fig 7.4). Thus 
classifiers serve as mother means of indicating number in sign morphology. 
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Case and role 
 
The notion of role involves both inflections for case (the description of subject, object, 
indirect object, etc.) and other devices by which the relationship between participants 
mentioned in a sentence is made explicit. BSL is a highly inflected language, with role 
relationships made explicit in a number of ways. In English, role relationships are generally 
indicated by position in the sentence Bill hit Tom and Tom hit Bill being distinguished by 
order only. We know that Bill is the subject of the first sentence because of its position as the 
first noun; we know that Tom is the object of the first sentence because it occurs after the 
verb. The verb itself reflects nothing of the relationship between the two nouns except that the 
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sentence is to be read as active rather than passive. Thus in English, the information about 
roles and cases is in the domain of syntax. 

In BSL, information about role is conveyed in an entirely different way. To understand 
the way in which role is conveyed we must examine the use of space in signing generally. In 
English conversation speakers may point to locations to indicate a person or object. For 
example, two speakers may be discussing a third person who habitually occupies a certain 
chair; one speaker may point to that chair, or incline his head in that direction to indicate the 
person. In this sort of example a real location (i.e. the chair) is used in BSL and other sign 
languages. However, a combination of conventionalised, relative and real locations is used. 
Use of real location is found in the same sort of circumstances as the English speakers' 
conversation just mentioned. Signers may point to, or otherwise indicate, locations, directions 
or objects. In relative locations a signer uses points in space to produce an image of some 
other location. For example, if a signer is describing the interior of a house he will indicate 
the position and orientation of objects in the room by locating them on a miniature 'floor plan' 
drawn in the space in front of him. This is done either by producing the sign for the object 
and then pointing to the location on the 'plan' or by articulating the sign in the appropriate 
location. While hearing people in conversation use the first of these, the second, of course, is 
not. The third use of space found in BSL is conventionalised location. This is found in the 
location of sign pronouns particularly. In conventionalised locations for pronouns the 
locations shown in fig. 7.5 are used. 

 

 
 
Conventionalised locations can be overridden either by real or relative locations where 

available. Their most important role, apart from pronouns, is in verb inflections. Three verbs 
in sentences illustrate this role in BSL (fig. 7.6). In 7.6a the verb appears the same in both 
sentences. In 7.6b the second verb differs from the first in the direction the hand moves. In 
7.6c the verb in the second sentence differs from the verb in the first sentence not only in 
terms of the direction in which it moves but also in the orientation of the hand: in I-ASK-
YOU the palm faces outward; in YOU-ASK-ME the palm faces towards the signer. 
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Many other verbs in BSL fall into one of these three types; we may call the first type 
'invariant', the second type 'directional' and the third type ‘reversing' (all reversing verbs are 
also directional). It might be thought that the categorisation of verbs into one or other of these 
types would depend either on form or meaning, but in fact neither of these accounts for the 
categorisation. Two examples will show this. The sign for ASK in Israeli Sign Language (fig. 
7.6d) is very similar to the BSL sign ASK in fig. 7.6c, this Israeli sign, however, belongs to 
the directional class rather than to the reversing class; so, although it has the same meaning as 
BSL ASK, and very similar form, the categorisation is language-specific. Fig. 7.6e compares 
the BSL verb SUPERVISE with the BSL verb LOOK. Although the two verbs are similar in 
form and meaning, LOOK is reversing while SUPERVISE is directional. Thus role in BSL is 
conveyed by verb inflection for case, while in English it is almost entirely conveyed by word 
order. Another way in which role is encoded in BSL relies on the availability of two 
articulators as well as on the use of location. In spoken languages, of course, such 
a construction is not possible. In this type of construction (a variant of the one illustrated 
above) a role is encoded on to each hand and then the hands act on each other. A sentence 
such as WOMAN-HIT-MAN may be signed in the following way (fig. 7.7a–c). First, MAN is 
signed with the left hand. Then the index finger of the left hand is held upright (person 
classifier) in fourth person location (fig. 7.7a). As the left hand is held stationary, the right 
hand signs WOMAN (fig. 7.7b). Then the right hand, in a fist, is brought towards the left 
hand (fig. 7.7c). The sentence can be schematised as follows: 
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held 
Left hand: MAN 4th person 
   singular 
Right hand:    WOMAN 3rd person   3rd person   HIT   4th person 
       singular 

 

    
 
 

In the syntax section we shall see further evidence of simultaneity in sign language 
grammar. It is important, however, to bear in mind that most features of sign language 
grammar have analogies in spoken language grammar, and that, generally speaking, sign 
language grammarians and spoken language grammarians have much to contribute to each 
other. 
 
 
Time and aspect 
                                           
For many years it was a truism among sign language linguists that sign languages had no 
tense systems, unlike most spoken languages: that is, it was believed that verbs did not 
change their form to indicate past, present or future time reference. English, of course, 
normally marks past tense by adding -ed or, in a number of common verbs, by changes 
within the form of the verb itself, either internal vowel change (ring : rang), change at the 
end of the verb (bring : brought), or substitution (go : went). More recent research indicates 
evidence for at least two ways of indicating tense or time relationships in BSL sentences, and 
that there may well be verb tense similar to English for at least some verbs. The most 
common way of indicating time relationships in BSL is by adverbial modification 
(TOMORROW I COOK, YESTERDAY I COOK, etc.). Of course, this sort of device is used 
in English as well Tomorrow I go to London, I'm going to London tomorrow, both of which 
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are in present tense), and there are many spoken languages, such as Yoruba and Chinese, 
which are without tense in the sense that verbs do not specifically indicate time of an event's 
occurrence. Languages may, of course, use other devices, such as aspectual marking, to 
suggest time reference. This can be understood by looking at English, where in sentences 
such as I have eaten, although the tense is present the action is perceived as having taken 
place in the past because the aspect is perfective. Aspect in BSL will be discussed below, but 
here we will look at time marking itself. 

Briefly, events can be placed in the past by adding an adverbial marker such as those 
mentioned above YESTERDAY, TOMORROW, RECENTLY, etc. Other signs such as 
FINISH and BEFORE can signify simply past time, as well as the completiveness implied in 
FINISH or the relativeness of BEFORE. The signs FUTURE and PAST are also used in this 
way, although their use is optional. Brennan's (1983) well-illustrated paper includes many 
more examples of signs used in this way. She has also identified a number of signs, which 
appear to inflect for tense in a way similar to English irregular verbs. These verbs include 
SEE : SAW, GO : WENT, WIN : WON (fig. 7.8). As yet, only these verbs have been 
identified as changing in this way, but others may remain to be discovered. Just as space is 
used to represent role relations, it can be used to represent time relations, with two main 
locations used. The first location is the space used to represent absolute time, particularly 
'calendric' time (Brennan, 1983). The past is viewed as located over the right shoulder, with 
the cheek as the present, and the space in front of the right shoulder representing the future. 
Signs such as PAST and LONG-TIME-AGO are located over the shoulder; signs such as 
YESTERDAY and TOMORROW at the cheek, and FUTURE in front of the shoulder (fig. 
7.9a). This notion of past time as 'behind' and future time as 'in-front' finds parallels in most 
European spoken languages, where time and space are connected in the same way, For 
example, in English we can use the expression in front of or before both to indicate events in 
the future or location in space. Similarly behind or past can be used to refer to locations or to 
events (I'm past that). In other cultures, of course, time reference and space may have the 
opposite relationship. In Urubu Kaapor Sign Language, a sign language used among Brazilian 
Indians, the past is located in front of the signer, with the future behind. This reversal 
represents a world view of the past as something visible, and the future as unknowable 
(Ferreira Brito, 1983). 
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The second time-line found in BSL is located in front of the body. This line is used 
to represent succession and duration: BEFORE, AFTER, CONTINUE, NEXT (fig. 7.9b). 
Relational time concepts such as BEFORE or CONTINUE lead us to the other means of 
expressing time: aspect. We can draw a distinction between tense and aspect by regarding 
tense as referring to relationships between events and real time, and aspect as referring to 
relationships between events in terms of each other. We can see the difference in English:  
I had posted the letter is not only in past tense (posted) but implies that the letter was posted 
before another event in the past (had). We then have both past tense and perfective or 
completive aspect. In I posted the letter no such implication about other events is found, only 
that the action took place in the past. In I am pasting the letter we have both a time reference 
to the present (am) and an indication of ongoing activity (posting), which we call continuous 
aspect. While in English we have only these two indications of aspect, continuous and 
perfective, in many other spoken languages we have other realisations of situation-internal 
time, such as durative (extending over a period of time) or iterative (occurring repeatedly), In 
English we express such meaning not by changes in verb forms but by adverbial modification 
of verbs, for example keep on or always to indicate durative, iterative or habitual aspect (He 
kept on knocking at the door, She always reads); reduplication of verbs can also indicate 
iteration or duration (He waited and waited). In most sign languages verbs undergo complex 
aspectual modification by changes in the form of the verbs themselves. These changes are 
often referred to in the literature as 'modulations'. We mentioned number and role modu-
lations in verbs earlier. Just as verbs fall into classes of invariant, directional and reversing in 
space, they also fall into classes according to the types of aspectual modulation they undergo 
and the forms in which they appear. The changes include reduplication and modification. 
Bergman (1983) has identified three morphological processes that verbs undergo in respect of 
aspectual modulation: fast reduplication, slow reduplication, and initial stop. The categories 
of fast and slow reduplication were first discussed for ASL by Fischer (1973b). Although the 
terms 'slow' and 'fast' are thus well established, the two types of reduplication do not differ so 
much in actual speed, but in the uneven, cycling nature of the slow reduplication, which 
appears as pauses between each repetition of the verb (fig. 7.10b). Fast reduplication is 
characterised by even movement, with less sense of cycles with intervening pauses (fig. 
7.10c). The base sign is given in fig. 7.10a. 

An important observation first made by Supalla and Newport (1978) in describing 
reduplication in ASL verbs, is that the modulations do not apply to the citation form, but to its 
underlying form. For example the sign WALK in its citation form (as Bergman also points 
out for Swedish Sign Language) contains two movements (fig 7.1la). If this were simply 
reduplicated we would have four movements (fig 7.11b). Instead the movement occurs only 
three times in the reduplicated form (fig. 7.11c). This suggests that reduplication (two 
movements) is added to the single underlying movement rather than the repeated movement 
of the citation form. 
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The meaning associated with slow reduplication is either iterative or durative depending 

on the meaning of the verb modulated, that is, whether the verb is 'durative' or 'punctual'. 
A durative verb has the 'character' of an action which can continue over time (walk, read, 
stand) while a punctual verb has the character of an action which occurs as a single event 
(jump, kill, drop). A punctual verb, which undergoes slow reduplication, conveys the 
meaning of iteration, of the event happening over and over again (continual) (fig. 7.12b), 
while a durative verb that undergoes slow reduplication conveys the meaning of one action 
maintained over a period of time (continuous) (7.12a). 
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The meaning associated with fast reduplication also varies depending on whether the verb 

is punctual or durative. With a punctual verb fast reduplication suggests regularity, repetition 
of the action or frequency (7.13b); with durative verbs, the meaning is habitual action (7.13a). 
The category of modulation called by Bergman 'initial stop' appears in both durative and 
punctual verbs with the same meaning. In initial stop, the hand(s) start the movement of the 
sign (the base sign is given in fig. 7.14a) but then abruptly stop (fig. 7.14b). The meaning 
associated with this modulation is that the action did not occur, although it was about to. 
Bergman has coined the term 'inhibiting' modulation, as no spoken language exhibits this 
meaning morphologically. 

A very important feature of verb modulation for aspect, which we have not yet mentioned 
is the role of non-manual elements. We will also see in the next section the role of non-
manual elements in other types of sign modification. In some of the aspectually modulated 
verbs discussed above, certain non-manual elements often appear. For example, the sign 
THINK can appear in two forms (fig. 7.15b,c), with the same meanings. Fig. 7.15b shows the 
slow reduplication discussed above. In fig. 7.15c the hand remains stationary while the head 
rocks in cycles. Fig. 7.15a, the citation form of THINK, has no movement, so it appears in 
examples such as this that the cycling movement can be imposed on the hand or on the head. 
Similarly the inhibitive aspect of the initial stop modulation in Swedish Sign Language 
sometimes occurs with open mouth and head and eye-gaze sideways or down. The abruptness 
of the movement stop is matched by the abruptness of the mouth opening. 

The last two types of aspectual modulation we will discuss are extensions discussed in 
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Klima and Bellugi (1979). Distributive and reciprocal modulations occur in many verbs. Many 
signs with reciprocal meaning such as MEET (fig. 7.16a) are two-handed signs, but other signs 
without any intrinsic reciprocal meaning can be signed with both hands simultaneously. A sign 
such as LOOK (7.16b) when signed with two hands has the meaning LOOK-AT-EACH-
OTHER (7.16c). The distributional modulation involves movement of the sign across the 
space in front of the body. This modulation results in the meaning of repetition to more than 
one person or in more than one place. For example, the sign LOOK with distributional 
modulation means LOOK-AT-DIFFERENT-PLACES (fig. 7.16d). These modulations can be 
combined in many ways. For example, LOOK with both slow reduplication and distributional 
modulation means KEEP-LOOKING-AT-DIFFERENT-PLACES (7.16e). LOOK with 
reciprocal modulation and slow reduplication means KEEP-LOOKING-AT-EACH-OTHER 
(7. l6f). 
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Quality 
 
This section is concerned with those modifications of signs which alter the quality of the sign 
modified. We use the term 'quality' to refer to degree, manner or size of the referent. In 
English, words like very, really and a little can be added to adjectives to alter quality: very 
big, a little sad, really long etc; or the tone of voice may indicate quality. In BSL a range of 
modifiers of quality is available, some involving alterations in the manual component, others 
requiring the addition of non-manual markers. Different types of modifiers of quality apply to 
different parts of speech; finding out which quality modification can be used is one way to 
test what category or part of speech a sign belongs to. We will start with quality modifiers for 
verbs, and go on to discuss quality modifiers for nouns and adjectives. 

Verbs can be modified to indicate the qualities of (among others) effort, intensity, and 
speed. Bergman has noted a set of non-manual activities which accompany these quality 
modifications, and they appear to be similar in Swedish Sign Language and BSL. A verb can 
be modified for ease or effort by adding a specific mouth and eyebrow movement to manual 
movements. The neutral form of the verb can be considered as having no special marking, 
with the qualified form having one of two opposing sets of markers. For example, the quality 
modifiers 'ease' and 'effort' may be considered as opposites. A feature found with 'ease' should 
have its opposite found with ‘effort', while the neutral form should have no marking at all. 
The unmarked verb WALK was shown in an earlier example. WALK marked with 'ease' 
quality is illustrated in fig. 7.17a. WALK with 'effort' quality in tig. 7.17b. In the 'ease' 
modification the mouth is closed, with slightly protruding arid rounded lips. The mouth may 
open in rhythm with the movements of the hand, and ryes are slightly widened with eyebrows 
slightly raised. The head may hit from side to side, also in rhythm with the hand's movements. 
This sign can be translated as WALK-EASILY or WALK COMFORTABLY. In the 'effort' 
modification the mouth is open, tense and spread, and the lips may be drawn back. This 
modification can be translated as WALK-W1TH-EFFORT. Note that the features in these 
modifications are opposed: closed, relaxed mouth vs. tense, spread mouth; tilting head vs. 
Rigid head; raised brows vs. lowered brows. We therefore can describe these changes as part 
of one modification, and describe the features as + or –. In the other words,  
the + 'effort' modification is:   + tense mouth 
      + head rigid 
      + brows lowered 
The – 'effort' (or 'ease') modification is:  – tense mouth 
      – head rigid  
      – brows lowered  
The neutral form is: ø tense mouth (free to move) 
   ø head rigid (free to move) 
   ø brows lowered (free to move) 
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Intensity (e.g. English very tired, really angry) is indicated in BSL by a combination of 
manual and non-manual features. This modification has been termed by Bergman 'initial 
hold'. In the 'initial hold' modification, the movement is held momentarily before being 
completed. Along with the movement modification, the head may turn away from the initial 
hand position. Fig. 7.18 shows the neutral and modified versions of ANGRY. The meaning of 
ANGRY modified by initial hold would be VERY-ANGRY, and this modification appears 
with verbs referring to a state of being, rather than an action. Such verbs include HAPPY, 
SORRY, ANGRY, COLD, DEAF (note that although these words are adjectives in English, 
we are treating them as verbs or predicates in BSL). 

There is also a modification for verbs of motion in BSL which conveys the meaning of 
'great speed'. This modification contrasts with the 'effort' modification, but can be combined 
with it to mean, for example, 'He drove really hard down the motorway'. In the 'speed' 
modification, the movement of the hand(s) is reduced and repeated rapidly so that they may 
just appear to oscillate, the body leans forward, and the mouth is closed with cheeks puffed 
out. Air may be expelled steadily from the mouth throughout the articulation of the sign (fig. 
7.19b). The base sign is given in fig. 7.19a. 
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As well as verb modifications of quality, nouns and adjectives may also undergo changes 

related to quality. These changes also involve non-manual as well as manual components. The 
form of signs is directly related to their ability to undergo different types of modifications. In 
the last chapter we discussed different types of iconicity in sign form; the derivation of a sign 
from one of these types of image controls the modifications it can undergo. This can be seen 
clearly when modifications for size are examined. Modifiers for size can be incorporated into 
the sign itself, can be added as a modifier element, or can require substitution of the base sign. 
Fig. 7.20 illustrates these three types. 

The sign TRAIN in fig. 7.20a cannot be altered in form to show length because the sign is 
formed by 'substitutive depiction' using the hand to form the referent. Other signs formed by 
substitutive depiction are PLANT, TREE and TELEPHONE. To indicate the quality of size 
a modifier such as LONG, TALL, SHORT, is added. 

The sign TABLE in fig. 7.20b is formed by 'outline depiction': the hands are used to trace 
an outline of the shape of the referent. Other signs of this type include BOX, HOUSE, 
TICKET, BALL. To modify this type of sign for size requires incorporation of the modifier 
into the articulation of the sign, by altering the space used in the movement of the hands. 

The sign HAIR (fig. 7.20c) is deictic, that is an example of the referent is indicated by 
pointing, grasping or otherwise indicating. Signs of this type include most parts of the body. 
Substituting a deictic gesture indicative of the modified meaning modifies signs formed in this 
way. In the example, HAIR involves grasping the hair; in the modified version the hands are 
used to indicate both the hair and its length simultaneously. 

Size can also be indicated through the addition of non-manual elements.. These convey 
an intensification of the size modification (fig. 7.21 a,b); we can see the non-manual modifier 
indicating VERY-SMALL-TABLE and VERY-LONG-HAIR. 
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Syntax 
 
So far in this chapter we have seen the sorts of modification, both manual and non-manual, 
which individual signs undergo; in the remainder we will be concerned with the syntax of 
BSL. As with morphology, the analysis of BSL syntax is at an early stage, so we will discuss 
here a few selected topics in syntax as examples of the sort of analyses now being carried out. 
The two major areas we will discuss are sign order and sentence type. In the section on sign 
order we will describe attempts to define rules for the order of elements in a sign language 
sentence; in the section on sentence type we will look at how different types of sentences, 
such as interrogatives, are formed. 
 
Sign order 
 
Linguists often define languages according to the predominant order of elements in 
sentences. This study of word order typology has sought to class languages according to 
whether their predominant order is subject–verb–object, verb–subject–object, topic– 
comment, or a number of other possibilities. English, of course, is an SVO language 
according to this classification the predominant order of elements in a sentence is subject– 
verb–object. There are passive sentences, where the order is object–verb–subject, but these 
sentences are marked as more complex than SVO sentences. Welsh is a VSO language Other 
spoken languages, such as Chinese, aredescribed as topic–comment languages, An example 
from Chinese (quoted in Li and Thompson, 1976) is Those trees tree-trunk big (those trees 
(topic) the trunks are big). This type of sentence occurs in English, but as a rather unusual 
form: Ice-cream – I love it. Li and Thompson have suggested a two-way division among 
languages: topic-prominent (topic–comment) and subject-prominent (any permutation or S, 
V and O). The issue for sign language linguists is whether sign languages can be analysed 
according to the same criteria, and thus defined as topic-prominent or subject-prominent. An 
early paper by Fischer (1975: 5) claims that 'The basic word order in ASL is subject–verb–
object (SVO).' Friedman (1976) presents a well argued criticism of this position, claiming 
that ASL is a topic–comment language, and that evidence of SVO order is due to contact 
between ASL and English and is not centrally important. Deuchar (1983) draws on both 
these studies in an analysis of sign order in BSL. She agrees with Friedman that topic-
prominence is the characteristic feature of BSL as well as ASL. The sort of data she uses to 
support this claim are the following types: 
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 VO CLEAN ALL  (I cleaned everything) (T)C 
 OV TEN·p·PUT-IN (I put in 10p)   T C 
 SV FATHER FALL (Father fell)   T C 
If we analyse these sentences according to subject–verb–object order, we have three different 
orders for three different sentences. Deuchar instead analyses them as topic–comment. 
Because topics may have a scope larger than one sentence (unlike subjects), the topic may not 
appear before every verb, although it must appear where there is a change of topic. Topics 
need not be nouns; they can be adverbs (There we two go). Deuchar also points out that non-
manual marking may accompany topics. An example she cites is: 

 
She argues that the topic is ·k·i·l·b·y BEFORE GOOD, as the non-manual element indicating 
a question does not appear until NOW. This example could be translated into English as: 
 Kilby, who was good before,  is he good now? 
         topic           comment 

Another way to emphasise the contrast between topic and comment relies on the 
availability of two hands as articulators. Deuchar's example, TEN·p·PUT-IN, had the form: 

   
with the right hand remaining in the position for ·p·, while the left hand signs PUT-IN. Here 
the topic is signed first and held while the comment is signed. Deuchar goes on to ask how it 
is that some researchers (Woodward, 1973; Hansen, 1975) have identified topic–comment as 
the basic structure of sign language sentences, while others (Fischer, 1975; Liddell, 1980) 
have found SVO structure as basic. In fact, the researchers finding topic-comment structure 
have generally used recordings of spontaneous signing, while the researchers finding SVO 
structure have used elicited sentences. She suggests that the communication situation may 
have an important effect on sentence type. This effect relates to other areas of sign language 
(and spoken language) research. One would not want to draw conclusions about English 
generally by listening to, for example, a sermon. Researchers must always evaluate the effect 
of situation on the data they record. 

We mentioned the simultaneous use of both hands in topic–comment constructions. There 
are other constructions in which use is made of either linear or simultaneous structures. 
Earlier in this chapter we discussed size modifiers and how they could be added to signs, 
incorporated in signs, or substituted for signs. Here we will discuss modifying phrases and 
their internal structure. There arefour options available for phrases such as SMALL BOY. The 
first and second involve addition of the modifier SMALL either before or after the sign BOY. 
The choice between pre- and post- modifiers is, as far as we know, optional: that is, there 
appear to be no rules governing the use of one or the other. Some researchers have suggested 
that the basic order is base sign + modifier, and that modifier + base sign phrases occur 
because of the influence of English. We do not yet have enough evidence to support this 
theory. The third type of phrasal modification is simultaneous modification. In simultaneous 
modification the base sign is articulated with one hand and the modifier with the other. An 
example of this type of construction is: 
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In all examples of this type that we have recorded, the left hand is used for the base sign and 
the right hand for the modifier. Note that in the examples quoted above from Deuchar (1983), 
she found that topics were articulated with the right hand and comments with the left. The 
contrast between the use of left and right hands is one way in which we can tell that BOY 
SMALL quoted above is a phrase translatable as 'small boy' rather than a sentence translatable 
as 'boy (is) small'. 

The fourth type of modification is called 'bracketing'. In bracketing the modifier occurs 
both before and after the base sign it modifies: WHITE/SHIRT/WHITE. Just as holding still 
the hand which articulates the topic while the other hand articulates the comment, or holding 
the base sign still while the modifier is signed indicates the scope of one relative to the other 
so too bracketing reveals the scope of the modifier. Everything occurring between the 
bracketing is affected by the modifier. While in WHITE/SHIRT/WHITE this is a single sign, 
in other examples, an entire clause or phrase is contained within the bracketing. So both the 
repetition of signs or the holding of one sign during the articulation of another can be used to 
indicate the scope of the sign. 
 
 
Sentence types 
 
Most languages in the world contrast declarative (statement) and interrogative (question) 
sentence types. Interrogative sentences are generally differentiated from declarative sentences 
by word order, special interrogative particles or intonation. In English, for example, we use 
word order contrasting He can drive with Can he drive? by inversion of subject and verb, as 
well as by intonation. Within the category of interrogatives, polar interrogatives (questions to 
which the answer is Yes or No, e.g. Can he drive?) are distinguished from whinterrogatives 
(so-called in English because they involve using question words which begin with wh- e.g. 
who, where, why, when, which and how). Rather than requiring an answer Yes or No these 
require additional information of an explanatory nature. There is also a category of 
interrogative which in English can be interpreted as requiring either Yes–No or a choice of 
options depending on intonation (e.g. Do you advocate the overthrow of the government by 
force or violence? can be answered either with No or Force, but not violence, depending on 
whether the question is seen as presenting alternatives which can be considered separately). 
Lyons (1977: 760) has claimed that 'The distinction between yes–no questions and wh- 
questions is a logical, or semantic, distinction that is universal, in the sense that it can be 
drawn independently of the grammatical and lexical structure of particular languages.' We 
therefore expect to find these distinctions in BSL: firstly, that declaratives are distinguished 
from interrogatives; and secondly, that yes–no questions are distinguished from wh- 
questions. 

In our discussion of basic sentence structure earlier in this chapter we said that order in 
a sentence depends on which elements are perceived as topic, and which as comment. We 
would therefore not expect to find change in sign order as a feature of questions, since such 
a change would indicate a basic alteration in meaning rather than an interrogative. We would 
therefore look at either interrogative particles or intonation as possible sources of contrast 
between declaratives and interrogatives. We have not identified any interrogative particles, so 
we must turn to intonation. 

Intonation in spoken languages is concerned with pitch variation extending across 
sentences. Just as intonation occurs simultaneously with articulated words, so we might 
expect whatever marks questions in BSL to occur simultaneously with articulated signs and to 
extend over stretches as long as a sentence. What we find taking the role of intonation in BSL 
is facial expression. In other words, specific facial expressions, occurring simultaneously with 
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signs, differentiate declarative sentences from interrogatives. Furthermore, yes–no questions 
and wh- questions are differentiated by contrasting facial expressions. Baker-Shenk (1983b) 
includes a detailed discussion of the role of facial expression in this and other areas. 

 
 

Wh- questions 
 
Just as with English wh- question words, there are a set of signs which appear in wh- 
questions. Several of the wh- question signs resemble each other; instead of beginning with 
wh- they share a common handshape and movement. The same handshape and movement 
(five fingers extended, separate and wiggling) occurs in WHEN, HOW-MANY, and HOW-
OLD (these latter two are single signs in BSL). 

The appearance of these signs in a sentence does not, of course, suffice to form an 
interrogative any more than the use of when or who in the sentences She'll go there when she 
has lime or I don't know who's paying does in English, Signs such as WHEN and WHO are 
sometimes used as relative pronouns just as the English words are. Signers clearly interpret 
utterances as wh- questions only when particular non-manual features occur. 

Bracketing of utterances with 'wh- signs' frequently occurs: WHY YOU GO AMERICA 
WHY; WHAT WORK WHAT, etc. As in the example cited earlier, where bracketing occurs 
it emphasises the scope of the question. Thus in a complex utterance such as: 

WHEN HER SISTER BROTHER TRAVEL (by) CAR-THERE p·a·t· STAY ONE WEEK 
COME SELF HOW-LONG HER SISTER STAY THERE HOW-LONG 
(When her sister and brother travel there by car (with) Pat. (who's) staying one week and 
coming back herself, how long will her sister stay there?)  

the bracketing with HOW-LONG emphasises that the scope of HOW-LONG does not include 
the part of the sentence referring to Pat's brother and sister, travelling time, or to Pat's coming 
back, but only to the length of time Pat's sister is staying. 

As we mentioned earlier, the presence of signs such as HOW-LONG and WHERE does 
not simply identify an utterance as a question. It is in the combination of certain facial 
movements that unequivocal information given that distinguishes questions from statements. 
Also we should expect there to be some way of distinguishing yes–no questions from wh- 
questions if this is truly a semantic universal, as Lyons claims. 

Yes–no questions, unlike functionally similar questions in English, are not-distinguished 
formally, in terms of manual sign order, from other sentence types: that is, one cannot tell 
from a gloss of the signs in a sentence that the utterance is a question. A number of optional 
manual markers may appear in conjunction with facial expressions to distinguish questions 
from statements, but these are also found where no question is implied. In examples where 
these optional manual markers are not found with questions they serve as 'turn-relinquishing' 
devices, occurring at the end of an utterance, As questions also relinquish the turn of speech 
to the other person, these markers may just serve as additional emphasis that a question is 
being asked. They include: 
(1) holding hand or hands out, fingers pointing away, palm up, heel of hand higher than 

fingertips 
(2) pointing to the addressee 
(3) prolonging the duration of the last sign or facial expression 
(4) index finger raised, palm away from body, held still or wiggled side to side (as in BSL 

WHAT) 
An example of an utterance using one of these devices is: 

THINK p·o·p·e· COME TO IRELAND THINK YOU (data from Worswick, 1982) where 
YOU falls into category (2) above (also note the bracketing with THINK). Worswick found 
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that 82 per cent of the yes-no questions she investigated showed prolongation of facial 
expression and/or final sign: these markers can be quite common as a feature of questions. 

The facial expression found in yes–no questions consists of head and shoulders forward, 
chin forward enough to keep the face vertical, and eyebrows raised. All the yes–no questions 
described by Woll (1981) use these facial expressions; all but one of Worswick's 65 examples 
did. 

The facial expression found in wh- questions is different. Here the eyebrows are lowered 
and together (as in a frown) and shoulders arc hunched as well as forward. This marking 
appeared in all the Woll and Worswick data, although in one example only the eyebrows were 
lowered. For both wh- and yes–no questions the facial expression extends over the entire 
clause, which is being questioned. In the lengthy example HOW-LONG HER SISTER STAY 
HOW-LONG, the question facial expression begins at the first HOW-LONG and continues 
until the end of the utterance. A detailed micro-analysis of the role of facial expression has 
recently been reported by Baker-Shenk (1983a). She discovered that non-manual features 
appear before the onset of the manual activity in questions in ASL. Baker-Shenk (1983b) 
contains an expansion of this and provides an elaboration of how non-manual features 
function in ASL. Much of the analysis seems likely to apply to BSL, but research will require 
confirming this. 

One must not assume, of course, that other utterances occur with absolutely no facial 
expression. Rather, question facial expressions are marked as distinct from other facial 
expressions. Other utterances may incorporate facial expression as an essential part of their 
meanings: for example, sentences with negatives, where the manual component is the same in 
negative and positive statements but with specific facial expression and head movement 
distinguishing them, 

 
In this chapter we have been able to give only a 'taste' of current research on sign language 
linguistics. We have tried to show the areas of interest for students of language, and the new 
understanding of sign language structure we have gained. Linguistic research on sign 
languages is still in its infancy, yet despite the difference of channels used for communication 
and the very different traditions of sign and spoken language use, we continually find points 
of similarity. The 'design features' of language are common across superficially differing 
languages, and the search for universal of language structure can only be enhanced by 
attention to sign language. 
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LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION OF CATEGORY LEVELS * 
Elissa Newport, Ursula Bellugi 
 
 

 The study of compounding reported in chapter 9 describes one process in American Sign 
Language for creating new lexical items. A study of the linguistic expression of conceptual 
category levels illustrates that ASL grammar provides not only the possibility of inventing new 
lexical items but also rules for inventing (or deriving) entire sets of terms for which discrete signs 
do not exist.1 

Linguistic expression of category levels is presumed to be based on conceptual 
categorizations. On the basis of several insightful studies of categorization, Eleanor Rosch 
(1976) has hypothesized that certain ways of categorizing concrete objects are cognitively 
efficient. Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and Boyes-Braem (1976) have examined the structure of 
nine taxonomies2 of concrete objects. They have provided evidence that we categorize objects at 
three levels–basic (chair, for instance), superordinate (furniture), and subordinate (kitchen chair) 
– and that the internal organization of each of these levels is distinct. At the basic level of 
categorization (chair), perceptual and functional attributes are shared by all or most members 
of the category but are distinct from the attributes of other basic level concepts within that 
hierarchy (table). At the superordinate level of categorization (furniture), few attributes are 
common to all members of the category (tables share few attributes with lamps). Instead, 
superordinate categories are internally organized around a few prototypical members (chair, 
table), which alone share significant numbers of attributes with other category members. At 
the subordinate level (kitchen chair), attributes are shared not only by all or most members of the 
category but also by members of contrast categories (living-room chair). 

Because the basic level is the level at which attributes common to members within 
a category (attributes of chairs, for example) most fully delineate the concept and most clearly 
distinguish that concept from others at the same level of the hierarchy (tables, for example), the 
basic level is claimed to be the most natural and useful level of categorization. The 
superordinate level lacks sufficient shared attributes within each category for attributes to be 
delineating; the subordinate level lacks sufficient nonshared attributes in each category for 
attributes to be distinguishing. 

These organizational facts are presumed to depend only on the structure of objects in the world 
and the knowledge people have of them; thus, although specific categories may differ across 
cultures with different objects and activities, the primacy of the basic level should not be 
dependent on language. 
 
Category Levels in ASL 
Because ASL has developed side by side with spoken American English and is used in the same 
geographic communities with common cultural settings, it affords a unique basis for comparing 
the way categories of objects are coded in two languages, uncontaminated by vast differences in 
artifacts, social values, and the like. At least with respect to simple basic objects such as those 
in the categories of furniture, tools, fruit, and vehicles, the culture of America is the same for 
hearing and deaf people; it is only their languages that differ. 

                                                 
* This chapter was written by Elissa Newport and Ursula Bellugi. Portions of chapter 10 appeared in E. Newport and U. 
Bellugi, "Linguistic expression of category levels in visual-gestural language," in E. Rosch and B. B. Lloyd, eds., Cognition 
and Categorization (Hillsdale, N. J.: Erlbaum, in press). 
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An experiment by Rosch and Boyes-Braem (Rosch et al. 1976) first sparked our interest in 
investigating the linguistic means in ASL for expressing various levels of taxonomies for 
concrete objects. Their informants were three deaf individuals whose native language was ASL 
and one hearing linguist fluent in ASL. As stimuli, they used exemplars from the nine 
taxonomies that have been studied extensively (see table 10.1). Informants were asked about 
the existence of signs for items at each of the three levels of abstraction—superordinates (for 
example, vehicle), basic level objects (car, bus, truck), and subordinates (sports car, four-door 
sedan). Rosch and Boyes-Braem hypothesized that basic level categories are the most necessary 
in a language. Further, they claimed that ASL has fewer fixed signs at all levels for concrete 
objects than English has. In such situations, where the lexicon is limited, it should be basic level 
categories that will be coded; names for superordinate and subordinate categories may be 
lacking. As they had predicted, basic level terms in ASL were almost as numerous as in English, 
though there were significantly fewer superordinate and subordinate terms. 

Table 10.1  The six nonbiological taxonomies 
 

 
Rosch and Boyes-Braem claimed that English has designations for superordinate and 

subordinate levels that ASL does not have. We have reexamined the taxonomic hierarchies 
studied by Rosch and her colleagues, concentrating on the nonbiological taxonomies (musical in-
strument, fruit, tool, clothing, furniture, vehicle). As we will show, ASL does have regular 
designations for superordinate and subordinate as well as for basic level categories. In fact, in 
accord with Rosch's notions of categorization, the forms for signs at these three levels are consistent 
and linguistically distinct across taxonomies.3 Our results confirm Rosch and Boyes-Braem's 
finding that simple lexical items tend to cohere at the basic level of categorization. This finding 
does not, however, mean that superordinate and subordinate terms are absent from the 
language. As in other natural languages (including English), where simple lexical items are 
lacking. ASL supplies syntactic means for expressing some of these concepts: rule governed 
arrangements of signs. While terms at the basic level are generally elemental single unit forms, 
terms at the superordinate level are primarily coordinate compounds of basic level signs, 
and terms at the subordinate level are primarily conjuncts of single signs and visual 
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descriptive devices. These formal properties of the terms for the three category levels suggest 
that superordinate and subordinate signs are usually derived from signs at the basic level: they 
contain basic level signs as their components. In short, Rosch's basic level is formally basic in 
American Sign Language. 

 
Signs for Basic Level Categories  

 The basic level is the level of categorization at which perceptual and functional 
attributes are said to be held in common by members of the category but not by members of 
other categories at the same level of the hierarchy. In fact, the basic level is the level at which 
simple lexi-calization occurs in ASL. There are common single-lexeme signs for most of the 
items in the list of basic level objects in table 10.1: GUITAR, PIANO, DRUM, APPLE, 
PEACH, GRAPES, HAMMER, SAW, SCREWDRIVER, PANTS, SOCKS, SHIRT, TABLE, 
LAMP, CHAIR, CAR, and TRUCK.4 (See figure 10.1 for examples of basic level signs.) 

 
Figure 10.1  Examples of basic level signs in ASL. 

 
Figure 10.2     Basic level signs that are not transparently iconic 
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What are the properties of these signs and of single-unit signs in general? We have already 
indicated the basic organization of signs in terms of three major parameters: a unique hand 
configuration at a unique place of articulation, and with a unique movement. Changing any one 
of these parameters can produce a different sign: the signs HOME and YESTERDAY differ only 
in HC, HOME and FLOWER only in PA, and HOME and PEACH only in MOV. For some signs, 
even signs for concrete objects, these sublexical formational parameters may be the only 
organization; the forms of such signs as APPLE and SOCKS, for instance, seem related 
arbitrarily to their meanings (see figure 10.2). 

But for many signs for concrete objects, global characteristics of form are visually related to 
meaning. Often it is a distinguishing attribute of an object at the basic level which is 
represented iconically in the sign. For example, the sign PIANO represents the motions made 
by hands and fingers in playing a piano; GUITAR represents those made on a guitar. One could 
presumably not represent 'piano' by showing that it makes sounds (say, by pointing to the ear) 
because such a sign would not distinctively represent a piano in contrast to a guitar. When asked 
to invent a new sign for 'piano,' our informants considered a point to the ear a bad sign. 
Likewise, a sign that represents sitting in a bouncy, moving seat is a bad sign for 'airplane'; it 
does not distinguish an airplane from a train or a car. 

Other basic level signs in table 10.1 that are considered iconic include DRUM (tapping 
with drum sticks), GRAPES (a cluster of grapes), HAMMER (motion of hammering a nail), 
SAW (sawing motion), SCREWDRIVER (motion of driving a screw), PANTS (indication of pant 
legs), SHIRT (outlining part of body covered), TABLE (horizontal surface), LAMP (radiation of 
light). In sum, signs at the basic level of categorization are, appropriately, single-unit signs, 
which often iconically represent characteristic perceptual or functional attributes of their 
category members. 
 
Signs for Superordinate Categories 
At the superordinate level of categorization, category members are claimed not to share 
significant numbers of attributes. What, then, is the form of signs for superordinate categories? 

There are few commonly accepted single signs in ASL for the superordinate categories of 
table 10.1.5 For example, though some signers have a simplex sign FURNITURE, its use is not 
widespread. There is a sign DRESS, which can be used as a superordinate term for clothing. For 
the other superordinate categories in table 10.1 there are no single lexical terms in common 
use. Our informants indicated that they can, if necessary, borrow from English to fingerspell 
these terms, but there seems to be a kind of lexical gap in ASL at the level of the particular 
nonbiological superordinate categories represented here. 

There are, however, productive syntactic means by which superor-dinates can be created in 
ASL: superordinates can be formed by compounding basic level signs. 

In chapter 9 we described the process of forming compound signs with particular reference 
to compounds that are well-established lexicalized units. The study on which that chapter is 
based demonstrates that these lexicalized compounds conform to the general linguistic 
characterizations of compounds: the components are independent lexical items within the 
language;6 the compounds function as single lexical units in sentences of ASL; and the 
compounds have specialized meaning. The lexicalized compounds are characterized by fixed 
signs in a fixed order. The distinguishing characteristics that differentiate these compounds 
from the same signs in a syntactic phrase are rhythmic: a reduction of the first element of 
a compound and a temporal compression of the compound as a whole. However, we did not discuss 
syntactically based productive processes of compounding. Our research has uncovered several 
such processes in ASL. 
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One process – a special kind of coordinate compounding – is the syntactic means by which 
terms are created for superordinate categories. An indefinitely large class of superordinate 
category names can be formed by compounding lower level signs. To express a superordinate 
concept, three or four basic level signs are strung together and followed optionally by a sign glossed 
as ETC. The sequence APPLE-ORANGE-BANANA ETC. means 'fruit.' The sequence BEANS-
CARROTS-CORN ETC. means Vegetable. RING-BRACELET-NECKLACE, ETC. means 
'jewelry.' Table 10.2 lists additional examples. 

Unlike lexicalized coordinate compounds these superordinate compounds do not have fixed 
sign order, nor are the particular signs chosen for coordination necessarily the same each time the 
superordinate meaning is expressed. However, ASL superordinates are not merely ad hoc listings 
of basic level terms. Their formation is regular and limited in a number of ways: they have special 
rhythmic properties; they have a special class meaning, not the composite meaning of the list 
members; their components are selected best examples, or prototypes, for a superordinate category; 
and they are subject to preferences concerning length limits and ordering of elements.  

 
Rhythmic properties of coordinate compounds  

 
Each sign in a superordinate compound is rendered in a physically reduced form: the MOV 

of each sign is reduced, pauses between signs are minimal or eliminated, and the transitions 
between signs are minimal. The temporal compression in superordinate compounds differs from 
the compression in ordinary compounds, where typically the first sign is the one that is 
temporally reduced. In signing superordinate compounds, there is an equal and dramatic 
reduction in the MOV of each of the component signs. 

 
 

Table 10.2  Examples of ASL compounds expressing superordinate concepts* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
* There are single-unit signs as well as coordinate compounds for the starred categories. 
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Figure 10.3  Superordinate terms in ASL: coordinate compounds of basic level signs. (Top 
rows depict individual signs as they would appear in citation form or in a list. Bottom rows 
depict the same signs as they would appear in a coordinate compound, showing compression of 
the signs' movements. Time lines indicate temporal reduction in compounds.) 
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Two such superordinate compounds are represented in the drawings in figure  10.3:  CAR-
PLANE-TRAIN ETC.  (10.3a)  and CLARINET-PIANO-GUITAR ETC. (10.3b). We first 
show the full citation form of the component signs as they would be made in a list (for in-
stance, the signs. CAR, PLANE, and TRAIN). Below each group is a representation of the 
temporally compressed superordinate term made up of these signs (in this case, 'vehicle,' or 
more specifically 'transportation vehicle'). Note that in the superordinate term the HCS, PAS, 
and types of MOV for each component remain the same, but the MOV of each is reduced in two 
ways: in extent and in number of repetitions. For example, the full form of the sign CAR is 
made with the hands alternating up and down several times; when CAR is a member of 
a superordinate term, the direction and alternation are retained but the motion is much smaller 
and the number of repetitions greatly reduced. The temporal compression is shown by the 
time line beneath each picture.7 For example, CAR signed as part of a list took 49 fields; as 
part of a superordinate term it took only 8 fields. (An additional reduction, in the transitions 
between signs, is not represented here.) It is as though the sequence is being squeezed 
temporally into a single-lexical-item duration, just as it is conceptually a single 
(superordinate) term, a claim to which we now turn. 

 
Meaning of the coordinate compound  
 
How do we know that compounds refer to a superordinate category, and not just to a list of 
items? The first line of evidence comes from the intuitions of deaf signers about their use and 
their appropriate translations into English: 

(1) DOCTOR SAY-NO[x: 'me'] EAT CARROTS BEANS PEAS ETC., THAT[+]. 
The doctor forbade me to eat vegetables. 

(2) (MY) WEAKNESS[+] RING-BRACELET-NECKLACE ETC., FOR_SURE BUY[+]. 
I have a weakness for jewelry; I buy it all the time. 

(3) KEN  EXPERT  ANY  FOOTBALL-BASKETBALL-TRACK ETC., REGULAR[+] 
BORN. 
Ken is expert at any sport; he's a born athlete.  

As further evidence, consider how odd the following (sensible) ASL sentence would be if the 
compound were interpreted as a mere list: 

(4) (ME) BUY NEW HAMMER-SCREWDRIVER-WRENCH ETC.; BUT NO 
SCREWDRIVER. 
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I bought a new set of tools, but no screwdriver. 
Here, HAMMER-SCREWDRIVER-WRENCH ETC. clearly refers to tools and not to the 
individual items listed. On a list interpretation, the sentence would be bizarre. Further 
examples we have elicited include 
    (5) HOUSE FIRE[+] LOSE ALL CHAIR-TABLE-BED ETC., BUT ONE LEFT, BED. 

I lost all my furniture in the house fire, but one thing was left: the bed. 
(6) (MY) WEAKNESS[+] RING BRACELET NECKLACE ETC., BUT DISLIKE 

BRACELET. 
I have a weakness for jewelry, but I dislike bracelets. 

(7) TODAY  (ME)  NEED  CAR-PLANE-TRAIN ETC. LOS-AN GELES; BUT AFRAID, 
DON'T-WANT PLANE. 
I need transportation to Los Angeles today, but I'm afraid of riding in planes. 

(8) SUPPOSE CAN BUY ANY[+] DRUM-FLUTE-VIOLIN ETC., BEST[+] PIANO. 
If you could buy any musical instrument, the best would be a piano. 

Such examples provide supporting evidence that the coordinate compounds are superordinate 
terms. 
 
Restriction to best instances of a category 
 
Not just any member of a superordinate category can form part of a compound. It seems that 
there are best instances of basic level items that are judged appropriate in creating 
superordinate terms. For example, the category clothing includes the following primary signs 
in ASL: DRESS, SKIRT, PANTS, BLOUSE, SWEATER, COAT, JACKET, HAT, CAP, 
BRA, PANTIES, SHORTS, SLIP, SOCKS, SCARF, RIBBON, SHOES, EAR-MUFFS, 
PURSE, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, SLIPPERS, UMBRELLA, HANDKERCHIEF, 
STOCKINGS, BATHING-SUIT. Yet deaf informants will not accept most of these as 
components of a superordinate term meaning 'clothing.' In fact, our informant would allow 
only DRESS, SKIRT, PANTS, and BLOUSE. The informant's intuition was that only 
a limited number of best instances should function as components of the superordinate 
'clothing.' The signs acceptable for the superordinate 'fruit' were APPLE, ORANGE, 
BANANA, GRAPE, PEACH, PEAR. For 'tool' they were HAMMER, SAW, DRILL, 
SCREWDRIVER, PLIERS, WRENCH; for 'musical instrument,' PIANO, FLUTE, GUITAR, 
VIOLIN, DRUM; for 'furniture,' CHAIR, TABLE, BED, LAMP, DRESSER; and for 
'vehicle,' CAR, TRAIN, PLANE, MOTORCYCLE, BICYCLE, TRUCK, BUS. 

Most importantly, for each of these superordinate categories many signs would definitely 
not be used to form a superordinate compound, evidently because they were not considered as 
among the best examples of that category. For instance, for the category 'fruit,' the signs 
LEMON, PINEAPPLE, or MELON would not be included; for 'musical instruments,' HARP, 
ACCORDION, or HARMONICA would not be included. 

 
 

Ordering of items  
 
Although the order of elements within coordinate compounds is not fixed, there are preferred 
orders. It seems that the preference primarily has to do with how easily the signs join to each 
other. Since the elements of a compound are so compressed in time that many other spoken 
languages), compounds of a basic level sign with a size-and-shape specifier (similar in 
function to inflectional processes in a spoken language like Navajo), and conjuncts of a basic 
level sign with a mimetic shape elaboration (this last is perhaps unique to sign languages). 
Rosch and her colleagues claim that at the subordinate level category members share most 
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attributes, not only with each other but with members of other contrast categories at the same 
level in the hierarchy (kitchen chairs share most attributes with dining room chairs). 
Appropriately, then, in ASL subordinates are often represented by the sign for the relevant 
basic level category in conjunction with either a relatively detailed specification of the 
subordinate's distinctive shape or a specification of both size and shape. 
 
Conventional Compounds 
 

A glance at table 10.1 reveals that, in English, subordinates in the taxonomies we are 
considering do not have simple lexical names (the single exception is Levi's). For the most part, 
subordinate terms are expressed by compounds. The same is true of ASL: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

These compounds have the rhythmic pattern typical of conventional noncoordinate compounds 
in ASL. 

 
Compounds of Basic Signs with Size-and-Shape Specifiers 
 
A second class of compounds expressing subordinate terms is linguistically quite different. One 
element of the compound is a primary ASL sign; the other is a size-and-shape specifier (SASS). 
SASSes are bound forms that generally appear as members of compounds. A few SASSes are 
illustrated in figure 10.4. For example, the SASS referring to a relatively flat rectangular shape, 
which we will gloss as RECTANGULAR (figure 10.4a), enters into such compounds as the 
following: 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

There are size limitations on the use of the SASS–RECTANGULAR: if the object is as small as 
a postage stamp, another specifier sign is used; if the object is as large as a normal sheet of typing 
paper, still a different specifier sign is used. Note, however, that the actual size and shape of an 
individual SASS does not itself vary according to the details of the form of the object referred to. 
Though a brick, a postcard, a telegram, a credit card, and an envelope differ from each other in 
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size and shape, all are rectangular. They are expressed with the same unvarying SASS in 
construction with different basic level signs. 

The SASS–DOTS (figure 10.4f) is used in compounds that refer to small objects, including 
circles, spheres, cubes, slices, and even little rectangles. It is used, for instance, for small 
cookies, pennies, watermelon seeds, pepperoni slices, chopped nuts, croutons, plums, grapes, 
peas, meat chunks, cheese twists, and bite-sized shredded wheat. (The original shredded - wheat 
biscuit, a two-by-four inch rectangle, would require the SASS–RECTANGULAR.) Although the 
objects referred to above differ in shape or size, the standard SASS–DOTS refers to any of them. 

Figure 10.4  Examples of ASL size-and-shape specifiers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10.5  Subordinate terms in ASL: compounds of basic level signs with size-and-shape 
specifiers. 
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Individual SASS signs are mutable in form, but not as a consequence of differences in the 

shapes of objects in the real world: they are deformed when they undergo regular morphological 
processes like plu-ralization. For example, to pluralize the sign for brick ('many bricks'), the 
SASS–RECTANGULAR would be repeated several times in different places in the signing space as 
in figure 10.4d. Under the pressure of multiple repetitions and their temporal constraints the 
SASS–RECTANGULAR loses its rectangular appearance; despite the loss of straight lines in 
the movement of the sign it still refers to rectangular dimensions. 

Several SASSes occur as components of the sign sequences used for the subordinate terms in 
table 10.1; we shall describe only one of these. Consider the sign for 'upright piano' (figure 10.5a). 
In ASL 'upright piano' is a compound consisting of the basic sign PIANO followed by two 
SASSes indicating the shape of the top and sides of the piano. In the first of these the two hands, 
in a /C/ shape with palms facing downward, begin in contact and move apart. The same SASS 
follows the sign CHAIR to indicate a long seat, for instance, 'park bench' (see figure 10.5b). 

This same SASS occurs with a number of other signs. When it follows the sign TABLE, the 
compound refers to a table that is long relative to its width, like a coffee table; when it follows 
BREAD, the compound refers to a long loaf of bread; when it follows SEWING and precedes 
CARRY, the compound refers to a case for a portable sewing machine, and so forth. Again, the 
SASS is a conventionalized gesture used as a bound part of compounds to refer to a generally 
elongated shape. It does not describe the precise dimensions of that shape; rather, it stands for 
a general class of shapes. 

 
Conjuncts of Basic Signs with Mimetic Description 
 
A third class of subordinate terms in ASL are quite special and may prove to be one of the 
hallmarks of this language in a different mode. We comment on them rather tentatively here, for 
our investigation of this class is not yet complete. There are ways of signing subordinate terms 
even when no conventionalized signs and no appropriate SASSes exist. In such cases, signers will 
produce expressions consisting of a basic level sign followed by a mimetic depiction that follows 
fairly carefully the shape of the particular subordinate.8 While SASSes are conventional and 
standardized across signers, the mimetic shape depictions are not. Although the depictions may 
have some conventional elements (certain handshapes seem to be used for surfaces, others for 
edges; see Coulter 1975), the depictions as a whole differ considerably from one signer to another, 
depending on what characteristics of the referent he chooses to represent. Signers often follow 
mimetic depictions with the sign YOU-KNOW ('You know what I mean'), as though checking to 
be sure the listener has understood the nonstandardized form. 

There is no generally accepted sign for 'grand piano,' nor is there an appropriate shape 
specifier to call into service. Our informants signed PIANO, then invented a kind of pictorial 
description of the outer perimeter of a grand piano, and finally followed that by a convention-
alized sign for 'open upward' (see figure 10.6a). Each signer indicated the shape of a grand piano 
by using either a flat hand for the side surface or an index finger for the top edge, depicting as 
well as he could the shape of its top. (Note that there is likewise no single word in English for 
this shape.) Figure 10.6b,c illustrates further examples. 'Hacksaw' was made by signing SAW 
and then depicting the outline of a hacksaw with the index finger. 'Pinking shears' was made by 
signing SCISSORS and then depicting the saw-tooth edges. Other items from table 10.1 that 
were produced with at least one part mimetic depiction were 'Phillips screwdriver,' 'floor lamp,' 
and 'pickup truck.' 
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Figure 10.6  Subordinate terms in ASL: conjuncts of basic level signs with mimetic depiction. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Although depiction is not standardized within ASL, it is a common way of dealing with 
lexical gaps. One simply acts out some spatial delineation. While similar gestural depiction 
may occur during speaking, it seems to us that it plays a special role in sign language. In ASL 
the novel gestures are more tightly incorporated into the discourse (the sign stream): the 
mimetic depiction often takes the place of a lexical item in a sentence and thus itself obeys 
the sign-order constraints of the language. In contrast, a gesture accompanying spoken 
discourse is external to the sound stream: it has no fixed appearance in terms of word order 
and does not grammatically replace a word. Instead, in English one uses a noun place-holder, 
like whatchamacallit, while gesturing in the air. 

This aspect of ASL is obviously closely related to gestural description or pantomime. It 
occurs rather freely in ASL as a way of indicating subordinate level items (and other items) 
for which there are no commonly accepted signs. 
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We have presented a brief analysis of the linguistic means in ASL for representing three 
different levels of categorization described by Rosch: 

(1) The level of basic objects – for which there are primary ASL signs. 
(2) The level of superordinate terms – for which basic object signs prototypical of the 

superordinate category are seriated as coordinate compounds. 
(3) The level of subordinate terms – which employ a variety of linguistic devices: 

compound signs composed of regular ASL signs, compound signs composed of regular 
signs in conjunction with size-and-shape specifiers, and conjuncts of signs and depiction 
of the shape of objects. We suspect that this latter device is unique to a visual-gestural 
language. 

 
Across the taxonomies examined here, the linguistic devices for expressing the three 

levels of categorization are consistently distinct from one another, confirming the 
psychological salience of Rosch's three category levels and suggesting that the levels of 
conceptual categorization do not depend on language mode. In addition, this sketch supports 
the notion that the category level of basic objects is linguistically central: first, there are 
single primary signs for this level; and second, these primary, basic level signs are most often 
the components from which signs at other levels are constructed. Thus both lexical and 
syntactic evidence indicate that these notions of a basic conceptual level of categorization for 
concrete objects is exhibited in this language of signs. 
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SENTENCES IN AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE 
Charlotte Baker* 
 
 

I first met Bill Stokoe in the summer of 1974, after my first year of graduate work in 
linguistics at the University of California at Berkeley. At that time I was preparing to do some 
research on the relationship between language and culture, and I was exploring the 
possibility of including Deaf people and their language as one of the four linguistic groups 
I would study. Part of the research involved the examination of eye movements – a subject 
that intrigued one and me that evoked a strongly respondent chord in Bill. Despite my near 
total ignorance of what I was getting into, Bill's encouragement was warm, and he freely 
provided me with helpful information, advice and his time – as he has done for literally 
hundreds of people like me. 

That interaction with Bill sparked my interest in Sign Language and by the summer of 
1975, I as working with him in the Linguistics Research Lab, taking advantage of every 
available summer and Christmas vacation. In 1977, I left Berkeley to take a full-time position 
in the Lab. 

That first meeting in 1974 showed me something very important about Bill Stokoe: despite 
the tremendous significance of his work and the respect it has brought him from scholars 
around the world, Bill continues to be one of those rare individuals who, in Kipling's words, 
can "walk with kings and not lose the common touch." He always has time to be encouraging 
and helpful to students, professionals, and those who are "just curious." During the past five 
years, I've also found that Bill Stokoe is a man who is not afraid to speak out against any 
form of oppression, no matter what the status or power of the oppressor. He is a sure 
advocate of the human rights of all individuals – deaf and hearing – and a man who respects 
the dignity of each person. I am grateful for the privilege of knowing Bill, learning from him, 
and sharing the work he began. 
 
 
Introduction 

Among the many surprisingly "prophetic" statements of William Stokoe in his 1960 
publication of Sign Language Structure was the assertion that the facial activity of ASL 
signers "needs much more investigation; for it is the key to syntactical structure" (p. 63). Bill 
meant that in order to understand how sentences and sentence parts are formed in ASL, one 
would have to study not just what signers are doing with their hands, but what they are also 
doing in the facial area of their body. Now, twenty years later, researchers are finding that 
Bill's early observations and intuitions were right on target once again. 

What Bill saw was that often the same signs would occur in sentences that had different 
meanings. For example, the same signed sentence might be a statement like 'I remember', or 
a question like 'Do you remember?', or have a negative meaning like 'I don't remember'. If the 
same manual signs were used in all of these sentences, then something else had to be different 
in order to communicate these different meanings. Bill saw that these differences concerned 
the "non-manual" aspect of signing – meaning the movements of the signer's eyes, face, head, 
and body. 

However, not much attention was given to Bill's strong assertion about the importance of 
eye, face, head and body movements in ASL until about a dozen years later. Then some 
linguists began to see that these "nonmanual behaviors" had a variety of linguistic functions 
in ASL and were not simply used to "express emotions," as many people had thought. They 
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found that a few signs in ASL are made only with facial and other non-manual movements, 
that facial expressions, etc., are actually a part of some signs, and that movements of the eyes, 
face, and head often function as adverbs, adjectives, and pronouns. 

For example, Liddell (1977) described an adverb in ASL that means "close in time or 
space"; it is made by raising and moving forward the shoulder on the side of the signing hand, 
tilting the head toward that shoulder, and raising the cheek and side of mouth toward that 
shoulder. When this adverb is made with a sign like NOW (Fig. 1), the meaning is "right 
now" or "just now." If the adverb is made with a verb like ARRIVE-AT, the meaning is "just 
arrived" (Fig. 2). Another non-manual adverb means something like "normally" or 
"regularly"; it is made by pushing the lips out, with the head slightly back and tilted to one 
side. When this adverb is made with the verb DRIVE, the meaning is something like "driving 
along in the usual way" (Fig. 3). However, when a different non-manual adverb is used with 
the same sign, like the one that means "carelessly" or "without paying attention", the meaning 
changes to "driving along without paying attention" (Fig. 4). These few examples illustrate 
how non-manual behaviors are important for understanding the morphology of ASL signs, the 
level of linguistic analysis that Ursula Bellugi describes in this volume. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

However, continuing research on the role of eye, face, head, and body movements in ASL 
has shown that they are even more important at the level of whole sentences. These non-
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manual behaviors are important for binding signs together into clauses and sentences, and for 
indicating what kind of clause or sentence the signer is using. For example, is the sentence 
a question or a statement? Is the sentence a conditional statement (like 'If the woman left her 
book, then she will have to buy a new one'), or a statement describing two events that 
occurred in the past (like 'The woman left her book and had to buy a new one')? Linguists 
have found that in order to understand these differences in the role and meaning of ASL 
sentences, they must look at what signers are doing with their eyes, face, head, and body. 
This type of research on the syntax of ASL is fairly new, and we have much to learn about the 
types of sentences used in ASL and how they are formed. The rest of this paper will describe 
some of what we have learned about sentences in ASL. 
 
Sentences in ASL 
 

Linguists have observed that certain non-manual behaviors function as grammatical 
signals in ASL, indicating what type of sentence is being used. For example, the grammatical 
signal that we write as 'q' involves specific face, eye, and head behaviors which indicate that 
a particular sentence or utterance is a question. The period of time during which a non-manual 
grammatical signal occurs is shown on paper by drawing a line over the manual sign or signs 
that occur with that signal. This is illustrated below: 

 
 
for example: 
 

 
The line drawn over Sentence B with the superscript 'q' shows that Sentence B is 

a question, as illustrated in the first example. It also indicates that the non-manual behaviors 
which comprise the grammatical signal 'q' occurred continuously during the production of all 
of the signs below the line. As shown in example (1), glosses (i.e. English words used to 
transcribe signs on paper) are written in capital letters. The comma after the first sentence 
indicates that there was a pause after the first sentence, before the second sentence was 
signed. 

Now suppose an ASL signer is conversing with someone about a woman and the book she 
brought to their class yesterday, and the signer uses the following three signs in the order 
written below.1 

 

Is this sentence a statement? ('The woman left her book.') 
Is this sentence a question? ('Did the woman leave her book?') 
Is this sentence a negated statement? ('The woman didn't leave her book.')  
Is this sentence an asserted statement? ('Yes, the woman did leave her book.')  
                                                 
1 The verb glossed here as LEAVE is made with two hands (open with fingers together) and means "to leave 
something." 
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Is this sentence a negated question? ('Didn't the woman leave her book?') 
Does this sentence question an assertion? ('The woman did leave her book?') 
 

In ASL, it is possible to form all of these different types of sentences using the same 
manual signs. Of course, the context in which the sentence occurs will help the addressee 
understand the meaning of the sentence. However, the signer also clearly indicates which type 
of sentence it is by using a specific, non-manual grammatical signal with the sentence. 
For example, if the sentence is a question, the signer will use the grammatical signal 'q' – 
composed of a brow raise, widened eyes, and frequently, a tilting of the head or the whole 
body forward. This signal will show that the sentence is a question meaning "Did the woman 
leave her book?." We would write this as: 
 

 
If the sentence is a negated statement, the signer will use the grammatical signal that we 

write as 'neg' – composed of a side-to-side headshake, frequently accompanied by a frown, 
and sometimes a brow squint (brows drawn together and/or lowered), wrinkled nose, and 
raised upper lip. This signal will show that the sentence is a negated statement meaning "The 
woman didn't leave her book." We would write this as: 
 

 
If the sentence is an asserted statement, the signer will use a type of head nodding that 

will probably begin before any of the manual signs are made and continue throughout the 
sentence. There may be other non-manual behaviors that accompany this nodding, but no one 
has yet done enough research on this type of sentence to know if other behaviors regularly 
occur. This 'nodding' signal will show that the sentence is an asserted statement meaning 
"Yes, the woman did leave her book." We would write this as: 
 

 
 

If the sentence is a negated question, the signer will use both the grammatical signal 'q' 
and the grammatical signal 'neg'. This means drawing the brows together and raising them, 
widening the eyes, and tilting the head forward while shaking it from side-to-side. This 
combined signal will show that the sentence is a negated question meaning "Didn't the 
woman leave her book?." We would write this as: 

 
 

If the sentence is a question about an assertion, the signer will use both the grammatical 
signal 'q' and the signal 'nodding'. This means raising the brows, widening the eyes, and tilting 
the head forward while nodding it up and down. This combined signal will show that the 
sentence is a question about an assertion, meaning "(Is it true that) the woman did leave her 
book?." We would write this as: 
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We have just seen that there are specific grammatical signals in ASL for questions, 
negated statements, asserted statements, negated questions, and questions about assertions. 
However, in the case of simple statements (for example, meaning "The woman left her 
book"), there does not seem to be any specific signal accompanying all of the signs in the 
sentence. Instead, the absence of any special signal seems to indicate that the sentence is 
a simple statement. Because of this, it may be useful to think of the simple declarative 
sentence as the most basic type of sentence in ASL – to which other signals are added to 
indicate other types of sentences. 

There are other types of statements and questions in ASL that use non-manual 
grammatical signals. For example, the signal that we write as 'cond' is used to indicate 
a conditional sentence. This type of sentence has two parts: a part that states a condition, and 
a part that concerns the result of that condition. The second part can be a statement, 
a question, or a command. For example, the sentence 'If the woman left her book, then she 
will have to buy a new one' is a conditional statement. The sentence 'If the woman left her 
book, will she have to buy a new one?' is a conditional question. 

In ASL, the condition is usually signed first and is accompanied by the non-manual 
grammatical signal that we write as 'cond'. This signal is composed of a brow raise, usually 
with the head tilted in one direction and sometimes, the body slightly tilted in that direction. 
At the pause between the condition and the result segment, several of the non-manual 
behaviors will change. If the result segment is a statement, the brows return to normal position 
and the head and/or body will shift in a different direction than that which occurred during the 
first segment. 

 
 

 
 

 
If the result segment is a question (like the one described earlier), the brows are usually 

raised higher, the head is tilted toward the addressee, and the signer looks directly at the 
addresse. 
 

 
 

The conditional statement and conditional question mentioned above would then be 
written as: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If the signer wants to describe two events that happened in the past and say 'The woman 
left her book and had to buy a new one', then the first segment would be signed as a simple 
statement (not a conditional). 
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Another non-manual grammatical signal in ASL is used to show that a particular segment 

is a restrictive relative clause. Relative clauses help identify a specific person or thing that 
a speaker or signer wants to talk about. For example, in the sentence 'The woman who left 
her book had to buy a new one', the words in italics form a restrictive relative clause that 
helps to identify which woman had to buy a new book. 

Relative clauses seem to be used less frequently in ASL than the other types of sentences 
described above, but they have been observed in the signing of some native ASL users across 
the country. Liddell (1977) has described the non-manual behaviors that form the grammatical 
signal that we write as 'rel.cl' (Liddell uses 'r'). He says that the signal is composed of a brow 
raise, cheek and upper lip raise, and backward tilt of the head. The sentence given above 
would then be written as: 
 

 
 

A very common type of sentence in ASL is one in which a segment has been topicalized. 
Basically, in this type of sentence, the thing the signer wants to talk about (the topic) is signed 
first and is accompanied by the grammatical signal that we write as 't'. This grammatical 
signal 't' is composed of a brow raise, head tilt, and fairly constant eye gaze on the addressee 
(except where the signer's eye gaze is needed for other linguistic purposes). The last sign in 
the topic segment is held longer than usual, resulting in a pause. After the topic is signed, 
followed by the pause, the signer comments on the topic and will change his or her brows, eye 
gaze, and head position in various ways depending on the type of comment that follows – e.g. 
negated statement, question, etc. (For more information, see Liddell, 1977; Baker & Cokely, 
1980.) Below are three examples of sentences in ASL with topicalized segments. 
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There are also other types of questions that are different from the type described in the 
beginning of this section. The question signaled with 'q' is what we call a "yes–no" question 
because it can be answered by saying 'yes' or 'no'. That is, if someone asks 'Did the woman 
leave her book?', the addressee can respond 'yes' or 'no'. However, if someone asks 'What did 
the woman leave?', the answer cannot be 'yes' or 'no', but instead must be something like 'her 
book'. We refer to this second type of question as a "wh-word" question because these 
sentences usually include an interrogative form (word or sign) that often begins with the 
letters 'wh' in English (e.g. who, what, where, when, which, why). In ASL, "wh-word" 
questions are accompanied by the non-manual signal that we write as 'wh-q' – composed of 
a brow squint (although the brows are sometimes raised as well as drawn together), frequently 
a tilting of the head, and sometimes a raising of the shoulders and a forward body shift. 

Below is an example of a "wh-word" question followed by a "yes–no" question. The sign 
glossed as "WHAT" is made with an open hand (fingers spread apart), with the palm facing 
upward, and may be made with two hands. 

 

 
 

Another related type of question which is frequently used in ASL is called a rhetorical 
question. Rhetorical questions are not "true" questions since the addressee is not expected to 
respond. Instead, they are used to introduce the information that the signer will then supply. 
For example, one could say 'The woman remembered to pick up her newspaper, her pencils, 
and her ruler. But what did she leave behind? Her book'. In effect, the speaker is posing 
a question and then responding to it herself. Rhetorical questions ('rhet.q') in ASL usually 
include a "wh-word" interrogative sign (like WHO, "WHAT", WHERE, WHY), but in this 
type of question the brows are raised. Below are two examples of rhetorical questions. 
 

 
 
Summary 

This paper has described 13 different types of sentences in ASL. As we have seen, non-
manual signals are important indicators of the structure and meaning of each of these 
sentences. This analysis of the structure of sentences in ASL is still fairly new. We expect to 
find that movements of the signer's eyes, face, head, and body have many more syntactic 
functions, in addition to those described in this paper. Twenty years ago, Bill Stokoe 
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predicted what we have now found to be true: that these non-manual behaviors are "the key 
to [the] syntactical structure" of American Sign Language. 
 
 

* Charlotte Baker is presently a Research Associate in the Linguistics Research Lab at 
Gallaudet College where she is writing her dissertation on American Sign Language for 
her Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University of California, Berkeley. She received her B.S. 
in Psychology from Clark University in 1972 and her MA. in Linguistics from UCB in 
1975. At Gallaudet, she teaches courses on the structure of American Sign Language for 
faculty, staff, and undergraduates. With Dennis Cokely, she has co-authored two texts for 
Sign Language teachers: American Sign Language: a teacher's resource text on grammar 
and culture (1980) and American Sign Language: a teacher's resource text on curriculum, 
methods, and evaluation (1980), and will soon publish three student texts with 
accompanying videotapes. Her current research focuses on the linguistic functions of eye, 
face, head, and body movements in ASL. 
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WORD ORDER: INTRODUCING THE ISSUES 
Mary Brennan 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
There is little doubt that word order information has direct relevance to those engaged in 
teaching and learning any language. Within the context of sign language teaching and 
learning, there is frequently either an explicit claim or an implicit assumption that sign 
languages belong to a particular class of languages known as "topic comment" languages. 
Moreover, teachers of British Sign Language (BSL), for example, often claim that sign order 
in BSL is considerably different from word order patterning in English. An evaluation of such 
claims requires that we compare like with like, i.e. that we ensure that we are comparing the 
same type of phenomena across languages. It also requires that we place our account within 
the wider context of linguistic description and linguistic theory. This is especially so given 
that word order issues have also played a key role within the development of specific 
linguistic theories, particularly  those  relating  to  language  universals. 

This brief discussion will attempt to provide an overview of the following questions and  
issues: 
• What is mean by word order patterning in both spoken and  signed  languages? 
• What  is  the  'state  of the  art'  with  respect  to  word order  studies  generally? 
• What special issues are thrown up by an examination of word order in sign languages and 

how can we move towards an integrated theory of sign/word order? 
 
Linguistic theory 
Claims about word order have played a particularly important part in the development of that 
branch of linguistics known as typological linguistics. Typological theory can be seen as 
contrasting in goals and methodology with generative approaches as expressed in both the 
earlier forms of transformational generative grammar (of. Chomsky (1965)) and in the current 
realizations of Government/Binding (GB) theory (of. Chomsky (1981, 1986)). Of course, all 
comprehensive linguistic theories must pay attention to the principles which underlie linear 
patterning: linguistic theory, whether generative or typological, seeks to find explanations for 
the patterning that does occur and which is predicted by the grammar. The distinct 
terminologies, particularly within typological linguistics and GB theory, as well as 
methodological differences, sometimes result in insights gained within one theory being lost 
to the other. The papers in the rest of this volume demonstrate the importance of probing the 
relationship between the descriptive information we are able to ascertain with respect to sign 
order and some generalised principles or rules  which  hold  across  languages. 
 
What is word order? 
This might seem a rather unnecessary question, but given the debatable assumptions and 
generalizations within at least some of the sign language literature and certainly within some 
of the 'popular' accounts of sign order given in sign language classes, it seems well worth 
deciding whether we are all talking about the same phenomenon.  Let us start with some 
basics: 
 
Word order is that area of the grammar which provides rules  for ordering words in 
sentences. 
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So far so good. But we know that sentences have constituent structure – however this is 
described. Whether this is presented within the framework of X-bar syntax, classic phrase 
structure of the Aspects (i.e.Chomsky (1965)) variety or relatively traditional constituent 
structure, there is a clear recognition that sentences are not merely strings of words but 
encompass structural groupings which themselves exhibit specific word order patterns. So the 
first requirement is that we specify what structural groupings we are talking about. Are we 
concerned with the ordering of words in a clause, in a verb phrase, in a noun phrase, in an 
adjectival phrase, in an adverbial phrase or in some other constituent phrase? 

 
Word order  is  concerned  with  the  ordering  of  words  within different  sentence consti-
tuents, such as the clause, the noun phrase, the verb phrase, the adverbial phrase, the 
adjectival phrase, the relative clause and soon. 
 

The next question is whether we are talking about the ordering of words or of constituents. 
If we take the most familiar type of word order patterning, that occurring at clause level, we 
may describe patterns  such  as: 
 
SVO  Subject Verb Object  
VSO  Verb Subject Object  
OSV   Object  Subject  Verb 
 

We know that a subject is typically realized by a noun phrase which may simply be one 
word, as in examples 1 and 2, but may be as complex as those presented in 3 and 4: 

1. Chomsky  has  written  hundreds  of articles 
2. Greed can  undermine socially desirable policies 
3. The new Professor of Sign Linguistics at the University of Stockholm delivered  

a dynamic  lecture 
4. The old man sitting in the corner signing to himself in ASL painted superb pictures in 

his youth. 
So, fairly obviously, word order patterning is concerned with the ordering of categories 

which may themselves be expressed by one or more words. We need to know the level and 
type of structural grouping we are focusing on as well as the categories or constituents which 
may be ordered within them. To summaries: 
 
Word order is concerned with the ordering of smaller constituents such as Determiner, Noun, 
Auxiliary, Verb, Prepositions and Genitives within different sentence constituents, such as the 
clause, the noun phrase, the verb phrase, the adverbial phrase, the adjectival phrase, the  
relative  clause  and so  on. 
 
Words and signs 
Before we go on to explore the notion of word order in more detail, it is worth trying to 
confront one of the fundamental issues within sign language studies. Can we use the same 
linguistic terminology in relation to sign languages as we do within general linguistics when 
discussing spoken or written languages? It is not surprising that there has been some 
questioning of the use of terms such as 'phonology', 'phonological', 'phonemic' and 'phonetic' 
when referring to aspects of sign language structure. There is something rather odd about 
using English terminology deriving from the Greek word for 'voice' or 'sound' when sign 
languages explicitly have a gestural rather than a vocal realization. However, there has also 
been some questioning of the use of such terms  as  'word',  'sentence',  'clause'  and  'phrase'  
in relation to sign languages. This questioning often tends to take place outside of the 
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linguistics literature, but is a commonplace within contexts where Deaf people are involved in 
analyzing sign languages. There is a genuine anxiety that in automatically taking for granted 
the notion that terminology – and by implication theoretical frameworks – adapted for spoken 
language will, as it were, 'fit' signed language, linguists may be in danger of missing crucially 
important insights into the nature of human signed language. It is a salutary warning: there are 
dangers inherent in starting with linguistic theory and then trying to shape the facts of signed 
language to fit the theory. Despite this caveat, it does seem that all of the evidence we have to 
date suggests that the major locations of syntactic and morphological organization, i.e. the 
sentence, the clause, the phrase, the word and the morpheme, are also central to linguistic 
patterning in signed language. Understandably, for many Deaf people, the notion of 'word' is 
inevitably associated with spoken or written language. Yet that unit in signed language which 
is usually known as the 'sign' clearly functions as the linguistic unit that we know as the word. 
We do not usually exploit a separate term for this unit in relation to written as opposed to 
spoken language, even though the notions of written word and spoken word are not totally 
congruous. 

Within this account, therefore, I will adopt the following practice. I will use the term 
'word' when discussing the word in a general sense, relating to spoken, signed and written 
language. When referring only to signed language, I will use the term 'sign', given that this is 
the traditional term within Deaf communities and within signed language studies generally. 
However, I will take it for granted that signs are equivalent to words in terms of their role 
within the grammar, unless  otherwise  indicated. 
 
LINGUISTIC UNIVERSALS 
Word order patterning has played a key role within the search for linguistic universals, 
particularly within typological frameworks. As the name suggests, typological linguistics is 
concerned with developing a "classification of structural types across language." (Croft (1990, 
p. 1)). Typological work is characterised by several features. Firstly, it is assumed that in 
order to find language universals, i.e. those properties which are common to all human 
languages, it is necessary to examine as wide a range of human languages as possible. 
Moreover, each of the languages studied must be represented by as wide a sampling of 
different language situations as possible (see, for example, Givon (1988)). Within classic 
typological work, particularly that of Greenberg (1966a and 1966b), the analyst stays close to 
the data. There is relatively little attempt to abstract away from the observable facts to some 
more remote level of abstraction. Comrie (1981) sees this as contrasting sharply with the work 
of the generative school where high levels of abstraction presented within a highly formalised 
framework are the norm. A hint of the level of controversy which surrounds this area can be 
found in Comrie's comment concerning 'putative' universals – those which are posited by 
linguists but which cannot be supported or denied by means of empirical evidence: 
 

"...it will be maintained that the only language universals that are of empirical interest are those to 
which potential counterexamples can be constructed. Putative universals which simply test the ability 
of the linguist to come up with abstract analyses that are consistent with any conceivable set of data 
may tell us something about linguists, but they do not tell us anything about language."  (Comrie 
(1981, p.15)) 

 
Typological linguists have been particularly interested in developing what are termed 

'implicational universals'. Implicational  universals: 
 
"relate the presence of one property to the presence of some other property, i.e. state that a given 

property must, or can only, be present if some other property is also present." (Comrie (1981, p.17)) 
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Thus an implicational universal is of the type: If a language has some property P then it 
also has some other property  Q. 

The work of Joseph H. Greenberg (Greenberg (1966)) together with that of Theo 
Vennemann (Venneman (1972, 1974)) and Winfred Lehmann (Lehmann (1978)) laid the 
foundations for current work on implicational universals. Probably the most significant 
account in this regard was Greenberg's paper "Some Universals of Grammar with particular 
reference to the Order of Meaningful Elements" [1966]. Greenberg used a sample of 30 
different languages to present an elaboration of word order data and a set of implicational 
universals. 

As Hawkins (1983, p. 220)) points out, a total of 25 of Greenberg's implicational 
universals, embodying 34 logically distinct claims, relate directly to word order. Moreover, 
"the antecedent P property in approximately half these word order implications involves verb 
position" (Hawkins (1983, p. 22)). It is not surprising then that this seminal paper led to a 
focus not just on word order implicational universals but on the position of the verb as 
marking whole language types. As we shall see, while Greenberg's work had a major impetus 
with respect to word order studies, it has often been interpreted less tentatively than 
Greenberg himself appeared to indicate. Perhaps the most negative aspect of at least some of 
the subsequent studies was that they tended to push languages into categories, often on the 
basis of relatively flimsy evidence. Moreover, it tended to be assumed that all languages had 
something which could be described as basic word order. 
 
Word Order within GB 
It is relatively rare to find 'word order' as such indexed in books on current generative theory. 
However, word order patterning does have a place within such theory. It is captured within 
what is known as the 'head parameter' which specifies the order of elements in a language. 
Each phrase is seen as having one element of structure that is absolutely essential: this is 
known as the 'head'. The head can be ordered so that it occurs either to the right of other 
elements or to the left of other elements. In the phrase the dog with the long floppy ears, the 
head noun occurs on the left of the other  elements, while, as Cook illustrates: 

 
"...in the Japanese sentence wa kabe ni kakatte imasu (picture wall on is hanging) the verb kakatte 

occurs on the right of the Verb phrase and ni (on) is a postposition that comes on the right of the 
Preposition Phrase rather than a preposition." (Cook (1988, p. 7)) 

 
Current generative theories seek to reduce what Chomsky termed 'complexes of 

properties' into single parameters, fixed one way or the other. Thus it is claimed that the 
position of heads can be specified once for all the phrases in a given language: in English, 
heads occur first in the phrase; in Japanese, heads occur last in the phrase.  

These generalised statements or rules allow us to infer that not only do verbs occur last in 
the verb phrase in Japanese but that Japanese also uses postpositions rather than prepositions. 
Because X-bar syntax aims to express "generalisations about all human languages" (Cook 
(1988, p. 7)), GB theory aims to provide a single generalisation in relation to the head 
parameter for any given language, rather than having to specify the head position in relation 
to each type of phrase. Thus, within X-bar syntax, the head parameter principle states that 
"a language has the heads on the same side in all its phrases". So if the head position is left, 
i.e. first in the phrase, this will hold true for noun phrases, verb phrases, and other types of 
phrase. 

At first sight, there would seem to be a fairly direct relationship between the implicational 
universals of typological theory and the head parameter of generative theory. After all, both 
appear to be making generalisations across categories. Susan Fischer (Fischer (1990, p. 75)) 
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comments that the Greenbergian correlations "are descriptive and appear to be only 
accidental". She contrasts this with the way in which GB theory treats the same phenomena. 
Rather accidental: 

 
"they can be explained according to a limited number of basic principles and regularities in the 

languages of the world." (Fischer (1990, p. 75)) 
 

However, it is not the case that typological linguists offer no explanations for the 
existence of word order universals. Rather the explanations they do proffer are somewhat 
different in kind from those offered within GB theory. After all, the whole concept of GB 
theory is that languages differ within a finite set of dimensions or parameters and all 
languages are governed by a particular set of principles within universal grammar. These are 
abstract principles referring to types of structures, representations and constraints on the 
applications of rules. So GB explanations are inevitably couched in terms of those principles 
which are part of the innate universal grammar the child brings to the acquisition process. 

Explanations offered within typological accounts, on the other hand, may be of very 
different kinds. Recent work on word order reveals a range of explanations from those 
relating to linguistic/cognitive processing through to functional and pragmatic accounts. 
Hawkins [1983] while accepting that innateness may account for some aspects of word order 
patterning offers other explanations relating to linguistic/cognitive processing and language 
change. Tomlin [1986] provides a functional account and Mitthun [1987] and Payne [1990] 
pragmatic explanations. We shall return to the types of explanation later in this account. 

 
KEY  ASSUMPTIONS 
Accounts of word order, particularly within the typological framework, frequently rely on 
a number of key assumptions. These include the following: 
•   we can posit a 'basic word order' for most languages; 
•  the categories that are ordered (subject, verb, adjective, et cetera) have some comparability 

across languages; 
•  we can describe the majority of the world's languages as belonging to a particular word-

order type; 
•  there is some degree of flexibility with some word orders in some languages; 
•  a relatively small number of languages have completely free word order. 
 
Basic word order 
Both in informal accounts and within the linguistics literature, there tends to be a general 
assumption that all languages have a 'basic word order' or a set of 'basic word order patterns'. 
We may say, informally, that the subject is placed before the verb in English or the adjective 
is placed after the noun in French.   

Illustrative claims relating to basic word order are presented in Table 1. which is based on 
Greenberg [1966a]: 

 
Table  1:  Illustrative claims relating to basic word order  
 

The basic verb position of English is SVO 
The basic verb position of Welsh is VSO 
The basic adjective position of Japanese is AdjN 
The basic adjective position of Fulani is Nadj 
The basic relative position in Kannada is RelN 
The basic genitive position of Samoan is NGen 
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It is frequently asserted that this basic pattern may be changed for pragmatic purposes, but 

that such changes represent 'marked' or 'atypical' usage. However, there are several different 
types of issue which arise in connection with such a claim. The first is, what do we regard as 
basic word order – how do we decide? The second concerns the degree of flexibility: are 
some languages more variable than others? The third is even more fundamental: are we right 
to assume that all languages do have a fixed, predictable word order patterning? Mithun 
[1987] has challenged the notion that all languages have a basic word order. As we shall see, 
the account she gives of pragmatically-based languages may be of particular relevance to sign 
languages. In order to assess Mithun's claims, we need to examine the notion of 'basic word 
order' more carefully. What do we mean, for example, when we say that 'the basic word order 
of English is SVO'? The type of criteria which have been used by linguists to identify basic 
word order in specific languages are presented in the Table  2. 

 
Table  2:  Criteria  for  identifying  basic  word  order  
 
The order which is most frequent 
The word order of simple, declarative, active clauses, with no complex words or noun 
phrases 
The word order that requires the simplest syntactic description  
The order that is accompanied by the least morphological marking  
The order that is most neutral, i.e. that is the least marked pragmatically 
 

Frequency   
It is possible to note that in some languages, specific patterns of word order always occur: 
they have 100% frequency. In English, for example, orders such as the park to or woman this 
or cat huge simply do not occur. The frequency of PrepN (as in to the park), DemN (as in this 
woman) or AdjN (as in (a) huge cat) is 100%. However, this is not the same for all word order 
patterns in English and other languages. As Hawkins [1983] points out: 

 
"for at least some word orders in the majority of languages, variants do exist and the question arises 

as to which order, if any, is the "basic" one." (Hawkins (1983, p. 12-13))  
 
Hawkins presents such examples as: 
 
French  un homme pauvre "an impecunious man" AdjN 
                   un pauvre homme   "an unfortunate man" NAdj  
English   the  king's  castle  GenN 
                    the castle of the king NGen 
 

In these cases, one way of deciding which order is the most basic is simply to count the 
number of occurrences of the different patterns. The one which is most frequent is 'basic'. The 
notion of 'basic' appears to be closely linked with the concept of 'unmarked'. Thus an 
'unmarked' form is also that which occurs  most  frequently: 

 
"Frequency (textual): if a marked value occurs a certain number of times in frequency in a given text 

sample, then the unmarked value will occur at least as many times in a comparable text sample." 
(Croft (1990, p. 84))  

 
Of course, there are all kinds of difficulties associated with quantative measures. The 

literature often refers to 'textual' frequency, but authors do not always make it clear whether 
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they are referring to written or spoken texts. Nor is it always obvious what kind of corpus is 
being used: formal written texts, formal lectures, radio broadcasts, informal conversational 
data, formal interviews and so on. Greenberg, Croft and others stress the importance of using 
the 

 
"...'unmarked' text style, that is conversation or oral narrative, rather than written genres. One reason 

for doing this is that studies ... have indicated that the textual frequencies for certain marked categories 
increase in formal and written styles ... (what this really indicates is that there is a correlation between 
informal, oral style and some if not all unmarked categories)." (Croft (1990, p. 87) 

 
This seems to suggest that the basic word order is that which occurs most frequently in 

informal, conversational data. For some languages, the same patterning may occur across 
different stylistic varieties; in others there may be systematic differences. Certainly one major 
problem in evaluating research which makes reference to large numbers of languages is that it 
is unlikely that the researcher can adequately monitor either the type of data or the validity of 
the statistical information relating to each language. 

 
Simplicity 
Chomsky (1957, p. 107) and , Pullum [1981] have suggested that the clauses which are active 
and declarative and which do not include any complex verbs or noun phrases can be taken as 
exhibiting unmarked or neutral word order. Similarly, McCawley [1970] argues that the basic 
word-order is the one that allows the simplest syntactic description. Once again we can see 
the relationship between unmarked and basic. 
 
Limited Morphological Marking 
Basic word order is that which requires the least morphological marking. In other words, 
orders which require additional morphological marking to clarify, for instance, the verb and 
its arguments, are less likely to be basic (see, for example, Hawkins (1983)). 
 
Pragmatic Neutrality 
As indicated above, basic word order is often seen as that which is least marked 
pragmatically. Thus other word orders will occur in a language but when they do so, they will 
have particular pragmatic functions. 

Two kinds of issues arise immediately in considering the search for basic word order. 
Firstly, should we expect all languages to have a basic word order and, secondly, how much 
flexibility is there within individual languages? 
 
FREE  WORD  ORDER 
There is certainly a considerable amount of evidence to suggest that a small but significant 
number of the world's languages do not exhibit. basic word order patterns, at least as defined 
above. It has been suggested that these languages have free word order. Thus Dixon [1972] 
claims that word order in the aboriginal Australian language Dyirbal is remarkably free: 
 

"...syntactic relations are marked by case inflections and not by word order; word order is 
remarkably free ... It should be borne in mind that in almost all cases the words could be organised in 
ANY order." (Dixon (1972, p. 59)) 

 
Steele [1978] gives examples of languages which have neither fixed word order nor the 

case marking we would expect to clarify the arguments of the verb. However, her discussion 
reveals one of the difficulties in discussing this area, namely differing definitions of free word 
order. Within Steele's account, for example, a language with basic SOV word order is allowed 
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to have SVO as a variant without being considered a 'free word order language'. However, an 
SVO language will be declared a free word order language if it allows SOV and certain other 
variations. Thus, although Dyirbal is frequently cited as a free word order language, usually 
citing the work of Dixon as the source, Dixon himself does indicate that Dyirbal has 
a 'preferred word order'. Thus word order is not totally random. Malleson and Blake [1981] 
cite Tagalog and a number of other Philippines-type languages as having free word order and 
no person agreement although they point out that these languages would not be classified as 
free word order in the sense defined by Steele. 

Some authors make a distinction between free word order and flexible word order. The 
latter suggests that different orderings are possible, but these orders are not totally random. 
Givon [1988], for example, suggests that rather than all flexible order languages being 
flexible to the same degree, languages vary within the constraints of the following one way 
implication: 

 
"Subject and object in word order flexibility. 
 'If  the  object's  position vis-a-vis the verb is flexible, the subject's position is also flexible,  but  not 

vice versa´ “ (Givon (1988,   p.253)) 
 
According to Givon, this produces the following implicational hierarchy: 
i. Languages with flexibility of both OBJ and SUBJ position  
ii. VO languages with flexible SUBJ position  
iii. OV languages with flexible SUBJ position  
iv. SV languages with flexible OBJ position  
v. VS language with flexible OBJ position 
 

Givon cites Ute, Papago and Nez as examples of type (i), Biblical Hebrew and Polish as 
examples of type (ii) and Hixkaryana as an example of type iii. He claims that languages of 
types (iv) and (v) have not yet been documented  (see  further  Givon  (1988, p. 253ff.)). 

Mithun [1987] examines three flexible order languages: Cayuga, an Iroquoian language 
spoken in Ontario, Canada; Ngandi, an Australian aboriginal language of eastern Arnhem 
land; and Coos, an Oregaon language. All three languages are:  

 
"...highly polysynthetic with obligatory pronominal affixes within all verbs [and whilst it is] 

perfectly grammatical to include both a separate agent/ subject noun phrase and a patient/object noun 
phrase within a single sentence, such full sentences occur relatively rarely in spontaneous discourse. 
When asked, speakers agreed that all logically possible constituent orders are grammatical: SOV, 
SVO, VSO, VOS, OSV and VSO." (Mithun (1987, p. 284)) 

 
This last point is particularly important: the fact that a given pattern does not occur 

regularly within informal discourse does not mean that it is an impossible structure in that 
language. 

 
 
WORD  ORDER  CORRELATIONS 
As we have seen above, Greenberg developed a set of what might be termed correlations or 
implicational universals. These implicational universals: 
 

"...capture a pattern in language variation, and differ from unrestricted universals which account for 
uniformity not variation. As such, implicational universals cannot even be discovered without cross-
linguistic comparison." (Croft (1990, p. 47)) 
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As Croft points out, what makes implicational universals interesting is that they state 
a dependency between two logical!)' independent   parameters. 

Many typological linguists have attempted to refine and develop the Greenbergian 
correlations. Dryer, for example, re-examines the Greenbergian correlations within the 
context of a sample of 625 languages. Dryer's re-analysis questions some of the original 
correlations and develops a new account of word order correlations. He claims that rather than 
correlations reflecting a tendency towards consistent ordering of heads and dependents, the 
ordering reveals a consistent ordering of phrasal and non-phrasal elements which he accounts 
for within the notion of 'Branching Direction Theory'. However, even within this critical 
account and re-analysis, Dryer is fully accepting of the notion of correlations. Similarly, while 
Hawkins questions some of the specific claims which have been made, his own detailed work 
reveals significant patterns of correlations. 

It may be useful here to cite a few of these, almost at random: the purpose here is not to 
support or deny any specific claim, but rather to provide a sense of what claims about 
correlations are like. The following are chosen to give a sense of the chronological time span 
in which claims have been made and the breadth, both descriptively and theoretically of some 
of the proposals: 

 
"In languages with dominant order SOV, an inflected auxiliary always precedes the main verb. With 

overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, languages with dominant order VSO have the adjective 
after the noun." (Greenberg (1966)) 

"...nominal modifiers precede nouns in OV languages and follow them in VO languages: verbal 
modifiers follow verbs in OV languages and precede them in VO languages." (Lehmann (1978, p. 19-
20)) 

 
"The Branching Direction Theory (BDT). 
Verb patterns are nonphrasal (nonbranching, lexical) categories and object patterners are phrasal 

(branching) categories. ie a pair of elements X and Y will employ the order XY significantly more 
often among VO languages than among OV languages if and only if X is a non-phrasal category and Y 
is a phrasal category."  (Dryer  (1992, p. 109)) 

 
While these claims are very different in the assumptions they make and the theory they 

draw upon, they all assume that it is possible to make claims or predictions of the type 'if X 
then Y' in relation to word order. The earlier forms of this approach, particularly the work of 
Greenberg, Venneman and Lehmann, led to the concept of 'language types': a particular 
language was said to be of a specific type, (SVO type, SOV type and so on). Such claims 
carry with them the assumption that these languages would exhibit forms of patterning which 
were in line with the relevant correlational claims. Some of the drawbacks of such 
a development are expressed quite vehemently by Givon: 

 
"In misreading the facts of structure we have been remiss in four distinct ways, represented here in 

order of their damaging consequences: 
a. Least damaging, we have often assigned a language of one word order  type  into  another; 
b. More damaging, we have tended to assign languages of a mixed type into one of the 'pure' types; 
c. More damaging, we have tended to ignore the existence of flexible order languages altogether, 
assigning them by some mysterious intuition to one of the rigid types; 
d. Most damaging, we have tended to pronounce on the 'basic' word order of languages without 

checking the distribution of word order in actual text." (Givon (1988, p. 244)) 
 

Whether or not we agree with Givon as to the extent of the distortions within the literature 
generally, his comments do provide a warning with respect to sign language studies. At the 
very least, we need to ask whether we are trying to make specific sign languages fit into 
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particular language types without adequate examination of the distribution of word order 
patterning within actual texts. Of course, this very suggestion may be questionable to those 
linguists who believe it is possible to work fully from theory to data and not vice versa. 

 
EXPLANATIONS 
Let us assume for a moment that we are able to agree on a specific set of word order 
universals. What kinds of explanations might be offered to account for these universals? Of 
course, this is an impossible question since the explanations are likely to differ according to 
the nature of the universals specified. However, we currently have the situation that even 
where linguists agree on the word order 'facts' concerning a range of languages and even 
where they agree on the nature of the universals involved, nevertheless they frequently offer 
explanations which are quite different in kind. 

Tomlin [1986] offers a cognitive explanation based upon what he terms "universal 
principles of linguistic organization and processing',' which are in turn derived from 
"fundamental cognitive constraints on the processing of linguistic information during 
discourse production and comprehension." (Tomlin (1986, p. 3)). Tomlin takes a clearly 
functional stance: 

 
"...Neither the syntax of natural languages, nor typological facts related to syntax can be properly 
understood when divorced from the psychological and, ultimately biological constraints on the mind 
imposed both by its internal organisation and structure and by the psycho-social context of human 
communication." (Tomlin (1986, p. 3)) 
 

Within this context, Tomlin elaborates a set of functional principles of linguistic 
organization such as the 'Theme First Principle', according to which information that is more 
"thematic" tends to precede information that is less "thematic". This is just one formulation of 
a principle which has been prevalent in word order studies for approximately 30 years. Two 
further principles elaborated by Tomlin are the "verb-object bonding principle" which states 
that "In general, the object of a transitive clause is syntactically and semantically more tightly 
'bound' to the verb than the subject of a transitive clause" and the "Animated First Principle" 
according to which "In a transitive clause, all other things being equal, there is a tendency for 
the most 'animated' NP to precede other NPs."  (Tomlin (1986, p. 73)) 

Tomlin believes that principles such as these are ultimately motivated by the nature and 
constraints on human information processing abilities. Thus, there may be several layers of 
explanation: even accounts which appear to have a functional or discourse base may depend 
even more fundamentally on cognitive explanations. 

The work of John Hawkins has been particularly influential and important in recent years, 
in part because he has used data from a much wider range of languages than the original 30 
language sample of Greenberg. His 1983 work uses a sample of 300 languages. (Of course, 
the size of the language sample may in fact be rather problematic given that it is harder to 
assess the accuracy of the data when dealing with so many languages.) 

Hawkins  has  tended  to  question  pragmatic  explanations, at least as the sole type of 
explanation within word order theories.  He has  given particular attention  to  the notion of 
"syntactic weight" or "heaviness". Heaviness is closely related  to the number of  grammatical  
units  involved. Thus  he  points  out  that certain  types  of modifiers  may consist  of  a larger  
number  of  grammatical  units  than others  and  can  thus  be  seen  as  'heavier'  than  others. 
There is a preference for heavier modifiers to follow the head noun and lighter modifiers to 
precede it. This type of 'explanation' which specifies a grammatical principle is seen  by  
Hawkins  as  ultimately  deriving  from  processing constraints.  He  quotes  the  work  of 
psycholinguists  such as  Clark  and  Clark  [1977];  Fodor,  Bever  and  Garrett [1974]   and   
Moore   [1974]   who   have   claimed   that recognition of the major clause elements is an 
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early stage in  processing.  Identification  of  the  head  nouns  of  the subject  and  object  
noun  phrases  is  crucial  to  this recognition,  therefore  they  must  be  identified  first  and 
modifiers  can  be  processed  later. As  yes/no decision relating  to  head  status  have  to  be  
considered for every constituent   until    the   head   is   reached, lighter constituents, 
requiring less processing time, will be placed first. As Hawkins himself argues,  the basic 
intuition that underlies his theory of word order is a simple one. He suggests that words occur 
in the orders they do so that speakers can enable hearers to recognise syntactic groupings and 
their immediate constituents as rapidly and efficiently as possible. 

Although Hawkins does not reject other types of explanation, he does seem to give pride 
of place to processing requirements: 

 
"It seems to me eminently reasonable that ease of processing should be one of the causal factors 

explaining why languages employ the rules and structures that they do." (Hawkins (1983, p. 104)) 
 

However, in several of his writings, particularly Hawkins [1988] he has promoted a more 
'interactive' view in that he has proposed that several different kinds of principles may play 
a role in an explanation. He argues that: 

 
"...we must adopt a more interactive approach to description whereby principles of one type are not 

pursued in isolation from others, and we must clarify the logic of this interaction." (Hawkins (1988, 
p. 333)) 

 
In attempting to expound the importance of interactive explanations, Hawkins points out 

that there is often a conflict between principles and that many causal principles are gradient 
rather than absolute. Within this type of account no single type of explanation will be able to 
tell the whole story. 
 
SIGN  ORDER 
It is within the context of such varied approaches and debates that work on sign language 
needs to be considered. This section will focus on some of the special issues which arise when 
considering word order issues within a sign rather than a spoken language. There are several 
general issues which are of particular relevance when discussing sign  languages.  The  first  
concerns the degree to  which simultaneous patterning is inherent within sign language 
structure. The second concerns the extent to which sign languages exhibit iconicity, not only 
at the lexical level, but possibly also at the syntactic level. The third concerns the possible 
categorisation of sign languages as a group as pragmatic languages. Obviously all of these 
issues are worth exploring in depth. This section will simply try to provide pointers to some 
current and recent work relating to these issues. 
 
SIMULTANEOUS  SPATIAL GRAMMAR 
A major claim made again and again in the literature is that  signed   languages  exhibit not 
only  a temporal, sequential ordering, but a spatial, simultaneous patterning. It is fairly  
obvious  that  sign  languages  are produced  in space.  They make use of gestures  executed 
either  on  the  body  of the  signer  or  in  a  fairly  clearly defined space in front of the signer. 
The individual words of  sign  languages  may  be  one-handed  or  two-handed. Moreover, 
some  typically  two-handed  signs  may also  be produced  with  one  hand.  Signers, 
therefore, have  the ongoing potential to produce two individual words of the language  at  the  
same  time. 

Detailed work on the morphology of sign languages also demonstrates that a considerable 
amount of additional information, such as derivational and inflectional markers can be built 
into the production of a sign through changes in movement orientation and location, as well as 
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through the addition of non-manual features..,Work on sign language over the last twenty 
years has stressed the particularly vital role of non-manual features, such as movements of the 
eyes, eyebrows, mouth, head, shoulders and trunk. Such movements may be essential for 
marking syntactic information such as question forms, negation and, particularly significant 
for our purposes here, topicalisation. 

One of the ongoing debates within recent years concerns whether sign languages should 
be seen as intrinsically simultaneous – rather than sequential. The earliest accounts of sign 
language phonology, for example, stressed that signs were simultaneous bundles of features 
(e.g. Stokoe (1960)) while more recent accounts (e.g. Liddell and Johnson (1989)) have 
argued that sign languages can be analysed primarily in terms of sequential segments. In fact, 
when we look closely at these accounts, we see that sign linguists typically recognise both 
sequential and simultaneous patterning as occurring within sign, language phonology. 
Similarl both types of patterning clearly exist within sign morphological structure. However, 
differences in view and perspective occur with respect to the degree of dominance of one type 
of patterning over the other and the extent to which linguistic representation of such 
patterning somehow needs to be amended or rethought with respect to sign languages. The 
same types of issue are revealed with respect to the interplay between morphology and syntax. 

Any account of sign order needs to take account of the range of means available in sign 
languages to express relationships amongst constituents. We know that order is one possible 
way, for example, of indicating agreement between a verb and its arguments. As we shall see 
below, there is a reasonable body of evidence to indicate that sequential ordering of signs 
does express such relationships, at least some of the time, in all of the signed languages so far 
studied. However, we also know, from the studies available, that there are other possible 
ways. One way is to incorporate such information through the addition of specific morphemes 
into the form of the verb. Thus within the production of one single sign, we may see the 
expression of a verb and its arguments. We cannot talk of SVO, SOV, VSO ordering and so 
on if the verb and its arguments are all expressed simultaneously within the production of 
a single sign. 

Several of the papers in this volume illustrate very clearly how important simultaneous 
patterning is within signed language. Readers are referred to Miller [this volume] for a helpful 
summary of the different types of simultaneous constructions which have been observed in 
relation to a range of different sign languages. These include the simultaneous production of 
one lexical item with one hand and a totally different item with the other; an index sign on 
one | hand and a fully independent lexical item on the other; the perseveration of a sign on one 
hand, while a series of other signs is executed with the other hand; the production of the 'topic' 
sign with one hand and the 'comment' sign with the other; the placement of a sign executed on 
the dominant hand on, or in relation to, an enumeration morpheme expressed by the non-
dominant hand. Both Miller [this volume] and Engberg-Pedersen [this volume] also describe 
examples of simultaneous locative constructions. For Engberg-Pedersen, this is the central 
type of simultaneous construction and involves polymorphemic verbs and signs modified for 
a locus. Full discussions of these types of patterning can be found in the relevant chapters. 
Coerts [this volume] also found that in her elicitation experiments (for drawings which 
expressed locative relations) signers used one hand to represent the position of the first 
argument and the other hand to represent the position of the second argument. 

What is very clear from these accounts is that the existence of several different types of 
simultaneous constructions in all of the languages so far studied raises major questions 
relation to claims about word order. How can we specify basic word order patterns in terms of 
linear sequencing if types of relationship may (even must) be expressed simultaneously rather 
than sequentially? Indeed the work reported in this volume seems to demonstrate that, 
somewhat as in phonology, both types of patterning occur. Certainly, the papers on 
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simultaneous structures in this volume demonstrate all too clearly that we need to examine 
sign languages in their own terms, rather than through the filter of spoken languages. 
 
CATEGORIES  OF  ORGANISATION 
It was pointed out earlier in this paper that any statements concerning general principles of 
word order patterning across the languages of the world can only be viable if the categories 
that are ordered (subject, verb, adjective, et cetera) have some comparability across 
languages. Once again, difficulties arise with respect to sign languages, although these may 
not be due solely to the fact that we are dealing with a different linguistic medium since 
problems have been also been raised within studies of spoken languages. We can illustrate the 
types of issues in this area by focussing on three types of category: subject, copula and 
adjectiv. As Keenan [1976] comments: 
 

"We are not free to define a notion like 'subject' in any way that suits our purposes. There is a large 
body of lore concerning the notion, and any proposed definition must at least largely agree the 
traditional, and to some extent, prethcoretical  usage  of  the  term."  (Keenan  (1976,  p.  306)) 

 
In fact, certainly within traditional grammar, and even within current grammatical theory, 

linguists often exploit a concept of 'subject' which is actually an amalgam of several different 
notions. Halliday [1970], for example, distinguishes between the grammatical subject, the 
element which is moved in specific grammatical operations such as the questions; the 
semantic subject, the agent of the action; and the psychological subject, i.e. the theme of the 
discourse. Halliday himself and other linguists have developed more detailed and complex 
elaborations of this notion. However, given that each of these three notions may be separated 
out in specific languages and potentially expressed in several different types of ways, we can 
see that it is not always easy to compare elements across languages. In English, for example, 
the grammatical subject may express a range of semantic roles, including patient, instrument 
and locative as well as the 'prototypical' semantic role of agent. While in the 'prototypical' 
subject for English, these three roles may sometimes coalesce, this is not always the case and 
is certainly not always the case for other languages. 

A further problem is that some languages, known within GB theory as pro-drop 
languages, may have null subjects, i.e. they make use of declarative sentences without 
a subject. However, GB theory asserts that even sentences without a subject at the surface 
level have what is termed the empty subject category 'pro'. For the non-GB theorist, of course, 
there remain problems in trying to establish, for example, SVO patterning when an empty 
subject category is posited and in a sense located at deep structure level. 

One particular difficulty that has been raised for several signed languages is that 
expression of the subject may appear somewhat random. There may, for example, be 
a relatively large number of utterances which do not contain an overt subject, although at least 
some recent research suggests that this number may have been exaggerated. Part of the 
problem is to decide just what rules  govern  the  presence  or  absence  of subjects. 

It is usually claimed that sign languages typically do not exploit a copula. van den 
Bogaerde and Mills [this volume) note that within their data, Deaf mothers produced 93 per 
cent of utterances with a complement without a verb when interacting with their deaf children. 
Although van den Bogaerde and Mills are primarily examining a form of simultaneous 
communication, they stress their claim that this usage is strongly influenced by the Sign 
Language of the Netherlands (SLN). However, more recently, questions have been raised 
concerning both the possible copula-like function of some BSL verbs, such as BECOME and 
the possibility that non-manual information may perform a copula-like function. Indeed, there 
seems little doubt that addressees interpret these non-manual features as having a predicate 
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function (see, for example, Langenbach (1993)). Sign linguists have so far been very reluctant 
even to consider the idea that the major categories of nouns and verbs could actually be 
expressed by non-manual features alone, although it is generally recognised that adverbial 
information may be presented in this way. However, once again if we start from the realities 
of signed languages without relying too much on our expectations from spoken languages 
then we should at least consider such a possibility. Once we do so, then the whole sign order 
area becomes incredibly more complex. 

A further category that has received attention in the sign language literature is that of 
´adjective´. Bergman [1983], for example, claimed that Swedish Sign Language did not 
appear to exploit the category of adjective: rather adjectives could be treated as verbs. 
Although in her later work, Bergman [1986] revised this view, she argued that the class of 
adjectives in SSL was very small. Recent work on adjectives in BSL by Langenbach [1993] 
provides evidence that BSL does have adjectives but that they belong to a limited set of 
adjective types. Moreover, signed languages typically exploit classifier forms which encode 
information about the size and shape of objects. This type of information is tyipically 
incorporated into the form of verbs and nouns and therefore may make a separate adjective 
class relating to such properties redundant. 

In all of these cases, then, there is at least some doubt about whether we are dealing with 
identical linguistic categories. Clearly sign languages raise additional issues which will need 
to be addressed more adequately before any definitive account of sign order can be given. 

 
CLAIMS  CONCERNING WORD ORDER WITHIN THE SIGN LANGUAGE   
LITERATURE 
Despite the descriptive importance of sign order information, overall there has been 
surprisingly little research on sign order across the sign languages of the world. Most of the 
analyses relate to ASL, with occasional work on BSL, SSL, DSL, and LIS. The present 
volume, additionally, contains the first published studies of sign order in SLN, LSQ and JSL 
as well as the first to present information on sign order in adult talk in language addressed to 
young children. 

One of the earliest accounts of word order was that of Fischer [1975] relating to ASL. 
This account examined not only the existing pattern of sign order in ASL, but sought to 
explain the patterning in terms of word order change. Fischer described ASL as having an 
underlying SVO structure at the clause level. Moreover, she argued that this structure, which 
is directly comparable to English SVO, showed an adaptation of ASL towards the patterning 
of the dominant spoken language, English. Fischer accepted that other sign orders were used, 
but argued that these different orders were always the result of topicalisation. Fischer also 
noted the use of what she termed "intonation breaks" which were characterised by pauses, 
head tilts, raised eyebrows and potentially other non-manual clues. 'Intonation breaks' 
provided a clue to the existence of topicalised forms. 

Friedman [1976] used connected discourse as the source of her data. She claimed that 
word order in ASL was relatively free, but claimed that there was a general tendency for verbs 
to occur last. According to Friedman, the subject was not present in the majority of her 
examples. Friedman's claims have been questioned (see, for example, Liddell (1977) and 
Wilbur (1987)) in part because she did not recognise ASL verbs as having inflections for 
agreement. This led Her to assume that other strategies must be required to show the 
relationship between a verb and its arguments. Baker and Cokely [1980] also present ASL as 
a topic prominent language: 

 
"ASL signers (like speakers of Mandarin Chinese and Tagalog) tend to indicate first what is the 

thing they want to talk about (called the topic) and then to make some statements(s), question(s), etc., 
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about that thing (called the comment). For this reason, ASL is described as having a 'topic-comment  
structure'."  (Baker and Cokely (1980, p.156)).  

 
However, Baker and Cokely also recognise the importance of sign order, suggesting that 

when verbs are not directionalised, i.e. do not have inflectional marking which clarifies the 
subject and object, then the signer will use either SVO order or some type of topicalization. 
The signer may or may not choose to topicalise the first noun by the use of the non-manual 
topic marker (see Baker and Cokely (1980, p. 271-272)). 

Deuchar [1983] uses 20 minutes of spontaneous signing as the basis of her response to the 
question "Is BSL an SVO language?", although within her account she argues that the 
question itself might lead researchers in the wrong direction. Deuchar's basic claim is that: 

 
"...an approach which limits itself to sign order will account for less of the data than a more 

functional topic comment analysis. " (Deuchar (1983, p. 69)) 
 

As mentioned earlier, Deuchar found that three element sequences of a verb and two 
nouns was extremely rare. She also found that there did not seem to be either a consistent VO 
or OV ordering. Moreover, a rather large set of utterances from the data could not be 
accounted for by using an account based on the ordering of verbs and objects, whereas the 
same set of data was clearly susceptible to a topic-comment type of analysis. Deuchar's 
account supports definitional criteria proposed for topics by Li and Thompson [1976]. In 
particular, Deuchar provides evidence that topic is more of a discourse than a sentence notion 
and that topics are definite. Deuchar also claims that while she did not find the invariant use 
of a slight backward head tilt and brow raise as indicated for ASL by Liddell (1980], she did 
find non-manual marking of the separation of topic and comment and non-manual marking of 
both the topic (raised eyebrows)  and  comment  (head nod). 

Although Deuchar (1983, p. 126)) has thus argued that "...BSL structures are easily 
analysed in terms of 'topic' and 'comment'", she also suggests that we should not be too hasty 
in classifying BSL and ASL as topic prominent. She points out that: 

 
"...although frameworks such as topic-prominence can be useful for analysis of data, we should be 

aware of classifying an entire language irrevocably as one particular type, since languages vary from 
situation to situation and change over time. " (Deuchar (1983, p. 129)) 

 
Unfortunately, the notion of 'topic' is extraordinarily difficult to define. Even with the 

elaborations provided by, for example, Li and Thompson [1976], there is no fully acceptable 
set of defining criteria. Despite this and despite the limited analyses of different types of data, 
there has been a general tendency to regard BSL as a topic-comment language. Thus Kyle and 
Woll claim that: 

 
"...the order of BSL signs is very often different from English, using primarily a topic-comment 

structure" (Kyle and Woll (1985, p. 31)) 
 

They go on to review the claims made by Deuchar and appear to endorse the notion that 
topic prominence is characteristic of BSL. 

Fischer [1990] claims that what appear to be inconsistencies of word order in ASL 
actually provide evidence for the application of a specific rule type, i.e. topicalisation. 
Although the resulting structures may look head  final,  she argues that this is because they  
show: 
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"...a continuity between the head final structures of a hundred years ago and the head initial 
structures we find underlyingly today." (Fischer (1990, p. 83)) 

 
Although Fischer states quite categorically that "ASL used to have totally consistent SOV 

word order" (Fischer (1990, p. 77)), the amount of analysed data to support such a claim  
remains  limited.  Fischer  does  recognise  that  both head first and head last structures appear 
and that there is a clear relationship between definiteness and the process of topicalisation. 
While there does not appear to be consistency of head ordering within all types of phrases, 
Fischer attempts to account for this in terms of topicalisation. Thus heads generally precede 
their complements except where complements are definite: in these cases the complement 
may precede the head. The claim here then is that, like the topic-prominent language, 
Japanese, ASL allows multiple topics. It is worth noting that in her later work on word order, 
Fischer is not only working within the framework of GB theory, but is starting with several 
central theoretical assumptions. One particularly crucial assumption is that languages which 
differ considerably from each other on the surface may, in terms of underlying d-structure 
differ only in a small number of parameters. 

Work by teams in the French part of Switzerland and in Rome, Italy have looked at word 
order patterning in French Swiss Sign Language and Italian Sign Language (LIS). The work is 
an attempt at comparative analysis of word order patterning and is built upon earlier work 
reported by Volterra et al. [1984] with respect to LIS. The teams made use of sentence 
elicitation tasks and story elicitation tasks. The results of these experiments showed that the 
same range of orders and what Boyes Braem et al. term "sign language techniques" are used 
in both languages. However, the authors note a strategy particularly amongst the Italian 
subjects of mentioning the agent first in the sentence, whereas the Swiss "tended to prefer to 
set up first what we have called a visual context with the utilisation of many typical sign 
language techniques such as spatial referencing, use of handshape proforms, role, etc." (Boyes 
Braem et al. (1990, p. 119)) 

It is worth noting that there is a considerable range of types of data used within the 
different accounts of sign order. These range from data acquired through translation of 
English sentences (Liddell (1980)); interpretation of sign sequences (Fischer (1975)); 
elicitation using drawings (Volterra et al. (1984.) and Boyes Braem et al. (1990)); elicitation 
of stories (Boyes-Braem (1990); filming of natural discourse in informal settings (Deuchar 
(1983b) and Friedman (1977)).  
Although the differences in type of data do not necessarily invalidate any of the findings, they 
can make comparisons somewhat difficult. Moreover where linguists are working from theory 
to description and back to theory, there may be less reliance on specific data. The extent to 
which a range of data is required depends of course upon theoretical standpoint. However, it 
does seem that the comments of Givon and Deuchar (see earlier this chapter) and others are 
important in this regard: it is somewhat precipitous to make generalised claims concerning 
basic word order, language type or general motivating linguistic principles on the basis either 
of data from a limited set of data or from a limited type of source. 
 
Pointers for future research 
Current work within general linguistics on the topic of word order shows a tension between 
two different approaches. One, exemplified by the work of Hawkins, may be described as 
more syntactically oriented, the other, exemplified by the work of Mithun, more pragmatically 
oriented. The latter may seem to fit more easily into the area of sign language studies. Mithun 
has argued that the "order of constituents does not reflect their syntactic functions at all, but 
rather their pragmatic functions" (Mithun (1987, p. 325)). Mithun argues that we can 
distinguish between what she terms pragmatically based languages and syntactically based 
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languages. In many ways, the sign languages which have been studied so far would seem to 
fit the former category. Sign languages, for example appear to be morphologically rich and to 
have what appears to be relatively flexible word order, which can vary according to pragmatic 
requirements. However, before arriving at firm conclusions about sign languages as a group 
or even about individual sign languages, it is essential that we develop  studies  of word  order  
which  reflect  a  range  of sign language data. The types of study which are found in the rest 
of this volume provide an important contribution to this process. 
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PRAGMATICS AND PRODUCTIVITY 
Mary Brennan* 
 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
This discussion focuses on the nature of the productive lexicon in British Sign Language (BSL) 
and the extent to which information on productive forms can or should be included within a BSL 
dictionary. It also seeks to develop some strands of the relationship between the nature of BSL 
discourse and the particular types of vocabulary items exploited. It will be suggested that 
although certain kinds of vocabulary usage can be predicted from the pragmatics of the discourse 
involved, a full and elaborated set of relationships is not available at the present time; 
nevertheless there are relationships which can be made explicit. 

 
Let us begin then with some central claims around which the rest of this paper will focus. 
• A crucial distinction can be drawn between the productive lexicon and the frozen or established 
lexicon in BSL, as in other (possibly all) sign languages (see McDonald 1982, Supalla 1982, 
Brennan 1990). 
• The use of different types of lexical resource is partly governed by pragmatic/ discourse 
requirements. 
• To date, relatively little attention has been paid to the productive lexicon within sign language 
dictionaries or other collections of lexical resources (eg computer, video and text listings of signs). 
• Productive forms should be included in dictionaries and should be the proper 
concern of lexicographers. 
 

2 THE FROZEN/PRODUCTIVE DISTINCTION 
The suggestion that a distinction can be drawn between the frozen forms of a sign language 
and the productive lexical forms is stressed and exemplified in the work of several sign 
linguists, including McDonald, 1982; Supalla, 1978,1980,1982,1986, and Brennan, 1990a, 
Brennan, 1990b and Brennan et al., 1993). At its simplest, the distinction separates out two 
specific groups of signs: 
• those that are fully established and therefore, almost by definition, are capable of being 
stored separately as individual items of the specific sign language lexicon: the frozen forms; 
• those that are created as required by the signer from a set of component parts (morphemes); 
these component parts can be put together in different ways at different times to suit the needs 
of the discourse: the productive forms.  

The former have been described as 'off the shelf items, already made up and ready to use, 
while the latter have been described as making up a kind of DIY ('Do it yourself) lexicon, where 
the signer can select the most appropriate set of forms and assemble them as required: a kind 
of linguistic 'pick'n'mix" (see Brennan, 1990 and Brennan et al., 1993). It is suggested here 
that virtually all kinds of sign discourse are likely to include both types of lexical choice, 
although certain, kinds of discourse lend themselves more to the use of productive 
forms. Generally there has been an assumption, that these are the types of discourse in which 
the signer is expected to use more linguistic resourcefulness or creativity, eg in the telling of 
stories, in telling jokes, in playing with the language for various types of effect and so on. Before 
examining the discourse implications, let us explore this basic distinction a little further. 
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2.1 Classifiers 
McDonald's 1982 thesis provides an excellent starting point for any discussion of the 
productive lexicon, since she describes a large set of examples of the component parts of 
such forms. Her focus is on what might be called 'classifier predicates'. Similarly the 
work by Supalla (listed above) and Newportand Supalla (1980) focuses on classifier 
forms, particularly verbs of motion and location. Classifiers have been widely discussed 
in the sign language literature (cf above references). They can be seen as linguistic 
indicators of classification. Thus in BSL and ASL, specific handshapes may function 
as markers of the particular class to which a given entity belongs. Typical classes include 
such categories as those listed in Figure 1; related handshapes which serve as markers of 
this class membership are also listed. 
 

. 

  
 
 
It is worth stressing that there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between 

classification and handshape. Thus round items in BSL may be marked by the A, O, F and V 
handshapes, as in Figure 2: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Examples of productive classifier forms include those listed in Figure 3, taken from 

Brennan (1992). 
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My own informal observations of discussions of classifier forms, most obviously by interested 
groups (eg teachers of a sign language) is that the most frequently elaborated type of example is 
the classic verb of motion/location such as 

 
VEHICLE MOVES FROM SIDE TO SIDE IN DOWNWARD DIRECTION 
 

Handling classifiers appear to receive considerably less focus. McDonald's early work provides 
a very useful set of examples, which demonstrates all too clearly the importance of handling 
classifiers within productive forms. 
 

2.2 Metaphorical morphemes 
Brennan (1990a, 1990b and 1993) has suggested that there is a further set of morphemes 
which can play a part in the productive lexicon. These are termed metaphor morphemes. 
Whilst the term itself appears to be rather controversial, there is nevertheless a growing 
recognition that such morphemes do play a significant role within the productive lexicon. The 
claim is that these morphemes are not purely arbitrary: there is a metaphorical relationship 
between the form of the morpheme and its meaning. Examples of proposed metaphor morphemes 
in BSL are shown in Figure 4. 
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Examples of productive forms exploiting these morphemes are presented in Figure 5. 
 

 
 

 
 
Brennan (1990a) also suggests that there is a large set of spatial metaphors in BSL. Just as 

many spoken languages exploit spatial patterning, so do sign languages: however, in the latter 
case these spatial metaphors are literally expressed in space. In English, for example, notions 
of inferiority and superiority, are expressed through such spatial notions as high and low: we 
speak of an individual or group as having high or low status and of one individual being in 
a lower position (eg in a firm) than another; in England, at least, people still speak of the 
upper, middle and lower classes and of the higher echelons of power. There are, of course, 
hundreds of such examples of spatial metaphor. What is being suggested here (and in earlier 
works) is that these and other such metaphorical relationships are expressed more directly in 
sign languages, simply because of the spatial-gestural modality. Thus the hands can literally 
be placed higher or lower in respect to each other; one hand may be placed in front of or 
behind the other; the hands may change places and so on. We know that such metaphorical 
positioning can be exploited in BSL syntax. What is suggested here is that it may also be 
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exploited within the productive lexicon. Thus the relatively new notion of advocacy is 
expressed in BSL in a number of different ways: one sign makes use of two A handshapes, 
one moving to a position behind the other and then both moving forward. This could be 
analysed as exploiting a handshape which has a positive value within BSL signs (i.e. is linked 
with meanings related to goodness or positive effects); the movement of the dominant hand 
into a position behind the non-dominant appears to be equivalent to phrases in English such as 
"I'm right behind you"; "I'm there to back you up"; "You have my full backing". The 
movement forward can be seen as indicating a kind of progress: again notice such expressions 
as "We can move forward on this matter"; "The Americans are ahead of us in this area." 
Similarly, the notion of segregation is shown by holding the two B hands together, back to 
back, and then the dominant hand moving away in a firm action. Again, the notion of 
segregation is being represented by a motivated form: it is as if one entity is pushed away 
from another just as one hand pushes away from the other. 
 

2.3 Fuzzy edges 
So far in this discussion, it has been implied that the distinction between the frozen and 
productive lexicon is clear and obvious. Of course, this is not the case. Not only is there an 
overlap between the two forms, such that it may not be clear how we should categories 
specific forms, but there are several kinds of fuzzy edges. We are dealing with the fuzziness 
inherent in the traditional distinction between derivational morphology and inflectional 
morphology as well as the haziness of the productive frozen distinction. 

Like many contrasts of this type, the derivational/inflectional contrast works well with 
what we might think of as the central or prototypical examples. Certain criteria have been 
elaborated which supposedly justify the distinction. If this distinction were absolute, we might 
well argue that any dictionary of the language should include the the root of a word form and 
some indication of the types of inflectional and derivational affixes (whether simultaneous or 
sequential) which could be added to this. However, we might imagine that, as with most 
English dictionaries, the requirement to specify all potential derivational affixes would be too 
onerous. The kinds of criteria that have been elaborated with respect to the traditional 
distinction, include the following: 
• derivations provide new words (or lexemes); inflections simply provide different forms of 
the same word; 
• inflections do not cause a change of word-class category (eg from noun to verb); derivations 
may cause a categorial change (eg noun to adjective); 
• inflectional forms typically constitute closed sets: we do not add to them or lose items from 
these sets, except, typically over long periods of time; 
• inflectional affixes have regular meanings; derivational affixes are more variable; 
• derivational affixes occur prior to inflectional affixes: they occur nearer the root; 
• inflection is productive (eg English '-ing' is applied to verbs in a very regular manner – it has 
high productivity); derivation is only partially productive; 
• inflections are more directly relevant to syntax: eg in traditional grammar, syntax and 
inflections together were said to constitute grammar. 
 

Several writers have accepted the relevance of these criteria for sign languages and have 
been able to demonstrate the applicability of these criteria: for example, Newport (1982) 
demonstrates that processes of derivational affixation occur prior to processes of inflectional 
derivation. However, this is to assume that we do know which is which: the argument can 
easily become circular. 

We can illustrate some of the problems by looking at a few examples of what might be 
regarded as typical productive forms in BSL. Some key examples are given in Figure 6. 
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What are the component parts which make up these lexemes? Can we specify the root of 
any of these forms, i.e. the central form to which all further affixes are added? Immediately 
we enter an area of controversy. How do we decide which is the central content component? 
One way of answering the question might be to say that in all of these cases we happen to be 
dealing with words containing a classifier component: the class of classifiers in BSL is 
relatively large. It is much larger, for example, than the set of aspectual inflections. 
Therefore it might seem appropriate to treat these forms as the central semantic 
components in that they cannot be said to belong to a small closed class. This might then be 
an appropriate criterion to exploit to make the distinction. However, it may be that we should 
treat these classifiers as derivational affixes. But how do we decide if these are affixes when 
we remain unclear about the root – after all, one of the criteria for deciding that an affix is 
derivational is that it occurs nearer the root than inflectional forms. 

What are the candidates for inflectional forms in these examples? We can see that the 
other elements of meaning within the forms include; 
•  marking of aspect; 
•  marking of manner; 
•  marking of subject object agreement; 
•  marking of location. 

Treatments of aspect in BSL and other sign languages (Brennan, 1983; Bergman, 1980) 
demonstrate that we are dealing with a limited closed set of options, which on the whole can 
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be said to have regular meanings. However, manner is somewhat more difficult to decide 
upon. Supalla's accounts of verbs of motion and location (1978, 1982, 1986) include manner 
morphemes within movement: i.e. in terms of what might be termed manner of movement: 
this can be illustrated by some of his glosses: 
•  VEHICLE-WANDER-UPWARD-ACROSS-HORIZONTAL-WIDE-STRAIGHT-SHAPE 
•  VEHICLE-ROTATE-ON-WIDE-STRAIGHT-SHAPE 
•  VEHICLE-TURN-PAST-TREE 
•  VEHICLE-MOVE-THRU-FOUR-HORIZONTAL-THIN-STRAIGHT-SHAPES 

Given that the last of these is given the English translation of "The car crashes through 
a fence", it may be questioned whether the full manner information is present in the glossing: 
i.e. we might expect something like – WITH FORCE. 

The notion of manner can, in any case, be interpreted somewhat more widely. It is clear 
that in this area, non-manual forms play a highly significant role. As illustrated in Brennan 
(1992), there are several non-manual markers of manner such as 'at ease/ without effort' (as in 
SAUNTER illustration), so-called 'ee' involving stretched lips, meaning the opposite, i.e. 'with 
effort/intensity' and 'puffed cheeks', which may also mean 'with effort/intensity'. The last 
example illustrates the difficulty of pinning down a single regular meaning to this form: in 
one sense it has to be interpreted according to the meaning of the other morphemes, which are 
being assembled. While it does seem possible to delimit a fairly restricted set of affixes, it can 
be difficult to narrow down the set of possibilities since we are frequently dealing with 
combinations of non-manual markers, often including shoulder, trunk and head movements 
and one or more facial components. Currently it is not even clear what we should regard as 
constituting a single morpheme. Is puckered nose' a single morpheme, meaning something 
like 'unpleasant'? Is tongue protrusion, 'th' a further single morpheme again meaning 
'unpleasant'? Since both of these components frequently, though not always co-occur, should 
we regard them as jointly constituting a single morpheme? Should one be regarded as an 
intensifier of the other? If so, which is which? Discussions with native signers suggest that 
there are no clear answers to such questions at the moment. We probably need to collect much 
more empirical evidence before we can arrive at firm conclusions. However, this certainly 
means that we cannot be absolutely firm about inflectional/derivational status. 

While marking of subject/object agreement involves a clearly delimited set of options, 
locative marking is again much more difficult to analyze in terms of a limited listing of 
clearly distinct forms with corresponding meanings. Do we need to distinguish between right, 
near right, mid right, far right etc? How many divisions would we have and to what extent are 
such decisions arbitrary? Again it seems that not only are we far from deciding on type of 
morpheme, we are also unclear about the morphemic status of such options. The detailed 
discussions by our students, including native signers familiar with the nature of the issues 
involved, suggest that whilst signers often share intuitions that 'x is significant', it can be 
much more difficult to tie down meanings or establish regularity of patterning. 

All of the above is intended to give some hint of the dilemmas currently facing the sign 
language lexicographer when dealing with the productive lexicon. Of course, some of these 
same problems occur even for the established lexicon. Typically dictionaries list the 
inflectional forms that verbs, for example, can take. How do we treat manner in this context? 
Do we add to a BSL verb such as WORK the information that the sign can take the following x 
number of inflections for manner? Clearly we have the same problems as listed above. This is 
not to say that we should not ultimately be aiming to try to present such information. We 
should certainly be laying the groundwork now. However, it would be false to imply that we 
currently have the required data and theory to make the most appropriate decisions. 

One attempt to begin the process of at least providing further information is demonstrated 
within the Dictionary of BSL/English (Brien, 1992). Here a decision was made to include 
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information about component morphemes of productive signs in the formal 'Introduction' to 
this dictionary (Brennan, 1992). Other dictionaries, particularly the Dictionary of Australian 
Sign Language (Johnston, 1989) and the Thai Sign Language Dictionary (Suwanarat et al., 
1986) have also attempted to give information on the classifier forms of the respective 
languages. Within the Dictionary of BSL/English, the classifier table (pp 53–67) provides 
a listing of classifier forms expressed by 38 different handshapes. An extract is given in 
Figure 8 (see overleaf). 
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This table gives some indication of the scale of potential creativeness available to the BSL 
signer. In the past, there has been a tendency, e.g. in sign language teaching, and to some 
extent in the available literature (e.g. Brennan et al., 1984) to see the classifier resource as 
important but limited to a relatively few handshapes and meanings. It might even be 
suggested that we have been giving rather too much attention to vehicles and c hand persons 
and not enough to the wide range of resources available and clearly exploited in the language. 
The c hand person classifier may turn out to be relatively uncommon as compared to 
examples in which the notion of ‘person' is encoded by the use of other classifiers, e.g. 'legs' 
classifiers exploiting G, bent G, V, bent V and A with prominent forearm and the 'head' 
classifier, A. However, there is no claim that this listing is fully comprehensive. Similarly, 
whilst an attempt is given to give clear examples of the types of meaningful components 
mentioned earlier (non-manual morphemes of manner, for example), our present state of 
knowledge and the limitations of text dictionaries inevitably limits the nature and presentation 
of the relevant information. Our current work on the development of a multi-media database, 
SIGNBASE, and related dictionary should support future work in this area. The database should 
ultimately, in fact, help us to solve many of these problems in that we hope, by inputting 
information on a large number of productive signs, we will be able to draw out regularities of 
patterning.' 

 

3 PRODUCTIVE VERSUS FROZEN 

Some of the difficulties faced by a lexicographer in terms of distinguishing the two types of 
lexical item arise out of the limitations of current knowledge of the language.2 

However, some of the kinds of difficulties are inherent in the whole process of 
lexicography. Compilers of major dictionary resources usually attempt to record all of the 
current words of the language. This will include new words which will have come into the 
language recently. So one of the ongoing questions for the lexicographer is; what constitutes 
a new word? We can illustrate the nature of the difficulty by looking at two affixes in 
English, -able and non-. The suffix -able is highly productive in English. As Bauer (Bauer, 
1988) argues it would not be possible to make an exhaustive list of all cases of -able suffixed 
to a base, which is a transitive verb because "every time a new transitive verb is formed, -able 
can also be added to it". Thus if we create a verb from the name Thatcher as in "The Swedes 
have begun to Thatcherise their economic processes", we know we can add the suffix -able to 
this new verb as in "Swedish society is simply not Thatcherisable". Users of English have no 
difficulty whatsoever in understanding the way in which such a suffix operates. However, 
dictionary compilers make different decisions as to when to include forms with the -able 
ending. Similarly non- can be said to be a highly productive prefix. One Collins English 
Dictionary includes a number of full entries which exploit this prefix as in nonproductive, 
nonprofit-making, nonproliferation. However, it also lists several hundred examples without 
full entries, i.e. simply providing the word and an indication of its syntactic classification in 
terms of noun, adjective and so on. These include examples such as nonCatholic, 
nonintellectual, no recognition and nonverifable. Presumably all of these forms have been 
attested, i.e. the dictionary maker has included these forms precisely because they have been 
noted within English usage. The decision to include an item within a main entry would seem 
to be dependent upon some notion of the relative productivity of the item concerned. Thus 
the Collins lexicographers appear to have decided that nonproliferation is, for example, more 
common than nonCatholic. One of the difficulties faced by lexicographers is that there may 
be different types and levels of usage amongst individuals as opposed to the society as 
a whole. Thus within Catholic communities individuals may in fact use the term nonCatholic 
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quite frequently, whereas their use of nonproliferation may be relatively rare. However, over 
society as a whole this situation may be reversed. 

Bauer (1988) argues that "the dominating criteria distinguishing the two (individual and 
societal productivity) are probably widespread use in the written and spoken media and listing 
in dictionaries. In a pre-technological society it would probably be much harder to draw the 
distinction and indeed in very small speech communities there may not be any distinction to 
be drawn" (Bauer, 1988: 65). 

One of the difficulties for the lexicographer is the very act of placing an item within the 
dictionary gives it a new type of status. Within the BSL lexicography we do  not, of course, 
have written records to guide our decision making. The increasing use of BSL on a few 
regular television programmes does provide at least one source for attested forms. There are 
also considerable video resources now available of BSL usage, although these resources are 
scattered throughout the country and are not particularly easily accessible to the researcher. 
More importantly, there is currently no major project which would allow the collection of 
such resources and the detailed coding of signs which ideally is required. The SIGN BASE 
multi-media project should provide an appropriate multi-media database format but the 
resources for the collection of data are still very limited. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe 
signs being created and introduced into the language. 

In recent years it has been possible to note the way in which several new signs for 
linguistic terminology have entered the lexicon. The three examples I will refer to here are the 
signs glossed as DIGLOSSIA, PIDGIN and CREOLE. In each case it could be argued that 
these signs were created by exploiting primarily motivated, in particular metaphorically 
motivated, morphemes of the language. The sign DIGLOSSIA appears to have devloped from 
signers referring to the two varieties within a diglossic situation, i.e. the H (high) and the L 
(low) varieties. Signers tended to produce forms in which two bent B hands were used, i.e. 
fingers together, hand bent at the major knuckles, and for the high variety to use a slight 
upward repeated movement with the dominant hand and for the low variety to use a slight 
downward repeated movement with the non-dominant hand. In discussions of diglossia 
various different versions of this form were seen again and again. Eventually a single sign 
emerged for the overall concept in which both B hands were used, the differential height in 
space was maintained but the non-dominant hand made contact with the forearm of the 
dominant hand in a sideways simple tapping motion. It could be argued that this is a classical 
example of a motivated form losing some element of its transparency within the refining 
down process. The sign PIDGIN involves two 5-hands with palms facing down and fingers 
pointing forward one above the other moving in an alternating side to side action. This again 
appears to be a motivated form indicating the mixing of two separate languages (as 
represented by the two hands) and the relatively unstable nature of the linguistic structure 
concerned (as represented by the side to side movement). This sign contrasts with the sign 
CREOLE which again involves the two 5-hands, with the dominant hand placed above the 
other, but in this case the dominant hand moves complementary fashion. This appears to 
suggest movement over time (i.e. the right forward from a position at shoulder level, then 
both hands move forward in a hand coming from the right shoulder) and the relative stability 
of the Creole situation, i.e. the side to side movement has disappeared. Within linguistic 
discussion of pidgins and Creoles, these two signs now seem to be fairly widely used although 
a sign based on the English word pigeon sometimes glossed as BIRD has also been observed 
on many occasions. This kind of example illustrates what might be termed the 
cultural/political dilemma of the lexicographer. Perhaps ideally both entries should be 
included. If the 'bird' entry is excluded, it could be argued that the lexicographer is ignoring 
relatively widespread usage amongst those Deaf people who discuss the notion of pidgin sign 
language. The newer version may be used by a much smaller group of people although 
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observations would suggest that once individuals become aware of the two forms they tend to 
prefer the newer form, at least if they are involved in sign language linguistics. Nevertheless 
the lexicographer can be seen to be making an evaluation or judgment as opposed simply to 
be recording usage. However as the Collins Dictionary examples demonstrate, lexicographers 
have to do this all the time. 

4 THE PRAGMATICS OF PRODUCTIVITY 
In this section I would like to focus on two aspects of the use of productive forms. Firstly 
I would like briefly to comment on the types of discourse in which productive forms occur 
and secondly I would like to give some attention to the pragmatic influences on the use of 
different combinations of formational components within productive forms. 
 
4.1 Discourse 
One of the suggestions which has been made concerning discussion of classifier based forms 
is that they are typically found within stories, anecdotes, informal conversation and so on. 
There has been a tendency, therefore, to assume that the productive lexicon can only be 
associated with types of discourse, which can be, classified as informal and perhaps, more 
particularly, types of discourse, which can be regarded as narrative. It is suggested here that 
this is much too narrow a base in which to consider the productive lexicon. An examination of 
a wider range of texts demonstrates that in almost all cases there is some use of productive 
forms and in both narrative and non-narrative texts there is often considerable use of such 
forms. It may well be that classifier based forms are more prevalent in narrative and 
descriptive types of discourse, whilst metaphorical morphemes are more likely to occur within 
more abstract types of (possibly formal) discourse. 
 
4.2 The nature of discourse 
Interaction can be seen as an interweaving of communicative acts which rely on such features 
as; 
• Mutual orientation: both participants being able to exploit deixis in a mutually intelligent 

way; 
• Shared knowledge: both/all participants sharing knowledge of a domain and the 

mechanisms by which that knowledge can be updated; 
• Shared understanding of the goals of the interaction. 

I would like to suggest that a further pragmatic consideration relates to share linguistic 
expectations. The signer has a built in set of expectations concerning the extent to which the 
addressee will share full access to the total potential of the sign linguistic system s/he is 
exploiting. The Deaf person is used to having to adjust to differences in access to this full 
potential. Thus we know, for example, from the work of Supalla and Newport that access to 
the true potential of the ASL morphological system can vary depending on age of 
acquisition/learning of ASL. So even within Deaf-Deaf interactions there is a built in 
requirement to adjust linguistic expectations. The suggestion I am making here is that, in 
formal contexts where it is  not possible to monitor and to adjust to the adressees' responses in 
a regular way (especially when there is a mixed audience with inevitably mixed responses), 
there is what we might think of as a 'default setting' with respect to the use of productive  
morphology. It is almost as if within the evolution of BSL, the community of signers has 
arrived at a particular degree of shared linguistic knowledge but that this may change and 
indeed is changing as the language is allowed to move into previously restricted areas (such as 
formal abstract discourse). 
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The 'default setting' can be seen as involving a particular level of productive morphology 
along with a set of markers or indicators as to the nature of the productive forms. Another 
way of putting this is to say that the meaning or content of the productive forms is cued for 
the addressee by particular types of linguistic indicators. These markers may include explicit 
lip patterns which denote English words or related versions of English words; finger spelling 
forms of English words which may, for example, denote the object or the action referred to in 
the productive form; a frozen form, i.e. an established sign, which expresses some aspect of 
the meaning of the productive form. In some cases, the signer may use a frozen form which 
shares the same English gloss as the productive form, but which actually has a different 
meaning in BSL (as in the MOUSE example below). 

The 'default setting' and its expression can be demonstrated by examples from two sets of 
data. Both of these extracts come from relatively formal contexts: the first is an account of 
several aspects of computer technology and the second is a question asked by a native Deaf 
signer at a conference on bi-lingual education. The following examples are taken from the 
discussion of computer technology. What we can see here is that the signer not only clarifies 
a productive form by adding an item from the frozen lexicon, typically accompanied by lip 
pattern, but even interrupts the articulation of the productive form to insert the clarifying 
information (figure 9). 

 

 

In all of these cases we have what appears to be a type of clarifying process taking place. 
It is as if the signer is saying.’ I know I have provided you with the context. I know you have 
some understanding of the context, but I cannot expect you to have a full understanding of 
what I am talking about simply from the productive forms.’ 

Of course, in an example such as this, the question also arises as to whether the presenter 
has a teaching goal in mind also. It is common practice, for example, in computer technology 
to exploit English terminology even in countries where English is not the standard language. 
It may be that within computer technology, as within linguistics, there is a pressure on the 
BSL presenter to make his/her audience more bilingually aware. There is a political view that, 
given that Deaf people have frequently been deprived of adequate access to education, it is 
simply not enough to provide them with the relevant concepts in their own preferred 
language. Full access to information in such areas as computers and linguistics may also 
require some knowledge of English. Although it may seem surprising that the signer may 
have such aims in mind when involved in ordinary day to day interaction, there does seem to 
be an indication that such influences are present at least at some kind of subconscious level 
which influences linguistic activity. If we return to the dilemmas facing lexicographers, we 
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need to examine the role of lip pattern or English mouthing within both frozen and productive 
forms. In the instances which I have just described, the signer deliberately, it appears, leaves 
the productive form free of the 'clutter' of a frozen label. It is as if the productive form can be 
understood and in a sense enjoyed in its own terms while the frozen form takes on an almost 
bilingual function. It was predicted on the basis of such examples that productive forms would 
not take lip pattern, however, this is not fully supported by the data. While in the majority of 
cases the lip pattern co-occurs with frozen forms, in some complex forms there is what may 
appear to be the remnant of a frozen form. Thus in a productive sign which we might gloss as 
COMPUTER FILE the signer makes use of the lip pattern 'file' simultaneously with the sign. 
In this instance we can say that it is merely the location and size of the sign FILE which 
renders it a productive form. We could argue, therefore, either that COMPUTER FILE is on 
its way to being a fully frozen sign or that it is influenced by the fact of a fully frozen form 
already existing. It is worth noting that we seem to have a kind of irony here in that what is 
accompanied by lip pattern, is the most established part of the lexicon. In other words that 
what is most fully explicit and established is being made, as it were, even more explicit.  

Finally I would like to draw attention to a real example of BSL usage which  demonstrates 
all too well both the enormous creativity of native BSL signers and the   difficulty of 
encapsulating such creativity within dictionaries. Unfortunately within a text version of this 
paper it is simply impossible to present the relevant information adequately.3 Within this 
extract the signer is asking a question and making a comment at a conference on bilingual 
education in England. The signer is discussing the need to adapt one's signing to the level of 
the child rather than 'signing over the child's head' (note the spatial metaphor which is used in 
English). 

The signer suggests that just as we have to adjust the heat of an iron to suit different types of 
material, so we have to adjust our signing to adjust to the lingistic level of children. The 
whole chunk of signing incorporates a range of productive forms, sandwiched between 
frozen forms such as AGREE, MEET, HEAT, WOOL and SILK. 

I will focus here on two small sections of the sign production. The first concerns the use 
of a form which might literally be translated "as if turning dials on one's chest". The signer 
uses two parallel V bent handshapes, i.e. thumb, index finger and middle finger extended and 
bent, placed on the chest with palm orientation towards the body and both hands 
simultaneously twisting downwards. The signer uses a similar sign articulated with one hand 
to mean "adjusting the heat dial on an iron". It could be argued that the problems raised by 
this type of example are comparable to those raised by Brien and Turner (this volume, p. 
400) with regard to their discussion of CATERPILLAR CRAWLING UP A THIN OBJECT. 
Does the lexicographer attempt to list all attested forms such as: turn dial on iron; turn dial 
on iron to the right; turn iron to the right repeatedly; turn dial on video recorder; turn dial on 
stereo set; turn dial on radiator; turn central heating dial, etc. As well as the additional 
variations of the forms listed above, there are clearly numerous other attested forms and 
potentially occurring forms. These examples could be seen as relating directly to objects and 
actions: however, the earlier example relating to "turning dials on one's chest" can be seen as 
a metaphorical extension of this literal meaning. 

The second example from this same extract is even more complex. The signer uses what 
seems to be a type of chaining of morphemes. He initially provides the context by the use of 
the frozen forms MATCH and AGREE, both with accompanying lip pattern. The sign match 
is made with two bent b hands (i.e. fingers together, both hands bent at major knuckles). The 
hands are held with palms facing each other in front of the body and the two hands come 
together so that the finger tips almost touch. The signer then changes the orientation and 
position of the two hands so that the dominant hand is held above and behind the other, with 
palm facing away and the non-dominant hand is held with palm up at a much lower position. 
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The signer then executes a sign which could be literally translated as "gradually pull 
towards": the image is of hauling something in with a rope. The signer then returns to the 
second version of MATCH with the hands moving towards the body in step-like movements 
so that both hands are at the same level in space. However, the signer also adds a flickering 
motion of the fingers at two of the stages. This flickering movement is rather difficult to 
translate precisely but appears to mean that signing is being produced: it can be seen as 
a version of the 'spread' metaphor morpheme. This whole sequence can be translated as: 

"You have to adjust your signing to match the needs of the child. In that way you can 
raise the level of the child's signing, constantly modifying your signing so that eventually 
both adult and child produce mutually comprehensible signing." The signer then is both 
adapting the resources of the frozen lexicon by using significant irepositioning and 
reorientation of frozen signs and exploitingthe potential of the productive lexicon. It is 
difficult to imagine how such examples can be adequately; reflected in any text-based 
dictionary.  

What does all this tell us then about pragmatics and productivity? It is suggested here that 
productive forms constitute a much larger proportion of signing than is often recognised, even 
within types of discourse that are not normally associated with creativity. Because of this it is 
essential that dictionaries find some way of dealing with such forms. However, full listing of 
attested and potential forms will never be possible, although perhaps we should endeavour to 
list sufficient attested examples to ensure that learners and users understand the full potential 
of the productive lexicon. Recognition of the importance of productive forms must work 
alongside a realisation that frozen forms may often play a clarifying role in discourse, 
functioning as cues to the meaning of the productive forms. Whilst at an individual level the 
signer can adjust for understanding in an ongoing way, this is less possible in certain types of 
formal context, where the addressees are not: expected to respond. In these situations the 
signer appears to work on the basis of an overall view of the degree of clarification required. 
Such clarifiaction may also be; influenced by a sense of responsibility to provide access to the 
spoken/written language equivalents of the productive forms. 

 
 

Footnotes 
*   Mary Brennan: Deaf Studies Research Unit, Department of Sociology and Social Policy, 

University of Durham, Elvet Riverside 2, NewElvet, Durham DH13JT, England. E-mail: 
Mary.Brennan@uk.ac.durham 

1.  More details of this project, supported under the EC TIDE programme, may be obtained 
from David Brien or Mary Brennan at the DSRU, University of Durham. 

2. It is worth stressing that the amount of research that has been undertaken and is 
being undertaken with respect to BSL is extremely limited. We should not be 
altogether surprised at the limited nature of knowledge if we compare the thousands 
of individuals who work, and have worked, on English as compared 10 BSL. One of 
the major difficulties facing sign language linguistics is that many of us are working 
in 'applied' contexts, before theories and description have been full)' elaborated: 
indeed in some areas work has not even begun. 

3.   At Salamanca it was possible to show the relevant extract from the video.  
4. My thanks to Jerry Hanifin and Clark Denmark for permission to use extracts of 

their signing for analysis and demonstration. 
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PRODUCTIVE MORPHOLOGY IN BRITISH SIGN LANGUAGE FOCUS 
ON ROLE OF METAPHORS 
Mary Brennan 
 
 
 
 
"... the list of words which a speaker has at his command at a given moment is not closed. This 
speaker always has the capacity to make up new words which he then adds to his repertoire. It thus 
remains the task of morphology to tell us what sorts of new words a speaker can form." (Aronoff, 
1976, p. 19) 

As Aronoff suggests, speakers and hence signers constantly add to their repertoire of words, 
both in terms of their production and their comprehension. In this presentation, I would like to 
explore some of the ways in which British Sign Language (BSL) signers can regularly use 
and understand new BSL signs. I wish to focus on one specific type of relationship which 
I claim provides a 'trigger' impetus to the development of new forms. 

It may be helpful first to provide a general overview of ways in which new signs can be 
added to the language.  
 
Derivational Processes in BSL 

BSL exploits a range of processes which allow new signs to be 'derived´ from existing 
morphemes within the language. Most of these processes have some correspondence within 
spoken language morphology. Interestingly, however, BSL does not appear to make use of 
what is probably the most common process in English, namely sequential affixation. This is 
the process whereby affixes particularly prefixes and suffixes are added to morphemes 
('stems' in this context) to produce new combinations resulting in new words and meanings. 
English is rich in such forms. Examples include: deforestation, hypercard, mini-series, 
laundrette, normally. 

The only likely affixes so far proposed in relation to BSL have been several indicators of 
negativity. These include the negative marker / /, in which the flat B hand twist over 
from a palm down position to a palm up position (Illustration 1). 

In some parts of the UK, particularly in Scotland, this is often accompanied by the mouth 
pattern 'vee'. (This is not related to any specific English word.) The form NOT YET 
/  /, in which the two 5 hands move away in a short repeated movement is also 
typically accompanied by a mouth pattern: here it is the slight tongue protrusion sometimes 
represented as 'th' (Illustration 2)  

Both morphemes can be added to free morphemes, particularly verb forms, as in SEE + NOT 
YET / HAVEN'T SEEN YET (Illustration 3). 
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However, in examining a range of examples from BSL, it has become clear that these 
negative forms also operate within phrases as separate independent free morphemes. That 
being so, we must either treat them within derivational morphology as compound forms or 
within phrase structure as negatives comparable to, for example, 'not' in English. 
Given the absence of sequential affixation it was tempting to predict that given the enormous 
potential for simultaneous production in the language, sequential processes would simply not 
occur. However, the large number of sequential compounds in the language ran counter to 
such a theory. What is more, it is clear that compounding is productive process in the 
language now and not simply a relic of some previous era of word-formation activity. 
Examples of BSL compounding were presented in Brennan 1986 and are discussed 
in detail in Brennan 1989 (forthcoming). I will therefore present here only a few 
illustrative examples and comments.  
Sequential compounds in BSL consist of two morphemes which can each function as 
separate free morphemes in the language. The sign morphemes combine sequentially to 
create new lexical items ('lexemes') within the language. The meanings of such items may 
not be directly or easily predictable from the. separate meanings of the two independent 
morphemes: in English 'brainwash' does not mean giving brains a good scrub; 'pigheaded' 
does not mean that someone has a pig in place of their head; and ´hotdogs´ are not perspiring 
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canine quadrupeds. Both English and BSL are rich in new compounds. Examples from 
English include: videonasty, nukespeak, failsafe, hypercard, fill-flash, cook-chill. 

Examples from BSL include quite well established forms and new coinages. Among the 
established forms are: 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
As Klima and Bellugi (1979) noted for ASL, such compounds have a number of formational 
characteristics. The signs are not simply produced on after the other as in a sign phrase. 
Instead there are characteristic changes in the form of each sign. Many of the changes noted 
for BSL compounds include those specified for ASL. These include: 
1. Changes in the movement of the first sign: typically it is shortened or reduced in some 

way; 

2. The second sign sometimes loses repetition of movement, although modulated forms of 
the second sign may be used as in THINK ADD+ ―► EXAGGERATE 

 

3. If the second sign uses the left hand as a base, this tends to be brought 'into a position of 
readiness' at the onset of the compound, rather than at the start of the second sign. 
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4. The transition between the two signs tends to be smoother and more fluid than is sign 
phrases; 

5. The compound signs tend to have a similar duration to a simple sign, rather than the 
duration or two signs in a phrase. 

(See Brennan 1989 Forthcoming for more detail) 

 
 

In Brennan 1986, I suggested that as well as sequential compounding, BSL made use of 
another highly productive morphological process which I termed simultaneous compounding. 
This process is particularly important in terms of general morphological theory in that it 
allows the simultaneous rather than sequential production of two separate independent 
morphemes. Such simultaneous production seems to occur in any spoken language. The 
nearest phenomenon is probably the use of tonal modification in tone languages, but in such 
cases we are not dealing with combinations of free forms. The prototypical example of 
a simultaneous compound in BSL is the sign VISTEL: this is in effect a compound of 
TELEPHONE and TYPE . 

For the element, 'type' the Y configuration of the right hand is transferred to the left hand and 
the normal position is transferred from right ear to neutral space. For TYPE, the normally two 
handed sign is produced simply by the right hand. This is placed beneath the stationary left 
hand in neutral space. The right 5 hand then produces the 
side to side wriggling action used normally for type. The resulting sign is shown in 
Illustration 8. The 'Vistel' machine has a keyboard and a location on the top of the unit for 
placing the handset of a telephone. 

Example of relatively recently noted compound sign in BSL include:
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Many of the simultaneous compound signs of BSL make use of classifier forms, especially for 
the left hand. Examples include: 
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As with sequential compounds, it is possible to predict the types of change that may occur 
within the forms of the two separate signs. For most simultaneous compounds: 
1. The compound can be described formational as a 'manual tab' sign, ie. the left hand 

remains stationary while the right hand acts upon it; 
2. Two handed signs are produced by a single hand; 
3. The left hand is required to express sign parameters usually expressed by the right hand.

  
4. The movement component of the sign articulated by the left hand is usually eliminated. 
5. The positioning of one or both signs will be altered and new hand arrangement patterns 

used. 

It seems that BSL even has a group of signs which expoit both simultaneous and sequential 
pattering. Here there are in fact three different free morphemes involved. We can thus 
contrast a sequential sign for EVIDENCE which is made up of two signs, SEE and SHOW, 
and a sequential simultaneous sign meaning WRITTEN or MATERIAL EVIDENCE which is 
made up of SEE PAGE and INDICATE. SEE is produced first and then the PAGE 
INDICATE ELEMENTS are produced simultaneously. The left hand produces the flat B 
hand 'page' classifier, while the right hand produces a deictic form, ie. using B to indicate the 
material on the page, moving down from fingertips to below the unit: 

While this is a relatively small group of signs, it nevertheless demonstrates a still further set 
of resources available to the signer in the creation of compounds. 
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Other Derivational Processes 

As well as compounding, BSL also makes use of other derivational processes. I will give 
brief illustrate accounts of these in order to illustrate the range of productive process within 
BSL morphology. 

BSL makes use a derivational process, sometimes known as conversion, whereby one form-
class item is converted into an item from another form-class. Thus we may have nouns 
becoming verbs; verbs becoming adjectives and so on. Examples in English include: 

a guest (noun) —► to guest (verb) e.g. 
"Linda Evans will guest on the 'Terry Wogan Show' this evening" 
 
a network (noun)  —► to network (verb) e.g. 
"These days if you want to get promotion, you have to network very skillfully" 

  Similar processes operate in BSL. Thus we can note examples such as: 

SUN (noun)   —► TO DRY WITH (verb) HEAT OF THE SUN 

CAMERA (noun)  —► TO FILM (verb) 

PLACARD (noun) —► TO CAMPAIGN (verb) 
 

The first example is taken from a BSL version of a children's story. Here the sun dried the 
clothes hanging out on a washing line. The usual production of SUN has the closed fist A 
hand placed to the side at forehead level. The hand opens to a fully spread 5 hand. The 
opening movement is sometimes accompanied by a forward nodding movement. 
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In the story, the signer first produced the sign for 'clothes hanging out on a washing line', then 
retained the left hand classifier B. With the right hand she began the SUN sign in the normal 
position, but instead of the slight nodding movement, the whole hand moved slowly forward 
and down towards the location of the left hand while the hand opened. This directional 
movement continued even once the hand was opened to the 5 configuration. The hand was 
then held momentarily in space. This is a clear example of a 'conversion' process from noun 
form to verb form. 

Lexical Extension 

The term 'lexical extension' covers a number of different sub-categories of process which 
allow existing signs in the language to take on new meanings. In many cases, although not all, 
such semantic extension is accompanied by modification of the form of the sign, In English, 
we are quite familiar with the phenomenon of existing words in the language taking on new 
meanings. One current example is the word 'green'. If I told someone that I recently bought 
a packet of 'green coffee filter paper which were coloured brown', it is probable that the other 
person would recognize that 'green' in this context meant something like 'positive towards the 
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environment'. Thus when The Guardian' newspaper tells me that the government is producing 
'a white paper on green issues', I recognize both the status of the document and the kinds of 
issues concerned. It is perhaps worth noting that speakers of English do not find anything odd 
about this type of semantic extension, although when it occurs in BSL those unfamiliar with 
BSL word-formation processes sometimes think that such extension suggests a paucity of 
lexical resources. In practice in BSL, there is usually some modification to the form of the 
sign involved. Such modifications may involve the manual parameters (hand configuration, 
location, movement, hand arrangement, contact) or non-manual features, including head, face, 
body movements, lip pattern and eye-gaze.     

The following examples all illustrate relatively recent productions within the language. 
Several extensions based on the possessive meaning HIS/HER/YOUR/THEIR have been 
noted. I shall simply use YOUR in the illustrative examples (Illustration 18). One which is 
now widely used is the sign CULTURE. (Illustration 19). 

This produces the away movement with the right hand on the left hand base (rather than in 
neutral space). The movement is also repeated. The semantic link may be seen as something 
like: "Your way of behaving, your habits, etc." 
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Two further signs involve non-manual modifications. In ECCENTRIC (Ill. 20) and 
IDIOSYNCRATIC both hands produce the away movement, usually with an emphatic 
twisting movement. The manual movement is accompanied by non-manual features, which 
include the shoulder back and to the side and what might best be described as a facial 
'grimace'. 

A compound sign for NATIVE as in NATIVE LANGUAGE has also been noted. This 
involves the initial position and movement of the sign for BIRTH followed by YOUR. 

Several other new extensions have been noted which make use of non-manual features. 
Slight tongue protrusion as in 'th' accompanies SHAME to give PATERNALISTIC 
(Illustration 22) and LOW to give MENIAL (Illustration 22). 

 

 

Change of location may also allow for extension of meaning. A sign which is probably best 
glossed as HIEROGLYPHICS has been noted: 

a) moving downwards in neutral space to mean CHINESE SCRIPT 
b) in neutral space moving to the right meaning UNREADABLE PRINTOUT 

(as in minicom machine) (Illustration 23) 
c) produced at the head accompanied by the tongue protrusion non.manual feature 

to mean something like GOBBLEDYGOOK. 

Aspectual modification is sometimes lexicalized to allow the production of new lexical items. 
Examples include the addition of the 'regular' modification typically meaning 'to do X 
regularly'. This is usually expressed by short repeated movement in BSL. Examples of such 
extension include: 

SELL + Regular Aspect .MARKET (ING) 
SPEND + Regular Aspect SPENDTHRIFT 
(located at right hip i.e. trouser pocket) 
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PAY + Regular Aspect MORTGAGE (Illustration 24) 
GET + Regular Aspect BENEFITS 
 
 

 

The Role of Metaphors 

It is clear from at least some of the above examples that the relationship between sign form and 
meaning is frequently 'motivated', and not purely arbitrary. I would like to suggest that this 
motivated relationship has a 'triggering' effect in the production of new signs. It provides as it 
were the 'impetus' for the generation of processes such as compounding. Numerous accounts 
of iconicity and motivation are available within sign language studies (see for example, 
Bergman, 1982; Mandel, 1977; Klima and Bellugi, 1979). Most of these accounts focus 
either on the various ways in which physical attributes of objects are represented by gestural 
components or on the ways in which signs can imitate action. 
Within the various kinds of derivational processes mentioned above, it is possible to see how 
iconic links often act as the 'focus' for sign derivation, even though ultimately the sign may 
move away from its iconic base. One of the signs for GOAL-KEEPER in BSL is clearly 
derived from the sign TO CATCH A LARGE BALL. The latter is produced by the two B 
hands, right held above left, moving towards and contacting the chest. However, the sign for 
GOALKEEPER has the palm orientation of the hand facing down. This is obviously not how 
people normally catch footballs. The sign has moved on from its iconic origins: we can still 
recognize its derivation, although this might not always be the case. 
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The realizations of iconic relationship may be classifier forms, particularly size and shape 
classifiers and grasping classifiers. We have already seen the importance of such forms 
within classifier compounds. 

Nevertheless, despite the recognition of such iconic relationships and despite the 
sophistication of some of the accounts of iconicity in sign languages, there has been an 
implicit assumption that signs with more abstract meanings are unlikely to reveal any 
relationship between form and meaning. Deuchar (1984) expresses this more directly: 

 

"It will of course be realized that iconicity is only possible in signs with mean-ings that 
lend themselves to visual characterization. Although visual characteri-zation of concrete 
objects, movement and spatial relationships may be generally easier than auditory 
characterization, signs representing abstract ideas, for example, are much less likely to 
be iconic." (Deuchar, 1984, p. 13)    

Other writers have noted some signs which are 'intuitively recognized as imitating' but have 
not accounted for such signs within their analysis because of concern about the vagueness of 
the iconic relationship (see for example Bergman, 1982). 

I would like to suggest here that within the BSL lexicon as a whole it is possible to note clear 
relationships between the forms of signs and abstract meanings. The form of these signs is 
not simply arbitrary. Moreover, to ignore these links between form and abstract meaning is 
to ignore a major basis for the development of new signs in the language. 
 
How can abstract meanings be linked with visual gestural patterns in space? The answer, 
I would suggest, is through the exploitation of metaphor. Despite, and possibly because of, its 
long history within philosophy and literary studies, most linguists have given the notion of 
metaphor a wide berth. They have been reluctant to include it, even in accounts of semantic 
theory. It is probably still regarded as a somewhat 'wishy-washy' notion which cannot be 
expected to survive the harsh formalism of contemporary linguistics. It may be for this 
reason, that despite what I would suggest is a pervasive exploitation of metaphor within BSL, 
and according to present evidence, within many other sign languages, sign linguists have 
given very little credence to the notion. The major exemption has been the work of Penny 
Boyes-Braem on the 'frozen' lexicon of American Sign Language (Boyes-Braem, 1981). 
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Unfortunately, this detailed account has not as yet received the attention it deserves within 
discussions of sign morphology and lexicology. 

If we step back from sign language for moment and consider philosophical approaches to 
human language, we can note two primary approaches to metaphor: 

"... the classical view, which sees metaphor as detachable from language; a device that 
may be imported into language in order to achieve specific prejudged effects... and the 
romantic view which sees metaphor as inseparable from a language which is 'virtually 
metaphorical', and a 'reality' which is ultimately the end-product of an essentially 
metaphorical' interaction between words and the 'harrying of material' that they 
encounter daily." (Hawkes, 1972, p. 2 [emphasis added]) 

My proposal here is that within BSL, metaphor is built into the language at every level. We 
are dealing with a complex interplay of metaphor which cannot simply be extrapolated from 
the language and added if we wish so. Of course, it is possible to add further levels and types 
of metaphor. The signer can consciously create new metaphors and adapt existing ones, but 
the signer could never free himself/herself from metaphors entirely because it is an inbuilt part 
of the system. It does seem to me that evidence from BSL gives support to the extremely strong 
claim made by Lakoff and Johnson that 

"Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is 
fundamentally metaphorical in nature." (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 3) 

However, as support for such a claimabout cognition is well beyond the scope of this paper, 
I would simply stress that the evidence presented here, (and in more detail in Brennan 1989 
forthcoming) strongly suggests that BSL is perrneated by metaphor. 

 
One problem with this kind of approach is that if metaphor remains such a vague notion, then 
saying that the language is permeated by it is not necessarily either saying very much or 
allowing us to understand any more deeply how the language works. However, I would 
suggest that it is possible to get around this problem partly by using a fairly simple account of 
the central notion and, more importantly, by describing the kinds of relationships which hold 
between existing signs within the lexicon. I would suggest that the kind of evidence 
provided by what I shall term metaphor sets cannot be ignored. 

I take Lakoff and Johnson's notion of metaphor as the starting point: 
"The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing 
in terms of another" 
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 5) 

They also claim that: 
"Most of our fundamental concepts are organized in terms of one or more 
spatializalion metaphor" (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 17) 

They provide examples such as: 
HEALTH AND LIFE ARE UP: SICKNESS AND DEATH ARE DOWN 
'He's at the peak of health' 
He's in top shape. 
He came down with the flu. 
He dropped dead. 
VIRTUE IS UP: DEPRAVITY IS DOWN 
He is high minded 
She has high standards 
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That was a low trick 
I wouldn't stoop to that. (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, pp. 15-16) 

In a sign language such as BSL, spatial metaphor is actually expressed directly in space. This 
more direct realization of spatial metaphor seems to act as a trigger, releasing the potential for 
even greater use of metaphors within the language. 

Metaphor Sets in BSL 

The notion of metaphor sets or paradigms is discussed by Boyes-Braem in her account of 
the handshape parameter in ASL. She suggests that 
"... once a visual metaphor is selected in a language, and becomes the 'head sign' of a language 
specific paradigm, it is adhered to and can become a productive paradigm for new sign 
coining." (Boyes-Braem, 1981, p. 46) 
 

It may be helpful to explore the notion of metaphor sets or paradigms by looking at the 
following list of signs in BSL: 

HEADLIGHTS (Ill. 27), SUN, T. V. PROGRAMME, DISCHARGE, MICROWAVE OVEN, 
EJACULATION, TRANSMIT, MAGIC, SHOWER, CAR EXHAUST, BLOOD, EMIT, 
SEND, SHOUT, DISHWASHER, FLOW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to suggest that these signs are all items within the same metaphor set in BSL. If 
we look at the meanings involved, at first sight they may appear to have very little in common. 
Physically we cannot say that a microwave oven looks like the sun or that 'magic' looks like 
a dishwasher. While it would be possible to imagine new signs being created for some of these 
items based on classifier formations , e.g. size and shape classifiers or handling classifiers, 
this would not be possible for all of the meanings concerned. However, despite the apparent 
lack of similarity among these meanings, I would suggest that they all do have something in 
common: they are all exponents of the EMANATE/EMIT set of metaphors. It may be helpful 
to provide partial dictionary definitions of these terms in English. Webster (1977) includes the 
following entries: 
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"   Emanate... to flow forth; to proceed from something as the source, fountain or origin... 
to give forth, to discharge... " 
"Emit... to flow or give out, as light, heat, steam; to send forth; to put forth voice, to utter 
a sound" 
(Webster. 1977)  

My suggestion is that meanings, associated with emanation and emission are expressed by 
means of visual metaphor. The closed hand, either A or O, in some sense represents the 
source of the emanation/emission; the opening action of the hand into a 5 or 5 hand 
represents the actual giving forth. When we look at the above examples, again we see that 
they all share this formational feature of the O/A  5/5 opening action and they all express 
meanings associated with emanation and emission. SUN can be seen as the prototypical 
example: the A hand represents the source of heat and light; the opening action the giving out 
of this heat and the spread fingers, the rays of light. 
 
There are numerous signs linked to SUN and LIGHT which also express the same 
metaphor, e.g. HEADLIGHTS, TRAFFIC LIGHTS, LIGHTHOUSE, BUOY 

All of the other examples have something in connection with notions of emanation and/or 
emission. A T.V. programme involves the conversion of light rays to electrical waves and it is 
the visual metaphor of 'sending out' or 'emitting' which expresses this meaning. It is not only 
the emission of light which can be expressed in this way, but emission of water, liquids, gases 
and so on. 'Magic' can be thought of as involving the emission of magical rays of power; 
a microwave the emission of electro-magnetic waves and so on. 

Once we become aware or the existence of a metaphorical relationship in the language, we 
begin to see not only how it is used within the established lexicon, but also how it can be used 
in new ways. Signers clearly exploit such metaphorical possibilities, usually subconsciously, 
but also sometimes explicitly for specific narrative effect. Thus among recent uses of the 
emanate/emit metaphor, I have noted: 
• to indicate the gaseous emissions from a rocket as in the launch of a space shuttle 
• to indicate turbo-charged engines in racing cars 
• to express the meaning 'fairy tail of a shooting star' within a BSL children's story. 

There are numerous metaphor sets in BSL. Some seem more productive than others, i.e. some 
metaphors enter into the creation or new signs more than others. 

The GRASP set of metaphors is expressed by the closing action of the hands, usually from 
fully open 5 to fully closed A. Examples include: 
CATCH SIGHT OF, ACHIEVE1 (Ill. 28), ACHIEVE2 (Ill. 29), TAKE OVER 
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The GIVE UP / GET RID OF set is usually expressed by the opening A 5 action and is found in 
such signs as: STRIKE, SPEND, RESIGN, ABANDON (Ill. 30). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DISCARD metaphor typically involves a combination of the GRASP / GET RID OF 
realization. The first (closing) action is often accompanied by an upward movement, whereas 
the second (opening) action is often accompanied by a downward movement. We can see this 
metaphor in two different signs for 'abortion; (ABORTION1 and ABORTION2). 

The first uses the GRASP realization in the abdomen location, then the hand moves forward 
and to the right and produces the GET RID OF element. An alternative to this sign has the 
GRASP element located on the left hand: the right hand then produces the downward opening 
movement to the right. Both signs use the same image or metaphor. 

A similar action located at the head can mean DEPROGRAMME in the sense of 'getting rid 
of ideas' or 'eliminating brainwashing'. 
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The TAKE-in / ABSORB metaphor is used in such meanings as: ACQUISITION (e.g. 
language acquisition), LEARN (take in at the head), STUDY (absorb from a book), AIDS 
(acquired illness). 

Spatial Organization 
One major aspect of BSL structure is that spatial dimensions and spatial relationships are 
expressed primarily by means of the positioning of the body articulators. The action of the 
signer's hands and body re-present these dimensions and relation ships within the signing 
space. There is a kind of visual echoing which is itself metaphorical. Size for example may be 
shown by relative distance the two hands: proximity, by closeness of the two hands; 
opposition by the two hands being held opposite each other and so on. However, as in 
English, many of these same spatial relationships express abstract meanings. There is a kind 
of double layering of metaphor. 

Among metaphor sets which exploit such relationships are the following : 

Opposition 

Meanings involving some notion of OPPOSITION can be expressed by a physical opposing 
of the two hands: This is sometimes accompanied by alternating or twisting movements 
which serve to stress the opposition. Examples include: FIGHT (Illustration 32), DEBATE, 
CONFLICT, CONTROVERSY. 

The TRANSFER metaphor involves a physical interchange of the hands expressing notion of 
interchange and transfer. Examples include: TRANSFER, SUBSTITUTE (Illustration 33), 
REPLACE, INSTEAD. 

 

The STATUS set of metaphors express relative status through relative height of the hands in 
space. Often the left hand acts as a reference point: INFERIOR, SUPERIOR, WORKING 
CLASS, LOWEST STRATUM OF SOCIETY (Ill. 34). 
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A much more detailed account of metaphor sets in BSL can be found in Brennan 1989. 
However, it should be clear to from the above examples that such metaphors link signs within 
the established lexicon and are used within new signs. 

 

 

Traditional derivational processes allow the manipulation of these symbolic relationships. 

Compound forms such as 

THINK GRASP    —►   UNDERSTAND (Illustration 35) 
SPREAD GRASP   —►   ANNEXE 
SEE GRASP        —►   IDENTIFY 
AIM GRASP      —►   ACHIEVE 

show the productivity of just one metaphor within sequential compounding. 

Derivations such as THOUGHT TRANSFER (Ill. 36), SUCTION CLEANER, MY MIND 
WENT BLANK all exploit metaphors. 
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In fact, THOUGHT TRANSFER actually exploits two different metaphors as well as 
a symbolic location simultaneously. The first is the LINES metaphor associated with 'sense 
lines', such as smell and sound and 'lines of thought'. This is expressed by the wriggling 
fingers of the 5 hands and is found in such relatively new BSL signs as: THEORY, 
FANTASY. 
  

In THOUGHT TRANSFER the two 5 hands are held at the head, one hand behind the other. 
The two hands then interchange while the fingers wriggle: the image is of lines of thought 
being transferred from one head to another. 

Often the signer chooses to exploit particular images for narrative effect. BSL has a verb CRY 
which is made with the two bent index fingers placed below the two eyes and moving down in 
a repeated motion (Illustration 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The sign seems to have an iconic base linked to two lines of tears running down the cheeks. 
There are several different aspectual modulations which can modify this sign. They include 
a form meaning 'always crying' which makes use of short repeated bending of the index 
fingers and a form meaning 'crying for ages and ages' which involves the two hands making 
repeated downward circles under the eyes, bending the index fingers at the onset of each 
circular movement. It could be argued that such modifications remove the sign somewhat 
from its pictorial iconic base; cf. ALWAYS CRYING, CRYING FOR AGES AND AGES. 

We can compare this type of modification to two alternative versions of 'cry' noted in a BSL 
children's story. In the first, the hands were held in front of the eyes with palms away. The 
hands were formed into Ġ configurations, i.e. the index fingers and thumbs were bent and 
touching at the tips. The hands then nodded downward opening as they went. I suggest this 
action expressed the metaphor 'EMITTED IN JETS'. The signer wants us to imagine the 
sudden eruption of tears: she signs of them as if they were strong jets of water emitted 
horizontally, even though we know that physically this was not the case. We can contrast this 
to another sign in which the two A hands with palms away were held in front of the eyes. 
Again the hands nodded forward and opened at the same time to two 5 hands. The image here 
is of EMISSION IN SHOWERS. 
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The JETS metaphor has also been noted for SWEAT. In another children's story a signer 
described the sweating of a large fat bear in training for a football match by altering the 
normal sign for SWEAT. Instead of alternating downward 'drips' (i.e. Ġ opening to G) the 
signer produced the nodding opening movement away from the head. Again it was as if the 
sweat was 'spurting' or 'zapping' out from the bear's body. 

 

While it may be difficult to distinguish between such usage and aspectual inflections, I would 
suggest that we are in fact dealing with different sign derivations. One of the main reasons for 
this claim is that it seems that aspectual inflections can themselves be added to such forms to 
express meanings like 'the sweat kept zapping out' (Illustration 38). 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 

In this account I have tried to give some hint of the range of derivational processes operating 
in BSL and the important role of metaphor in the creation of new signs. While metaphors 
can be used for narrative effect, as in the last set of examples, they are not simply 
optional extras. Metaphorical relationships permeate the language at every level. A more 
thorough analysis of the operation of metaphor in a range of sign languages may provide the 
basis for positing common spatial metaphors across sign languages. Such universals may help 
to explain the extent to which deaf people with different sign language backgrounds are able 
to express and understand even some abstract meanings relatively easily. 
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HOW VISUAL SPATIAL-TEMPORAL METAPHORS OF SPEECH BECOME 
VISIBLE IN SIGN  ̄       │̄   
Emanuela Cameracanna, Serena Corazza, Elena Pizzuto, Virginia Volterra* 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In sign languages, lexical and morphological items often exhibit close, iconic relations of 
resemblance with the referents or "meanings" they represent and this can be contrasted with 
the apparently more arbitrary, symbolic relations which hold between the sounds of spoken 
languages and their referents/meanings. 

In the past thirty years, several studies have explored the role that iconicity plays in the 
structure of sign languages reaching likewise different conclusions. For some authors iconic 
features are inherent characteristics of sign languages, which render them considerably 
different from spoken languages, and which reveal the constraints imposed by the visual-
gestural modality on the structure of a language system (e.g. Friedman 1975). For others, 
iconicity is only a surface feature of sign: at a deeper level, the lexicon and morphology of 
sign languages exhibit the same arbitrary, structural organization that is attributed to spoken 
languages (e.g. Klima and Bellugi 1979; Padden 1983; Supalla 1986). For yet other authors, 
iconic and arbitrary features both contribute to the shaping of sign languages structure, and 
can be described along a continuum of "linguistic encodedness": from the more iconic, 
pantomime-like features – which are presumably universal across sign languages, and are also 
most clearly influenced by the visual-gestural modality of expression –, to the more arbitrarily 
encoded features – which appear to be constrained by purely linguistic organizational 
principles, and are specific to each sign language (e.g. Boyes-Braem 1981; 1984; Boyes 
Braem, Fournier, Rickly, Corazza, Franchi and Volterra 1989; Corazza and Volterra 1988) 

  In this paper we report the preliminary results of a study on spatio-temporal terms in 
Italian Sign Language (hereafter LIS: Lingua Italiana dei Segni). We focus on a subset of 
lexical signs used to express spatio-temporal relations of 'priority' or 'antecedence' of/among 
events. We intend to use these data to explore the interplay between iconic and symbolic 
features in the lexicon of a sign language. According to Friedman's [1975] early research on 
American Sign Language, sign language terms for spatio-temporal reference are strikingly 
'more iconic', and less abstract than their corresponding spoken forms: the visual metaphors of 
space and time (common to speech and sign at a conceptual level), become somehow visible 
in sign, but not in speech. 

Previous research on LIS has provided a description of several major regularities of the 
LIS lexicon and formational parameters, morphology and syntax (see, among others, Corazza 
and Volterra 1987; 1988; Laudanna 1987; Volterra, 1987; Pizzuto 1986; 1987; Corazza 1990; 
Pizzuto, Giuranna and Gambino 1990; Laudanna and Volterra 1991). Two dictionaries of LIS 
have recently been compiled by native LIS signers (Angelini, Borgioli, Folchi and 
Mastromatteo 1991; Romeo 1991). Yet, despite the interest of such a topic, little research has 
been devoted to LIS spatio-temporal terms and their iconic features. Only some general 
aspects of the morphology and semantics of time-marking expressions have been explored 
thus far (Cameracanna and Corazza 1989; Pizzuto 1987). By extending the research on this 
topic, and by comparing the sign language data with appropriate spoken language data, we 
aim to contribute a clarification of what speech and sign have in common, and/or how they 
differ, along the dimension of iconicity. 
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2 DATA USED FOR THE STUDY  

It is known that there are differences in the signs used throughout Italy, but it is not known, 
as yet, whether these differences constitute dialectal variations or major language differences 
(Corazza and Volterra 1988; Volterra 1987). The data we used for the present study consisted 
of signs used in Rome, collected and examined as follows. First, we elicited from native 
signers a number of terms for spatio-temporal relations, and we obtained a list of about 20 
signs, produced either with one hand or with two hands. Second, we attempted to specify the 
meanings of each spatio-temporal sign identified, and to ascertain the conditions that 
regulated its use in context. Towards this end, Emanuela Cameracanna and Serena Corazza 
(henceforth: E.C. and S.C., respectively), the two native signer co-authors of the present 
work, made a detailed analysis of the different signs in the context of both isolated sentences 
and discourse. In particular, we examined: (a) sentences produced by E.C. as correct 
examples of the use of spatio-temporal signs; (b) test-sentences (created by E.C), and 
judgement of grammatical acceptability formulated on such test-sentences by three other 
native Roman signers. The test-sentences proposed to these signers included: (1) examples of 
correct use and (2) systematic variations of such examples in which we substituted the correct 
spatio-temporal sign with all the others we had identified. (c) We also examined sentences 
occurring in spontaneous dialogues among signers. For this purpose, we used interviews in 
which 10 different signers told to another signer their past experiences. We extracted from 
the signers' stories all the sentences which contained signs for spatio-temporal/ordinal 
precedence, and we analyzed their meanings. The results of this analysis were then compared 
with those concerning isolated sentences. 
 
2.1 Spatio-temporal terms/or priority and antecedence in US 

Within the limits of this paper we shall limit our discussion only to eight of the twenty signs 
we have identified. These are illustrated in Table 1 along with their corresponding English 
glosses, and their notation according to a modified version of the system used by Stokoe, 
Casterline and Croneberg [1965], and Volterra [1987]. 
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The notation describes the signs' formational elements along the different parameters of: 

location or place of articulation of the sign; hand configuration or handshape, and movement 
patterns with which a sign is articulated (see also Table 3). 

Looking at the signs in Table 1, and comparing them with their corresponding English 
glosses, it is of some interest to note the following: in some cases, lexical items that in LIS are 
clearly distinct (i.e. possess different places of articulation, handshapes, movement patterns), 
correspond to only one English (or also Italian) gloss. For example, there appear to be at least 
two distinct LIS signs corresponding to the English term 'before' (and to the Italian term 
'prima'), and two signs for 'first' (in Italian, again, 'prima' or also 'prima di tutto', 
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'innanzitutto'). Note also that often the 'basic meaning' of a single LIS sign can only be 
glossed by a periphrasis rather than by a single term (e.g. LONG-TIME-AGO, LONG-
BEFORE, MUCH-EARLIER or respectively, in Italian glosses, MOLTO-TEMPO-FA, 
MOLTO-PRIMA, MOLTO-PIÙ-PRESTO). Clearly, these differences between the LIS terms 
and the English (or the Italian) ones are in part determined by the inherent difficulty of 
appropriately glossing the terms of one language via those proper of other languages. Yet, 
albeit superficial, this first comparison between sign and speech indicates that in this, as in 
other areas of linguistic expression, LIS possesses a rich variety of lexical terms, and these 
allow the signers to specify in fine detail the conceptual-linguistic relations they want to 'sign 
about'. In the comparison LIS / spoken Italian, these differences also further underline the 
status of LIS as a fully developed, autonomous language, which has relatively little in 
common with the dominant language spoken in the surrounding hearing community. 

But what determines the choice of each of the LIS terms? In order to answer this 
question, we must first consider illustrative examples of the use of each sign within sentence 
context. These are given in Table 2, where we also tried to specify what native signers 
consider the individual sign's basic (or primary) spatio-temporal or ordinal meaning. 

 
 

 

Looking at Table 2, several observations can be made. First, it can be seen that, according 
to their primary meaning the signs under discussion can be distinguished in three subgroups, 
namely: 
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a)    signs with a primarily temporal meaning, as those used in sentences n. (1), (2), (5) and 
(6);  

b) signs with a primarily spatial/temporal meaning, such as those used in sentences (3) and 
(4);  

c)    signs with a primarily ordinal meaning, as those in sentences (7) and (8). 
 

 Thus, the choice of a specific term is determined by the specific temporal, 
spatial/temporal, or ordinal relation among events that signs of this type can encode. For 
example, and referring to the categorization proposed for spoken languages by Traugott 
[1978], the temporal signs glossed as BEFORE1 and LONG-TIME-AGO appear to function as 
deictic specifiers of tense: in sentences (1) and (2) the time at which an event occurred (in 
a 'generic' or 'remote' past, respectively) is defined with respect to the time of utterance. This 
would also seem to be applicable to the sign MUCH-EARLIER, used in sentence (5). 

 In contrast with the signs for temporal deixis, a sign like BEFORE2 [see sentence (6)] 
clearly indicates the sequencing of two events, irrespective of the time of utterance (cf. again 
Traugott 1978). This sign -with a temporal meaning-is the only appropriate choice when the 
relation between two events placed in a sequence is one of subordination, as in sentence (6). 
A different sign with an ordinal meaning, FIRST1, must be used when the relation between 
the same two events is one of coordination, as in sentence (7). A very similar, and yet distinct 
ordinal sign, FIRST2, conveys instead a relation of 'prominence' of one event with respect to 
another, or any other, as in sentence (8). Finally, when a relation of 'temporal antecedence' is 
specified with respect to well defined time units such as a calendric date [in sentence (3)], or 
a specific hour of the day [in sentence (4)], spatial/temporal signs like LONG-BEFORE or   
A-LITTLE-BEFORE must be selected. 

 The observation of these semantic regularities raises the question of whether the LIS 
signs under discussion constitute unitary, no further decomposable lexical items, or rather 
possess a more complex sublexical organization. In fact, the results of our analyses, albeit 
preliminary, suggest that each sign is decomposable into a limited number of sublexical 
elements. These elements appear as features of the signs' major formational parameters (i.e. of 
the place of articulation, handshape, movement), and yet do not seem to function as 
'phonemes'. Rather, each component reveals a relatively well definable meaning, and seems to 
be comparable to a morpho-phonemic, if not to a morphological feature. A first description of 
the sublexical components we have been able to identify to date is summarized in Table 3. 
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2.2 Places of articulation: one aspect of the front/back dimension 

As shown in Table 3, the main 'reference space' of our spatio-temporal terms is divided in 
two major areas, defined with respect to the front/back dimension of body space. The first is 
the area on the top of, and behind the shoulder. This location appears to be be specifically 
related with the representation of pastness as a reference space 'in the back' or, quite 
literally, behind one's shoulder, where events (or also entities) are (or become) not in sight. 
All the signs with a specific temporal meaning (rather than an ordinal or a spatial one) have 
in common this place of articulation. It is of interest to remark that this 'visible metaphor' of 
the past placed 'behind one's shoulder' surfaces not only in the signs expressing more 
purely temporal deixis (e.g. BEFORE1, LONG-TIME-AGO), but also in BEFORE2,. 
This sign refers to an event which has not yet occurred, but which must be 
accomplished prior to the completion of another event, as in the sentence 'BEFORE2 
GO-THERE, BUY FLOWER'. In LIS, this area is also proper of a variety of other 
deictic temporal reference terms such as YESTERDAY, THE-DAY-BEFORE-
YESTERDAY, A-WEEK-AGO, A-YEAR-AGO, A-MONTH-AGO (Pizzuto 1987; 
Cameracanna and Corazza 1989). 

  The second relevant location is what is usually defined as the 'neutral' space, in 
front of the signer. In LIS as in other sign languages this space, where perhaps the 
majority of signs are articulated, is considered in general unmarked. Within the domain 
of spatio-temporal terms, this 'unmarked' reference space is clearly conceptualized as the 
physical or physically imagineable space in which events or entities can be 'seen' and 
localized, or somehow 'ordered'. This relatively large area of articulation is a common 
and distinctive feature of all the remaining spatial/ temporal and ordinal signs discussed 
here. In addition, it is worth mentioning that virtually all terms for spatial relations are 
articulated in neutral space (e.g. ABOVE, BELOW, IN-FRONT-OF, BEHIND, NEXT). 
Interestingly, though not surprisingly, this is also the general area where signs for 
deictic, spatio-temporal reference to present, as well to future time and events are 
articulated (e.g. TODAY, NOW, EVERYDAY, TOMORROW, NEXT-WEEK, NEXT-
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MONTH, NEXT-YEAR). It must be mentioned, however, that while we are 
characterizing this space globally, there are -indications that finer distinctions into 
different sub-areas need to be made (see Cameracanna and Corazza [1989] for some 
proposals). 

2.3 Hand configurations 

The semantic distinctions we have identified within the different configurations indicate that 
the 'B' handshape can be used to symbolize a non-specific event. In LIS as in other sign 
languages this handshape is one of the most commonly used and least marked. It is 
involved in the formation of a large variety of signs, with an equally large variety of 
'representational functions' (see Corazza and Volterra 1987, and especially Corazza 1990, for 
details). For example, it is used to represent large, flat and more or less linear surfaces of 
various kinds in signs such as TABLE, BED, WALL, DOOR, MIRROR, SEA, DESERT. 
It also appears in deictic signs for locative relations such as ABOVE, BELOW, NEXT; or 
for spatio-temporal deixis as in the sign NOW. 

  Analyzing the functioning of this hand configuration in the spatio-temporal terms 
discussed here, we were confronted with a particular problem: it is not clear whether (or to 
what extent), in addition to its 'non-specificity', this configuration possesses another 
relevant feature, linked to the front/back orientation of the palm of the hand. In 
particular/one observes that in the two temporal signs BEFORE1 and LONG-TIME-AGO 
the palm is oriented toward the signer, as though symbolizing something visible – the palm of the 
hand – which then becomes invisible by virtue of its moving backward, toward the top/back of the 
signer's shoulder. The possible significance of this palm orientation is somewhat more difficult 
to detect in the spatial/temporal sign LONG-BEFORE (see Tables 1 and 2): the palm is 
oriented sideways (toward the left for right handed signers), and the movement is backward (or 
counterclockwise) with respect to a vertical plane, but not with respect to the front/back 
orientation of the signer's body. Thus, in this case, the visibility/non-visibility feature which might 
be linked to the palm orientation seems questionable. More extensive research on the US lexicon 
is needed to ascertain the possible significance of this trait concerning the orientation. 

  In contrast with the non-specificity and unmarkdness of the B handshape, The 'B-bent' 
configuration seems to represent a 'delimited' (albeit not necessarily specific) event in space-time, 
as in A-LITTLE-BEFORE. This configuration is perhaps one of the least frequently recurring 
ones in the lexicon of LIS. In fact, in previous investigations the status of this handshape as 
a distinct 'phoneme' of LIS was considered unclear (Corazza and Volterra, 1987). Even more 
recent research on the morphology of LIS hand configurations does not include the B-bent in its 
list (Corazza 1990). The present study indicates that this configuration functions as an 
independent, quite marked element, at least within the paradigm of terms for spatio-temporal 
relations. It must also be noted that this configuration appears in other signs of LIS expressing 
purely spatial relations, such as BEHIND and AHEAD, and in signs implying spatio-temporal 
deixis as ANTICIPATE and POSTPONE. 

  The 'S' configuration differs significantly from the other two: as shown in Table 3, it appears to 
represent the idea of a single event (or entity) such as it can be associated with the concept 
of 'number one'. It also carries an ordinal/serial meaning. This configuration is in fact used in 
ordinal counting (e.g. in FIRST when contrasted with SECOND, THIRD etc). The same 
configuration is also used in LIS signs which somehow convey the idea of two people following 
each other (e.g. FOLLOW), or competing side by side toward the same objective (e.g. 
COMPETITION, RACE, SPORT). Referring to the examples in Tables 1 and 2, it can be 
observed that the association of this handshape with the meaning of a single, prominent event (or 
entity) is most readily apparent in signs such as FIRST1 and FIRST2. In the other two signs 
with this configuration, BEFORE2 and MUCH-EARLIER, the same meaning appears to 
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surface in a more indirect (or implicit) manner: it provides perhaps only a concept of 
'specificity' in the sequencing of single but related events. 
 
 
2.4 Movement: shapes and the front/back - bottom/up dimensions 

Two aspects of the movement parameter contribute to 'modulate' the meaning of our spatio-
temporal terms. As summarized in Table 3, the first concerns the different arched, circular, or 
linear 'shapes' a movement can take. The arched movement appears to express the idea of 
a displacement (of an event or entity) from one point to another, with a 'jumping' or 'hopping' 
from the initial to the end point, without considering the intervening path. This shape of 
movement, found in the two temporal signs for BEFORE, appears to be connected with 
a 'resultative' aspectual meaning. The circular movement expresses the idea of 'completing 
a cycle', irrespective of the initial/end, or of any of the intervening points that may 
characterize the course of an event, as in LONG-TIME-AGO, LONG-BEFORE and MUCH-
EARLIER. Finally, the linear movement expresses the idea of a displacement (of an entity or 
event) from one point to another, taking into account the path followed to reach the end point, 
but irrespective of whether the movement is 'oriented' upward, as in FIRST1 and FIRST2, or 
backward, as in A-LITTLE-BEFORE. 

The second major aspect of movement is its 'direction and orientation'. As illustrated in 
Table 3, we have identified three distinctive traits. Perhaps not surprisingly, the most 
common direction/orientation recurring in our signs is the backward one, from distal to 
proximal.This is distinctive of all the signs described but the two ordinal ones. The meaning 
associated with this type of movement may be specified as follows: in the relation between 
prior events and the time of utterance (e.g. in the signs BEFORE and LONG-TIME-AGO), or 
between prior and subsequent events (in all remaining signs), the prior event moves from 
a point 'ahead' toward the signer. In contrast, the forward direction/orientation (from 
proximal, close to the signer, to distal, away from the signer) seems to represent the 
displacement of entity or event in a somewhat 'active' sense, as though the symbolized 'prior 
event' were to achieve its ordinal priority by 'arriving first', 'in front of another entity or event 
with which it is related. This 'active meaning' is found in the sign FIRST1 (see Table 1, and 
the related example in Table 2). It is of some interest to remark that in Italian one appropriate 
translation of this sign would be the term innanzitutto, a compound which literally means 
'ahead of everything'. Finally, the upward movement represents the 'emergence' (from bottom 
to top) of a given event or entity, emphasizing its 'prominence' or, quite literally, its 'top 
priority' over other ones, as in the ordinal sign FIRST2. 

 
 
2.5 Restrictions in the use of spatio-temporal terms 

It is useful to consider some examples of the 'constraints' or 'restrictions' that we found in the 
use of the signs described above. The existence of such restrictions further indicates that, 
with respect to LIS morphology, the sublexical elements we have identified could be likened 
more to 'morpho-phonemic' than to phonemic components of the signs. 

One simple, and yet meaningful example concerns the sign LONG-TIME-AGO, with the 
B handshape, top/back of shoulder place of articulation, and circular, inward movement. This 
is the only sign that can (and in fact must) be used for conveying the meaning of 'once-upon-
a-time', as for example in story-telling. In principle, one could have hypothesized that other 
signs with similar morphological traits, and apparently similar, or related meaning such as 
LONG-BEFORE or even MUCH-EARLIER, could be used as well. Instead, one finds that 
neither one can be used: the first apparently because it is articulated in the neutral, visible 
reference space; this space is not appropriate for reference to events which are defined with 
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respect to the time of utterance, and which can be positioned in an indefinite, no longer 
visible reference space. The only appropriate reference-space is the one on the top/back of 
the shoulder. The other sign, MUCH-EARLIER, cannot be used apparently because its S 
handshape, with its features of specificity, ordinality, seriality, would be inappropriate to 
refer to non-specific, unordered events. 

A second interesting example is given by sentence (6) in Table 2. In test sentences, we 
tried to substitute the sign BEFORE2, used in this sentence, with all the others in our list. In 
all cases we obtained ungrammatical sentences. When analyzing the reasons for the 
ungrammaticality of all the other signs, we found that all the signs with an ordinal, 
spatial/temporal meaning were globally inappropriate because none of them conveys the 
meaning of a temporal subordination of an event with respect to another, as required by 
sentences of this type. In principle, it was plausible to hypothesize that any of the other three 
temporal signs in our list could be used. On the contrary, we found that the temporal signs 
with the circular movement were inappropriate because the feature of 'completing a cycle' 
carried by this movement shape is not applicable to an action which is yet to be accomplished 
(as 'GO-THERE'), and whose completion is in relation with another action (e.g. BUY-
FLOWER). More interestingly, it is not even possible to replace the correct BEFORE2 with 
the only other sign of comparable meaning: BEFORE1 which differs only for the B instead of 
S handshape. According to our analyses this is because the non-specificity carried by the B 
handshape of BEFORE1 is not appropriate to express relations among specific events that are 
subordinated one to the other – as is the case of 'BUY-FLOWER' with respect to 'GO-
THERE'. Only a sign with the S handshape, linked to the concept of single entity/event, 
ordinality and seriality, can be used. 

 
3 DISCUSSION 

We have described some spatio-temporal terms used in LIS, specifying the conditions that 
regulate; their use in sentences. We examined the semantics and morphology of these signs, 
and showed that each of the lexical items analyzed can be decomposed into smaller, 
sublexical units. If we rely on Traugott's [1978] description of the semantic features 
underlying spatio-temporal terms in speech, we can observe interesting similarities between 
LIS and spoken languages. 

Traugott has presented convincing evidence that temporal expressions are locative in 
underlying base, and has stressed the fact that, from this perspective, spatial expressions for 
time are not merely metaphorical. Traugott has investigated what semantic features of space 
are associated with the temporal categories of, in the order, tense (which 'relates or locates 
situations with respect to the time of utterance'), sequencing (which 'orders them with respect 
to each other'), and aspect (which is 'a way of viewing situations and events as wholes, or as 
journeys, in other words, as objects with spatial characteristics'). Traugott [1978, p. 393] has 
concluded that two primary features of space are most relevant to a clearer understanding of 
temporal reference: (1) location, defined as relation (static or dynamic) to a point or points of 
reference; (2) plane or dimension, defined with respect to (mostly asymmetrical) perceptual 
planes as rendered by the front/back, up/down, at/in oppositions. These perceptual planes 
appear to be significant in both the specification of tense, and sequencing (where the feature 
of orientation on a plane also comes to play a role). 

It is of special interest to consider how Traugott describes the particular spatial planes that 
are implied by such idiomatic and metaphorical expressions as 'we look forward to the years 
ahead', 'we look back on the past', or 'all that is past lies behind us'. As Traugott [1978, p.378] 
puts it: "These expressions make direct use of the perceptual plane running through the body 
separating front from back. Everything in front of this plane is perceptually visible, everything 
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behind it is not. (...) Selection of terms from this perceptual plane would seem to derive from 
the idea of going along a path". Another important point made by Traugott concerns the deep 
interrelations between the temporal system and other categories of language: not only 
between temporal and spatial terms, but also between sequencing and numeration, perfect 
tense-aspect and indefiniteness (see Traugott, 1978, p. 372 and ff.).    

In our opinion, Traugott's general description and conclusion are directly applicable to the 
semantic analysis of the LIS spatio-temporal terms described above. At both the lexical and 
the sublexical level the LIS terms exploit precisely the same features and dimensions of space 
that are considered to be relevant for speech: the location of signs (via their places of 
articulation) at particular reference points; the selection of such reference points along, and 
with respect to, body space (e.g.: the front/back plane is pervasively present in both places of 
articulation and movement orientation; the top/down opposition is present precisely where it 
has been found to be relevant in speech, i.e. in ordinal terms); the selection of specific 
handshapes (perhaps the most 'content-loaded' subcomponent of the signs) which reflect 
interconnections between temporal and spatial expressions, sequencing and numeration. 
Although within the limits of this paper we cannot draw the appropriate crosslinguistic 
comparisons, it must be mentioned that there are interesting similarities between some of 
the semantic and morphological regularities we have found in US temporal expressions 
and those documented in other sign languages (for example, see Klima and Bellugi 1979 
on ASL; Brennan 1983 on BSL). 

In the light of the above observations one can conclude that, at the semantic level at 
least, there are no significant differences between the LIS and the spoken languages' 
terms. LIS and speech share the same underlying visual metaphors of time and space, 
with 'iconic' components derived apparently from our perceptual-motor experience. At 
the same time, it seems unquestionable that the surface manifestation of these metaphors 
in LIS renders them visible, while the apparently arbitrary sounds of spoken languages 
presumably render them opaque. Should one then conclude, with Friedman [1975], that 
the modality of transmission imposes such severe, iconic constraints as to limit the 
possibilities of 'abstraction' of the sign terms? In our opinion, this conclusion is 
unwarranted. In fact, however iconic the signs (or their sublexical components) might 
appear, they are ultimately abstract and arbitrary, in a more profound sense than it is 
usually recognized. These signs encode abstract, purely linguistic relations. In no real 
sense they can be said to 'resemble their referents of their meanings'. Neither these 
referents nor these meanings can be found in the physical environment, nor can they be 
'demonstrated' other than with reference to conceptual-linguistic entities, which are 
inherently abstract. The arbitrariness of the LIS terms stems from one simple fact: none 
of them can be appropriately used without knowing the lexical and morphological rules 
of the language. This obviously implies that the relation sign-meaning is mediated by the 
linguistic code, hence it is ultimately arbitrary. 

 
                   

 
Footnotes 
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SOME SIMULTANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS IN DANISH SIGN LANGUAGE 
Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen 
 
 
 
 
AN  EXAMPLE 
In this paper, I shall only talk about a subsection of all the constructions that can be called 
simultaneous in sign language (for a discussion of similar and other simultaneous constructions, 
see also Miller [this volume]). What is more, it is not even a clearly defined subsection. I should 
like to emphasize the preliminary status of the analysis. It is a byproduct of my work on the use of 
space in Danish Sign Language (Engberg-Pedersen [1993]), but the constructions require 
further analysis. I will start by presenting what I call a 'central' type. Then I will show how some 
other simultaneous constructions are related to – or differ from – the 'central' type. The 'central' 
type is not necessarily central in all contexts, but I think it illuminates the function of other less 
"central" constructions. The 'central' type is constructions with two simultaneous verbs of the 
kind that I call polymorphemic verbs1, used to predicate a locative relation of two or more referents 
as in example 1. (see next page). Example 1. is an excerpt from a monologue about the rules of 
basketball.2 

Here the signer uses both hands simultaneously. In line a, she places her left hand close to her 
body, I-Pm+(hold+c). Then she raises her right hand and immediately starts moving both hands 
forwards (lines a–b). She stops the movement of her right hand and moves her left hand in an arc 
forwards of her right hand (line b). Finally, she stops the movement of her left hand and bumps her 
right hand into her left hand (line c). 
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It is not clear to me whether constructions such as the one in example I should be 

analyzed as consisting of two verbs and in that sense qualify for discussion at a word order 
workshop, or whether they should be analyzed as compounds. I do not know how to settle the 
question, but the 'noncentral' types of simultaneous constructions that I will describe later 
illuminate the problem as they deviate from the 'central' type in two directions, towards 
simultaneity that seems to contribute to discourse coherence and towards simultaneity that 
serves a more morphological purpose. I would like to compare the polymorphemic construction 
of example I with a construction with a verb showing agreement. An example of such a verb is 
seen in example 2: 
 

 
 

A verb showing agreement is modified for a locus, a term that I use in a sense that differs 
somewhat from the way it is used by at least Liddell [1990]. I see a locus as a linguistic sign in 
the sense that it has both expression and content. Its expression is a direction from the signer 
or an area in the signing space as it is reflected in signs modified for the locus. For instance, in 
the verb c+SEND+r, the orientation of the hand is determined by the locus of the agent 
argument and the recipient argument of the verb. In the non-first person pronoun PRON and 
the determiner DET, the orientation of the hand is determined by the locus of the intended 
referent.  

The content of a locus is determined by the referent it stands for or represents combined 
with the meaning that a locus has as a consequence of the conventions for using loci. Signers 
do not choose loci for referents at random; the choice is influenced by inherent features of the 
referent, the referent's discourse related features, and the holder of the point-of-view's 
attitude to the referent. For instance, if a signer talks about two referents and identifies more 
with one referent than with the other, she tends to use a locus close to one of her sides for the 
former referent and, for the latter, a locus forwards to the other side. The signer may talk 
about her child and her child's teacher and use a locus to her right side about her child and 
a locus forwards left for the teacher. If, instead, she uses the locus to her right for the teacher 
and the locus forwards left for her child, the receiver gets the impression that the signer sides 
with the teacher against her child. That is, a locus invests a referent with discourse dependent 
meaning while at the same time it acquires meaning from the referent it represents. It is 
because of the conventions for choosing loci that I indicate approximate directions from the 
signer in the transcripts and do not only use subscripts as, for instance, Lillo-Martin and Klima 
[1991] (see example 3). 
 
 
 
REFERENT  REPRESENTATION 
 
In relation to the theme of this paper, the most important aspect of the locus is its referent 
representing function. A locus represents a referent in the sense that it is possible to refer to the 
referent by pointing in the direction of the referent's locus. That is seen in non-first person 
pronouns consisting of a point in the locus's direction. Agreement verbs cannot be used to 
refer. But a verb showing agreement so to speak reminds us of the referent by "carrying" the 
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referent's "stamp" in the form of its locus. That is expressed in a more scholarly way in 
Lehmann's theory of the function of agreement [1982]. Lehmann wants to explain the 
empirical fact that agreement is always triggered by NPs, not by other constituents of the 
clause. His explanation is semantic. An NP is typically used to refer, and an agreeing term, 
Lehmann says, is a term that has an argument slot in the sense that it relates to a referent in 
the same way as a predicate relates to an argument in predicate calculus. Semantically, SEND 
in example 2 has a slot for the recipient, and as SEND is a verb that can show agreement, it 
signals its relation to the recipient referent by agreeing with its recipient argument. The 
agreement feature is locus. 

Lehmann further claims that the function of agreement is to keep the linguistic object 
constant. By linguistic object, he means a nominal concept or referent. By keeping the 
linguistic object constant, agreement contributes to what Lehmann calls the apprehension of the 
linguistic object. 

 
[...] part of the apprehension of a linguistic object is to keep it constant. This presupposes that the same object 
(i.e. nominal concept or referent, [...]) can make its appearance at various places in the sentence or text. 
The fact that each time the same object is involved is expressed in formal languages by means of 
differential referential indices. In natural languages it is expressed by means of agreement in 
grammatical categories, i.e. by categorizing, mentioning the categories of, the apprehended object. 
(Lehmann [1982, p. 233]—author's emphasis) 
 

The agreeing terms in example 2 contribute to our apprehension of the referent in the sense 
that they keep constant the referent 'the nursery', i.e. the location where the child is sent. 

In the quotation, Lehmann compares agreement markers with the differential referential 
indices of formal languages as the subscripts i and j in the following examples. 
He i hit him i  => He hit himself 
He i hit him j   => He hit him (e.g. Peter hit John) 

In their discussion of pronouns in ASL, Lillo-Martin and Klima [1991] compare locus-
markers with referential indices. An example of their transcripts is example 3 (part of example 
10.9 in Lillo-Martin and Klima [1991, p. 204]): 
 
 

 
 

That is, loci expressed in the modification of signs show which constituents relate to the 
same or different referents as do indices in formal languages. 

In the polymorphemic construction of example 1, there is no locus which can contribute to 
the apprehension of the referents. Instead, each hand with the stem transcribed I-Pm represents one 
of the basketball players; the signer's left hand represents the signer herself, and her right hand 
represents her opponent. The hands serve the same function in relation to each other as do the 
loci in example 2 in relation to the verb SEND. Both represent the referent. When the signer 
bumps her right hand into her left hand in example 1, she predicates a relationship of a specific 
kind of two referents in the same way as when she modifies the verb SEND for the loci c and r in 
example 2. The referent representing function of stems of polymorphemic verbs also appears 
from the fact that it is possible to refer to a referent by pointing at the articulator of such a stem or 
towards an area in the signing space where such an articulator has just been. 

My hypothesis is that the referent representing function of loci and stems of 
polymorphemic verbs is a clue to the function served by many simultaneous constructions in 
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sign language. Polymorphemic verbs and signs modified for a locus represent a referent in 
a simultaneous construction where the signer predicates something of the same or another 
referent by means of other signs. In the 'central' type of simultaneous construction, what is 
predicated of the referent is a locative relation. If the predication is about another referent, the 
referent represented by the locus or the stem of a polymorphemic verb has some other 
semantic or pragmatic relation to the predication. Where spoken languages can only 
contribute to the apprehension of the referent by features such as agreement in a consecutive 
string of words, a sign language can profit from the fact that it is articulated by both hands: it is 
possible to keep the referent constant in Lehmann's sense all through the sequence where the 
referent is relevant. That is done by the activity of the hand that expresses information that is 
not focused, i.e. the 'less active' hand. This hand articulates a polymorphemic verb with the hold-
morpheme or is left in position with the manual articulator of a sign modified for a locus that 
represents the referent. 
 
 
BACKGROUNDING 
 
In the basketball example, either both hands move in the same way or one of the hands is held 
motionless (the morpheme hold). What is especially interesting is that the signer keeps one of 
her hands motionless both when she moves her left hand in an arc forwards of her right hand 
and when she bumps her right hand into her left hand at the end of the example. In the 
situation that the signer describes, one of the basketball players was motionless at the end; that 
is signaled by the morpheme loc which is expressed by a small downward movement with an 
abrupt stop. But when the player represented by the signer's left hand overtakes the other 
player, both players are running. Still the signer keeps her right hand motionless. At this point in 
her description, she focuses on what the player represented by her left hand is doing while the 
action of the other player is back grounded. That is, hold is neutral with respect to the semantic 
contrast between motion and non-motion. In simultaneous constructions of two polymorphemic 
verbs (or a predicate with two stems), the morpheme hold has the function of back grounding 
some information while other information is focused, provided that the back grounded 
information is relevant to the fore grounded information. Moreover, the stem with the 
hold-morpheme contributes to keeping the referent constant. 
 
 
A  PHYSIOLOGICAL  OR  PHONETIC  PHENOMENON? 
 
A possible objection to the above analysis might be that the signer keeps one of her hands 
motionless while she moves the other hand in a different way, simply because it is physiologically 
difficult to move the two hands in different ways. That would make the hold-phenomenon 
merely phonetic. Liddell and Johnson [1986, pp. 474-475] talk about perseveration of the 
weak hand and find that perseveration of the weak hand is productive as a general, low level 
phonological process. That is, there are two suggestions for a phonetic analysis of hold-
phenomena: they are a result of the difficulty of moving the hands in different ways – here 
hold is contrasted with movement; or they are a result of perseveration. What, then, speaks 
against a phonetic analysis and in favour of my hypothesis that the less active hand contributes 
to apprehension of the referent? First, it does not seem to be the articulator of just any sign that 
perseveres for as long a time as polymorphemic verbs with the hold-morpheme and articulators of 
signs modified for a locus, but here more analysis is. required. How long can the different 
articulators remain in position? 
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Second, what speaks against a purely phonetic analysis of the hold-phenomena in example 1 
is that the strong hand acts in relation to the weak hand and this feature expresses a semantic 
locative relation: in example 1, the signer describes a situation where two players interact. But 
it is worth noting that the less active hand can be left out in such constructions, apparently 
without a change in meaning. It is still not clear to me when the less active hand is left out. One 
factor seems to be style; in a less explicit, more casual style, the less active hand is more easily 
left out, especially if it articulates a different stem than the more active hand. 

Finally, example 1 with the switches between activity and non-activity of the hands 
demonstrates the semantic and formal parallel between a construction with two active hands 
and a construction with one active and one passive hand. If both hands express meaning when 
they are both active, they may also do so when one of them is held motionless. 

 
 
THE 'CENTRAL'  TYPE 
 
The 'central' type of simultaneous construction is then two polymorphemic verbs (or one 
predicate with two stems) articulated simultaneously and expressing a locative relation 
between two or more referents. I have found the following types: 
 
- the two verbs include the same stem combined with identical morphemes expressed by 

movement (as move-line in example1.). Both are focused; 
- one of the verbs includes the morpheme hold, while the other verb includes a morpheme 

expressed by another kind of movement (also in example 1.). The verb with the hold-
morpheme is backgrounded; -the two verbs both take the hold-morpheme, but they do not 
start at the same time; the verb that starts first is backgrounded and the other verb 
focused. This type is especially found with polymorphemic verbs with the stem 
LOOK-Pm which are used to express somebody's reaction (face) to something he/she sees;  

- the two hands articulate the same polymorphemic verb with the hold-morpheme, the beginning of 
the hold-morphemes is coordinated. This type can be seen in constructions that express the 
handling of an entity as when the signer describes somebody's reaction (face) to a letter held 
with both hands (the stem Handle-two-dimensional-entity-Pm). 

 
Handle-stems are often used in hold-constructions where the focus is on the referent's 

reaction. The reaction is expressed by the signer's face and the referent is identified by the 
handle-stem (e.g. "the person holding a letter"). 

 

SEMANTICALLY  ABSTRACT  RELATIONS  AND  TEXT COHERENCE 
 
One 'noncentral' type of simultaneous construction are constructions that do not describe 
a locative relation between the referents. In such cases, the less active hand articulates 
a polymorphemic verb with hold-morpheme or a sign modified for a locus, while the sign or signs 
articulated by the active hand are not polymorphemic verbs. In a description of a ferry 
collision, a signer used a verb with the stem BOAT-Pm and a hold-morpheme articulated by the 
less active hand while, at the same time, she used her active hand to explain how many people 
were onboard the ferry. She used the same verb with a hold-morpheme also when she used her 
active hand to explain what the other ferry was called. In the first case, she pointed to the 
articulator of the verb with the hold-morpheme to refer to the ferry it represented; in the 
second case, she pointed to another area in the signing space to refer to the other ferry. 
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In the following example, the signer left the articulator of the sign GOOD modified for 
a locus in position, while she used her other hand to describe the other component of the 
contrastive pair: 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
The first example of a 'noncentral' type of simultaneous construction is then constructions 

with a polymorphemic verb with the hold-morpheme or the articulator of a sign modified for 
a locus combined with one or more signs that are not of the polymorphemic type. The semantic 
relation they express is not a locative relation, but may be a semantically abstract notion such as 
an entity and a description of some property of the entity (the ferry and the number of 
passengers), a contrast between the properties of two entities (the two groups in example 4), or 
even an entity and some feature of another entity when the two entities are related in the 
situation (the first ferry and the name of the second ferry). The constructions express text 
coherence in that the backgrounded constituent articulated by the less active hand reminds the 
receiver of a referent that is relevant to what the signer says. 

 

DISTRIBUTION 
 
The second 'noncentral' type of construction is seen, for instance, in the signed description of 
a row of cars. The signer holds one hand motionless and moves the other hand with the same 
hand shape in a line away from the motionless hand. I analyze such constructions as 
simultaneous at the morphological level; they represent a special kind of modification for 
distribution. 

The term modification for distribution covers a number of different modifications of signs 
that are expressed by some sort of reduplication of the sign and/or displacement of the hand 
other than what is seen in the base form of the sign. Their meaning is distribution of 
a state or process over one entire entity, over a number of entities, or over time. My main 
point in including all these different types of modifications under one heading is to 
underline that they differ from agreement in that they do not involve loci that represent referents. 
They can combine with a modification for a locus such that the sign is modified for both 
agreement and distribution. 

The construction where the two hands are used to describe cars in a row does not make use 
of a locus or several loci. The exact number of downward movements of the strong hand is not 
important3 and the weak hand does not represent an entity that is clearly distinct from other 
entities described by the construction. For these reasons, I find that it is possible to describe 
the construction as purely morphological and distinct from the one in example 1. Leaving out 
a lot of detail, I would describe the construction as in example 5: 
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CONSTRUCTIONS  WITH  POINTING  SIGNS 
 
IN-TROUBLE and DEAF in the following two examples are so-called plain signs (Padden 
[1988, pp. 37-40]), i.e. signs that cannot take a modification expressed in space. 
 

 
 

IN-TROUBLE and DEAF are here accompanied by pointing signs made with a linear 
movement of the hand. In example 6, the hand is moved outwards from the signer's body; in 
example 7, it is moved sideways in front of the signer. The pointing signs cannot be 
pronouns as the argument positions in relation to both IN-TROUBLE and DEAF are occupied by 
1.p and 1.p. POSS FAMILY, respectively. Moreover, the pointing signs have to be 
simultaneous with the reduplicated signs. example 6' and example 7' are ungrammatical: 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Therefore, I suggest an analysis of the constructions in examples 6 and 7 as simultaneous at 

the morphological level. The pointing signs function as a sort of proform that takes over part of 
the form of the multiple modification, namely the displacement of the hand in space, while the 
other sign carries the reduplication part. The transcription is misleading in that it makes it look 
like two modifications when it really is only one, namely multiple. Example 6 could be transcribed 
as example 6". 

 
 

A general rule then states that the multiple modification is expressed by means of the 
proform with plain signs. 

A pointing sign may also occur simultaneously with another sign as a pronoun as can be 
seen in example 8. 
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Example 8 resembles the 'central' type of simultaneous constructions in that it includes 
a sign modified for a locus that represents the referent, and the sign contributes to keeping the 
referent constant during the predicate. But what about example 9 then? 
 

 
 

Is example 9 a case of a plain sign modified for a locus (i.e. showing agreement) by means 
of a proform? That would make it a morphologically simultaneous construction and a parallel 
to examples 6 and 7 where plain signs are modified for distribution by means of a proform. Or 
is example 9 a case of simultaneous articulation of a pronoun and a predicate, i.e. a parallel to 
example 8? I have no answer to these questions, but the constructions indicate how sign 
languages may contribute to illuminating the borderline between morphology and syntax. 
They also illuminate the question of where information is expressed in language. When 
a language has the possibility of expressing information both simultaneously and 
consecutively, what sort of information is then expressed simultaneously, with what 
other information, and when is the simultaneous solution obligatory or preferred? 

 

SUMMARY 
 
The 'central' type of simultaneous construction is two polymorphemic verbs articulated 
simultaneously and expressing a locative relation between two or more referents. The 
'noncentral' types that I have given examples of are: 
- the less active hand articulates a polymorphemic verb with the hold-morpheme or 

maintains the articulator of a sign modified for a locus, while the active hand articulates 
one or more other signs; there is an abstract semantic relation between the contents of the 
construction(s) articulated by the active hand and the referent represented by the stem of 
the polymorphemic verb or by the locus of the sign articulated by the less active hand. 
The constructions express text coherence in that the backgrounded constituent reminds the 
receiver of a referent that is relevant to what the signer says;  

- a special type of modification for distribution with polymorphemic verbs where one hand 
is held motionless with the stem and the other hand moves in relation to the less active 
hand; 

- signs modified for distribution by means of a proform;  
- the structurally ambiguous form of example 9. 
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APPENDIX 
 
I transcribe manual signs by means of glosses in English. IN-TROUBLE with a hyphen indicates 
a single sign. i.p is used of the first person pronoun, PRON of the non-first person pronoun, 
i.p.poss of the first person possessive pronoun, DET of the determiner (a pointing sign). In this 
paper, I use the following symbols for loci: 'c' stands for the signer's locus, 'r' and 'l' for loci to 
the right and the left of the signer. 

A + indicates separate morphemes, i.e. c+SEND+r stands for three morphemes: the verb 
SEND modified for agreement with its first argument and its second argument. 

The examples were all produced by right-dominant signers. 
Polymorphemic verbs are transcribed thus: i-Pm indicates the stem (here: a fist with the 

thumb opposed; the stem is primarily used to describe situations where two entities are in 
a competitive relation to each other, accompany each other, or are separated); then follows 
symbols for morphemes expressed by movement then follow each consecutive morpheme 
surrounded by parentheses and accompanied by symbols for morphemes expressing 
orientation, location, distribution et cetera. 'loc' symbolizes a morpheme expressed by a short, 
downward, abrupt movement; it means "be located" or, if it follows a motion-indicating 
morpheme, "come to a position of rest in a location". 'hold' symbolizes a morpheme 
expressed by no movement, i.e. the hand is held motionless; its meaning is described in the 
paper. 

/ stands for a boundary indicated by manual and nonmanual means such as lengthening of 
the last sign before the boundary, eye blink, movements of the head. 

Mouth movements are only indicated with the polymorphemic construction in example 
1. 

Gaze: + means eye contact, V stands for eye blink. __t indicates a topicalized constituent. 
 

Footnotes  

1. Polymorphemic verbs are verbs of motion and location that include a stem expressed 
by a particular handshape, one or more morphemes expressed by movement, one or 
more morphemes expressed by the hand's position in space, and one or more morphemes 
expressed by its orientation. What I call the stem of a polymorphemic verb of motion or 
location is often described as a classifier, an analysis that I do not find justified Engberg-
Pedersen [1993]. 

2. A guide to the transcription system can be found in the appendix. 
3. Cf. Padden [1988, pp. 35-38], who does, however, describe what seem to be similarly 

modified verbs in ASL as showing number agreement. As the modifications in Danish Sign 
Language involve an element of distribution, and as they are not an automatic consequence 
of the verbs' arguments being plural, I do not analyse the modified signs as showing 
agreement. 
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PRAGMATICS OF NONMANUAL BEHAVIOUR IN DANISH SIGN 
LANGUAGE 
Elisabeth Engberg-Pedersen 
 
 
 
 
1. Three examples 
A woman described a critical period in the nursery where her children go. At one point, she 
signed1: 

 
   chin pulled back 
   raised eyebrows  
   squinted eyes 
 
   (1) POINT NURSERY  CALL vibely (MHS) 
    The nursery is called Vibely 
 

Another woman, describing the preparations for a birthday party that she planned with 
a friend, Alida, signed: 
 
                             squinted eyes 
  (2) OLE GIRL A-L-I-D-A ALIDA 
   Ole's girl Alida (her name sign is ALIDA) 
                
  

A third woman was having problems with her car. She had to call a mechanic, who, 
however, could not come right away: 
 

chin pulled back 
raised eyebrows 

(3)    ONE-HOUR HALF    GO-DOWN 
After one and a half hour, I went down 

 
Why do these signers squint their eyes, raise their eyebrows, and pull back their chins? 

Why do these signers squint their eyes, raise their eyebrows, and pull back their chins? Why 
do they sometimes only do one thing and at other times several things? The purpose of this 
paper is to show how signers use these three aspects of no manual behavior in Danish Sign 
Language for what has been called 'information-packaging', namely, the way the information 
has been tailored by the sender "to meet the particular assumed needs of the intended receiver. 
That is, information-packaging in natural language reflects the sender's hypotheses about the 
receiver's assumptions and beliefs and strategies" (Prince 1981:224).  

I have concentrated on three features of no manual behavior, whenever these features are 
used with referring nominals, with adverbials, and with clauses. I have omitted rhetorical 
questions and independent sentences where the nonmanual activity seems to signal an appeal 
to the listener – 'as we agree'. Moreover, I have omitted cases in which the signer uses 
nonmanual behavior to signal emotions like surprise or anger. 

The question that I want to throw light on is whether there are recurring nonmanual 
behaviors that mark different pragmatic functions, irrespective of the internal grammatical 
structures of the constructions with which they occur and the grammatical status of these 
constructions as sentence constituents; or whether the nonmanual behavior marks 
grammatical structures. Put differently, does a certain nonmanual behavior mark relative 
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clauses, or does it mark a pragmatic function that may be common to several grammatical 
structures, including relative clauses? 

In order to clarify this question, I have done a linguistic analysis of videotapes of 
monologues by deaf signers and asked signers for their evaluation of selected portions of the 
tapes. First, I will present the analysis; following that, I will comment on the evaluations 
made by the signers while watching the tapes. 
 
2. The analysis 
There turned out to be a great deal of variation in the signers' nonanual behavior. First, the 
signers who were used to being videotaped showed more nonmanual behaviour than the 
signers who were less used to this situation. Second, the signers with deaf parents tended to 
show more nonmanual behavior than the signers with hearing parents. And finally, there 
seemed to be individual differences in the intensity of the nonmanual behavior. Some signers 
used their face muscles much more than others. One signer especially (known to be a lively 
narrator) showed very intense nonmanual behavior. 

The following results are based on monologues by four signers who all have deaf parents; 
their signing is fairly homogeneous. However, they vary in the extent to which they use 
different nonmanual markers, a fact which I will come back to. 

As a first indication of what raised eyebrows and squinted eyes signal, I shall quote some 
of the informants' remarks during the test situation: "When the signer squints her eyes, she 
wants to indicate that something is important, she wants to attract the receivers' attention, to 
make sure that they know what she is talking about", "Raised eyebrows show that this is 
important, it is what the signer talks about, raised eyebrows signal a transition to something 
new". That is, squinted eyes and raised eyebrows are used with information that is central to 
the theme of the discourse, but not with a referential phrase that is highly predictable at 
a particular point in the discourse. 

One of the informants explained the difference between raising the eyebrows and 
squinting the eyes when commenting on an example from one of her own monologues. There 
she signed the name AUSTRIA with raised eyebrows. I asked her what it would mean if she 
had squinted her eyes instead. She said, "If I signed to children, I would squint my eyes and 
look at them to make sure that they knew where Austria is, and if they looked as if they didn't 
know, I would take out a map and show them". 

In the same story, she talks about an Austrian town that she does not expect Danes to be 
familiar with, no matter whether they are children or adults. She introduces the town by 
signing the equivalent of 'Afterwards we went by bus to a town called Saalbach'; here, she 
does not squint her eyes. That is, if the sender assumes that the referent is unknown to the 
receiver, she does not squint her eyes. Austria is generally well known; even children may 
know about Austria. The signer therefore would not introduce Austria in the same way as she 
did the town Saalbach. But she would squint her eyes to indicate that if the children had 
problems retrieving the referent in their memory, they should say so; then she would provide 
them with more information. By contrast, when telling this story to adults, she did not squint 
her eyes, as she did not expect them to have problems accessing the referent. 
 
2.1 Squinted eyes 
Squinted eyes signal, 'I think you know this item, so, please, search your memory and bring 
the item into your consciousness, because this item is what I'm talking about. If you can't find 
it, now is your chance of telling me, so that I can give you more information.' Signers only 
squint their eyes when they assume that the receiver already knows the referent, but may have 
problems accessing it. They always have eye contact with the receiver either all through their 
signing the sequence with squinted eyes or at the end, so that they can check whether the 
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receiver succeeds in accessing the referent. The receiver usually nods to acknowledge his 
understanding. 

Example (2) above demonstrates a related, but somewhat different use of squinted eyes. 
Here the referent, Alida, is introduced as not known to the receiver (OLE GIRL A-L-I-D-A), 
but once she has been introduced, the sender uses her name sign with squinted eyes to say, 
´I am going to use this sign for the person that you have now in your consciousness'. At this 
point, the referent is known to the receiver, but the name sign is new. The name sign with 
squinted eyes is a sort of contraction of a given item and new information: 'This item is 
referred to by means of this sign'. 

So, what kinds of constituents can be accompanied by squinted eyes? In my data, there are 
nominals, adverbials, and restrictive relative clauses. This is to be expected, since squinted 
eyes signal givenness and potentially low accessibility. Many restrictive relative clauses make 
a referent more accessible by providing information that is already known to the receiver. 
 

chin pulled back                         
raised eyebrows        
squinted eyes       

(4)    STORY  POINT  ME  NOW  TELL  ME READ POINT effata(MHS)  
MAGAZINE  E-F-F-A-T-A  
The story that I'm going to tell, I have read in the magazine Effata. 

 
 

Sankoff and Brown describe a parallel function for the particle 'ia' in Tok Pisin, 
a language spoken in Papua New Guinea. This particle can occur before or after or both 
before and after a nominal, a relative clause, and clauses that can be translated as conditionals. 
Its function is to bracket material that is used for identification of a referent: "the speaker uses 
a form that invites the addressee to recognize or uniquely identify the referent" (Sankoff and 
Brown 1978:640). The particle marks a slot where the receiver can ask for more information 
or acknowledge the identification of the referent. 

In Tok Pisin 'ia' can also be used with information that is not known to the receiver. What 
follows 'ia' is then seen as a characterization of the referent, rather than an identification. 
"[The sender] is thus saying, in effect, 'this N' (about which I am going to tell you something 
relevant) instead of 'this N' (which you are supposed to know about). That is, 
IDENTIFICATIONS instruct hearers, 'Search in your file to see which one this is'; 
CHARACTERIZATIONS instruct them, 'Open a file on this N, and put this information in 
it' " (ibid.:844). 

The difference between identification and characterization depends on the distinction 
'familiar' versus 'unfamiliar to the receiver'. If the same linguistic form can be used in both 
cases, it may be difficult to decide whether a particular instance should be analyzed as 
identification or characterization. In fact, even the sender and the receiver may be in doubt 
and may start negotiating the referent's status. 

I have not seen any examples where squinted eyes are used with completely new items as 
an instruction to 'open a file', but in example (2) and in example (4), which is the opening 
remark of a videotaped monologue, the signed sequences with squinted eyes can be analyzed 
as characterizations, even though the receiver knows both referents, Alida and the story, at the 
point in the discourse where the sender squints her eyes. Alida has just been introduced, and 
the receiver of (4) knows that the sender is going to tell a story. However, the use of squinted 
eyes here supports the receiver in his effort to 'open a file'. 

To sum up, signers squint their eyes to mark constituents as thematically central, given, 
and potentially low in accessibility2. 
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2.2 Raised eyebrows 
Raised eyebrows, too, are used with thematically central items, in order to show that 'this is 
important', as several informants said. Like squinted eyes, raised eyebrows are not used with 
highly predictable items. But in contrast to squinted eyes, raised eyebrows may mark 
a constituent that is not given, and consequently, they do not signal any assumptions about the 
referent's accessibility. Raised eyebrows may simply mark thematic centrality; they may mark 
constituents anywhere in the sentence, even all of the predicate. But raised eyebrows very 
often accompany the first constituent of a sentence, in which case they not only signal 
thematic centrality, but also a shift in theme. One informant characterized a facial expression 
with raised eyebrows as signaling transition. When a signer uses raised eyebrows with the 
first constituent of a sentence, she also often pulls in her chin as a signal of topicality. 

Thematic centrality concerns the overall importance of a referent or theme in the 
discourse. By contrast, a topic contains presupposed information in relation to what follows 
immediately within the same sentence, also when this information is not central to the theme 
of the overall discourse. Topic-marking is an invitation to the receiver to accept the existence 
of the referent (or the truth of the proposition) upon arriving at the main information, and to 
understand that information within the framework of the topic. 

Topics normally occur sentence-initially but may also occur after the sentence as a sort of 
afterthought. Besides the chin's being pulled back or lowered, topics are always marked by 
squinted eyes or raised eyebrows or both. If the referent of the topic is low in accessibility, the 
signer squints her eyes; in order to signal a thematic shift, she raises her eyebrows. 

The constituents that can be topic-marked are nominals, adverbials, clauses3, and clause 
fragments: 
 

chin pulled hack    
raised eyebrows     

(5)     IF MAKE VIDEO/RECORD PRINT ALL EMBARRASSED BETTER 
FREE TALK 
If we made a videorecording [of the discussion] and printed it, everyone 
might feel embarrassed, it's better to talk freely. 

 
chin pulled hack    
raised eyebrows    

(6)   TELEPHONE TYPE/TELEPHONE  OVER  TIME 
As for using the type telephone, it was past closing time. 

 
As Haiman has shown, conditionals and topics are marked in the same way in a number of 

languages and this identical marking correlates with identical functions. Both conditionals and 
topics constitute "the framework which has been selected for the following discourse" 
(Haiman 1978:583, 585), even though the semantics of conditionals differ from other topics 
(Comrie 1986). The parallelism in form and pragmatic function is also demonstrated by the 
data from Danish Sign Language. 

To sum up, raised eyebrows mark items as thematically central when the information is 
new or when the sender assumes that the receiver is familiar with the referent and can access 
it without problems, even though it is not highly predictable. In addition, raised eyebrows are 
used to mark a thematic shift. Squinted eyes are used with items that are thematically central 
and given, whenever there may be problems of accessibility. Lowering or pulling back the 
chin mark topics and is accompanied by either raised eyebrows or squinted eyes or both. If 
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topics are accompanied by squinted eyes, there is a problem of accessibility; if they are only 
accompanied by raised brows, this constitutes a thematic shift. 

Marking givenness and accessibility derives from the sender's wish to accommodate the 
information to the receiver's memory and knowledge. At any point in the discourse, the sender 
may assume information to be given or new to the receiver; if given, it may be more or less 
accessible. 

Topicality and thematic centrality tie in with the sender's wish to direct the receiver's 
attention to the thematic structure of what follows. That is, marking givenness and low 
accessibility is a way of accommodating oneself to the receiver, while marking topicality and 
thematic centrality is a way of guiding the receiver. 

The reason why signers do not use raised eyebrows and squinted eyes to the same extent 
is that the choice is the individual signer's own: do you, as a signer, primarily want to make 
sure that the receiver can follow what you say, or do you rather take this for granted? Of the 
four signers that I have analyzed in greater detail, three tended to squint their eyes much more 
than the fourth one. In contrast to the latter, all three have children; they may have transferred 
their explicit style of signing with children to another situation where they may have felt 
a demand for explicitness (video recording). 
 
3. Signers' judgements 
As mentioned earlier, I have supplemented the linguistic analysis with signers' responses to 
a test tape of portions from the monologues in order to find out whether (1) signers 
consistently identify specific nonmanual behaviours with specific pragmatic functions; and 
(2) whether they interpret the nonmanual behaviours in different signers as identical in spite 
of individual variation. 

The tape was made in such a way as to have the informants gradually realize what were 
the functions of the nonmanual behaviour during the test. The informants were asked to 
concentrate simultaneously on form (nonmanual behaviour) and function (abstract entities 
such as givenness and thematic centrality). As it turned out, this task was extremely difficult 
for most of the informants. 

Some informants concentrated on form. Picking up on the term 'nonmanual behavior' in 
the instructions, they pointed out nonmanual behaviour with an emotional content, or 
nonmanual behaviour underlining the lexical content of manual signs. The informants may 
have singled out this kind of nonmanual behavior because it is somehow more obvious in 
language processing. 

Other informants responded to the description of the nonmanual behavior’s function, and 
identified other features with the same function, for example, the use of loci and a certain 
manual sign that presupposes givenness. 

One informant with some linguistic training, who is a teacher of Danish Sign Language, 
gave very valuable information about the function of the nonmanual markers; this information 
has been included in the present analysis. Another informant - the one I mentioned earlier as 
a lively narrator - turned out to be highly aware of her own use of nonmanual markers, even 
though she has no linguistic training. The main result of the evaluation was that the pragmatic 
use of nonmanual behaviours appears to be processed at a subconscious level, and that 
linguistically naive signers cannot easily access this knowledge. 
 
4. Conclusion                                                      
Concluding, I should like to point out three things. First, I think that it is possible – and makes 
sense – to describe markers of syntactic categories such as restrictive relative clauses or 
conditionals, as configurations of several nonmanual features (Baker and Padden 1978, 
Bergman 1984, Liddell 1977, 1978, 1980, 1986). It may also be the case that there are 
individual nonmanual features that distinguish two otherwise identically marked 
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constructions such as non-clausal topics and conditional clauses (Liddell 1986). We should 
then examine whether there is correlation between such a marker on the one hand, and, on the 
other hand, either a semantic feature such as the distinguishing semantic feature of 
conditionals or a grammatical feature such as noun phrase structure versus clause structure. 

However, if I had not begun by looking for a common function of formal features such as 
squinted eyes and raised eyebrow across different constructions, the distribution of squinted 
eyes and raised eyebrows would have seemed accidental. In my data, time adverbials such as 
MONDAY NIGHT and SATURDAY NIGHT occur sometimes with squinted eyes and 
sometimes with raised eyebrows. What distinguishes these two nonmanual features, is 
accessibility; only a functional approach could have revealed this (see also Coulter 1978, 
1983). 

Second, a functional analysis of the use of nonmanual behaviour should be supplemented 
with a study of the interaction of nonmanual features with manual signs such as signs 
meaning 'when', 'if', etc. and the sign presupposing givenness mentioned earlier, and with the 
use of loci. Using a noun with a locus is often an alternative to using a noun with a relative 
clause (Liddell 1980:139-140), as the use of loci can presuppose contextual givenness. 

Third, researchers in ASL have found that topics and restrictive relative clauses are 
marked there by a raised chin, whereas in Danish Sign Language, the chin is lowered or 
pulled back with these constructions; a fascinating difference in nonmanual marking between 
one sign language and another.4 

 

Notes 

1. Reported in this paper are some preliminary results on the use of nonmanual 
behaviour in Danish Sign Language. The work has been carried out in 
collaboration with the Centre of Total Communication, Copenhagen, and in 
particular with Pernille Bott Petersen. I would like to thank Peter Harder, Jacob 
Mey, and Lise Randrup Jensen for their comments on earlier versions of this 
paper, as well as the six signers who agreed to participate in the evaluation 
task described in the last part of the paper. 

Transcription symbols: English words in capital letters are glosses for signs. If more 
than one word is used for a single sign, the words are separated by a hyphen. When 
a name is fingerspelled, the letters are separated by a hyphen. Nonmanual behaviour 
occurring simultaneously with the manual signs is written on a line above the glosses. 
The nonmanual behaviour lasts for as long as the line on which it is written. 
'vibely(MHS)' means that the name is made by means of the Danish mouth hand 
system. VIDEO/RECORD: / is used to indicate a compound. 

'Squinted eyes' mean's that the lids are tightened; the signer always raises her lower 
eyelids. 'Chin pulled back' means that the signer either lowers her head by bringing her 
chin closer to her chest, or, more often, retracts her head without moving her shoulders. 

2. I use 'given' in the sense of 'assumed to be familiar' defined by Prince (1981). 
The concepts 'thematic centrality' and 'accessibility' are discussed by Givon 
(1984, 1986). 

3. I do not yet know whether these clauses are grammatically subordinate or not. 
As they are topic-marked, they are clearly not independent. If a signer broke 
off just after ONE-HALF HOUR in example (3), the receiver would ask, 'What 
then?'. 

4. I found two instances where a signer raised his chin during the topic; this signer 
has lived in Denmark for a number of years, but comes originally from Hungary. 
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FROM SIGNER'S PERSPECTIVE: A COMPARATIVE SIGN LANGUAGE 
STUDY 1 
Ceil Lucas, Clayton Valli 
 
 

1. Introduction 

The investigation that this presentation is based on began with an analysis of a special class of 
signs such as ROAD-PASS-UNDER-CAR or TREES-PASS-PERSON or TELEPHONE-
POLES-PASS-PERSON. We originally set out to discover and describe the linguistic 
structure of signs in this class. That analysis is continuing. One unexpected and very 
interesting result of the analysis is that signs can incorporate information specific to the 
signer's perspective on the events being described. That is, a signer may sign something 
differently depending on whether he is merely providing a description of events that he did 
not witness or was not involved with, as opposed to a description of events which he did 
witness or take part in. In this paper we will, 1) briefly explain the theoretical framework 
within which the analysis is done, 2) briefly review the findings for ASL, 3) based on data 
from the sign languages of Taiwan, Italy and Thailand, answer the question which emerged 
naturally from the original study; that is: "Do other sign languages represent signer 
perspective?"; and, 4) briefly mention the role of perspective in sign language discourse. 

2. Predicate classes 
 
Linguistic analyzes have identified many major morphological classes of predicates in 
American Sign Language. One class includes predicates that have been described as 
lexicalized or 'frozen' signs. Supalla (1978:41-42) defines them as "highly frequent signs, 
standardized in form across signers.. .with internal morphological analysis no longer applied". 
What this means is that while at some point in time these signs may have been composed of 
separable internal units, the separability and significance of the internal units have been lost 
through the process of lexicalization. Supalla cites the example of FALL. The V-handshape is 
a classifier for animate beings with 2 legs in other verbs. FALL, however, is used for any 
event where something falls, be it a person, a cup, or hair. As Supalla says, the "handshape is 
no longer attended to" (p. 42). Another example cited by Liddell and Johnson (1984) is the 
verb MEET. Again, the 1-handshape is a classifier for upright beings in other verbs. And in 
other verbs having that classifier handshape, the location, orientation and movement also 
contribute very actively to the meaning of the verb. MEET, however, has lost the specific 
meaning of '2 human bodies approach each other face-to-face', and the significance of the 
location, orientation and movement has also been lost. That is, there is no meaning in MEET 
of the relative position of bodies at the time of meeting or the speed with which the bodies 
approach each other. Another class includes what Supalla (1978, 1982) and Supalla and 
Newport (1978) refer to as verbs of motion and location, in which handshape, movement and 
location primes are morphemes that are combined productively to create specific meanings. 
Thus, while the V-handshape in FALL is used for any falling object, the difference in 
meaning between VEHICLE-MOVE and PERSON-MOVE or VEHICLE-BE-LOCATED-
AT and PERSON-BE-LOCATED-AT is precisely in the handshape. The 1-handshape cannot 
be used for vehicles, nor the 3-handshape for people. The handshape is attended to, as are the 
orientation, the movement and the location. Thus PERSON-APPROACH-PERSON-FROM-
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BEHIND and PERSON-APPROACH-PERSON-FROM-SIDE differ in location and 
orientation.    

Two examples of such predicates are shown in Figure 1, where in la we see a lexicalized 
predicate and in lb a verb of motion and location2. Following the notational system that has 
been in development since 1983 by Liddell and Johnson, we note that signs consist of 
segments which occur sequentially, as do the phonological segments in spoken languages. 
Each segment includes movement information and articulatory information, including 
handshape, the point of contact for the hand (be it in space, on the body, or on the other 
hand), orientation of the hand, and non-manual signals. For the lexicalized signs like la 
(PARKING LOT), this means that in each segment, the same articulatory features are 
lexically specified as opposed to being productively inserted. PARKING LOT is a 2-handed 
sign that consists of a sequence of movements and holds; the 2-handshape with thumb 
extended is the one used for vehicle classifiers; the ulnar part of the hand contacts the palm of 
the base hand, itself oriented toward the horizontal plane. Finally, the tips of the fingers are 
pointed toward the vertical plane and the ulnar part of the hand is oriented to the horizontal 
plane. There is a very significant difference, however, between the sign in la and the sign in 
lb (VEHICLE-BE-LOCATED-ON-SURFACE). The collection of articulatory features in 
PARKING LOT is specified in the lexicon and together they constitute a morphological 
whole. The signer does not attend to and select different handshapes, orientations, locations 
or movements. For example, just as the V-handshape in FALL does not refer only to falling 
human bodies, the movement in PARKING LOT does not have the meaning of VEHICLE-
BOUNCE-UP-AND-DOWN. The separable meaning of the movement has been lost. In lb, 
however, small groups of features constitute morphemes, and are productively selected 
(Supalla 1978). For example, different handshape features may be selected: the 3-handshape 
for vehicles, a 1-handshape for a person or long, thin object or a bent V-handshape for 
animals or seated persons and so forth. The location of the hand may vary, as may the 
orientation, with corresponding variation in meaning. In sum, these verbs of motion and 
location consist of morphemes that combine productively to produce signs with specific 
meaning. 

PARKING LOT, then is a good example of a lexicalized predicate. VEHICLE-BE-
LOCATED-ON-SURFACE is a good example of a productive predicate. Another sign which 
closely resembles PARKING LOT and VEHICLE-BE-LOCATED-ON-SURFACE has 
a meaning which is quite different. That sign is shown in figure 1c. The meaning of the sign 
could be glossed as SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE or SURFACE-GO-BY-
VEHICLE. Is this an example of a lexicalized sign like PARKING LOT or a productive verb 
of motion and location, in which different handshapes, movements, locations and orientations 
can be selected to achieve different meanings? We set out to answer these questions. The data 
for the first part of our study consisted of interviews conducted with three adult native ASL 
signers. Participants were first asked to describe pictures in which people or objects moved 
past one another. Participants were then shown clips of James Bond movies and were asked, 
following each clip, to describe what they saw. The interviews were conducted by a native 
ASL signer. 

3. Productivity 

As we have stated, morphological productivity means morphemes combining productively to 
create specific meanings, and we found such productivity with all of the morphemes in our 
subclass of predicates. That is, we found productivity in handshape, orientation, movement 
and location. In terms of handshape, signs in this class are not restricted to SURFACE-PASS-
UNDER-VEHICLE. Signers attend to handshape and select the handshape according to the 
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meaning intended. And clearly there is productivity in both handshapes. Thus, handshape 
productivity can be demonstrated by the signs VEHICLE-PASS-VEHICLE (Figure 2a) or 
SURFACE-PASS-PERSON (for example, trees) (Figure 2b) or SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-
FLAT, ROUND OBJECT (e.g. a coin) (Figure 2c). 

Orientation is also productive, in that signers attend to it as they attend to handshape, and 
a different orientation in the sign makes for different meaning. That is, signs in this class are 
not restricted to one orientation. Productivity can be seen in SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-
VEHICLE-GOING-UPHILL (e.g. road) (Figure 3a) or SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-
VEHICLE-GOING-DOWNHILL (Figure 3b). 

The signs in this class are not restricted to one kind of movement. In fact, we found that 
movement is highly productive and may have the meaning of speed or of quantity of objects 
passing, depending on the situation. It seems that in the ease of both passing objects and 
passing surfaces, greater speed is shown by faster signing of the segmental sequence, in this 
case Movement Hold. However, in the case of passing objects, plurality can be shown by the 
repetition of the sequence. Thus, ONE-VEHICLE-PASS-VEHICLE-FAST (M H) is in 
contrast with MANY-VEHICLES-PASS-VEHICLE (M H M H...). We noticed, however, that 
the issue of movement is quite complex and goes well beyond simple differences in the 
quality of the movement. That is, the difference between ROAD-PASS-SLOWLY and 
ROAD-PASS-QUlCKLY can be shown simply in the different speed with which the hand 
moves, with the basic segmental structure of the two signs remaining constant (i.e., 
a movement followed by a hold). However, it appears that differences in speed may also be 
ref1ected in differences in the basic segmental structure of signs, such that 'regular' speed may 
be shown in a sequence of a movement and a hold (Figurc 4a), while great speed may be 
shown in a variety of ways: a hold with internal movement (Fig. 4b), with a sequence of an 
exaggerated initial hold, a movement and a final hold (Fig. 4c), or with an exaggerated initial 
hold, a movement and a hold with internal movement (Figure 4d). It would appear that these 
differences in segmental structure relating to the relative speed ot the object being described 
have relevance for all verbs of motion and location, and are not restricted to those in our 
subclass. Thus, it is possible to sign VEHICLE-MOVE-VERY-QUICKLY, as a hold with 
internal movement or VEHICLE-MOVE-VERY-QUICKLY as a long initial hold followed by 
a movement and a hold. We also noticed that the relative speed of a passing object is marked 
by predictable nonmanual signals: great speed is marked by squinting and puffed cheeks, 
while 'regular' speed is often marked by what Liddell (1980:42) calls 'mm' and means 
something like 'normal and proper'. 

We also found productivity in location. That is, the signs in this class are not limited to 
one location. For example, we found that it is possible to sign SURFACE-PASS-VEHICLE-
ON-SIDE (Figure 5a), SURPACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE (Figure Sb) and SURFACE-
PASS-OVER-VEHICLE (Figure 5c) and SURFACE-PASS-IN-FRONT-OF-VEHICLE 
(Figure 5d). However, we also found that it is possible that the surface may be the road that 
the signer is moving on, the road that his car is traveling over, or the ice that he is skating on. 
In this productivity of location, we find verbs of motion and location that represent objects or 
surfaces passing the signer on the side (for example, TREES, Figure 6a), in front (for 
example, WALL, Figure 6b), underneath (for example, ROAD, Figure 6c), on top (for 
example, ROOF, Figure 6d), or from top to bottom (for example, WALL, Figure 7e). The 
difference between SURFACE-PASS-VEHICLE-ON-SIDE and SURFACE-PASS-
SIGNER-ON-SIDE is a difference in location. The signer, therefore, attends to location and 
selects location according to the meaning intended. For example, in the case of VERTICAL-
SURFACE-PASS-VEHICLE and VERTICAL-SURFACE-PASS-SIGNER, the movement, 
orientation and handshape are identical. What makes for the difference in meaning is the 
location of the sign.  
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What we find, then, is a clear difference between the verbs meaning 'object or surface pass 
other object' and the verbs meaning 'object or surface pass the signer's body'. This difference 
is reinforced by the great number of handshapes that are allowed to represent objects passing 
the signer, handshapes that are not allowed in 'object pass other object'. For example, passing 
the signer's body, we find a l-handshape for TELEPHONE WIRES, a bent 5 for FLOCK OF 
SHEEP, an open 8 for SHINY SURFACE, a bent 5 for DUST, and so forth. However, with 
'object pass other object', while we find a 5-handshape for VERTICAL-SURFACE-PASS-
VEHICLE, and a 3-handshape for VEHICLE-PASS-VEHICLE, open 8 (*SHINY OBJECT-
PASS-VEHICLE) and bent 5 (*FLOCK OF SHEEP-PASS-VEHICLE) are unacceptable. 
A difference is also seen in that signs meaning 'object or surface pass signer's body' may be 
signed with one hand, or with the two hands alternating. In the case of  'object or surface pass 
other object', there appear to be restrictions, such that neither SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-
VEHICLE nor SURFACE-PASS-VEHICLE-ON-SIDE may be signed without the VEHICLE 
portion. However, neither in the case of 'object or surface pass other object' nor 'object or 
surface pass signer' are there restrictions as to whether the passing object can actually move. 
Se, TELEPHONE-POLES-PASS-IN-FRONT-OF-SIGNER is as acceptable as VEHICLES-
PASS-IN-FRONT-OF-SIG NER. 

Verbs describing objects passing the signer's body can show the same productivity in 
movement found in objects passin other objects; for example, TELEPHONE-POLES-PASS-
SIGNER-ON-SIDE can be signed with an M or H sequence for 'regular speed', a long initial 
hold followed by a movement and hold or a hold with internal movement for greater speed. 
These verbs also demonstrate productivity in location features other than height, such that the 
relative distance of an object passing the signer can be shown through a combination of the 
arm outstretched from the body and nonmanual signals. Likewise, productivity in orientation 
can be related to relative speed of the passing object, such that an-outstretched arm and hand 
in the initial hold indicates greater speed than an upright one. 

4. Signer's perspective 

It was our examination of the specific features of height, however, that proved the most 
interesting. In that examination two issues came up. First, we found that, as well as being able 
to sign SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE, general level (Figure 7a) it was also 
acceptable to sign SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE, at eye level (Figure 8b). As well as 
being able to sign TREES-PASS-RUNNER at the general level, it was also acceptable to sign 
TREES-PASS-RUNNER at eye level. The difference between these pairs of signs is one of 
location, specifically of height. What one might expect is that the difference in height 
represents the relative level of the vehicle or the runner. That is, SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-
VEHICLE, general level, would indicate that the vehicle itself is located at one particular 
level, while SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE, eye level, would indicate that the vehicle 
is located at a higher level. That is not what we found. What we found is that SURFACE-
PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE - at eye level and general level – may be at exactly the same 
location with reference to the real world, but its location with respect to the signer's 
perspective is shown with a difference in height. Secondly, we found that while it was 
possible to represent a wide variety of objects and surfaces passing the signer from all angles, 
we found that it was possible to locate an object or surface within the signer's perspective, 
with no reference whatsoever to passing. Thus, we found examples of PERSON-BE 
SEATED-WITH-BACK-TO-ME, signed at the same height used for the passing predicates, 
and in contrast to TWO-PEOPLE-BE-SEATED-IN-CAR, at the general level. Likewise, we 
found CARS-BE-LOCATED-IN-PLACE, located at the lower general level, and CARS-BE-
IN-FRONT-OF-ME signed at eye level; we found RIDER-ON-HORSE, in a description of 
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a picture, with no reference to the signer's perspective and signed at mid chest level, and 
RIDER-ON-HORSE, with specific reference to the signer's perspective, and signed at eye 
level. 

So basically, what we seem to have found is that, contrary to what might be expected, the 
height information in a verb of motion and location can have the meaning of 'from signer's 
perspective'. It appears that the height information for a sign meaning 'from signer's 
perspective' ranges between the upper chest and shoulders to the top of the head, but that the 
specific height may depend on the relative location of the objects. That is, vehicles are 
consistently signed at higher level than surfaces, even when both mean 'from signer's 
perspective'. Thus, for example, CARS-FROM-SIGNER-PERSPECTIVE consistently 
occurred at a higher level (eye level) than ROAD (mid chest) or HORSES (mid chest or chin 
level). What we suggest is that there are 2 distinct level systems, as seen in Figure 8. The first 
system is used for representing the general location of objects and events. In this system, 
there is no reference to the signer's perspective. However, in the second system, specific 
reference is made to the signer's perspective. This reference appears in the height information 
of the sign. The system has three basic levels, determined by the relative perspective of the 
signer. Thus ROAD-PASS belongs at the low level, VEHICLE-BE-LOCATED belongs at 
mid level, and ROOF-PASS belongs at high level. It may be that non-perspective verbs may 
be sometimes signed at a higher level, and that perspective verbs may be sometimes signed at 
a lower level, but we suggest that if either of those events occurs, it is a marked event and is 
overtly referred to in the discourse. That is, we are suggesting that if a verb of motion and 
location occurs at the perspective level, it has the meaning of 'from signer's perspective', 
UNLESS OTHERWISE MARKED. Conversely, a verb of motion and location at the general 
level does not include the meaning of 'from signer's perspective', UNLESS OTHERWISE 
MARKED. Thus, in the data we have the example of TRAIN-PASS occurring at waist level 
with the meaning of 'from signer's perspective'. However, the utterance preceding the verb 
specifically establishes the signer as looking down from a hill. 

We come now to the question, "Do other sign languages have this class of signs?". The 
short answer at this point is quite simply "yes". The data on the Taiwanese, Italian, and Thai 
sign languages was collected in the same way as the ASL data: signer re-telling of movie clips 
and description of pictures. All of the signers are native signers of their respective sign 
languages. However, we hasten to point out that all of the informants have lived in the United 
States for varying lengths of time and have interacted with ASL users. A definite "yes" 
answer to our question can only come from native monolingual signers of these languages, 
with no possibility of interference from another sign language. The findings that we present 
here, then, are preliminary. 

Based on the data that we collected, our claim is that the level systems that we propose are 
found not only in ASL, but also in Taiwanese, Italian and Thai sign languages. We find 
evidence for both the level representing the general location of objects and events, and for the 
level at which specific reference is made to the signer's perspective. As in ASL, we found that 
the same predicate can be produced at two distinct levels, one level for general description of 
objects or events that the signer did not witness or participate in, and another level for 
description of objects or events that the signer did witness or participate in. 

For example, in Taiwan Sign Language we see the difference between the general 
description of a picture of a horse race, and the same predicate produced at a higher level in 
response to the stimulus: 'You saw the event...' (Figures 9a and 9b). Likewise in Taiwan Sign 
Language, we find telephone poles signed at the forehead level in a general description, and 
well above the forehead in response to 'you saw telephone poles from the car...' (Figures 10a 
and 10b). Another remarkable response to that particular stimulus was the verb SEE 
produced at the same high level of the telephone pole predicate, and movement of the poles 
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past the verb. Finally, in response to the stimulus 'you saw the car and the telephone poles...', 
both the car predicate and the telephone pole predicate were signed at the high perspective 
level and both included movement. The response to the stimulus would be glossed as 'the car 
passed me and the poles passed the car.' 

In Italian Sign Language, a predicate was produced at the low description level to 
represent men lined up for a footrace. In response to the stimulus 'you saw the race', the same 
sign is produced at eye level (Figures 11a and 11b). Similarly, in describing a picture of 
a horse race a classifier predicate is produced at the low description level. In response to the 
stimulus 'you are in the race...', the predicate is produced noticeably higher, at eye level. And 
in response to the stimulus, 'you saw the race', the predicate is again produced at eye level 
(Figures 12a, b and c). 

In Thai Sign Language, a sign was produced at the description level to represent a fire 
burning in a fireplace. In response to the stimulus, 'you saw this scene ...' the same predicate 
was produced at eye level (Figures 13a and b). In describing a picture of a train, a classifier 
predicate representing the train was produced at the general description level. In response to, 
'you saw the train...', the same predicate was produced at eye level. (Figures 14a and 14b). 

So, clearly, the signers that we interviewed represented events and objects differently 
depending on their relative perspective on those objects and events, or lack thereof. As we 
have said, these findings are preliminary, and require more research. 

Also preliminary and requiring more research is a feature of sign language discourse that 
emerged from our investigation. 

Our examination of these predicates revealed an interesting feature of sign language 
discourse, that is, how a signer can take over or assume the role of a character in a narrative. 
As we mentioned earlier, part of our data collection consisted of having our informants 
describe pictures picked specifically with verbs of motion and location in mind. The other 
part consisted in having them view short clips from James Bond movies which they then 
recounted immediately following the viewing. This latter part of the data collection allowed 
for a lot more narrative to occur, and it was within these narratives that we noticed 
a phenomenon that we came to refer to as 'taking over the role'. That is, in recounting 
a particular James Bond clip, the informant frequently and spontaneously took over the role of 
Bond, or alternated between 'signer as Bond' and 'signer describing Bond'. We have not yet 
examined exactly what motivates the shifts between persons in the middle of a narrative but 
we suggest that one of the key markers of the shift is the height information in verbs of 
motion and location that we have been describing here. Thus, we have examples in the data in 
which the cars in a particular car chase are established at the general description level, 
followed by TREES-PASS, GROUND-PASS, indicating a shift from general description to 
how things appear from the perspective of people inside the cars. In one remarkable sequence, 
we noticed two very rapid shifts, from MAN-AND-WOMAN-SEATED-IN-CAR (general 
area) to SURFACE-AND-ROAD-PASS (perspective level) back to CAR-PASS-UNDER- 
BRIDGE (general area). Further evidence for these shifts comes from the fact that 
SURFACE-AND-ROAD-PASS could be grammatically signed in the general area, with no 
shift in perspective. We found many examples in our Taiwanese, Italian and Thai data for 
these very rapid shifts within the discourse, and it would seem that not two, but three options 
are available to the signer: the general description, the perspective, and the taking of the role. 
Thus, a general description of a car can be provided (CAR, general level), followed by the 
signer taking the role of the driver (DRIVE-CAR), followed by a classifier predicate 
representing a car signed at the perspective level, indicating what the signer saw in the role of 
the driver. In the Italian data, for example, the signer used the general level and a classifier 
predicate for cars; he then took both the role of the driver and of the passenger in succession 
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and then went back to the general description and represented the driver leaving the car. 
Finally, he assumed the role of the driver again.  

We did not only find examples of very rapid shifts within the discourse between general 
description, perspective and role-taking. We also found some examples of what seem to be 
the simultaneous occurrence of general description and role taking, general description and 
perspective, and of role taking and perspective. For example, in the Thai data, we see the 
simultaneous occurrence of a predicate representing a car at the general level with one hand, 
and a predicate representing bullets at the windshield with the other hand at eye level. We 
found an identical occurrence in Taiwanese Sign Language. 

And in one remarkable example in Italian Sign Language, we seem to see the 
simultaneous occurrence of all three options, as the signer 1) takes the role of driver, 2) shows 
his perspective on the car following him, and 3) describes the movement of the car following. 
What is remarkable about this example is that the signer's eyes provide information about role 
taking, by gazing at the car that is in pursuit, while the signer's mouth provides information 
about the way the car is being driven, namely, out of control. 

 

5. Conclusion 

We started our investigation with the sign SURFACE-PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE and we set 
out to determine if it was an example of a lexicalized sign such as PARKING LOT or an 
example of a productive verb of motion and location such as VEHICLE-BE-LOCATED-ON- 
SURFACE. Our investigation led us to three preliminary conclusions. Firstly, SURFACE-
PASS-UNDER-VEHICLE belongs to a highly productive subclass of verbs of motion and 
location that have in common the meaning 'entity pass entity'. Secondly, the height feature in 
verbs of motion and location can have the meaning of 'from signer's perspective'. This feature 
is part of a level system pertaining specifically to perspective, a system distinct from a general 
level system and present not only in ASL, but in other sign languages as well. Lastly, the 
descriptive and perspective level systems are two of at least three resources that signers have 
available to them in discourse, the third being role-taking.   

Notes 

1. We would like to thank Robert E. Johnson and Scott Liddell for their valuable comments 
on this paper. We also thank Steve Collins, James Chao and Thomas Corcoran, models for 
the illustrations, and Su Cook for the preparation of the manuscript. 

2. The illustrations for this paper are by Paul M. Setzer. The production of the illustrations as 
supported by the Gallaudet Research Institute. 
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SIMULTANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS AND COMPLEX SIGNS IN QUEBEC 
SIGN LANGUAGE  ̄ │̄   
Christopher Miller* 
 
 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the most obvious differences between signed and spoken languages is the simultaneity 
of patterning we find throughout the structure of signed languages as opposed to oral 
languages. Whereas spoken languages have (basically speaking) only one channel in which 
they can encode lexical items (i.e. the mouth), sign languages have at their disposal at least 
the left hand, the right hand, and the mouth, on which independent lexical units can be 
produced. It is logically possible, then, that a signer can at some point in his or her discourse 
simultaneously make one sign on her right hand, a different sign on her left hand, and use her 
mouth to produce a non-manual sign or a loanword from an oral language. In fact, we find 
just such situations in everyday signing, and they are less rare than one might think. 

One example that may immediately spring to mind is the simultaneous use of classifiers in 
constructions that express locative relations between two objects in space (Engberg-Pedersen, 
in press). These classifier predicates can be seen as involving iconic mapping of real world 
spatial relations onto the signing space, with classifiers used as stand-ins for noun phrases. In 
this paper we will be restricting ourselves to other, less well described simultaneous 
constructions for which there is no such motivation. 

There are numerous references to such constructions in the literature. Nevertheless, there 
are few publications that deaf specifically with such constructions. Table 1 recapitulates the 
references we have come across, both in publications and from personal communications. 

Although there is already a respectable body of attestations from a number of different 
languages, the data on which we base this presentation comes principally from the LSQ88 
corpus, a 35 hour video corpus of unstructured conversation between Deaf individuals who 
use Quebec Sign Language (LSQ) as their first language of everyday communication. Over 
200 examples of simultaneous constructions have been collected so far, most of them 
systematically from one signer of the II in the corpus, plus a dozen, approximately, from four 
other signers, found during a preliminary search of the corpus. In addition, one example was 
observed in the course of everyday conversation in our laboratory. 
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1.1 The problem 
 
A number of constructions in our corpus involve the simultaneous articulation of independent 
signs, one on each hand. Many more, however, involve one-handed versions of signs 
normally signed with both hands, among which are signs involving a different morpheme on 
each hand. When one of these signs is involved in a simultaneous construction, two things 
can happen. In the first type of situation one of the morphemes disappears to allow the the 
hand to articulate a different sign at the same time as the sign produced on the other hand. In 
the other type of situation, one of the morphemes can persevere after the end of the sign itself, 
or may show up before the beginning of the sign, in which case the morpheme appears to 
mark the discourse topic. When this morpheme enters into a syntactic relationship with a sign 
on the other hand, this relation appears to involve only part of the sign and not the sign itself 
as a whole. Now, it is generally accepted (although there is a certain degree of controversy 
around this point) that syntactic relations only involve words as units and do not have access 
to the internal structure of words. If we accept this hypothesis, then we must reconsider the 
nature of those signs whose constituent morphemes can interact independently with other 
signs in syntactic constructions. 
 
1.2 Organisation of the paper 

This paper is divided into three main parts. In the first part we will present an overview of 
simultaneous constructions. In the second part we will explore the status of signs involving 
morphemes whose status as syntactic or morphological entities is ambiguous, and we will 
distinguish between two types of morphologically complex signs, one of which appears to be 
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purely morphological in nature, the other showing syntactic as well as morphological 
properties. Finally, in the third part, we will show that the behaviour of such complex signs in 
constructions involving spatial agreement reinforces our hypothesis of two distinct classes of 
complex signs. 

 
2 SIMULTANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS 

Although it is feasible in principle to produce a different sign on each hand, or a series of 
different signs simultaneously on each hand, not all the imaginable possibilities seem to be 
attested. What does occur is restricted to two possibilities: either the signs made on the two 
hands are part of the same clause or sentence, or one of the two hands is used for signs whose 
function is to regulate the discourse, which means that the content of these signs is peripheral 
to that of the proposition encoded on the other hand. What we don't find is separate, unrelated 
sentences on each hand: thus the importance of the term construction. We can then define 
simultaneous constructions as follows: "A simultaneous construction is a grouping of signs in 
which: 
a) distinct lexical elements are produced independently and simultaneously in autonomous 
channels, and 
b) these elements are bound together in some kind of syntactic relationship1." 
 

Within simultaneous constructions, two major types can be distinguished. The first 
involves the fully simultaneous production of distinct signs. The second type involves the 
hold of a hand-shape forming part of one sign while the other hand simultaneously produces 
different signs. We will deal with each of these classes separately. 
 
2.1 Simultaneous full signs 

The existence of constructions involving the simultaneous articulation of full signs on 
separate hands is already attested in several sign languages. The following examples (1-3) 
come from SLN, DSL and ASL, respectively. 

The rest of our examples, except for (4), which was observed during the course of everyday 
conversation, come from the LSQ88 corpus. 
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These examples illustrate the possibility of simultaneously producing independent signs in 
constructions involving other than locative relations. Example (9) illustrates the possibility of 
using the oral channel as well as the two hands to encode lexical information independently, 
where 'million' is encoded in the oral channel only. 
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If they were in fact complex signs, these examples would all, except (9), involve 
violations of Battison's [1978] Symmetry and Dominance conditions which apply to the 
internal phonological structure of signs. Examples (1-4) and (5-7) would, if they were single 
signs, violate both constraints: each hand has its own handshape and executes a movement 
unrelated to that of the other hand. The sign knowledge-increase in (4) is distinct from 'Cl. 1 
'person' approach' in all formational parameters, including movement and handshape. This 
observation is equally valid for BRING and WINE in (5). In examples (3) and (8), the non-
dominant hand is not active but in several cases it adopts a marked handshape that is excluded 
by the dominance condition (/V/ = DEUX, /4/= QUATRE, /W/ = SIX, /7/ = SEPT). If we 
assume that Battison's constraints apply only to the internal structure of signs, then we can use 
them as a phonological criterion for distinguishing between true two-handed signs and 
simultaneous constructions. 

 
2.2 Holds 

The fully simultaneous signs we have described, although they are attested in a number of 
sign languages, appear to be relatively rare compared to constructions in which one of the 
hands of a sign is held during a stretch of discourse in which the other hand simultaneously 
produces other signs. 

Example (10) illustrates a construction of this type in which a one-handed sign is held 
during a series of signs on the other hand. 

 

The next four examples illustrate constructions where one hand of a two-handed sign is 
held. Two-handed signs can be divided into two classes according to whether (a) both hands 
are active, thus specified for the same handshape (11-12) or (b) the non-dominant hand is 
passive (12, 13). 
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The signs where the two hands share the same specifications for handshape. orientation, 
location and movement (LOOK-AT-up-and-down in (II); PINCH-cheeks in (12)) are not 
composed of distinct morphemes: they are best analyzed as having the phonological 
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specifications of the dominant hand copied onto the non-dominant hand (Sandier 1989; 
Miller 1991). Signs in which the non dominant hand is passive are a more ambiguous case. 

In example (13), the /B/ classifier, which is part of the citation form of the signs WRITE 
and THINGS-IN-A-LIST, is held during the whole of the sentence. However, when a verb or 
an index is directed at the classifier, the signer is not referring to the signs WRITE and 
THINGS-IN-A-LIST: the classifier refers rather to the piece of paper on which the list is 
written. In other words, the classifier has a reference of its own, independent of the sense of 
the signs of which it is a part, thus the classifier is in fact autonomous with regard to the 
syntax of the sentence, as is the case for WINE and BRING in (1b). 

 
2.3 Complex signs: morphological or syntactic? 
Certain signs such as WRITE, LIST, BEAT etc., are usually, in accord with the intuitions of 
native signers, analysed as single units. Nevertheless, as our data show, these signs are made 
up of distinct morphemes. In example (13), Cl. B is an integral part of the signs WRITE and 
LIST, but it is also held throughout the sentence and is at one point used as the complement 
of a deictic pronoun (index ). In this example, then, the classifier has two syntactic functions: 
it is complement of signs made by the dominant hand and topic of the sentence. Researchers 
have long been engaged in a tug of war over the proper place of word formation in grammar. 
Di Sciullo and Williams [1987] and Borer [to appear] propose analyses that account for word 
formation entirely within a morphological component of the grammar. Di Sciullo and 
Williams propose that the descriptive vocabulary of syntax is distinct from that of 
morphology: they allow for only a small degree of interpenetration between the two 
components. Borer, who also adopts a strongly lexicalist position, i.e. that word formation is 
not syntactic, proposes a novel view of the interaction between syntax and morphology. She 
rejects the traditional lexicalist hypothesis that all word formation takes place in a single bloc 
before syntax and that all lexical items are then inserted in deep structure in the syntax. She 
proposes instead a "parallel" model of the interaction between morphology and syntax. In this 
model, words (i.e. morphological objects) are formed according to the principles and 
operations of the morphological component and can be inserted into a given syntactic 
configuration where the relative order of morphemes corresponds to that of the structure 
generated in the morphological component. If the syntactic configuration that satisfies the 
morphological structure of a word is found in D-structure, a word can be inserted into 
sentence structure at that level. If the syntactic configuration that satisfies the morphological 
structure of a word is derived by an operation of movement, the word will be inserted at S-
structure. It follows then that words inserted at a level other than D-structure will have 
a doubly determined internal structure; their morphologically determined internal 
constituency and their syntactically determined internal constituency. 

In this part of the paper, we will present evidence that certain morphologically complex 
signs have properties that show that their constituent morphemes do not play any role at the 
level of syntax, whereas others have properties that justify a "parallel" analysis. 

 
2.4 Signs containing a classifier or other incorporated element 
One type of simultaneous construction involves a verb that is directed toward a classifier that 
functions as its complement. In example (15) we see Cl.1 incorporated in the verb pl. LOOK-
AT. This verb is normally produced by both hands in a /4/ handshape, the fingers oriented 
toward the verb's object but in the simultaneous construction, the verb is made with only one 
hand to allow the other to form the /I/ classifier. Although there are verbs such as READ or 
WRITE whose citation form incorporates their complement, pl.LOOK-AT does not: its 
citation form is as I have just described. We can also see from this example that the classifier 
is used independently of the sign pl.LOOK-AT in this sentence: the classifier is in fact the first 
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sign in the sentence, where it has the meaning someone or a certain individual and it is 
repeated later to be incorporated in the verb. 

In example (13) we see a simultaneous construction involving a classifier /B/ 'surface' that 
forms part of the citation form of the verb WRITE. In this construction, the classifier is signed 
before the verb WRITE; it then becomes the referential locus of an index sign. The classifier 
is then held during four independent clauses. During all this time, the classifier's reference 
remains constant: a piece of paper on which a list has been written. Even if this classifier is an 
integral part of the sign WRITE, we must recognize that it is accessible to syntactic structure 
(it is incorporated into other signs) and discourse structure (it is the topic of this stretch of 
discourse). 

Cases like (13) pose a problem for theories that draw a sharp distinction between 
morphology and syntax. The position that morphological and syntactic structure are sharply 
separated is stated in a strong form in Di Sciullo and Williams' [1987] atomicity thesis: 

 

This thesis explains the ungrammaticality of the second phrase of each of the synonymous 
pairs in (17): 
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There are, however, certain oral languages that appear to allow syntax to have access to 
an element inside a word: we find this type of phenomenon in many languages in noun 
incorporation constructions. Baker [1988] proposes that this phenomenon can be explained if 
the incorporated noun appears in a sentential position in D-structure and is subsequently 
moved from that position into a No position dominated by V at S-structure. 

A further type of example from spoken languages that casts into doubt the traditional view 
of the separation between morphology and syntax is provided by Hagit Borer [1988]. In 
Hebrew, compound nouns and construct state nominal have the same superficial form, and 
they share properties that lead to the conclusion that they are both formed morphologically. 
However, they differ in that the meaning of construct state nominal is compositional, i.e. their 
meaning is predictable from the meaning of their components, and also by the fact the nouns 
that make up construct state nominal may freely take part in various syntactic processes. On 
the other hand, the meaning of compounds is unpredictable from the meanings of their 
component nouns and nouns inside compounds cannot interact with the syntax. Furthermore, 
both types (compounds and constructs) require a morphological principle of feature 
percolation to account for their definiteness features. Borer concludes that morphology is not 
then a block of rules that precede syntax as a whole, but that the results of word-formation 
rules can be inserted in sentence structrure at different levels of syntax, i.e. at deep structure 
or surface structure. or at a later level of Phonological Form. 

An interesting example from ASLs of a minimal pair of nearly homonymous signs that 
behave in a similar way to the Hebrew examples given by Borer is provided by Kegl and 
Schley [1986], who compare the verb vote and a sign they gloss as PUT-SMALL-OBJECT-
INTO-A-CONTAINER. 

Kegl and Schley point out that syntactically, the two verbs behave differently: PUT-
SMALL-OBJECT-INTO-A-CONTAINER requires a complement bearing the semantic role 
of GOAL whereas VOTE takes no such complement: we see this in example (19) which is 
ungrammatical because PUT-SMALL-OBJECT-INTO-A-CONTAINER has no complement 
that corresponds to the semantic goal argument; and in (20) which is ungrammatical because 
VOTE has one complement too many, i.e. BOX, which doesn't correspond to any part of the 
semantic structure of the verb. 

 

 
To explain why the two signs are similar in form but different in behavior, Kegl and 

Schley propose that a particular subpart of the morphological structure of the two signs forms 
part of the matrix structure of PUT-SMALL-OBJECT-INTO-A-CONTAINER, but in VOTE 
it is embedded. They propose that this property explains why the notion PUT-SMALL-
OBJECT-INTO-A-CONTAINER is unable to interact with the syntax: any part of a sign that 
does not appear at the highest level of the sign's morphological structure will not be visible to 
the syntax. If the two signs are both simple verbs morphologically, we need to explain why it 
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is that syntax has access to the internal structure of PUT-SMALL-OBJECT-INTO-A-
CONTAINER but this is not the case with the sign VOTE. 

However, if we accept the atomicity thesis, that syntax can't look inside the structure of 
a word, the existence of simultaneous constructions gives us another possible analysis, 
namely: PUT-SMALL-OBJECT-INTO-A-CONTAINER is a simultaneous syntactic 
construction, as well as a morphological object, but VOTE is only a single word at the 
syntactic level. 

The same minimal pair of signs exists in LSQ. There is a contrast grammaticality between 
the two signs when they appear in similar constructions: in (21), we have a verb PUT-
SMALL-OBJECT-Cl. /F/ that is moved toward its object (Cl. /O/), which can then become 
the complement of a another verb (LOOK). On the other hand, in (22), where the /O/ 
handshape cannot interact with anything other than the /F/ handshape, the verb VOTE is 
a syntactic atom in the sense of Di Sciullo and Williams and the syntax cannot interact with 
its internal morphemes. 

We observe the same sort of grammatically distinctions in pairs of signs that incorporate 
a noun rather than a classifier. The sign SYRUP in LSQ is a simultaneous compound of 
TREE and DRILL, the verb incorporating TREE as a locative complement. In the 
corresponding simultaneous syntactic construction it is possible to modify TREE with an 
adjective (OLD) (23), but TREE cannot be modified when it is part of the sign SYRUP (24): 
the adjective can only refer to the sign SYRUP as a whole (25). 

 
 
 

Another property that distinguishes the pairs of signs in (21-24) is the fact that the signs 
glossed as simultaneous constructions are semantically compositional whereas the ones 
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analysed as syntactically atomic complex atomic signs are not compositional. The meaning of 
SYRUP cannot be derived from the meanings of its component morphemes: it is neither 
a kind of tree nor a manner of drilling. Nor can the meaning of VOTE be deduced directly 
from its components: voting does not necessarily correspond to the action of placing a small 
object (i.e. a ballot) in a container, as Kegl and Schley note. This confirms that we must 
distinguish between complex signs that are single syntactic units, with their meaning 
idiosyncratically listed in the lexicon; and complex signs that are also simultaneous 
constructions, whose meaning is a function of their cooccurrence in a syntactic structure. 
 
3 EVIDENCE FROM ARGUMENT STRUCTURE 
 
3.1 Interaction of the incorporated element with verbal agreement 
We have already noted that the verb pl.OBSERVE is normally signed with both hands. This 
verb normally behaves as a directional verb that inflects to agree with indexic loci as in (20), 
where we have glossed it as pl.LOOK-AT. In (23), on the other hand, the verb incorporates 
a classifier as complement, and it is oriented towards this classifier. The use of classifiers and 
spatial loci are three ways of marking pronominal agreement on verbs, the other being the use 
of fingertip loci in an enumeration morpheme. 

Verbs that contain in their citation form a classifier that is interpreted as the verb's 
complement can be divided into two groups with regard to the behavior of the classifier in 
syntactic constructions involving spatial agreement. In (48) and (49), for example, we see 
a pair of synonyms both of which can be translated as 'grab hold of a person,' one of which is 
formed with an /S/ handshape and the other with a curved / /. These two verbs behave 
differently with regard to their internal structure: CRAB/S/ / Cl. I 'person' allows the classifier to 
drop if there is agreement with an indexic locus (50), whereas GRAB/V/  Cl. I 'person' does not 
allow the classifier to drop (51). We conclude that CRAB/S/ / Cl. I 'person' is a simultaneous 
construction where the classifier is optional if verbal agreement is marked by spatial 
indexation, whereas GRAB/V/ / Cl. I 'person' is an indivisible sign like CULTURE or 
SITUATION, which also contain a classifier on the non-dominant hand that cannot be 
deleted. 
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The verbs WRITE, READ, STAND and JUMP, which contain the B 'surface' classifier on 
the non-dominant hand, as well as RESIGN, PARTICIPATE and PUT-SMALL-OBJECT/F/, 
which contain Cl. O 'container', permit deletion of the classifier when they are signed on an 
established spatial locus, like GRAB/S/. In VOTE, however, the classifier cannot delete. 

We find the same distribution of properties in the pair TREE / DRILL-ndh (simultaneous 
construction) and SYRUP = TREE / DRILL-dh (sign). In TREE / DRILL-ndh it is possible to sign DRILL 
on a spatial locus that is co indexed with an antecedent TREE, without the sign TREE being 
present, whereas TREE cannot delete in the sign SYRUP. 

These facts establish another criterion for distinguishing between complexes accessible to 
the syntax and simultaneous compounds. When the element signed on the dominant hand 
deletes in the presence of an indexic locus, this is due in effect to its being a syntactic atom, 
sensitive to the effects of syntax. When this element cannot delete, it is autonomous at the 
morphological but not the syntactic level. 

Given the existence of a class of verbs which optionally permit a classifier in 
simultaneous syntactic constructions, where each hand executes a word in the sense of 
a syntactic atom, it does not follow logically that these constructions do not form together 
a complex word in the morphological sense. We follow Borer (to appear) in assuming that 
morphology and syntax are two autonomous and parallel, thus unordered, modules of 
grammar. In this theory, words as morphological objects (m-words) have a structure that 
satisfies their head's morphological sub categorization and these words are inserted in syntax 
at a level where their superficial structure 2 corresponds to a particular subpart of a given 
syntactic configuration. Thus, a morphological word can be inserted in syntax either at D-
structure or at S-structure. 

This model allows us to derive the various distinctions discussed above. Verbs such as 
pl.LOOK-AT which are normally signed with both hands and which may take a classifier in 
a simultaneous construction as in (23) are inserted in D-structure, and if we assume that the 
simultaneous presence of a nominal element on the non-dominant hand is due to a syntactic 
operation, the presence of this nominal element is not the result of a morphological operation. 
Verbs such as WRITE or READ, which require a classifier in their citation form, but allow 
the classifier to delete, are analyzed as subcategorized for a nominal element with a specified 
thematic role (in most cases, location or patient) which is normally realized as a classifier. 
They are thus inserted in S-structure where their complex internal structure is syntactically 
derived: morphological marking of a Ө role in their internal structure permits co indexation of 
the classifier with the syntactic position of the verb's complement. Verbs that do not permit 
classifier deletion are also derived by satisfaction of morphological subcategorisation but in 
this case there is no Ө role assigned to the subcategorised position, thus this position is not 
coindexed with a syntactic position. 

The signs SYRUP and VOTE differ from the other complex signs considered in that their 
meaning is not compositional. These two signs are derived from compositional syntactic 
constructions which have lost their original meaning. 

To explain the properties of these two signs, we follow the "syntactic words" analysis of 
Di Sciullo and Williams [1987]. In their analysis of French words such as essuie-glace, arc-
en-ciel, hors-la-loi or trompe-l´æil, Di Sciullo et Williams propose that words derived from 
syntactic maximal projections are the result of a peripheral morphological rule (52). 
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This rule explains the formation of syrup, but must be generalized to (53) to account for 
VOTE. 
 

 
 
4 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have discussed several cases of ambiguity between morphology and 
syntax in complex signs. This ambiguity is a consequence of the possibility in a sign 
language of producing syntactic constructions in which autonomous signs are produced 
simultaneously in more than one independent channel. By comparing the syntactic and 
semantic properties of superficially similar signs, we have distinguished two classes of signs 
that are distinct in their behavior. Finally, we have proposed that the structural ambiguity 
between morphology and syntax that characterizes these signs can be treated in the 
framework of Borer (to appear), who shows on the basis of morphologically similar words 
which behave differently with regard to syntactic and semantic phenomena that morphology 
and syntax act in parallel, and that words formed in the morphology can be inserted in syntax 
at any level where there is a syntactic structure that is compatible with their morphological 
structure. 

 

 
Footnotes 

* Christopher Miller: Groupe de Recherche sur la LSQ et Ie Francais Sourd, Universite du 
Quebec a Montreal, C.P. 8S8S, Succ. Centre-Ville, Montreal, Quebec H3C3P8, Canada. 

│̄̄   The research reported on in this paper was supported by a grant from the Social Sciences 
and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRCC). My thanks go to Linda Lelievre 
for her invaluable assistance in the transcription of the data and to Linda Lelievre and Jules 
Desrosiers for their intuitions and comments. 

1. The use of the term syntactic is important in this context: this excludes parallel utterances 
where one hand is signing discourse regulators. 

2. The term superficial structure as used here refers to linear sequence in oral languages or 
spatial structure and its relation with the articulators in signed language, without reference 
to internal hierarchic syntactic structure. 
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SIGN MORPHOLOGY: INFLECTION 
Ronnie Wilbur 
 

 
 
 
 

Regardless of whether a sign is a frozen lexical item or constructed by the productive 
processes described in the previous chapter, there are further modifications that it can 
undergo. If it is a noun, there are only a few limited modifications, such as the plural. Verbs, 
however, are eligible for a variety of modifications, which would be translated into English 
with adverbs, prepositional phrases, aspectual verb markings (progressive "be" + "-ing," 
perfective "have" + past participle), and quantifiers ("each," "all"). The functions of 
inflectional processes in ASL greatly exceed those in English. Klima and Bellugi (1979) 
suggest at least eight categories of modifications, some with possible subcategories. They 
include modifications for indicating number, distributional aspect, temporal aspect, temporal 
focus, manner, and degree. Other researchers have added to the list. One particularly 
interesting feature of ASL is how several of these modifications can be used at the same time. 
This multiple marking is made possible by the fact that some of the modifications are spatial 
in nature, whereas others are represented by temporal rhythm and dynamic changes. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ARGUMENTS 
Among the functions that can be indicated by particular spatial locations or arrangements are 
verb agreement (called indexic reference by Klima and Bellugi, 1979, among others), 
reciprocal, number agreement, and quantification (called distribution by Klima and Bellugi). 
Each of these functions provides information about the arguments (primary noun phrases) in 
the sentence. In addition to the preceding modifications, which are marked directly onto the 
predicate, pluralization of the nouns themselves will be considered at the end of this section.   
         
Verb Agreement                 
There has already been considerable discussion of verb agreement, with respect to the 
specification of locations for the starting and ending points of path movement of particular 
verbs. In previous chapters, it was indicated that certain verbs could be specified for as many 
as two locations that could be filled in by combining the verb with agreement prefixes or 
suffixes (recall that these prefixes and suffixes do not make separate syllables). These two 
agreement locations are in addition to the possibility that the verb may also combine with 
a classifier hand shape, which would provide agreement for a third argument (but not location 
agreement). 

Looking at the formation of the predicate as a whole, it might be thought that changing the 
starting and ending locations of the predicate for agreement purposes is a modification of the 
predicate itself. However, the way the terms are being used here, the function of the changes 
in starting and ending location is to indicate additional information about the arguments (who 
is doing the action, what is undergoing the action). This contrasts with modifying the 
predicate by providing information about how the action is being performed, or for how long, 
or whether it is repeated. These latter modifications will be discussed in a later section. 

In general, a predicate with path movement has only one starting point and one ending 
point (those without path movement will be discussed separately). It is predominantly single 
individuals or objects that are represented by these location points; plurals are treated 
differently. The majority of verbs that have two agreement points use the starting point to 
agree with the subject and the ending point to agree with the direct object (HIT, LOOK-AT, 
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ASK) or what would be the indirect object in an English translation (in "give the book to 
Mary," GIVE would agree in location with Mary, not with BOOK, which would probably be 
represented as a classifier hand-shape). A smaller number of verbs display the reverse 
behavior, the ending point agreeing with the subject and the starting point with the surface 
object (e.g., TAKE). Recent extensive discussions of these verb classes can be found in 
Padden (1983) and Meier (1982). 

The agreeing verbs with path movement, change their starting and ending locations so that 
they indicate who is the subject and who is the object. If John is at point a in Figure 5-la, 
Mary is at point b, and Bill is at point c, the sentence "John gave a book to Mary" will start 
with the sign GIVE at point a and move it to point b, while using the flat surface classifier (B 
hand) and "book." If Bill gives the book to John, the sign starts at point c and moves to point 
a. If TAKE is the main verb, the locations are reversed: for "John takes the book from Mary," 
the sign for TAKE starts at point b and moves to point a. 

Verbs that have a contact specification for one of their two locations may only agree with 
one argument, using the location that is not specified for contact. Thus, signs like TELL, 
which moves away from contact at the mouth/chin, or INFORM, with contact at the forehead, 
may agree with their objects but not with their subjects (even if they do not actually make the 
contact). Verbs that do not have path movement may still indicate some agreement. Signs that 
have a fixed location, either on the body or in space, may indicate agreement with the surface 
object by modifying the orientation rather than a location specification (COUNSEL, WANT). 
These verbs orient in the direction of the referent, but do not actually move to or toward it. 
There are also some verbs that have no specific starting point indicated and their ending point 
is already specified as a location (e.g., EAT); these verbs do not have any opportunities for 
marking agreement with modifications of the starting or ending points of the path.  

Not having an agreement specification does not mean that the argument cannot be 
indicated. Usually, the noun phrases that indicate the subject and objects are produced before 
the predicate. These noun phrases may be assigned to a particular point in space, either by 
making the noun at that point or by using a POINT sign to the particular point in space (the 
POINT sign may precede or follow the noun, and in the case of some one-handed nouns, may 
even be made at the same time by using the other hand). It is these points in space that are 
used by the verbs that inflect for agreement. The verbs that do not inflect may simply not 
have any indication at all, or they may have a POINT sign refer again to the point in space 
that has been assigned to the noun, or several nonmanual cues may indicate the particular 
point, including eye gaze directed at the point or a slight leaning of the shoulder, body, or 
head toward the point. Given that such indications are subtle, and that these points in space 
are made in the area that is perceived by the peripheral vision (ef. discussion in Chapter 2), it 
follows that points in space used to indicate different noun arguments must be far enough 
apart to be distinctive. Figure 5-la illustrates one possible arrangement of these points, using 
left and right and the distance from the signer's body as the primary cues (Lacy, 1974). If only 
two referents are involved, a simple distinction of left versus right is sufficient. If more than 
two are involved, the distance from the signer's body also becomes important. Figure 5-lb 
illustrates another common arrangement, when only three referents are involved (three bears 
in Goldilocks, three little pigs, three different, jobs). The referents may be people, objects, 
places, or events. 

As a general observation, agreement with the object is required by many inflecting verbs, 
whereas agreement with the subject seems to be optional. In many cases, the subject is the 
agent of the action (the person who is doing the action) and the verbs are descriptions of 
actions that happen in sequence ("and then she did this, and then that, and then this 
happened"). In such cases, it is already clear that the subject of the verbs in sequence is the 
same as the subject of the first verb, thus once the subject has been indicated, it may be omit-
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ted until a new subject arises. These "subjectless verbs" are parallel to "serial verbs" or 
"chained verbs," which occur in many spoken languages (Kegl, 1977; Kegl and Farrington, 
1985; Supalla, 1986). 

The reciprocal inflection is a specific case in which two referents are both subject and 
object (direct or indirect) at the same time, usually translated in English as "each other." In 
order to be eligible for the reciprocal inflection, a predicate must have a meaning compatible 
with the notion "to each other" (a meaning such as "with each other," as in "they play golf 
with each other," would probably be translated by TOGETHER or BOTH). In addition, 
because the inflection is made with the two hands acting in opposition to each other (oriented 
toward each other, moving toward each other), the predicate must be able to be made with 
a single hand, so that one hand can represent one argument and the other hand can represent 
the other. "To look at each other" would be made with the sign LOOK-AT on both hands, 
facing each other. "To give to each other" would be made with the sign GIVE on both hands, 
the right hand starting at a distinctive point on the right (agreeing with one referent involved) 
and move toward the left (to agree with the other referent), while the left hand would 
simultaneously start at the left and move toward the right. If the hands moved alternately, first 
the right, then the left, the interpretation would not be reciprocal, but rather sequential: first, 
the referent on the right gave the referent on the left, then the referent on the left gave the 
referent on the right." The reciprocal implies that the action is mutual and more or less at the 
same time, as in the exchange of gifts at Christmas. 
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Number Agreement 
As indicated, each location (or verb agreement refers to one referent at a time (singular). It is 
possible to indicate more than one, but the mechanisms are different. In Chapter 4, number 
substitutions were discussed: certain signs can replace their G handshape (= number 1, for 
example DAY, MONTH, WEEK) with another number handshape. A few predicates, such as 
MEET, can also take this type of substitution. 
It is also possible to modify certain predicates to indicate two objects. This dual inflection can 
be accomplished in several ways. A sign that allows agreement for object, such as GIVE or 
INFORM, can move to the agreement point of one referent and then directly to the agreement 
point of the second referent. In this case, the two points in space for the referents are not 
usually very far apart, so that the move to the second point resembles a bounce more than 
a full path movement. A sign like INFORM, which also includes a local movement (opening 
of the hand), does not repeat the local movement as it moves from the first referent point to 
the second. An alternate form is possible: the right hand can move to one referent point, while 
the left hand moves to the other referent point. Another possibility is to simply repeat the 
predicate twice, first to one point then to the other. In general, the dual inflection appears to 
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be limited to signs that have path movement. For example, COUNSEL, which is made with 
an opening of the hand and contact with the back of the non-moving hand, can be oriented 
toward the first referent point and then the second, but the local movement would have to be 
repeated and the construction seeks awkward at best. 

The indication of plural object is accomplished by the addition of an affix to the predicate. 
In the majority of cases, which take object agreement at the end of the path movement, the 
affix will be a suffix, but for those few verbs that take the object agreement at the beginning 
(e.g., TAKE), the affix will be a prefix. The suffix case will be discussed, with the 
assumption that the opposite will be true for prefixes. The plural suffix is a smooth, 
horizontal arc ("sweep") that is added after the movement of the predicate is finished (Klima 
and Bellugi, 1979, refer to this as the multiple). Figure 5-2 diagrams the movement of two 
verbs with plural objects: TELL-THEM and BAWL-THEM-OUT. In the case of TELL 
(Figure 5-2a), its own movement away from the chin toward the referent point (in this case, 
unspecified) is followed by a change in direction for the plural (the actual production of this 
form may smooth the direction change so that no sharp corner exists). In the case of BAWL-
OUT, the local movement (opening) is performed at the beginning, followed by the plural arc 
which takes its handshape from the second handshape in BAWL-OUT (after the hand has 
opened; Figure 5-2b). Smoothing of the two movements produces a single arc with the local 
movement finished before the halfway point of the arc (Figure 5-2c). This is a case where the 
underlying sequence is BAWL-OUT (local movement) followed by plural (arc), but the 
surface form is a phonetically assimilated construction with the local movement simultaneous 
to the first part of the arc path (this type of simultaneity, whereby the local movement is not 
spread out over the whole path, supports the notion discussed in Chapter 3 of internal pieces 
in the specification of movement; it also supports the contention that handshapes spread 
across morpheme boundaries but local movements do not, as suggested by Wilbur, Klima and 
Bellugi, 1983).  

It is also possible for certain verbs to take a plural subject affix, giving for example the 
meaning "they gave to me." Conversationally, these do not occur frequently, in part because 
subject marking is less frequent than object marking (as discussed earlier, subject marking is 
optional). 
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Quantification 
Quantifiers modify their nouns by indicating such information as "all," "each," "some," "any," 
"none," or "every." Linguists and philosophers have argued that certain of these forms are 
more basic than others (for discussion, see Wilbur and Goodhart, 1985). In the preceding 
discussion of the plural suffix, the translation used for the form with TELL meant "tell all of 
them." The implication of the plural form is that all of the referents are affected as a whole. If 
the desired interpretation is that each referent is affected individually, a different modification 
is used. Klima and Bellugi (1979) refer to this as the exhaustive modification; Anderson 
(1982) separates the forms into distributive (each) and collective (all). Figure 5-3 shows the 
pattern for the exhaustive of GIVE, meaning "give to each of them." 
 

 
 

The plural inflection was described as a suffix added after the main verb movement. There 
is reason to believe that the exhaustive quantification is not just a suffix, but rather a complete 
reduplication of the verb. This is not obvious in a case like GIVE-TO-EACH-OF-THEM, 
where the movement seems to bounce from one point to the next, more or less as an extended 
version of the dual previously described. But in the case of verbs made with local movement, 
such as ASK (finger bending) or BAWL-OUT (hand opening), the exhaustive requires that the 
local movement be repeated at individual points on the arc. It is probably appropriate to treat 
the exhaustive as a complex of verb plus the plural arc suffix plus the exhaustive reduplication 
at distinctive points. The minimum number of distinct points for these inflections is three, as 
only two would be interpreted as dual; signers rarely go beyond five, as there is a limit to the 
number of repetitions that can be meaningfully transmitted. In any case, three repetitions is 
usually sufficient to be interpreted as a general plural rather than as a specific three; specific 
three would be set up in the horizontal line described in Figure 5-lb. 

Klima and Bellugi (1979) described several other inflections that add information about 
the arguments. These include the allocative, apportionative, and the seriated. The allocative 
has the meaning "certain, but not all." The repetitions of the movement are made at randomly 
varying points in space, rather than in a straight line or along a smooth arc, as with the 
exhaustive. Also, two hands are usu ally used to heighten the randomness. The apportionative 
inflection implies that the action of the verb is repeated to all the members of a group or to all 
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the pieces of an object; the group or the object is the "whole," and the repetitions of the action 
are directed at the "parts." The apportionative is also a complex form, consisting of the 
reduplication of the verb movement, a circular path around the whole, and specification for 
either the horizontal or the vertical plane of formation. The horizontal plane indicates 
repetition around the different members of a group (for example, all the houses in 
a neighborhood; called the apportionative external by Klima and Bellugi, 1979), whereas the 
vertical plane indicates repetition around the parts of a single whole (for example, all the 
rooms in a house; called the apportionative internal by Klima and Bellugi, 1979). 

Finally, the seriated inflection "specifies distribution of action with respect to objects of 
the same general class" (Klima and Bellugi, 1979). The repetition of movement is made in 
a straight line. This inflection also has an external and an internal form. The external form 
moves in a sideways straight line, whereas the internal form moves in a downward straight 
line. Thus, parallel to the apportionative, the seriated uses the horizontal plane for the external 
and the vertical plane for the internal. 

These modifications allow specific aspects of spatial information, such as location, 
direction of movement, and contour of the movement path, to be used for adding information 
about the arguments of the verb. To translate this information into English would require 
many separate words from different parts of speech, sequenced appropriately. Here, a single 
sign can contain this information and still add information about the verb itself by undergoing 
modifications of the rhythm and temporal dynamics. These additional modifications will be 
discussed in a later section. Much research remains to be conducted on what restrictions exist 
on which verbs can take which inflections. Such restrictions include phonological factors, 
such as incompatibility of the verb movement with the inflection requirements, and semantic 
factors, such as the impossibility of a particular verb taking the meaning accompanying 
a particular inflection. 
 
 
Noun Plurals 
Jones and Mohr (1975) concentrated on the formation of noun plurals. They indicated that 
nearly all nouns can form a plural with the quantifier MANY. Many nouns also undergo 
reduplication and other modifications to form the plural. Jones and Mohr formalized several 
generalizations regarding these modifications, which are paraphrased here: 

1. If a noun sign is made with one hand at a location on the face, its plural is generally 
made by repeating the sign alternately with both hands accompanied by a turning of 
the head from side to side. Exceptions to this generalization are GIRL (which follows 
the next rule) and FLOWER and APPLE (which require use of a quantifier). 

2. If a noun sign is made with end contact, beginning contact, a double contact, 
continuous contact, or involves a change in orientation during its formation in the 
singular, the plural is made by reduplication and usually with a horizontal arc path 
movement. Exceptions seem to include OPERATIONS (surgical), which makes the 
subsequent repetitions slightly lower than the preceding ones, and YEARS, which 
involves only one repetition, is horizontal to begin with, and does not add the 
horizontal arc to its formation in the plural. 

3. Noun signs that involve some type of wiggling movement or that have a holding 
contact with some other movement (opening or closing the hand, for example) are 
pluralized by continuing the movement while moving the hands horizontally. Nouns 
that have bending wrist movement or circular movement are pluralized by continuing 
their movement but without the horizontal sweep. 

4. In general, any noun that involves repetition of movement in the singular does not 
undergo the above modifications, but takes the plural quantifier MANY instead (or 
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a number – thus, MANY CHAIR or THREE CHAIR both indicate plural, even though 
the form of CHAIR is the same for singular and plural because it has repetition in the 
singular, being related to the verb SIT; see discussion  in Chapter 4). 

The pluralization of nouns depends in part on the type of movement that the noun sign 
has, the type of contact that it has, the location where it is made, and the orientation of the 
hand. There are probably many additional factors that enter into noun pluralization that would 
be uncovered by further research in this area, as the above generalizations have very limited 
applicability. 
 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PREDICATES 
Unlike the spatial changes described above for arguments, the modifications discussed in this 
section change the rhythmic and dynamic patterns of the movements themselves. These 
changes include different rates of signing (fast, slow), degrees of tension (tense, lax), even or 
uneven rhythm, size of the path, and manner of the movement (restrained, continuous). 
 
 
Aspect 
Comrie (1976) suggests that "aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal 
constituency of a situation," whereas Hopper (1982) offers the definition "actions with a view 
to their completion." The main issue dealt with by aspect is the way an event or situation is 
viewed as far as whether it is completed, ongoing, repetitive, not yet started, started but not 
yet finished, and so on. In addition, these viewpoints are not merely expressed by phrases, as 
in English "I think he has started painting but has not finished yet," but rather by 
a modification to the predicate itself. In the English example just given, the main verb is 
"paint" and it is marked with the suffix "ing," which indicates ongoing activity (English 
progressive aspect). However, "paint" does not also indicate that the activity has been started 
but is not yet completed (unaccomplished aspect). Instead, that information is represented by 
a number of different words, including "has started" for the inception (beginning) part and 
"has not yet finished" for the unaccomplished (completion) part. 

Many languages have extensive aspectual systems that formally represent the different 
parts of an activity (inception, continuation, completion, repetition) by grammatical markers, 
usually added directly to the verb. English has very little formal aspectual marking, with just 
the progressive and the perfective ("have" + past participle). The progressive indicates 
ongoing activity and the perfective indicates completion. Langacker (1982) suggests that the 
perfective derives a stale from a process by focusing on the point at which the activity is fully 
completed, whereas the progressive focuses attention on a single, arbitrarily selected internal 
point relative to a process. One way to think about this distinction is to consider the activity to 
be represented by a line that starts at the time the activity begins and ends at the time the 
activity is completed. If the time being discussed is between the beginning and the end points 
of the line, the activity is still ongoing and the progressive is used to describe the activity ("he 
is painting a picture"). If the time being discussed is after the end point of the line, the activity 
is completed and the perfective is used ("he has painted a picture"). If the time being 
discussed is before the activity starts, other constructions may be used ("he will paint 
a picture," "he may paint a picture," "he will start to paint a picture"). Notice that "he is 
starting to paint a picture" indicates that the activity of painting has started at the time the 
sentence is said. 

In ASL, there are numerous morphological inflections for aspect. Different authors have 
used varying names for the aspects themselves. The list discussed here uses the terminology 
in Klima and Bellugi (1979) for those aspects that they discuss; readers are advised that 
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a reanalysis of these aspects with different labels is presented in Anderson (1982), wherein the 
parallels between ASL aspect and that of various spoken languages are illustrated. 

An activity that continues for a long time, whether an action such as eating or 
a changeable state such as being sick, can be modulated in ASL with a large, slow, elliptical 
path that has greater tension on the lexical part than it does on the return part (back to the 
starting point so that another cycle can be made). The large path and uneven rhythm of the 
continuative (Fig. 5-4A) contrasts with the small circular path with even rhythm that 
characterizes the durational (ongoing but not necessarily for a long time) (Fig. 5-4B). Tension 
and the size of the movement also distinguish the incessant (Fig. 5-4D) from the habitual (Fig. 
5-4C). The incessant is made with short, tense, rapid repetitions, and carries the meaning of 
"constantly, incessantly." The habitual is made with rapid, nontense, and slightly larger 
repetitions, and carries the meaning "regularly, habitually." Another inflection is that of the 
iterative, which is made with a two part movement: first, a rapid, tense, straight line 
movement ending with a rapid deceleration (referred to in Chapter 3 as "short stop") second, 
a slow, elliptical return to the starting position (Fig. 5-4E). The iterative carries the meaning 
of "over and over again." 

Klima and Bellugi (1979) indicate that there are aspectual modifications for inceptive 
(beginning), resultative (end result), facilitative (a manner modification meaning "with ease"), 
intensive (a degree modification meaning "very"), and approximative (also a degree 
modification meaning "sort of, not very"). These are associated directly with modifications of 
the manner of movement in the predicate. Thus, the approximative is made with lax 
movement, the intensive with tense movement, the facilitative with fast, elongated movement, 
and the resultative with a restrained beginning followed by a fast finish. 

 

 
 
Liddell (1984b) describes another aspectual modulation, the unrealized-inceptive. This 

modulation carries the meaning "(just) about to begin" and its actual form depends on the 
phonological nature of the verb to which it is applying. Liddell divides verbs into three 
classes. The first class includes those verbs that keep their initial location segment and add 
a preceding movement that comes to a stop at the location where the verb would normally 
start. In this way, the meaning is indicated — about to start, but not yet started. The second 
class includes verbs also included in class I, but inflected for specific subject and object 
agreements that require changes in the phonological realization of the inflection. The third 
class includes those verbs that do not move to the starting location of the verb, but rather 
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move away from the starting location to a location specified by the inflection (in other words, 
just the reverse of the first class). 

Another aspect, the unaccomplished, was described by Jones (1978). Langacker (1972) 
separated "unaccomplished aspect" from "incomplete aspect" by suggesting that the former is 
a future action that is incomplete in the present but not in the future, whereas the latter is 
incomplete in both present and future. 

There are four ways to form the unaccomplished aspect in ASL, all of which affect the 
movement of a sign. They are: (A) cutting the movement short. (B) retracting the movement, 
(C) making a "false start," and (D) the movement overextending its target. Unaccomplished 
aspect (A) would apply in a sentence translated as "My cat is dying" where the sign DIE, 
which requires both B hands (one palm down, the other palm up) to reverse their orientations, 
would never complete the reversal of orientation. Thus, the hands might stop part way in their 
turning over. In unaccomplished aspect type (B) a sign would start its movement, stop before 
completing its movement, and then return to its original position. Type (C) is illustrated by the 
sentence. "I am trying to do my homework," where the ASL FINISH MY HOMEWORK is 
made with the sign FINISH moving only slightly and hesitantly (and tensely) rather than its 
usual swift flicking of the wrists. Finally, type (D) is illustrated by the verb HIT made with the 
dominate A hand overshooting its normal ending position on the nondominant G hand 
(translated as "almost hit/tried to hit"). Jones (1978) pointed out that the verb MEET can 
undergo types (A), (B), and (D), an observation that is relevant to the discussion of grammati-
cally constrained iconicity in Chapter 7. 

All of the discussed modifications directly affect the formation of the movement of the 
verb sign. The functions served vary from adverbial comments about the activity (facilitative, 
intensive, approximative), to focus on the beginning or ending (inceptive, unrealized-
inceptive, resultative, unaccomplished), to formal aspectual marking (continuative, durational, 
iterative, habitual, incessant). Additional information about time and tense can be added to an 
ASL sentence, but the mechanism for doing this is much simpler than those discussed – 
additional signs are merely added to the sentence. 
 
 
Time and Tense 
It has been noted by many sign language researchers that ASL does not provide tense marking 
on each verb in each sentence as, for example, English does, nor does it require a tense 
marking on each sentence as do Walbiri and Luiseno. Instead, ASL allows the time of the 
conversation to be marked at the beginning of that conversation and does not require further 
marking (although it may be) until the time reference is changed (as for example in Malay). 
Fischer and Gough (1972), Frishberg and Gough (1973b), Friedman (1975a), and Cogen 
(1977) have all addressed aspects of the time marking system in ASL and modifications that 
may occur within that system. 

Frishberg and Gough (1973b) describe the ASL "time line," a line that passes alongside 
the body from behind the head to a distance no greater than the full extent of the arm in front 
of the body, passing just below the ear. The space right in front of the body indicates the 
present, slightly more forward indicates near future, and greater distances forward reflect very 
distant future. The near past, of course, cannot be signed behind the body, so the space above 
the shoulder just about in line with the ear is near past, and distances farther back over the 
shoulder indicate distant past. Frishberg and Gough also indicate several signs which are used 
along this time line. For times in the past, there are (at least) four: PAST, BEFORE, LONG 
TIME AGO, and ONCE-UPON-A-TIME. They are differentiated by orientation of the hand 
(PAST and BEFORE face back over the shoulder and LONG-TIME-AGO and ONCE-UPON 
A-TIME face the cheek), length of movement along the time line (BEFORE has a short 
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movement, the others have a longer movement), and number of hands involved (PAST, 
BEFORE, and LONG-TIME-AGO are made with one hand, ONCE-UPON-A-TIME is made 
with two). The signs FUTURE, WILL, LATER, and IN-THE FAR-FUTURE are similarly 
related, although none of them uses two hands (and many authors treat WILL and FUTURE 
as a single sign). 

The signs TOMORROW and YESTERDAY are made on the cheek and move either 
forward or backward along the time line, respectively. Movement along the time line can 
become part of other time signs which are not normally made on the time line. The signs 
WEEK, MONTH, YEAR are made in neutral space in front of the signer's body, but can 
move forward or backward in space to indicate "a week from now/next week" or "a year 
ago/last year." With the incorporation of numbers, phrases such as "3 weeks from now" can 
be made with the handshape 3 making the movement of WEEK in its normal location across 
the nondominant palm followed by an added movement out past the palm and forward away 
from the signer. For the sign MONTH, movement in the past direction along the time line is 
permissible, but movement forward into the future direction is blocked by apparent structural 
constraints. Thus, "next month" is produced with a form of the sign NEXT and the sign 
MONTH. 

If no time is marked at the beginning of a conversation, it is assumed to be the time of the 
speech act itself, the present. Time can be established by the time adverbials previously 
discussed (YESTERDAY, NEXT THURSDAY, etc.), perfective markers (FINISH, NOT-
YET), or the signs FUTURE, PAST, PAST-CONTINUOUS. The sign PAST-CONTINUOUS 
has been translated into English as "from then until now," "up to now," "ever since," and 
"have been." The use of one of the signs FUTURE, PAST, PAST, CONTINUOUS causes 
a shift in the interpretation of the timeline. For example, using the sign PAST causes that part 
of the time line previously interpreted as present to become past..'Thus, within a conversation 
established in the past, the use of the sign TOMORROW might be interpreted as "the next 
day" (i.e., the day after the event that was just mentioned) rather than "tomorrow" (i.e., the 
day after the speech act itself). Thus, the base of time reference can be adjusted to permit time 
before and after a specified time in the past to be discussed in the present conversation. 

Friedman (1975a) referred to FINISH and NOT-YET as perfective markers, FINISH as 
positive and NOT-YET as negative. She illustrated these with the sentences EAT YOU 
FINISH? 'Have you eaten?' and I NOT-YET SEE MOVIE 'I haven't seen the movie (yet).' 
Fischer and Gough (1972) concentrated primarily on FINISH. They indicated that there are 
"seven different meanings and at least four grammatical functions." The first use of FINISH is 
as a main verb that appears to make complements: WHEN YOU FINISH EAT, WE GO 
SHOPPING 'When you finish eating, we will go shopping.' Fischer and Gough do not provide 
an argument for this interpretation, leaving the above example open to interpretation as 
a perfective marker in the sense intended by Friedman, 'When you have finished eating/when 
you have eaten.' The important thing is that FINISH comes before the verb EAT. 

Fischer and Gough (1972) noted several different uses of FINISH as an auxiliary. One 
may be restricted to adults' signing to children, however, in that the use of FINISH as a past 
tense marker is observed when signing to a very young child, but as the child matures linguis-
tically, the parents resume use of the normal past indicators. As an auxiliary, FINISH follows 
the verb and functions as a marker of completed action, perfective aspect. 

Two other uses of FINISH do not occur in the verb complex, but seem to be peripheral to 
the sentence itself. One is the use of FINISH to mean "that's all." It usually comes at the end 
of the sentence, and is often preceded by an intonation break (pause). It would be used in such 
instances as "you mean that's all he said?" or "That's all that's going to happen?" The other use 
of FINISH has the sense of "I've had enough" or "Have you had enough?" It is usually done in 
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the direction of the subject or object of the activity and is often made with only one hand 
instead of the two used for the other instances discussed. 

Structurally, Fischer and Gough note that FINISH most often occurs at the end of a clause, 
and tends to occur in the sequence Sentence FINISH Sentence, as in YOU EAT FINISH, WE 
GO SHOPPING, which can be viewed as YOU EAT (Sentence), FINISH, WE GO 
SHOPPING (Sentence). As a perfective marker, it almost always comes after the verb, and 
occasionally appears as an attachment to the verb with such verbs as SEE and READ. As 
a main verb, FINISH almost always precedes the verb of an embedded sentence. In those 
instances where it does not, an into-national pause usually occurs. When FINISH is used in 
the sense of "already," it generally precedes a verb or adjective. 

When FINISH occurs as the main verb in a negative sentence, the negative precedes 
FINISH and cannot come between FINISH and the following verb. When FINISH is used in the 
sense of "already" or as a perfective marker (which comes after the verb), it cannot appear in 
the same sentence with a negative, and instead NOT-YET is used. Thus "John has not yet met 
Mary" must be signed JOHN NOT-YET MEET MARY and not *JOHN NOT FINISH MEET 
MARY. 
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ASL: SYNTAX 
Ronnie Wilbur 
 

 
 
 
Native speakers of English equate proper word order with grammatical sentence structure. 
A survey of languages of the world quickly reveals that most languages do not rely primarily 
on word order for building sentences, especially not to the extent that English does. The 
situation may be thought of as a continuum: at one end are rigid word orders languages like 
English, at the other end are languages with totally free word order. In fact, few languages are 
located at the extremes, as most languages have a combination of reserved word orders for 
certain structures or grammatical relations and freer word order for other situations. In order 
to allow (relatively) free word order and still permit the listener to understand the sentence, 
languages tend to use morphological markers to indicate information about the arguments 
(subject, direct object, and indirect object). A noun marked with the nominative case will 
most likely be interpreted as subject, whereas nouns in the accusative or dative cases will be 
interpreted as objects. English lacks this kind of marking (except in the pronoun system) and 
relies instead on word order. As demonstrated in the previous chapters, a single sign may 
carry considerable information about the predicate and its arguments. Word order in an ASL 
sentence may therefore vary much more than in English. This fact was not well understood 
until certain types of inflections were identified and described. Early descriptions of ASL 
frequently compared the word order of ASL directly to English and, when the match was not 
very good, concluded that ASL was "ungrammatically." Of course, any other language 
compared to English would also be declared "ungrammatically," as only English has the 
syntax of English. Even close relatives, such as German, can be seen to have very different 
syntactic structures when compared to English. 

Discussion of ASL syntax, then, should not be viewed as merely a matter of word order, 
but as an interaction of the word formation processes and morphological inflections discussed 
in the previous chapters with the few word order constraints that do exist. In order to provide 
some perspective on this interaction, some historical information about the study of ASL 
syntax is helpful as a starting point. 
 
EARLY DESCRIPTIONS 
There can be no doubt that the appendix on syntax from Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg 
(1976), which is derived from Stokoe's (1960) first outline of ASL structure, has been the 
foundation for nearly all of the topics of more recent descriptions. Stokoe and colleagues 
provide a functional definition for what they consider an utterance, that portion of 
linguistically meaningful body activity preceded and followed by nonlinguistic body activity. 
Defined this way, the signer may be seen to go from repose to signing to repose, and they note 
a high degree of consistency between the signer's position in repose before and after signing. 
They also discuss other clues to pauses and junctures (such as those presented in Covington, 
1973a, b). Recent research by Baker (1977) on conversational turn-taking and regulators and 
by Grosjean and Lane (1977) on the relationship of pausing and syntax certainly derive their 
roots from Stokoe and colleagues. 

The reason this early work was important is that it is difficult to define the notion of 
"sentence" in an unstudied language. Thus, Stokoe and colleagues began with the "utterance" 
as a unit of analysis, providing a principled way for dividing conversations. Whether each 
utterance is a sentence, more than one sentence, or a fragment of a sentence then becomes 
a linguistic question The discussion of "parts of speech" by Stokoe and colleagues (1976) 
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covers such diverse topics as how to determine if a sign is a verb (discussed also by Fischer 
and Gough, 1978), the use of space for indicating grammatical information (the linguistic 
description of which has been the concern of nearly everyone since), the time line and its 
function, the use of various signs such as auxiliaries (CAN'T, CAN, FINISH, NOT-YET, 
which Stokoe and colleagues call "have not," MAY/ MIGHT, LET, SHOULD, MUST, and so 
on discussed by Fischer, 1978, and Fischer and Gough, 1972), the use of facial expression in 
a variety of structures (Baker, 1976; Baker and Padden, 1978), and the combination of 
directional preposition and verb (ASL ENTER compared to English "go in," where in English 
the particle "in" can stand as a separate word). 

One interesting aspect of the discussion in Stokoe and colleagues (1976) is the suggestion 
that certain structures, such as GIVE (made from the addressee to the signer), which can be 
translated "you give me....," might better be translated in the passive, "I am given...." Such 
consideration of how a passive might be rendered in ASL in terms of ASL grammatical 
mechanisms is a far cry from those who determined that ASL does not have a passive simply 
by looking for markers comparable to those in English (form of the verb "be" plus past 
particle of the verb plus "by" phrase for agent). Thus although Stokoe and colleagues 
eventually decided that ASL did not have a passive, they did so by considering the structure 
of the language it-self and not by comparison to English. 

Another early description of ASL syntax was by McCall (1965). In her analysis, she noted 
the function of ASL auxiliary verbs, time adverbials, negatives, question markers, facial 
expression, reflexive and possessive pronouns, reduplication, and the use of space for 
reference to nouns. Fant (1972) also reviewed such aspects of sign modification as movement 
in space, number incorporation, inclusive (including the signer) and exclusive (not including 
the signer) pronoun interpretations, the time line, question formation, and facial expression. 
However, many more pieces were needed before the puzzle could be fitted together. 
 
THE ISSUE OF WORD ORDER 
The treatment of ASL word order in Fischer (1975) and Friedman (1976a) differed in part 
because of their different conception of how verbs behaved (whether they were inflected) and 
their conception of ASL propominalization. 

Fischer's (1975) paper basically argues that ASL has become a subject-verb-object (SVO) 
language like English, possibly through increasing influence from English itself. Fischer 
constructed sign sequences and presented them to native signers for interpretation. The 
presented sentences consisted of various permutations of two nouns and a verb: NVN, NNV, 
VNN. (When either of the two nouns can be interpreted as subject or object, the sentence is 
referred to as "reversible," e.g., "John kicked Bill," but if only one noun can logically or 
reasonably be considered the subject or object, the sentence is "nonreversible," e.g., "John 
kicked the chair.") Fischer reports that the interpretations provided by her informants were: 

 
1. NVN was interpreted as SVO 
2. NNV was interpreted as either (a) conjoined subject-verb (N and NV), or (b) OSV 
3. VNN was interpreted as either (a) verb-conjoined object (VN and N), or (b) VOS 
 
Fischer's conclusion from these interpretations was that ASL is an underlying SVO language. 
This does not mean that SVO is the only allowable surface word order: "Other orders are 
allowed under the circumstances that (1) something is topicalized, (2) the subject and object 
are non-reversible, and/or (3) the signer used space to indicate grammatical mechanisms" 
(Fischer, 1975). Variations from the basic SVO order can be signaled by "intonation breaks" 
which Fischer characterizes as consisting of pauses, head tilts, raised eyebrows and/ or 
possibly other nonmanual cues. Thus NVN is interpreted as SVO, contains no breaks, and is 
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considered the underlying order. N,NV may be interpreted as O,SV with the object 
topicalized and a break between it and the remainder of the sentence (an example of 
a topicalized object in English would be "as for the rhubarb, John ate it"). The sequence VN,N 
may be interpreted as VO,S with a topicalized verb phrase, followed by the subject with 
a break after the verb phrase (symbolized by the comma). (An example of a topicalized verb 
phrase in English is "As for doing the dishes, John will.") In discussing Fischer's data, Liddell 
(1977) notes that although these three orders include the subject in all three sentence 
positions, initial, medial, and final, this does not indicate random word order in ASL. Instead, 
he adds the observation that "if the subject or object accompanies the verb, the subject 
precedes the verb and the object follows the verb." 

Friedman (1976a) takes issue with Fischer for basing her analysis on sentences that were 
presented to signers rather than on discourse excerpts and for not separating verbs into classes 
(body anchor, movable for subject and object, etc.). Based on her analysis of discourse 
samples, Friedman claims that "word order is relatively free, with the exception of the 
tendency for the verb to be last" and that "the vast majority of propositions in ASL discourse 
appear on the surface as either a verb alone, subject verb (SV) or conjoined subject plus verb 
(SSV, SSSV). Constructions like SVVV are common and can be analyzed as subject + verb, 
deleted subject+verb, etc." Friedman states that in the texts she analyzed, SVO order was 
present but relatively infrequent. She argues for basic underlying SOV by pointing out the 
relatively large number of OV constructions, which she argues results from deleted subjects. 
(Liddell, 1977, critically examines Friedman's claims at length and rejects this analysis.) 
Friedman's assumption that there are no grammatical inflections for verbs leads her to propose 
several strategies that signers use to identify subjects and objects in the absence of fixed word 
order (as in English) or case markings and inflections (which allow languages like Latin to 
have relatively free word order) (Friedman, 1976a): 

 
1. With intransitive verbs (e.g., "sleep"), only one noun phrase (argument) may occur, 

namely, the subject (e.g., "John slept," but not *"John slept the bed"). 
2. With transitive verbs that can have two or more semantically nonreversible 

arguments, there is no problem since their roles are determined by the meaning (e.g., 
"John pushed the blanket," but *"The blanket pushed John"). 

3. For transitive verbs that allow the subject and object to be reversed, several possible 
strategies are presented:  

(a) the signing space is used to establish locations of referents and verbs are moved 
between them 
(b) the body and body space are vised to distinguish referents 
(c) some ambiguous transitive constructions are avoided by choosing one-place verb 
constructions instead of two-place constructions (i.e., in English, "anger" is a two-
place construction as seen in "John angered Mary," but "angry" is a one-place 
construction as seen in "Mary is angry"; Friedman is suggesting that ASL uses the 
latter but not the former to avoid ambiguity) 
(d) heavy reliance on context. 

 
Friedman (1976a) summarizes the discourse situation in ASL as: 
 

1. "Nominal signs are articulated and established in space, either by indexic or marker 
reference or by body position." 

2. After this, "verb signs are then (a) manipulated between or among those previously 
established locations for nominal referents or (b) articulated on the body which is in 
the appropriate pre-established position for agent or experience." 
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3. The first verb is assumed to have first person subject unless an actual subject is 
indicated. Subsequent verbs that also appear without overt subjects are still interpreted 
as first person. Whenever a verb appears without a subject in connected discourse, the 
subject is "assumed to be the same as the last one given, until a new subject is 
mentioned." 

4. As indicated earlier, word order appears relatively free, with a tendency for the verb to 
occur last. 

5. The appearance or nonappearance of a noun sign after its initial establishment in the 
discourse seems to be in free variation, with its appearance functioning possibly as an 
indicator of emphasis, contrast, or clarification. 

6. At most, four or five different referent locations may be used within a single 
discourse. These locations can then be used for later pronominal reference. 

 
Friedman is suggesting that ASL has a series of avoidance strategies for processing and 

producing signed utterances that are necessary to compensate for constrained syntactic rules. 
Fundamental to her approach is the claim that the recognition of iconic representation in ASL 
requires abandonment of standard linguistic notation and concepts (see further discussion in 
Chapter 7). Other researchers have retained standard descriptions (Chinchor, 1978a; Kegl, 
1976a, b; 1977, 1978a, b, c; Kegl and Wilbur, 1976; Lacy, 1974; Liddell, 1977, 1980), 
requiring whatever iconicity is present in the language to be constrained by linguistic rules for 
sign structure and syntax. 

Kegl (1976b, 1977) identified a number of difficulties with Fischer's (1975) and 
Friedman's (1976a) approaches. She noted, as did Friedman, the risk involved in presenting 
sentences to signers for interpretations or judgments (as Fischer did) as opposed to more nat-
uralistic data (as suggested by Friedman), but nonetheless, following Fischer's methodology, 
she presented similar sentences to signers, using both inflected and uninflected verbs. 

When signers were presented with sentences in which the signs were in NVN order but 
the verb was not inflected, they interpreted the sentences as SVO. However, when asked when 
such a sentence would be used, they typically responded that an ASL signer would not sign 
the sentences that way, but that the sentences were understandable. They also suggested that 
hearing people might sign sentences that way. One informant rejected all sentences that were 
presented without inflection on the verb. 

When signers were presented with sentences in which the words were in the same order 
and the verb was inf1ected, the sentences were accepted as natural and were indicated as 
being preferred. If  the verb was inf1ected and the words were in a non-SVO order, most 
signers accepted the sentences, but some indicated that they were stylistically awkward and 
that SVO order would be preferred. 

The signers in Fischer's and Kegl's investigations were able to give consistent 
interpretations of sentences with uninf1ected verbs even though they are unacceptable in 
ASL. Kegl (1976b) attributes this to the bilingual nature of most signers. Although they may 
not be fluent readers and writers of English, they are nonetheless familiar with English in 
written and spoken form and in its signed equivalent, signed English (see Chapters 10 and 
11). English has very little or no inflection of the verb (for person), no incorporation, no 
indexing (although there are pronouns and determiners which perform similar functions), and 
a fairly rigid fixed word order. Therefore, in cases where signers are presented with sentences 
that lack indexing and verb inflection, they may rely on English-related strategies (namely, 
word order) to determine grammatical relations. This bilingual phenomenon should be kept in 
mind. 

Kegl's concept of the function of the point in space as part or an inflectional system in 
ASL also leads to a different interpretation of the data than Friedman's. Friedman seems to 
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have advocated avoidance strategies rather than syntactic structure for ASL, and although 
Friedman was concerned with separating verbs into their classes, she did so according to the 
number of arguments they could have and whether those arguments were semantically 
reversible. Kegl separated verbs according to their inflection, and postulated the following 
solution to the word order controversy: 

 
The Flexibility Condition: The more inf1ected the verb is, the freer the word order may be. 
 

Thus, there is an interaction between verb inf1ection and word order. One may find that if 
a verb is fully inflected (for subject and object), that all word orders may occur (as Friedman 
suggested) and that signers niay express word order preferences (as Kegl found). In addition, 
the types of intonation breaks reported by Fischer may be ref1ections of optional rules like 
topicalization for conversational focus or emphasis, rather than as markers of non-SVO word 
order. 

Liddell (1977, 1980) provides an empirical analysis that supports Fischer's claim that ASL 
is underlying SVO; at the same time his discussion hints at the variability that led Kegl to the 
flexibility condition. 

Liddell begins by demonstrating that, contrary to Friedman's claims, word order is 
significant in ASL, and that, for example, in a simple yes/no question "Did the woman forget 
her purse?", the only allowable order in ASL is , SVO. Considering first, 
NVN sequences, Fischer said that they were interpreted as SVO and that any other order 
must, have intonation breaks in it. Liddell indicates that in fact SVO can have intonation 
breaks in it also, and that when such an intonation break occurs, the reading is SVO with the 
subject topicalized. His measurements indicate that a noun sign that is in initial position but 
not a topic (i.e., SVO) is roughly 180 msec longer than the average duration of a noun sign in 
medial position (the shortest position). Signs in final position were approximately 280 msec 
longer than medial position, whereas noun signs that were topics (i.e., S,VO or O,SV) were 
held about 370 msec longer than medial position. Thus, his data indicate that part of the "into-
nation break" Fischer referred to is a result of longer duration of the topicalized sign. Liddell 
also identifies a particular facial expression and head position, which he calls "t," that marks 
topics. "t" is a combination of the head tilted backward slightly and the eyebrows raised. It co-
occurs with the topicalized sign, then disappears for the remainder of the sentence. Thus, the 
change of facial expression and head position after the topic combined with the duration of 
the topicalized sign itself provides the cues that Fischer identified as intonation breaks. 

Several other nonmanual markers were discussed in Chapter 2 and are relevant to the 
present discussion. One of them is the "q," shown in the previous example. "q" is defined by 
a leaning forward of the body, the head forward, and the eyebrows raised. It is used as 
a marker of yes/no questions, and, as indicated by the line above the entire 
sentence , the nonmanual signal is held across all three manual signs 
(unlike "t," which is held only across the topic). Another nonmanual signal, "n," is a negating 
signal composed of a side-to-side headshake, and a special facial expression in which 
a primary feature is the turning down of the corners of the mouth. The sentence 

is translated as "The dog didn't chase the cat" or "It isn't the case that the dog 
chased the cat" (in other words, the whole proposition is negated). According to Liddell, when 
the topic marker "t" and the negative marker "n" are both present in the same sentence, the "n" 
does not co-occur with the "t," giving , "As for the clog, it didn't chase the cat." 
A third nonmanual signal is "hn," head nod. Liddell identifies "hn" as aslow, forward head 
nod which signals assertion and/or existence, and appears to be required in those syntactic 
structures in which the subject of the main clause is separated from its verb. Such cases in-
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clude topicalized verb phrases VN, N, "As for chasing the cat, the dog did 
it," where "hn" is required with DOG. Gapping sentences require "hn" on the second noun in 
each gapped construction. Similarly, the English sentence "John is a doctor" is signed in ASL 
as .JOHN DOCTOR with no main verb. Liddell indicates that "hn" is required in 

to distinguish it from JOHN DOCTOR "John's doctor." Finally, if a noun 
phrase and its pronoun (indicated by indexing with a deictic marker, not body shift or verb 
agreement) both occur in the same sentence (presumably for emphasis), then the pronoun is 
obligatorily accompanied by "hn." Liddell suggests that "hn" behaves as a parallel to English 
"be" and "do," especially in its function when the main verb is missing (environment for do-
support in English) and for emphasis ("John did go to the movies"). 

With these nonmanual signals, Liddell can argue in favor of Fischer's contention that 
O,SV and VO,S are derived from underlying SVO by topicalization. He has shown 

 that when a subject is topic, it does not fall within the scope of the "n" 
signal. He can also demonstrate that when the object occurs initially, it is accompanied by "t" 
and does not fall under the scope of "n," for example, "As for the cat, the 
dog didn't chase it" but . This illustrates that certain changes in underlying 
word order must be accompanied by certain nonmanual signals. Failure to identify those 
nonmanual signals might lead to the belief that any word order is acceptable (e.g., Friedman, 
1976a). Similar to the above example, when a verb phrase is topicalized, Liddell showed that 
"t" occurred on the verb phrase and that the subject was required to have 
"hn," . In addition, when the verb phrase is topicalized, it does not fall within 
the scope of negation, for example, . "As for chasing the cat, the dog didn't." 

The status of SOV sentences was also disputed by Fischer and Friedman. Although 
Friedman claimed that word order was free, she also contradicted herself by arguing that 
surface OV forms came from deleted underlying subjects, presumably SOV. Fischer noted 
that SOV may occur when the nouns involved are semantically non-reversible, for example, 
MAN BOOK READ can only mean "The man reads the book." However, Liddell found that 
some sentences that were interpretable in just this way nonetheless were considered un-
acceptable by his informants, and also that there are certain sentences which he claims must 
be SOV to be acceptable. Those that are unacceptable as SOV are just those that contain 
uninflected verbs, and in fact, one of his examples, MAN MOVIE SEE, was considered 
unacceptable without inflection, but acceptable when the verb was infleeted by using eye gaze 
to establish an index for MOVIE and then orienting the verb SEE toward that index to agree 
with MOVIE. Those that must be signed SOV, Liddell claimed, involve iconicity and other 
mimetic devices. For example, he indicated that, the sentence WOMAN PIE PUT-IN-OVEN 
"The woman put the pie in the oven" is acceptable only if the nondominant hand for PIE (B 
hand) is the one that is active for the verb PUT-IN-OVEN and that it is unacceptable if the 
other hand is used. Liddell (1977, 1980) considered this to be evidence that "the iconicity of 
the sequence is important for this SOV sequence." Viewed with the perspective of the 
preceding chapters, this example can be seen to contain a number of the possible parts of the 
verb complex. The sign PUT-IN-OVEN already consists of PUT and a locative phrase, "in the 
oven." Using the non-dominant hand of PIE as the hand that does the putting involves the 
combination of the b hand classifier (object, flat (more or less), movable by outside source) 
and the verb PUT. 

These data, then, are consistent with the formalism proposed by Kegl (1976b, 1977). 
Liddell's (1977, 1980) comments on variability, "judgments as to the grammaticality of these 
sentences would vary depending on where the sentence fell on the continuum (i.e., how well 
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the relationship between the verb and the object is depicted)," is exactly what is predicted by 
the flexibility condition. 

Finally, Liddell observed that when classifiers for location are involved, for example, 
"The cat is lying on the fence," the unmarked ASL order seems to be OSV, FENCE CAT 
LIE-ON-IT. In the articulation of this sentence, the sign FENCE is made, and then what 
Liddell calls the 4 classifier (4 hand, fingertips facing sideways, used for fence, wall, general 
erect rectangular objects) is made with the nondominant hand and held while the sign CAT is 
made, after which the  classifier (bent legs) is made and placed in position with respect to 
the 4 classifier. The positioning of the two classifiers indicates whether the cat is on the fence, 
next to the fence, under the fence, etc., and Liddell considers the entire sentence to be 
composed of locative object-locative subject-locative predicate. He suggests, then, that 
although SVO is the general underlying order for ASL sentences, the order OSV is unmarked 
in the case of locatives (unmarked in the sense of there being no intonation breaks and no 
special nonmanual signals).  

 
Subordination and Embedding 
The issue of word order in ASL sentences revolved mainly around simple sentences. One 
reason for this is that linguists use the basic sentence types as the primary guide to 
a language's word order, with the assumption that more complicated sentences may contain 
deviations from the basic word order. When one sentence is included inside of another 
sentence, either by relative clause formation or any of the various types of subordination 
(complementation), the resulting complex sentence may or may not behave like a simple 
sentence. One of the problems that linguists have had to face with respect to ASL syntax is 
whether there are any complex sentences that have embedded clauses and, if so, what they 
look like and how 
they work. 

Thompson (1977) claimed that ASL does not contain surface structures with subordinate 
clauses and that those sentences that look like they contain embedded sentences are really 
sequences of two sentences or coordinate sentences. Liddell (1978) indicates a number of 
problematic aspects of Thompson's argument, including contradictions between his claim and 
his data, which seem to arise from the way in which he translated the ASL sentences into 
English. Since Liddell (1978) reports several types of subordinate clauses and provides 
a nonmanual marker "r" for the relative clauses, his presentation, rather than the arguments 
against Thompson, are the major focus here. 

In the discussion to follow, personal pronoun signs will be glossed as it. First person will 
be indicated by 1, second person by 2, and third person by 3 (or 3a, 3b, etc., if needed). 

One of Thompson's (1977) arguments is that ASL does not distinguish between direct 
speech ("John said, '1..." ") from indirect speech ("John, said that he,..."). Liddell observes 
that just this distinction can be indicated by the presence or absence of body shifting. In the 
sentence with body shift, the verb say is not required, nor in many cases is the pti for "I." 
Thus, Liddell supplies the following examples (1977) renumbered for use here): 
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In example A, a direct report of what John said is given, whereas in B a report of the essential 
content of what John said is given, using pointing to indicate John. In example B there is 
a subordinate clause, PT.3 TIRED "he was tired." 

Another of Thompson's arguments, with which Liddell appears to be in agreement, is that 
the verbs HAPPY, ANGRY, SURPRISED, RELIEVED, SORRY, and PROMISE do not take 
complements. However, neither Thompson nor Liddell indicates what alternative mechanism, 
if any, is used to report "Mary is sorry that she scared the cat away." One possibility is 
MARY SCARE-AWAY CAT, (PT.3) SORRY. 

Liddell's (1978) most extensive discussion and analysis of subordinates is for restrictive 
relative clauses. He indicates that these clauses can occur in initial, medial, and final position 
within an ASL sentence. Furthermore, they are accompanied by a nonmanual signal "r," 
which is composed of raised brows, a backward tilt of the head, and raising of the cheek and 
upper lip muscles. In English, all relative clauses have what is known as an "external head," 
that is, the noun about which the relative clause is providing information is outside of the 
relative clause itself. Consider "The man who bought the yellow raincoat is John's father's 
best friend." The relative clause "who bought the yellow raincoat" provides information about 
"the man," which is the subject of the predicate "is John's father's best friend" and the outside 
head of the relative clause. Within the relative clause, the relative pronoun "who" is 
considered to have replaced an underlying "the man" so that the underlying form of the 
relative clause would be "the man bought the yellow raincoat." English does not allow "the 
man" to be repeated and substitutes "who" as subject of the relative clause in the surface 
structure. 

Other languages do not work like English. They may have what is known as an "internal 
head," where the noun that is being modified occurs within the relative clause itself. Thus, in 
languages with "external heads," the noun that is the head of the relative clause appears in 
underlying structure twice, once in the main sentence and once in the embedded sentence, 
whereas in languages with "internal heads," the noun that is the head appears in underlying 
structure only once. The characteristics of an internal head relative clause that Liddell 
summarizes are that (1) it has the structure of a sentence, (2) it serves the same function that a 
simple noun phrase would in the main sentence, and (3) it is treated and interpreted as though 
the noun phrase in it that serves as the head is performing the function described in (2). 
Having established this, Liddell discussed several relative clause types in ASL that appear to 
have internal heads. For example, the sentence  "The dog 
that recently chased the cat came home" has an internal head DOG which functions as the 
subject of COME HOME; at the same time RECENTLY DOG CHASE CAT is a sentence 
itself and is marked with the nonmanual signal "r" (which stops at the end of the embedded 
part). Interestingly, Liddell observes that RECENTLY, which co-occurs with the nonmanual 
adverb "cs," appears to have both "cs" and "r" at the same time. "It seems then that the 
nonmanual aspects of certain lexical items, expressions associated with individual signs or 
compounds, and non-manual grammatical markers are independent and additive" (Liddell, 
1977). 

Liddell considers the possibility that RECENTLY DOG CHASE CAT COME HOME is 
really two sentences concatenated temporally, but reports that when signers were asked to 
produce the two sentences separately, the nonmanual marker "r" was not used. 

Liddell also made some measurements similar to those he used to support Fischer's (1975) 
claim of an intonation break in non-SVO ordered sentences. In this case, he used the sign 
CAT in a variety of positions in a relative clause. He reports that in medial position, the 
shortest duration, CAT lasted about 230 msec, in final position, 400 msec, and in initial 
position, 330 msec. When CAT occurred in initial position in the relative clause, it was 
always as the object of an OSV sequence. Looking at DOG when it occurred in relative 
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clauses as the subject, he found that, in initial position and functioning as the head of the 
relative clause, DOG lasted 430 msec, but if not functioning as the head it lasted only 280 
msec. In medial position, if DOG was the head, its duration was 370 msec, whereas if it was 
not the head, it lasted only 230 msec. Thus, the function of the head of a relative clause 
contributes to an increase in sign duration, as does final position (as reported by Grosjean and 
Lane, 1977) and initial position (as illustrated here). 

Liddell (1977, 1980) covers a wide range of syntactic structures and markers in ASL. He 
also provides sophisticated linguistic argumentation for the description of many of these 
structures, and for topics not discussed here, such as determining the head of a relative clause. 
The serious student of syntax is advised to refer to the complete work and not to rely on the 
summary herein. Also relevant is Coulter's (1983) analysis of sentences containing relative 
clauses as conjoined structures. 

Padden (1979, 1981, 1983) provides several syntactic arguments for determining whether 
a construction is a coordinate or subordinate structure. Coordinate structures can be joined 
with a signed conjunction (FINISH meaning "then," AND, BECAUSE, WHY used 
rhetorically) but subordinates cannot be. Thus, sentence C is grammatical and sentence D is 
not (recall that the subscripts indicate verb agreement for the different referents involved and 
the "*" means ungrammatical): 

 

 
 
Another difference between coordinate and subordinate structures is that in a coordinate 
structure, the individual parts can stand alone as sentences, whereas in subordinate structures 
they cannot. 

Padden also argues that the sign NOTHING provides clues about internal structure. 
NOTHING generally occurs at the end of its phrase, as in sentence E. 
 

 
In coordinate sentences, nothing can be placed after either sentence: 
 

 
 
The negated part includes only the verb in the clause containing NOTHING. Padden notes 
that when NOTHING occurs at the end of a sentence containing an embedded clause, the 
negated part may be either the subordinate clause or the main clause. Theoretically, sentence 
H can have two meanings: 
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Perhaps the most interesting of Padden's syntactic tests for separating coordinates from 

subordinates is the one involving subject pronoun copy. In simple sentences, a pronoun 
referring to the subject (whether the subject is indicated by a noun, a pronoun, or verb 
agreement) can be put on the end of the sentence, as in sentence I: 
 

 
If the sentence is coordinate, such a structure is ungrammatical, whereas if the sentence is 
subordinate, the structure is grammatical. 
 

 
 

Altogether, then, Padden has identified four separate techniques for distinguishing 
coordinates from subordinates: acceptability of the presence of a conjunction, ability of the 
individual clauses to stand alone as sentences, scope and acceptability of the negative 
NOTHING, and acceptability of subject pronoun copy. 
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